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Foreword
In 2012, the Mayor of London established the London Legacy Development Corporation.
The purpose of the Legacy Corporation is “To promote and deliver physical, social,
economic and environmental regeneration of the Olympic Park and its surrounding area, in
particular by maximising the legacy of the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, by
securing high-quality sustainable development and investment, ensuring the long-term
success of the facilities and assets within its direct control and supporting and promoting the
aim of convergence”.
As the Local Planning Authority for its area, the Legacy Corporation is required to prepare a
Local Plan, setting out the Legacy Corporation’s strategy for the sustainable development of
its area a whole and a number of supporting documents, such as the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan. In accordance with Section 18 of the Planning and Compulsory Act 2004 (as
amended), the Legacy Corporation is required to prepare the Statement of Community
Involvement (SCI). The SCI was prepared, consulted upon and formally adopted on the 25th
of March 2013. This Consultation Report has been informed by the SCI and sets out how the
Legacy Corporation has involved the community in the Local Plan development process. It
demonstrates how the Legacy Corporation complies with its SCI, involving the community
and key stakeholders in the preparation of the Local Plan.

Postal address:
Local Plan
Planning Policy & Decisions Team
London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10, 1 Stratford Place,
Montfichet Road,
London. E20 1EJ
Email address: planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk
Telephone: 0203 288 1800
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Local Plan
The Local Plan is a spatial strategy that will set out the planning policies to guide
development within the Legacy Corporation administrative boundary. The document will give
clarity to developers, public sector bodies, the local community and other interested parties
regarding its planning policies and will enable the effective determination of planning
applications.
The overall purpose of the Local Plan is to respond to the needs of existing and future
communities and provide a basis for the regeneration of the Legacy Corporation area to
achieve socio-economic convergence with the rest of London over the period to 2031.

1.2 Legacy Corporation Statement of Community Involvement
In accordance with Section 18 of the Planning and Compulsory Act 2004 (as amended), the
Legacy Corporation as a Local Planning Authority is required to prepare the Statement of
Community Involvement (SCI). The SCI sets out how and when the Legacy Corporation will
involve the community and key stakeholders in the preparation of local planning policy
documents and in the processing and determination of planning applications. The SCI was
prepared, consulted upon and formally adopted on the 25th of March 2013.

1.3 Purpose of the Local Plan Consultation Report
This Consultation Report sets out how the Legacy Corporation has complied with its adopted
SCI, involving the community during the Local Plan development process. It details the
following:






When/ The programme of consultation;
Who/ The people consulted;
How/ The methods of consultation;
A summary of the issues raised during consultation; and
How these issues have been addressed in the Local Plan.

This Consultation Report is intended to demonstrate that the Local Plan complies and
exceeds the minimum requirements for community and stakeholder involvement set out in
national legislation and guidance and the Legacy Corporation’s SCI.
Evidence of the consultation outlined in this report is included in the Appendices.

1.4 The Legacy Communities Scheme
The Legacy Communities Scheme (LCS) was the overarching scheme developed to guide
the long-term development of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and its neighbourhoods after
the London 2012 Games. Development of the scheme evolved over a three year period
between 2008 and 2011 and was supported by a consultation programme and involvement
strategy. The strategy sought to be proportional, inclusive, genuine, consistent and
transparent, extending beyond standard stakeholder engagement and exemplary in its
methods.
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The consultation strategy outlined the importance of involving all types of stakeholders in all
stages of the masterplanning process. The consultation programme was developed to
include ongoing events, time-bound events and a formal consultation period to gather written
responses. Ongoing engagement provided a continuous platform for communication and
enabled relationships to develop. The time-bound activities were designed to take place at
specific times when the opportunity to influence the project was greatest.
The programme included specialist consultation workshops and meetings, focusing on
specific topics or geographic areas, public road shows, mobile exhibition tours and outreach
activities and attendance at various summer events. Stakeholders were categorised into
three separate groups: community and public stakeholders; specialist stakeholders (e.g.
Host Boroughs, GLA, statutory organisations); and other stakeholders (e.g. landowners and
developers, local businesses). Outside of these defined groups the younger demographic of
the local area were actively targeted to participate and influence the long-term plans, leading
to the formation of the Legacy Youth Panel.
Half way through the consultation period an internal review was carried out enabling a more
guided and focused approach for the remainder of the programme. This documented how
the output had influenced the design work and sought to see how further consultation could
have further impact. The LCS Statement of Participation provides a detailed overview of the
views expressed by the community and other stakeholders, helping in the creation of three
iterations to the masterplan.
Key Findings
Table 1: LCS summary of findings and LCS response
Issue
Neighbourhood
Design

Summary of Findings

Names for new neighbourhoods don't
sound right.

Important for new neighbourhoods to
have a sense of place.

More low rise development

Housing



Need for good quality family housing,
meeting the needs of a diverse
community; houses with their own front
doors and garden; affordable.

Social
Infrastructure



Faith is very important, a multi-faith
centre would not work however.
New houses will need new facilities like
schools, doctors and play areas nearby.
Need for play facilities




Employment and
Economy




Important to create sustainable
employment for local people
Will the plans include any skills and
employment training for local people?

Sports, Arts and
Culture



Important for communities to be able to
use the Olympic venues

Parklands and
Public Realm



Important that new parklands and open
space are well-maintained, so they
remain of a high quality, are safe and
accessible for use.
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LCS Response

Public competition launched to suggest
names

Improved design and character for each
neighbourhood

Increased focus on family friendly
neighbourhoods

Increased focus on family housing,
made up of terraces, mews and squares
with their own front doors and gardens.
35% affordable housing target across
the site

No longer a proposal for a multi-faith
centre, instead a number of multipurpose community centres.

Permitted provision for 12 new local
schools and nurseries and 3 health
centres.

More pocket parks and local play
facilities.

As LCS evolved it responded to the
need for more family housing, leading to
a reduction in employment space.

The Legacy Company proposed a series
of employment and training initiatives.

All of the venues will have a strong
emphasis on community and access.
Equality and inclusion priorities been
built into the procurement process.

The Legacy Company will manage the
area, to ensure everything is coordinated and maintained. They will also
adopt an inclusive design approach



More use of, and activity on the
waterways

Transport and
Connectivity



Concern that the level of car parking
proposed is too high



Environmental
Sustainability
Planning, Delivery
and Governance



Clearer communication needed on the
sustainability work undertaken
Have community land ownership
schemes been explored, and if so what
is the status of this work?









throughout.
Developing a waterways strategy to
ensure the maximisation of the
waterways for ecology, recreation, sport
and transport.
Site-wide car parking ratio for residential
development has been reduced to 0.7
per unit.
Sustainability policy and annual report
helps address this
Legacy Company has commissioned a
team to undertake a study to explore the
feasibility, viability and benefits offered
by various options.

The relationship with the Local Plan
The LCS provided an important starting point for the development of the Local Plan.
Successful elements of the LCS consultation strategy have been incorporated into the
strategy for the Local Plan consultation. For example, ongoing Residents Meetings across
specific geographic area’s. Furthermore, there are clear links between the themes of the
responses set out above, the structure of the Local Plan topic areas and the issues that have
been addressed through the Local Plan policy.

2.0 Consultation Process and Programme
2.1 The Consultation Strategy
The Local Plan community consultation strategy aims to be proportional, inclusive,
consistent, transparent and genuine, supporting the approach of the LCS community
consultation strategy. The strategy ensures that the “who, how, and how much” of
consultation is suitable to the stage of Local Plan production and the scale of any issue;
aiming to be exemplary whilst ensuring that the programme and resources allocated to
consultation are realistic. The consultation strategy and the consultation programme have
been discussed and approved by stakeholders at various meetings and carried out in
accordance with the SCI.
The Local Plan community consultation programme has evolved on a contingent basis.
When new stages, opportunities and issues have risen through the Local Plan production
process, new consultations have been arranged and carried out. As a result, the programme
during the production process has included ongoing, regular events with external
stakeholders as well as time bound events. In addition, two intensive formal consultation
periods have been carried out to gather written responses from the local community and key
stakeholders. These intensive formal periods have been non statutory, meaning that they
have exceeded statutory requirements for consultation. All communication has been
designed to be engaging, informative, clear and relevant.

2.2 The Process of Local Plan Production and Engagement
Overview
At each stage in the production of the Local Plan the Legacy Corporation has carried out
specific activities with the local community and key external stakeholders. The following is an
outline of the different formal stages in relation to the activities set out in the SCI:
Regulation 18: Preparation of the Local Plan
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Regulation 19: Publication of the draft Local Plan
Regulation 22: Submission of Local Plan to the Secretary of State
Regulation 24: Independent Examination
Regulation 25: Publication of Inspector’s Report
Regulation 26: Adoption of the Local Plan
Table 2: SCI Local Plan preparation stage and potential consultation activities
Potential consultation activity

Regulation 18:
Preparation of the
Local Plan

Letter/ Email to all known
consultees



Leaflet distribution to key locations
in the area



Legacy Corporation e-newsletter



Local Plan newsletter



One to one meetings with key
stakeholders



Meetings with residents
associations/ other interest groups



Focus groups



Public meetings



Workshops



Public displays/ exhibitions



Hotline/ contact number/ dedicated
email address



The following sets out how the Legacy Corporation created opportunities for the local
community and key external stakeholders to inform the Local Plan and its policies during the
preparation stage (R.18) of the Local Plan, adhering to and exceeding the obligations of the
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SCI. As stated previously, during the preparation stage, the Legacy Corporation carried out
ongoing meetings, specific time bound meetings and two non statutory intensive formal
consultation periods. Where the approaches to consultation have been markedly different
between the first period (stage 1) and the second period (stage 2), the different approaches
have been set out in tables.

2.3 Who did we consult and how?
Letter/ Email to all known consultees:
At the start of the consultation process, a letter was sent (along with the Early Engagement
Formal Consultation Questionnaire) to all postal addresses in the Legacy Corporation area,
targeting all of the local community. This ensured that all local residents, business and
organisations were informed of the Local Plan, the plan-making process, its importance for
the local area and how to get involved.
During this initial consultation with all of the local community there was the opportunity to
express an interest in the Local Plan and sign-up to a ‘Consultation Database’ in order to
keep up-to-date with key information, consultation dates and events about the Local Plan
throughout the preparation process. This ensured that further community outreach was
effective and efficient and that the resources allocated to further consultation was sensible.
The Consultation Database has been regularly added to and reviewed, building an important
network of contacts in the area. The Consultation Database includes all those identified by
the Legacy Corporation as a member of a General Body and/or Statutory Consultees, all
those who responded to consultations and all those who specified an interest in the Local
Plan during consultation events.
In addition, a desk top study was carried out during the preparation process to ensure that
as many General Bodies as possible were consulted across the area. This study identified
voluntary organisations and venues in relation to specific geographic areas, the amenities
they provide and the hard to reach groups and/or General Bodies they support. Where the
contact details of these voluntary organisations and venues were available, these details
were added to the Consultation Database. A table outlining this information is set out in
Appendix 1.
At key stages in consultation, letters have been sent to all of the contacts on the
Consultation Database, informing them of the relevant consultations and inviting their
representations and/ or attendance during consultation events. These letters are detailed
below:
When?
Stage 1

Stage 2

What did we do?
The first intensive non statutory consultation period (Stage 1) was carried out from December 2013
to January 2014 and primarily focused on an Early Engagement Formal Consultation
Questionnaire, gaining people’s views about the areas and planning related matters to inform the
initial draft of the Local Plan in conjunction with existing policy and evidence.
Letters (and emails where email addresses were available) were sent to all postal addresses in the
Legacy Corporation area along with the Early Engagement Formal Consultation Questionnaire and
the Call for Sites, informing stakeholders of the Local Plan preparation and requesting their
feedback on the Questionnaire and Call for Sites. An example of the letter is set out in Appendix 2.
The second intensive non statutory consultation period (stage 2) was carried out from December
2013 to February 2014 and focused on a Questionnaire regarding the initial set of draft policies that
had been developed by the Legacy Corporation. These policies were set out in a Draft Local Plan
Consultation Document and summarised in a Leaflet.
Letters (and emails where email addresses were available) were sent to all individuals or
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organisation and/or venue on the consultation database, informing stakeholders of the current
stage in the Local Plan preparation and requesting their feedback regarding the draft policies in the
Draft Local Plan Consultation Document and the Summary Leaflet through written responses and
/or attendance at a range of consultation events. Letters were tailored to different groups to ensure
that the content was relevant to the different readers. Examples of the letters are set out in
Appendix 3.

Contact number/ dedicated email address:
A free telephone number and email address for correspondence relating to the Local Plan
has been made available at consultation events, placed on consultation media and detailed
on the Legacy Corporation website. During consultations people have been actively
encouraged to contact the Legacy Corporation using these details should they have any
questions, issues or interests they would like to raise with regard to the Local Plan. People
were encouraged to make contact as soon as possible so that issues could be addressed
early on in the plan-making process. These contact details have remained the same
throughout the whole plan-making process, avoiding any potential confusion. Consultation
responses were requested to be sent to these addresses also.
Leaflet distribution to key locations in the area:
As stated previously, all stages of consultation involved an engaging, informative, clear and
relevant approach to communication. Leaflets were used to inform stakeholders of the Local
Plan preparation process and encourage their feedback during the intensive formal
consultation periods. These leaflets included questionnaires, giving people the opportunity to
contribute through written responses, creating a transparent record of consultation.

When?
Stage 1

What did we do?
A Leaflet called the Early Engagement Formal Consultation Questionnaire (including a Call for
Sites request) was sent to all registered addresses within the Legacy Cooperation area and
individuals and organisations on the Consultation Database. Once completed, responses could be
delivered by hand, posted for free, or emailed to the Legacy Corporation.
The Questionnaire invited people to give their views on issues relating to the future Local Plan. It
contained a number of open questions to encourage feedback on planning related issues. The
document was colour printed in A4 size to encourage people to see, pick up, read and consider the
questions. A prize draw to win tickets for a trip up the AcelorMittal Orbit was given as an added
incentive to respond.

Stage 2

This enabled the Legacy Corporation to address opportunities and issues early on in the
preparation process, minimising the risk of issues arising at later on in the preparation stages. A
PDF version of the leaflet is set out in Appendix 4.
A Leaflet called 'Have Your Say' summarising the Draft Local Plan Consultation Document with an
attached questionnaire was sent to all postal addresses on the consultation database.
The leaflet was also distributed in key locations around the Legacy Corporation area. Specific
locations were chosen to target ‘hard to reach groups’ and ‘general bodies’ set out in the SCI.
These locations are set out in table 3 below. Where appropriate the Draft Local Plan Consultation
Document and posters helping to raise awareness of the consultation were also placed in these
locations. Distributing the leaflet, posters and document also helped to raise awareness of the
Local Plan, giving policy officers the opportunity to discuss the Plan with members of the local
community.
The leaflet and posters sought to inform stakeholders of the current stage in the Local Plan
preparation process and encourage their feedback on the draft policies in the Draft Local Plan
Consultation Document through written responses, as well as encourage their attendance at a
range of consultation events where they could engage with members of the planning policy team.
The questions in the Leaflet were kept simple and directly related to the content of the Plan. People
were asked to state whether they agreed with the content of the plan, whether there were any
elements that they thought the Legacy Corporation should change or new matters that they thought
should be included. People were encouraged to identify specific policies or paragraph numbers
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when commenting in order to ensure comments were relevant.
The leaflet and questionnaire, posters and consultation document were designed to be engaging
and encourage a response. For example, the decision to make the leaflet A5 size and brightly
coloured helped to catch people’s attention. The design was also reviewed by experts to ensure its
suitability for a range of stakeholders and disability groups. Translation services were offered in
other languages to ensure that people with English as their second language would be able to have
their input. To support equal opportunities, monitoring forms were distributed with leaflets to help
the organisation monitor the effectiveness of the consultation outreach.
A PDF version of the leaflet, poster and monitoring forms are set out in Appendix 5, 6 and 7.

Table 3: Leaflet, Poster and Plan Distribution

SubArea
4

SubArea 3

SubArea 2

SubArea 1

Place
Gainsborough School
Cre-8 centre
Trowbridge Surgery
St Mary of Eton Church
Stour Space
Hackney Pearl
The White Building
Timberlodge cafe
Chobham Academy
Sir Ludwig Guttman Health Centre
East Village offices
Chandos East Hub
St. Johns Church
Stratford Circus
Stratford Town Hall
Carpenters Primary School
Carpenters and Dockland Centre
Carpenters Road Medical Practice
Carpenters Road Medical Practice
Tesco Superstore
The House Mill

Leaflets

Poster

Plan

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

Public meetings with residents associations and other interest groups:
Public meetings with residents associations and other community groups have been carried
out throughout the Local Plan preparation process. This has included ongoing quarterly
residents meetings as well as specific meetings to address certain issues and/or target
active community groups and local businesses and residents associations involved in the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park Engagement Network. Ongoing engagement provided a
continuous platform for communication and enabled relationships to develop. Time-bound
activities were designed to take place at specific times when the opportunity to influence the
Plan was greatest. All meetings were utilised to make people aware of the preparation of the
Local Plan and to encourage their participation and feedback. Having a presence at these
meetings has helped to engage proactive individuals in the local community and raise
awareness of the Local Plan. In addition to these public meetings with residents associations
and other interest groups throughout the preparation process, during stage 2 a number of
public community meetings were carried out across the area. These are detailed below:
When?
Stage 2

What did we do?
Three community events were carried out relating to key geographical locations across the area
(identified as Sub Areas in the Local Plan) to go into greater depth about place specific
opportunities and issues relating to the local area. Notifications promoting these meetings were
sent to everybody on the consultation database. Posters were placed in accessible locations in
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close proximity to event venues, for example, medical centres, community centres and schools, as
identified on table 3. In addition, notifications advertising these events were placed in local
newspapers and borough magazines. The meetings were also promoted via contacts who work
with local community networks to help the publicity get to typically hard to reach groups.
The meetings were held at publically accessible venues where community activities take place:
Stratford Circus, The House Mill and Gainsborough School. The meetings were held from 6:30-8:00
in the evening. In order to help ensure that varied life patterns and interests of the local population
were provided for, on notifications and consultation media such as the website it was stated that
people could drop-in at any time and if people would like to have an additional consultation at an
alternative time or location, or with a special community interest group, this would be welcomed and
arranged. At each event, between 15 to 60 members of the local community attended.
During each meeting copies of the Draft Local Plan document and Leaflet were distributed and
additional visual aids and presentations were used to stimulate discussion. During these meetings
policy officers sought to inform the community about the Local Plan and gather peoples comments
on what is in the Plan and/or what should be in the Plan. The meetings were also an opportunity for
attendees to ask any questions and find out any further information.

Workshops and focus groups:
Focus groups and workshops have been carried out to address specific issues and
opportunities in the area. The workshops and focus groups have targeted a range of groups.
Those involved throughout the Local Plan preparation process include the following:
Legacy Youth Panel (YP)
The Legacy YP was formed during the creation of the Legacy Communities Scheme
Masterplan. The Panel is made up of 25 young people, between the ages of 13 and 21, from
the five Olympic host boroughs. Since the Youth Panel began the members have been
active in the development of the Park, the LLDC area as a whole and all stages in the
preparation of the Local Plan. Supporting the development of the Panel, the group is
currently managed by Kaizen Partnerships (KP) which is a firm with specialist skills for
managing youth projects. The planning team is working with KP to make the Youth Panel
events engaging, creative and fun to encourage full participation. The Panel have helped to
develop proposals that will help to suit and inspire the next generation in the area.
Built Environment Access Panel (BEAP)
BEAP is made up of disabled people, those with inclusive design expertise, including local
community representatives from the housing sector, minority ethnic and faith groups. The
Panel have helped to ensure that accessibility and related issues are embedded within the
Local Plan. The Panel have given critical at each stage of Plan development.
Quality Review Panel (QRP)
The Legacy Corporation has established an independent Quality Review Panel comprised of
experts and professionals working in architecture, landscape architecture, urban design,
environmental sustainability, inclusive design, civil engineering, economic viability, and
development delivery. The Panel has provided independent advice through formal review of
the Local Plan The panel review process is managed by an independent agency in order to
safeguard the impartiality and transparency of its advice.
Planning Policy Forum (PPF)
The PPF is an established forum attended by officers from the Legacy Corporation, the four
boroughs, Greater London Authority, Transport for London and Lee Valley Regional Park
Authority. The regular forum meetings have created an opportunity to involve officers from
the represented organisations in the development of the Local Plan and to act as a steering
group, allowing cooperation in relevant matters, sharing of information and evidence and
opportunities to review the Plan as it has been developed.
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In addition, during stage 2 a number of workshops and focus groups were carried out. These
are detailed below:
When?
Stage 2

What did we do?
Landowners and Developers working within the Legacy Corporation area were invited to critically
discuss the content of the Local Plan Consultation Document, with a specific focus on the sub
areas. Three workshops were arranged and where necessary during the workshops, the attendees
were split into sub groups to focus on certain issues in significant depth. The sub groups focused
on areas where the most change is anticipated. These areas include Hackney Wick and Fish
Island, Stratford and its surrounding areas, Bromley by Bow, Sugar House Lane and Pudding Mill
Lane. The workshops also aimed to build positive relationships amongst these stakeholders and
encourage collaborative working in the future. Between 15 and 50 landowners and developers
attended each meeting.
Technical Statutory Consultees were invited to critically discuss the content of the Draft Local Plan
Consultation Document, with a specific focus on the topic areas. Each focus group concentrated on
a certain topic, such as business space, the economy, jobs, housing, the built environment, the
natural environment and transport. These focus groups helped the Legacy Corporation and
Statutory consultees discuss issues in detail and depth. Provision was made to ensure that
discussions could continue for a whole afternoon if necessary.
The Youth Panel accompanied the policy team on a site visit to Hackney Wick in February 2015
and was asked to build upon what they had learnt during the stage 1 workshops in February and
June 2013. Using a worksheet and stimulating questions, the Youth Panel was encouraged to
visualise what the area could be like in the future. The Panel spent the afternoon discussing ideas
with Legacy Corporation and the end of the afternoon resulted in the Youth Panel practising to
develop policy for the area. The afternoon was filmed and a video was created. In June 2015 the
Youth Panel reviewed a draft of the Publication Local Plan with the policy team, asking about topics
and specific areas in the Plan.

One to one meetings with key stakeholders:
One to one meetings were carried out with key stakeholders throughout the Local Plan
preparation process. The meetings were held to discuss and identify topic and site specific
issues, as well as opportunities and aspirations of stakeholders and the Legacy Corporation.
These one to one meetings included:











Transport for London
Thames Water
The Environment Agency
Lee Valley Regional Park Authority
The House Mill
Greater London Authority
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Hackney
London Borough of Tower Hamlets
London Borough of Waltham Forest

Public displays/ exhibitions
During consultations large plans and illustrations were produced to review and discuss at
community meetings. Due to the success of engagement utilising plans and illustrations this
supporting material was seen as preferable to exhibitions during consultations. For example,
meeting with the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park Engagement Network involved bringing
together local businesses to gather and share their views on the area and to emphasise the
importance of the Local Plan and its implications. During the event attendees were provided
with photos and maps of different areas and asked to identify any issues or places that they
liked / disliked or thought should be improved. Due to the success of this event, similar
activities were carried out during residents meetings across the area in the preparation
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process. In addition, during stage 2 a number of public displays were created using posters
and leaflets.
When?
Stage 2

What did we do?
Public displays in the form of posters and leaflets were designed to capture the attention of the
local community and were displayed in key locations to raise awareness of the Local Plan and the
key issues it intends to address. A copy of the stage 2 leaflet and is set out in Appendix 5 and 6.

Local Plan Newsletter, including Legacy Corporation E-Newsletter
Key information and news regarding the Local Plan has been promoted by using the
consultation database. The Consultation Database has been especially useful for targeting
people who have specified an interest in the Local Plan. As stated previously, letters, emails,
leaflets, questionnaires, posters, adverts, local newspapers, borough magazines and local
community networks have also been used to convey key information and news regarding the
Local Plan. In order to attract the attention of a wide audience and help publicity reach those
who may not initially be interested in the Local Plan, these latter forms of communication
have been preferable to newsletters solely based on the Local Plan. A copy of the
Newsletters can be found in Appendix 8.
In addition, over the non statutory period of consultation on the Draft Local Plan Consultation
Document, on the main page of the Legacy Corporation website a link to the Local Plan
webpage has been clearly marked to raise awareness of the Local Plan consultation and to
make information easy to find. Having this link on the main page helped publicity to reach
people who may not initially be interested in the Local Plan. During consultation events,
people were encouraged to visit the website and webpage to keep up to date with Local Plan
developments and consultations. The Local Plan webpage has been updated regularly to
keep people informed.
2.4 Ongoing Consultation
The Local Plan has now reached the Regulation 19 consultation stage. This is a formal
statutory consultation stage. This is required to be a consultation on the ‘soundness’ of the
Plan. The ‘tests of soundness’ are set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (2012).
This consultation will be designed to ensure that those who wish to respond to it are able to
do so in a way that is appropriate to the purpose of this consultation. After this consultation
the Local Plan will be submitted for the purpose of an Examination, which will be held by an
independent planning inspector. The responses to this consultation will be considered by the
inspector during the Examination.

3. 0 The Responses
Written responses and key points gathered during the two non statutory intensive formal
stages of consultation are summarised and set out below. How the issues raised have been
taken into account in the draft Local Plan Consultation Document is outlined in Section 4. A
full list of responses to the Draft Local Plan Consultation Document can be found in the
Legacy Corporation website and summaries can be found in Appendix 11.
Prior to the second intensive non statutory consultation period, an Equalities Impact
Assessment was carried out. This assessment outlined ways in which the initial policies and
consultation processes could be improved. Where possible, these recommendations have
been adopted. The recommendations and summaries of the changes made to policies and
processes are set out in Appendix 12.
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December 2012 - February 2013
3.1 Key issues Raised by Early Engagement Questionnaire and
Events
A total of 75 response forms and an additional 118 representations were received in
response to the Early Engagement Consultation Questionnaire and a number of points were
raised at the various early engagement meetings, workshops and focus groups. The points
raised have been recorded, themed, summarised and are outlined below. The points have
then been considered and addressed in numerous meetings and responses to the points
(i.e. how they have been taken into account in the Local Plan) are outlined in section 4. A
total of 108 of the 118 representations were received solely in relation to the Carpenters
Estate. As a result of the large quantity, these representations have been recorded, themed,
summarised and outlined separately below.
Community





Provide affordable facilities, shops and restaurants
Maintain and prioritise existing community and prevent polarisation
Create opportunities for community management and creative contribution
Review and update of community needs

The Legacy Corporation area has a socially, culturally and ethically diverse population.
Respondents united in their interest for the area and community was raised more than any
other topic area in response forms. Community facilities, the shape of the community and
community management were the common themes. It was noted that new and upgraded
facilities should be accessible and affordable. These facilities should support the existing
and future needs of specific demographic groups (including the young, the elderly, faith
groups and the local creative community), whilst helping to cross divides between and within
communities. Neighbourhoods should be shaped with community buildings as the central
focus, with a balance of old and new architecture and innovative ways to utilise empty space
for temporary use. Existing community interests should be protected during the development
of the area, and where there are new neighbourhoods, these should house residents who
set their roots in the area. It was regularly noted that local residents are keen to be involved
in the development and management of the area.
Housing





Provide affordable, low rise family housing with gardens
Ensure higher quality housing than current development of flats
Protect the Carpenters Estate
Support developments that enable people to live and work in one place

Affordable Housing is a key concern for residents and government officials throughout
London. The majority of interest in response forms surrounded the Carpenters Estate in
Newham. 118 representations were made supporting the protection of this Estate in the face
of emerging development proposals for the area. An outline of these representations can be
found in section 3.2. Housing typologies were also a concern of local residents. Despite a
diversity of housing tenure and flexible heights and densities promoted by some, the majority
of people preferred high quality, affordable, low rise family housing and gardens. It was
agreed during workshops that there should be height variation, yet within certain parameters.
There was common interest in Hackney Wick for live/ work units and residential units
connected to studio and workshop space.
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Open Space and Biodiversity





Protect and enhance open space and biodiversity
Adhere to 'Blue Ribbon’ network policies
Flood management and "sequential approach" testing
Protect of yard spaces and canals for traditional ways of life

London has been identified as the greenest World City by the Greater London Authority.
People expressed significant Interest in open space and biodiversity in response forms and
this was the third most discussed topic. People recommended that certain areas should be
protected for natural wildlife, while other areas should be modified for increased biodiversity
and/or outside activities for local communities, such as allotments. The designation for
Metropolitan Open Land needs to be reconsidered. The waterways were frequently noted.
People viewed the waterways as a place for leisure and transport, with a few people
suggesting that the waterways provide an opportunity for community friendly commercial
use. Boating communities were also supported by people stating that canal boats add to
local character and improve public safety along the towpaths. The existing boating
communities are also keen their way of life is not disturbed by the new developments. It was
regularly noted that all open space should be clean, safe and well integrated into
surrounding neighbourhoods.
Transport and Connectivity





Improved strategic and local connections
Provision for sustainable transport modes
Exemplar standards for cycle routes and storage
Safe access

Respondents were keen for improved transport connections and sustainable transport. It
was upheld that both local and strategic connections need to be better. For example, specific
site connections across the Lea Navigation and through the viaduct at Hackney Wick station,
as well as connections to key centres of regeneration including the Royal Docks and
Canning Town. Sustainable transport was the top priority and improved walkways and cycle
paths were requested. It was noted that the London Cycle Design Standards and the London
Plan Cycle Parking Standards are currently being revised and development should meet the
new standards. Temporary cycle provision and storage should be located at major venues
on Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. People regularly asserted the need for transport routes
to be safe, well lit and accessible for disabled people, especially to and from key
development areas. Stimulating transport connections were raised in the context of public
realm improvements. There were also regular requests for the reinstatement of Carpenters
Road.
Climate Change and Energy





Mitigate climate change and reduce CO2 emissions
Reduce the need for travel
Consider sustainable land use options and local energy sourcing
Employ high environmental standards

In response to the question dedicated to people’s perception of sustainable development in
the early engagement questionnaire there was a lot of interest relating to Climate Change
and Energy. People’s main concern and interest was mitigating climate change and reducing
C02 emissions. People suggested ways to achieve this. The most frequently noted
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recommendation was reducing the need for travel. Other suggestions included local sourcing
of materials, local energy generation and local facilities for recycling, strategies that enable
people to live and work in close proximity, utilising the canal for freight and statements such
as “only take what we need”. As with transport, it was noted that high environmental
standards will be expected, higher than those delivered on the Park to date. It was also
raised that it is important to prepare for the affects of climate change and flood risk mitigation
techniques will be essential.
Policy Commitment





Have regard for existing policies, however push for exemplar standards
Adhere to the definition of sustainable development used in the NPPF
Create flexibility in the Local Plan so that places can adapt over time
Identify policies that will be superseded by the Local Plan

There was a general positive regard for existing policies, including the NPPF, London Plan,
OLSPG, Hackney Wick AAP and FI AAP. For example, it was stated that allocations must
reflect the Mayor’s adopted London Plan policies on Waste Self Sufficiency and Waste
Capacity. However, there was a noted inconsistency between the Fish Island AAP and
Hackney Wick AAP Local Centre and Retail designations. It was suggested that this
inconsistency needs to be resolved and supported by the necessary evidence base. There
was concern for the flexibility of new policies. In contrast to many local residents preference
for low rise buildings, developers requested flexibility with regard to building heights,
densities and housing typologies. The implications and significance of Development
Management policies were also noted. It was suggested that when the Local Plan is in
place, applications in accord with Local Plan should be approved without delay, and when
there no policies are relevant, permission should be based on adverse impacts versus
benefits, assessed against the NPPF. It was raised that new policies will have an impact on
existing policies, and it should be clear which policies will be superseded when the Local
Plan comes into place.
Business Growth





Opportunities for small and traditional business
Protection and support for existing local enterprise
Support businesses that attract middle and high earners to live and work
Prevent monopolies

The majority of people were keen to support existing, traditional and local business and
prevent the domination of monopolies. However, respondents also noted that it will be
important to support the growth of businesses that attract middle and high income earners to
live and work. Business growth and designations for commercial space were regularly noted
in association with specific locations. Key growth areas with good access to the rest of
London, such as the iCITY media centre and Stratford were noted to be in need of ancillary
services for business. Land adjacent to the canal was noted as a potential location for
community friendly commercial use. Affordable workspace was requested, and live/work
units advocated in the Hackney Wick area.
Education





Prepare for quality and timely delivery of education facilities
Enable some flexibility on the use of sites to provide for future needs
Provide education to deliver expansion and diversification of economy
Support community libraries, heritage centres and information points
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Responses indicate that it is important that education is looked at with regard to existing and
future needs of the population. This includes assessing needs for affordable childcare,
nurseries, primary, secondary and further education, as well as training for unemployed
residents, including support for mothers. It was noted that quality and timely delivery of
education infrastructure, with some flexibility on the use of sites will be essential in order to
deliver the educated facilities needed in the area. Some local borough councils outlined
specific education needs. In general it was noted that education and training will be
necessary to deliver the expansion and diversification intended for economic growth.
Universities were cited as hubs of innovation, research and technology that would attract
investment and provide infrastructure to support business growth. There was also interest in
education being integrated with leisure activates. For example, a community led waterways
heritage and education centre located aside the Canal.
Urban Design and Design Quality





Stipulate high design standards
Ensure sensitive integration of new developments with existing environment
Restrict building heights
Improve streetscape, create clean, safe, accessible and appealing public space

High quality urban design was supported in response forms. People were opposed to gated
developments and asserted that new developments should be sensitively integrated with the
existing local environment. Concerns were sighted over the heights of new buildings. Some
people were keen for flexibility with regard to building heights, whereas the majority were
keen for building heights to be low and restricted. It was noted that the Hackney Wick AAP
and Fish Island AAP stipulate a maximum of 4-6 storeys. It was noted that views to the
Velodrome, Stadium and Orbit should be protected. Issues surrounding the streetscape
were raised. It is important to people that streets become cleaner, safer and more
accessible. Where necessary, shops should be refurbishment to a higher standard. In terms
of residential development, people advocated the BREEAM Code for Sustainable Homes.
Jobs





Designate, consolidate and intensify sites for employment generation
Protect existing industrial and employment capacity
Create affordable employment space for local population
Support higher value employment uses in emerging growth sectors

There is a high level of unemployment in the four boroughs surrounding the Legacy
Cooperation area. The creation of employment opportunities in the area is important to
people. People supported the protection and consolidation of existing employment land, as
well as the development of employment land at the margins. Debate was raised over the
boundaries of Strategic Industrial Land (SIL) and Local Industrial Land (LIL) land in Fish
Island. As a result, these boundaries should be considered and justified. It was argued that
the loss or reduction of industrial and employment capacity should be refused, unless the
industry is no longer suitable. A range of employment opportunities were raised. It was
argued that there should be provision for traditional, local businesses and affordable
workspace for the existing population as well as support for higher value employment uses
in emerging growth sectors.
Area Character & the Historic Environment
 Maintain existing character
 Protect creative and diverse communities and the spaces they inhabit
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 Conserve and preserve heritage
 Prioritise creative re-use of buildings over demolishment
Area Character was frequently discussed in relation to human activity and the historic
environment. People argued that the existing local culture and sense of community help to
form the local character, setting it apart from other areas in London. Creative and diverse
communities that live and work in the area were advocated as contributing to the local
character and it was argued that the spaces they inhabit need protection in the face of new
development. Certain areas and building were also highlighted as in need of protection,
including the Three Mills Area and the Percy Peanut Factory Buildings. People expressed a
preference to prioritise conservation and creative re-use over demolition of existing
buildings. It was asserted that new development should not be at the cost of local character.
Health & Wellbeing





Support developments that facilitate positive social interaction
Provide quality infrastructure and facilities that improve physical health
Improve walkways and cycle paths to incentive physical activity
Create public safety improvements

In the response forms health and wellbeing were associated with positive social interaction,
physical health and security. It was argued that the type of interaction encouraged by new
developments should be considered. New developments should aim to facilitate positive
social interaction and community spirit. Provision of quality infrastructure and facilities that
improve physical health were supported. Examples given by people include the GP at the
Carpenters Estate, healthy food stores, gyms, appealing walkways and cycle paths. To
improve security, people suggested that pathways should be well lit. It was noted that
thought should be given towards lighting the greenway.

3.2 Key Issues Raised by Carpenters Representations
A total of 108 of the 118 representations received were in relation to the Carpenters Estate.
A total of 98 of these were from a group of local residents who made matching
representations and an additional 10 were made by individual stakeholders, all arguing for
the retention of the Carpenters Estate. An outline of these representations and the key
points raised by these people are below.
Carpenters Estate Representations
Key points raised






Existing Housing Crisis in Newham
“Betrayal” by Newham Council
Quality community life in the Estate that should be protected
Quality housing in the Estate that should be retained
If demolition occurs, residents should be relocated together, to low-rise, affordable
housing with gardens

Representations outlined the existing housing crisis in Newham. People considered that
Newham is currently experiencing the worst overcrowding in England. Responses stated
that homelessness has increased every quarter since the beginning of 2012, Newham has
approximately 32000 on its housing waiting list, 2319 homeless households are in temporary
accommodation of which 1522 are families (Shelter Records). People argued that the
existing housing stock on the Carpenters Estate should be retained to support these people
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and the existing residents and that alternative plots of land should be sought for new
development proposals.
People stated that activities of the Council have not supported the interests of the existing
community. People noted that the primary focus of the UCL proposal will be academic and
this does not reflect the interests of residents (please note that this proposal is no longer
being taken forward by UCL). The residents’ preference for low rise housing is also being
disregarded. One respondent noted that although the Mayor of Newham announced that
residents of the Estate would have the 'Right to Return' on the BBC News in February 2012,
in reality it was considered that that the Council supports the redevelopment of the site and
the permanent removal of existing residents from the site.
People cited that Clays Lane housing project was demolished so that space could be made
available for the Olympics. This housing project met a particular need, specifically single
people who had been homeless. It was argued that the loss of housing for this group had not
been made up in Olympic housing developments so far, and people were concerned that a
similar scenario could occur at the Carpenters Estate. People stated that the Legacy
Corporation needs to ensure that the deficit caused by the demolition at Clays Lane is made
up and the Corporation prevents the demolition of more affordable housing and the
scattering of more communities. People requested that no regard should be given to housing
proposals in the Newham Core Strategy. A separate housing needs assessment, which
reflects the interests of the existing residents in the Legacy Corporation area, should be
carried out.
People outlined their views of the Carpenters Estate, stressing the quality of the existing
housing and community and why these assets should be protected. With regards to housing,
people outlined a strong preference for affordable, low rise, terraced housing with gardens
and stated that this typology facilitates social wellbeing and community cohesion. It was also
put forward that within the last two years, a number of homes have been fitted with new
kitchens and bathrooms, paid for by the Council. It was argued that these good quality
buildings should be retained. However, if the existing houses are to be demolished, they
should be replaced with new low-rise, affordable housing for the existing residents.
With regards to the community, people argued that the existing community is tolerant,
cohesive and successful. Existing community facilities enable children to play safely and
worship at anytime. It was stated that the Local Plan Vision must promote community
cohesion and should not aim to dismantle the community. Personal memories and family
histories were also described to support the retention of the Estate. It was argued that
whatever happens, it will be important to keep the existing community together.

3.3 Key issues Raised by Call for Sites
The Call for Sites was a formal consultation period undertaken between November 2012 and
January 2013. The Call for Sites was carried out to enable people to suggest sites for
development and/or a change of use within the Legacy Corporation area, to gather
information about land that might be allocated for development in the Local Plan and to
gather information for the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) to
determine site capacity and the probability of sites coming forward over the plan period.
A total of 38 sites have been put forward by respondents for consideration by the Legacy
Corporation as part of the Call for Sites. A summary outlining site details received from
respondents and the Legacy Corporation’s response at this stage can be found in Appendix
11. Further information regarding the SHLAA and Site Allocations, including the processes
informing these particular site details will be outlined in the forthcoming Site Report. The
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inclusion of a particular site in Appendix 11 is not in any way an indication that the site will
come forward for development.

December 2013 - February 2014
3.4 Key issues Raised by Draft Local Plan Consultation Document
Questionnaire
A total of 237 representations were received in response to the Draft Local Plan Consultation
Document Questionnaire and a number of issues were discussed at the various engagement
meetings, workshops and focus groups held during the intensive consultation period. The
points raised in writing have been recorded, summarised and are outlined below. A large
number of representations were received in relation to specific sub areas in the Draft Local
Plan Consultation Document. These areas include the Carpenters' Estate, within sub area
three of the Draft Local Plan Consultation Document, similar to the previous non statutory
consultation stage, and Hackney Wick and Fish Island, within sub area one of the Draft
Local Plan Consultation Document. These responses are incorporated into summaries
below and are dealt with in detail in Appendix 11. The responses to the points raised (i.e.
how they have been taken into account in the Early Draft Publication Local Plan) are outlined
in detail in section 4 and the Appendix and full responses can also be found on the Legacy
Corporation website.
General






Objectives should be more concise and place specific
Objectives and policies need to be clearly linked
Objectives should be in a format that can be monitored
Approach to the supporting text should be consistent
Document tone should be more ambitious and inspiring

Business, Economy and Employment






General support for employment space
The need for additional evidence to support protection and designations
Greater clarity required on schools evidence
Support for diverse employment opportunities
Policy to ensure local jobs and training opportunities

In general responses highlighted a need for additional evidence in support of the
employment protection, designations and retail centre designations; and clarity in relation to
the schools evidence. Opinions varied widely in relation to the approach to employment
designations. Responses included unequivocal support; support requiring clarity on
inclusions, boundaries and descriptions; but also some opposition to particular designations
as well as the principles of long-term protection. Respondents also disputed the necessity
and means of protection of employment outside designations, particularly whether
floorspace or capacity should be used and its potential for undermining residential growth.
Support was forthcoming for the creation of diverse employment opportunities but requiring
further emphasis to local jobs and training opportunity targets, including links with local
businesses and training institutions. The need to support live/work accommodation and
acknowledge the role of affordable workspace, and as a potential interim use, was frequently
cited. The appropriateness of the impacts threshold was frequently discussed, with views
varying from complete removal or being too restrictive and whether it should be lowered.
Respondents also required greater clarity on positions within retail hierarchy, the need for
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identification of primary and secondary frontages, and where specific retail uses would be
acceptable. It was frequently specified that the Legacy Corporation should ensure adequate
school provision is made through the evidence base, and there should be further clarity on
where higher educational uses should be located.
Housing






Appropriate support for maximising housing delivery
General support for affordable housing and a mix of housing tenures
Concern regarding information and methods used for the Plan
Specific interest on accommodation relating to gypsies, travellers and students
Concern for housing at the Carpenters Estate

Responses gave appropriate support for the maximisation of housing delivery, including
affordable housing and for the delivery of a mix of size and tenures. However, queries were
raised regarding the 35% affordable housing benchmark in terms of the approach within
adopted borough policy; the consistency with needs and viability evidence; and how this has
been translated into the target. Much commentary was provided on the affordability of
homes to the local community. Many of the responses queried information contained within
the Plan. This included clarity on housing capacity table inclusions, and how this information
relates to assumptions within existing adopted policy; the relationship between affordable
rent and benefits cap; design, density and amenity standards, including need for innovative
solutions; and highlighting inconsistencies with the London Plan. Respondents also disputed
the need to commit to particular housing mix requirements, or ensure flexibility through siteby-site negotiations. Respondents also requested a gypsy and traveller pitch target and the
identification of sites to meet this; and the expansion of the student accommodation policy to
include location, amenity considerations and links with institutions. There were requests for
an empty homes policy, in particular for the Carpenters Estate.
The Historic and Built Environment






Support for development responding to its immediate context and characteristics
Support for development of the highest design quality
Concern regarding the restriction of building heights
Support for heritage policies only applying to sites with historic character
Greater justification required for the protection of views

The majority of respondents support the Local Plan’s aim of ensuring that development is of
the highest standard and seamlessly integrates new neighbourhoods with existing areas
around Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. Concerns were expressed about policies placing
undue restrictions on building heights, the form of development within areas comprising
some heritage value, and proposals for development within viewing corridors. Respondents
supported the Legacy Corporations commitment to extending decentralised energy
networks, minimising carbon dioxide emissions, and reducing energy requirements (but only
where feasible and viable). Overall it was felt that the Legacy Corporation area should
become an exemplar for sustainable living, by ensuring that new development achieves the
highest performance and technical standards.
The Natural Environment






Greater emphasis on Green Infrastructure and the networks of open space
Create a more locally specific approach to the waterways environment
Protect and Include additional green space on Carpenters Estate
Improve the consistency and legibility of mapping
Improve policy detail regarding land contamination, air and noise pollution
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The importance of green infrastructure was asserted and respondents argued for a more
locally specific approach to the natural environment policies, including greater consideration
of the unique green and blue networks in this area. It was noted that an open space
assessment should be carried out to help address any local deficiencies and a number of
respondents argued for additional green space to be protected on the Carpenters Estate. A
number of problems were noted with regard to the mapping and it was suggested that
improving the labelling of maps would make them more legible. A number of policy gaps
were noted, including addressing noise pollution, moorings along the waterways, the use of
SUDS and Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation. It was requested that greater clarity
be given with regard to Metropolitan Open Land and its implications for development.
Infrastructure
The policy approach towards energy and waste was generally supported with specific
clarification sought on waste planning and the role of the borough waste plans and policies
and with additional wording sought to clarify the role of Thames Water in respect of water
supply and sewerage infrastructure.






Questions regarding the definition of community infrastructure
Support for requiring community facilities as part of major schemes
Questions regarding viability and whether it should be referenced
Seeks reference to borough waste plans
Seeks additional reference to the role of Thames Water

Transport and Connectivity




Increase emphasis on sustainable modes of transport
Refer to the London Cycle Design Standards within cycling policies
Support local connectivity

In general, there was much more support among consultees for a greater emphasis on
sustainable modes of travel, rather than support for car parking or extra highway capacity.
Comments were made in relation to the road hierarchy that was shown in the consultation
document. Support was generally given to policies promoting improvements to local
connectivity. It was noted that it will be important to make it clear that Transport
Assessments will be required even when applications are not referable to the Mayor of
London.
Sub Area 1






Development should respond to local character and be of an appropriate height
Policies should take account of live-work and ensure its provision
Affordable workspace should be retained, provided and appropriately managed
Protect employment uses, in particular creative and cultural industries
Development assumptions of existing Area Action Plans should be promoted

Respondents generally agreed that parts of sub-area 1 need enhancing through redevelopment, and that it has tremendous potential, both economically and environmentally.
However views differed as to what the driver of change should be, and the form that it should
take. This is a reflection of the diverse and somewhat competing interests of communities,
landowners and businesses associated with the area. Respondents expect the Local Plan to
promote residential re-development, but simultaneously protect the area’s employment
activity, historic interest, and creative uses.
Sub Area 2
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Clear guidance needed for proposals in locations with existing permissions
Greater clarity needed for the proposed East Village Local Centre
Insufficient emphasis on the retention of employment uses
LSIS designation should be removed from Leyton Road North
Objection to allotment provision at Eton Manor, loss of existing business premises at
Chobham Farm, reference of the Timber Lodge as a community Facility, reference to
Chandos Centre being accessible to residents from new development without
improvement to connections.

Sub Area 3






Majority of responses focused on Carpenters Estate
Support for clarity on relationship to existing policies
Dispute regarding how to address tall buildings
Support for improving local connections
Limited comments regarding allocations

A majority of the responses in relation to this sub-area concerned the Carpenters Estate.
This included 91 copies of the same representation where the sense of community and the
residents’ desire to remain were expressed. The response states that the residential
accommodation and overall mix of uses should be retained with refurbishment, recognising
the existing facilities and assets; and improvements within the Carpenters Community Plan
should be supported. Concerns were also expressed about the level of community
engagement proposed citing some negative experiences in the past. Additional individual
responses relating to the Carpenters Estate also expressed a general desire for it to remain
in its current form, with the role of existing businesses acknowledged. Other responses
concerning Sub Area 3 included clarifications on content and how policies should reflect
existing adopted planning policy. Tall buildings proved an area of dispute, with comments
ranging from desire for buildings of low-heights, to a preference for flexibility, defining density
and height on case by case basis. A number of suggestions were made for enhancing
connections across the area, most notably for the Greenway and the role of the waterways,
which should also be strengthened throughout this section. The desire for the benefits of the
London 2012 Games to benefit the local community, particularly within Newham, and
support for education and research uses were also frequently cited. Comments on the
allocations were more limited. Respondents expressed some concern over impacts of town
centre extension on the rest of the centre; and that support should be given to links with the
existing centre. It was suggested that the Chobham Farm South site is unsuitable for
residential development. Capacity for Rick Roberts Way to accommodate a school and
residential development was questioned; and alternatively a gypsy and traveller site was
proposed for this location.
Sub Area 4



Concern regarding employment land designations and connections at Pudding Mill Lane
and detailed comments from landowner regarding education provision, connections and
designations at Sugar House Lane
Objection received to policy SA4.1 on the basis that lapsing of planning permission is a
material change in circumstances and Adopted Tower Hamlets Masterplan SPD is now
out of date.

Thames Water made detailed comments on the allocations of their land and about the text
that referred to their operational land within the chapter. Lea Valley Regional Park supported
the designation of the land at Mill Meads as Metropolitan Open Land and references to the
Lea River Park. Landowners and developers made detailed comments in relation to the site
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allocations. Comments about connections were both in support of better connections across
the A12, and concerns expressed about the detail of proposed connections.
Delivery and Implementation
Local residents requested the opportunity to be involved in the coordination of the key
elements of the local plan going forward. Comments regarded the overall viability of the
policies in the plan as a whole were made, especially in relation to the emphasis on
employment given in the plan. In addition, comments were made regarding the delivery of
infrastructure and the need to coordinate and set out in the chapter a list of the

infrastructure necessary to deliver the plan were also made.

3.5 Key issues Raised by Draft Local Plan Consultation Document
Events
Community Events
Stratford Circus (Sub-Area 2 & 3)










Retention of the Carpenter's Estate
Promote family houses with gardens as opposed to apartment buildings
Demolished towers should be replaced with good quality family housing
Greater emphasis on community facilities needed
Need to integrate community facilities into the current 'urban fabric'
Retain and enhance current community spaces and assets
Incorporate Stratford Town Centre into the LLDC area
Concern that the Legacy is not for existing communities
Concern regarding how sustainable communities are encouraged and fostered

Gainsborough School, Hackney Wick (Sub-Area 1)
 Creative cultural industries should be protected
 Rents for residential units and employment space should be affordable
 Live-work units should be encouraged to enable residents to also work within the area
 Affordable housing, including social rent, should be provided in new developments
 New development, including retail, should complement local identity and character
The House Mill (Sub-Area 4)







Concern new development will increase congestion due to limited capacity on Stratford
High Street and Bow roundabout
Concern not enough employment opportunities for existing residents
Concern the quantity of employment opportunities will not correspond to the number of
planned residential units planned
Affordable housing provision should be as high as possible
Waterways should be fully utilised, for example in the transportation of waste
Investment into the waterways should be realised

Hackney Wick Youth Panel Event on site (Sub-Area 1)



Facilities should seek to integrate different groups and foster internal and external
engagement in the area
Community facilities are needed
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The area is suited to young families and couples attracted to the character and the
proximity of the Park
The local identity is rugged, industrial, quiet and unique with creativity at its heart
Future developments should be sensitive to local identity and protect character
Character consists of old buildings and the people who live there
Affordability is key to retaining creative groups
Policy on interim uses is needed and should promote pop up units, short term
enterprises and affordable rents
Community projects would benefit the area

Landowner and Developer Events
Hackney Wick and Fish Island (Sub-Area 1)





Concern that there is a lack of townscape merit to warrant extending the existing
Conservation Areas
If public spaces are necessary, define where these should be located
Landowners and developers oppose a restriction on building heights
Further detail required to outline what the ‘exceptional circumstances’ for permitting tall
buildings are

Bromley-by-Bow, Pudding Mill Lane and Sugar House Lane (Sub-Area 3 & 4)
After an initial presentation on the Local Plan, the meeting broke out into two workshops;
Pudding Mill Lane workshop; and Bromley-by-Bow and Sugar House Lane workshop. These
workshops enabled a greater level of area-specific focus. Key points raised from each
meeting are:
Pudding Mill Lane:





Prescriptive policy on employment uses and employment floorspace is not always the
best use of land
Concern that allocating land for employment often creates dead floorspace
Concern that housing projection figures for Pudding Mill Lane are relatively low
Comprehensive redevelopment and collaborative working was suggested to help
achieve the vision for the area.

Bromley by Bow and Sugar House Lane:







Tesco is key to development of the area as until landowners and developers know about
Tesco’s future they cannot act
Need to act soon before the appetite for development goes down
Need for certainty and clarity regarding Tesco and the future of the area
Landowners and developers suggest looking at a series of scenarios, such as Tesco
staying or going or shrinking or expanding
Comprehensive redevelopment and collaborative working was suggested by the to
landowners and developers to help achieve the vision for the area.
Landowners agreed to a have a meeting to discuss the potential of working together.

Stratford (Sub-Area 2 & 3)


The Local Plan diverges from the Stratford Metropolitan Masterplan, whereby the latter
allows for taller buildings and tall buildings should be considered in policy
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Technical Stakeholder Events
Economy






The Hackney Wick neighbourhood centre boundary differs from the AAP boundaries
The current Local Plan does not have policy on hot food takeaways or betting shops
Need to identify Primary and Secondary retail frontages
Could be more emphasis on the visitor economy
Challenge is to improve prospects for local people at higher level jobs, the Local Plan
could give more detail as to how this is done

Housing





Should level of affordable housing per development be specified i.e. 35%
What should the criterion for family housing be, above the number of bedrooms?
The issue of how high family units should be above ground floor level
EQIA approach to site selection process for Gypsy and Travellers to ensure they are not
placed on the poorest quality sites

Built Environment





A tall buildings policy should be included in the Local Plan
A separate policy on conservation areas is needed, and should be placed within either
the built environment or sub-area chapters
Clearly identify all heritage assets in the Publication version of the Plan, including locally
listed buildings
Require that developments connect to district heating networks

Natural Environment






Important for there to be a balance between access, amenity and leisure, with the
coupled protection of wildlife and biodiversity
Waterways policy should discuss water quality
Aim to maximise flood storage
A noise quality policy is missing
Loss of trees should be opposed in policy

Transport




Greater emphasis needed on encouraging sustainable transport. Sustainable transport
could also feed into the environmental chapter
Emphasis needed on the North-East connection in the Plan
Strict parking standards should be in the Plan, adopting 'Inner London' standards 'Carfree' policy should be addressed through describing the character of the area
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4.0 How the responses have been taken into
account
Written responses and key points gathered during the two non statutory stages of
consultation are summarised in the earlier sections of this report. These views and
comments have been taken into account in developing first the Local Plan Consultation
Document and subsequently the Publication Local Plan. The appendices to this report
include a range of material that has been used to support the consultation which has been
undertaken. Appendix 11 lists all comments that were received to the non-statutory
consultation on the Local Plan Consultation Document, summaries these and includes a
response that indicates how these have been considered in drafting the Publication Local
Plan. The full responses to that consultation will also be made available to view on the Local
Plan pages of the Legacy Corporations web-site.
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APPENDIX 1
ORGANISATIONS AND VENUES TARGETING GENERAL BODIES

Stratford Renaissance
Partnerships
London Gypsy and Traveller
Unit
Chandos East Community
Centre
Hibiscus community centre
Local Space Housing
Association
Newham Schools Forum
Newham Partnership Employment and Enterprise
Partnership Action Board

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

(e) Interests of
business persons

✓

(d) Interests of
disabled persons

✓

(b) Interests of
racial/ethnic
group

✓

(a) Benefits LPA
area

✓

Gypsy &
Travellers

Disabled People

Full-time workers

Single
Parents/under
45s with children

✓

(c) Interests of
religious groups

✓

Young People

✓

General Consultee Bodies

Elderly

Commercial

Sports &
Recreation

Place of Worship

✓

Trowbridge Surgery
Wick Village TMO
St Mary of Eton
Gainsborough Community
Primary School
Senior citizens club
Copper Box
The White Building
The Counter Cafe
Homerton Library

Health

✓

Hard to reach group
Ethnic Minority

Cre-8 Centre

Education &
Training

Facility
Community
Centres & groups

Place/Body

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

Newham Partnership -Health
and Wellbeing Strategic
Reference Group.
Newham Partnership -Children
and Young People Trust
Aspers Good Causes Fund
Local Education partnership
Stratford Town Centre Forum
Voluntary Action Waltham
Forest
Reaching out East and disability
resource centre
Waltham Forest Vision
Ethnic Minority Voluntary
Organisation
East Thames Group
Mosque and Madrassah AlTahwid
Create London
East London Business Alliance
East London NHS Trust
Members Council
London Councils -Cultural,
Tourism and 2012 Forum
London Councils -Children and
Young People Forum
London Councils -Economic
Development Forum
London Councils -Greater
London Employment Forum
London Councils -Health and
Adult Services Forum
London Councils -Housing
Forum

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓ ✓
✓ ✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

Sport England
Activity in Retirement
Age Concern
East Living
Family Action
Carers Centre

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓
✓ ✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

APPENDIX 2
LETTERS TO LOCAL BUSINESSES, RESIDENTS AND STATUTORY BODIES
DURING STAGE 1 CONSULTATION

Level 10, 1 Stratford Place
Montfichet Road
London E20 1EJ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3288 1800
Fax: +44 (0) 20 3288 1851
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk

[Insert Date]

Dear [Insert],
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended)
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
RE: Legacy Corporation Local Plan early consultation
I am writing to you as someone who represents an organisation, business or landowner that
may have an interest in the Local Plan that is being prepared by the Legacy Corporation in its
role as Local Planning Authority.
The Local Plan
This plan will set out the future vision and policy for development of the area and for making
planning decisions to 2030. This is an early stage consultation which is being carried out to
enable you to provide your views as to what you consider the plan should include and is being
carried out in accordance with Regulation 18 of the Local Planning Regulations 2012.
A leaflet is enclosed, including a response form, to provide more information and help you to
respond to the consultation.
Call for Sites
In order to ensure that all potential sites are taken into account in preparing the Local Plan, an
additional ‘Call for Sites’ form is enclosed with this letter which should be used if you wish to
identify a particular site as having potential for future development. You should, however, note
that those sites identified at this stage will be subject to thorough assessment and will not
automatically be included within the Local Plan. The Legacy Corporation has taken on the
planning powers for some areas within the boroughs of Newham, Tower Hamlets, Waltham
Forest and Hackney (please refer to the map included within the enclosed leaflet). If you have
previously submitted a site to those boroughs you will now need to submit that information to
the Legacy Corporation.
Statement of Community Involvement
In addition to the above, the Legacy Corporation is also carrying out consultation on its draft
Statement of Community Involvement, which sets out the principles for how we will carry out
consultation and engagement when discharging our responsibilities as a local planning
authority.
All three consultations run from 12th November until 31st December. The enclosed leaflet
and forms explain the different ways in which you can respond to this consultation. You can
also find further information and download the consultation materials from the Legacy
Corporation website: www.londonlegacy.co.uk/planning.

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

The Planning Policy and Decisions Team can be contacted by email at
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk, by telephone on 0203 2881800 or by writing to

Planning Policy and Decisions Team
London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10, 1 Stratford Place,
Montfichet Road
London. E20 1EJ
All consultation documents can be viewed and further copies of response forms can also be
obtained in person from the Legacy Corporation main office reception (address as above).
Yours Sincerely

Vivienne Ramsey
Director of Planning Policy and Decisions

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

Level 10, 1 Stratford Place
Montfichet Road
London E20 1EJ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3288 1800
Fax: +44 (0) 20 3288 1851
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk

[Insert Date]

Dear [Insert],
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended)
Town and Country Planning (Local Plan) (England) Regulations 2012
RE: Legacy Corporation Local Plan early consultation
I am writing to you as someone who has expressed an interest in planning matters within
Legacy Corporation area or in more general matters related to its role and responsibilities. I
have set out in this letter, and the enclosed leaflet, information about the Local Plan that we are
now beginning to prepare and about the first consultation that we are carrying out to seek your
views.
The Local Plan
This plan will set out the future vision and policy for development of the area and for making
planning decisions to 2030. This is an early stage consultation which is being carried out to
enable you to provide your views as to what you consider the plan should include and is being
carried out in accordance with Regulation 18 of the Local Planning Regulations 2012.
A leaflet is enclosed, including a response form, to provide more information and help you to
respond to the consultation.
Call for Sites
In order to ensure that all potential sites are taken into account in preparing the Local Plan, an
additional ‘Call for Sites’ form is enclosed with this letter which should be used if you wish to
identify a particular site as having potential for future development. You should, however, note
that those sites identified at this stage will be subject to thorough assessment and will not
automatically be included within the Local Plan.
Statement of Community Involvement
In addition to the above, the Legacy Corporation is also carrying out consultation on its draft
Statement of Community Involvement, which sets out the principles for how we will carry out
consultation and engagement when discharging our responsibilities as a local planning
authority.
All three consultations run from 12th November until 31st December. The enclosed leaflet
and forms explain the different ways in which you can respond to this consultation. You can
also find further information on the Legacy Corporation website:
www.londonlegacy.co.uk/planning.
The Planning Policy and Decisions Team can be contacted by email at
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk, by telephone on 0203 2881800 or by writing to

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

Planning Policy and Decisions Team
London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10, 1 Stratford Place,
Montfichet Road
London. E20 1EJ
All consultation documents can be viewed and further copies of response forms can also be
obtained in person from the Legacy Corporation main office reception (address as above).

Yours Sincerely

Vivienne Ramsey
Director of Planning Policy and Decisions

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

Level 10, 1 Stratford Place
Montfichet Road
London E20 1EJ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3288 1800
Fax: +44 (0) 20 3288 1851
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk

[Insert Date]

Dear [Insert],

RE: Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended)
Town & Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
Legacy Corporation Local Plan – Regulation 18 Consultation, Call for Sites and
Statement of Community Involvement
As you may be aware, from 1st October 2012 the Legacy Corporation became the local planning
authority for its area, which includes a responsibility for plan making. The Legacy Corporation is
now beginning the task of preparing a Local Plan and, in accordance with the provisions set out
in Regulation 18 of the Local Planning Regulations, is carrying out an initial public consultation
to ascertain the views of those who might have an interest as to what they consider should be
included within the Plan. To this end I have enclosed a copy of the consultation leaflet that
provides further information about the consultation and how to respond.
In addition, the Legacy Corporation is carrying out a ‘Call for Sites’ in order that it can take all
potential sites and opportunities into account in developing its Local Plan. A separate ‘Call for
Sites’ response form is also enclosed with this letter.
On 15th of October 2012 the Legacy Corporation Board approved its draft Statement of
Community Involvement (SCI) subject to the outcome of public consultation. The SCI sets out
the principles for how the Legacy Corporation will carry out consultation and engagement when
discharging its responsibilities as a Local Planning Authority. As such, a parallel consultation is
being carried out for the Statement of Community Involvement.
The consultation period begins 12th November and ends on 31st December 2012. Responses
should be returned using one of the contact methods outlined below.
You can access all consultation documents and further information about the Local Plan, the
Call for Sites and the draft Statement of Community Involvement on the Legacy Corporations
website: www.londonlegacy.co.uk/planning.
You can also contact us by email planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk or telephone 0203 288
1800, or write to us at:
Planning Policy and Decisions Team
London Legacy Development Corporation

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

Level 10, 1 Stratford Place,
Montfichet Road
London. E20 1EJ
Yours Sincerely

Vivienne Ramsey
Director of Planning Policy and Decisions

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

APPENDIX 3
LETTERS TO INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS, STATUTORY BODIES AND THE BOARD
DURING STAGE 2 CONSULTATION

Level 10, 1 Stratford Place
Montfichet Road
London E20 1EJ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3288 1800
Fax: +44 (0) 20 3288 1851
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk

[Insert Date]

Dear [INSERT BOARD OR COMMITTEE MEMBERS NAME],

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended)
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
Legacy Corporation Local Plan Consultation Document - non-statutory consultation
Following the Board meeting of 29th October at which the proposed Local Plan Consultation
Document was considered, please find enclosed a copy of the finalised consultation document.
The public consultation period runs from 2nd December 2013 to 7th February 2014 and the
document, along with the supporting documents and response forms are also available on the
Legacy Corporation Web site: www.londonlegacy.co.uk/the-local-plan
If you have any queries, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with the Planning Policy and
Decisions Team by telephone on 0203 2881800, or by email at
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk.
Yours Sincerely

Anthony Hollingsworth
Director of Planning Policy and Decisions

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

Level 10, 1 Stratford Place
Montfichet Road
London E20 1EJ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3288 1800
Fax: +44 (0) 20 3288 1851
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk

[Insert Date]

Dear [Insert],
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended)
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
Legacy Corporation Local Plan Consultation Document - non-statutory consultation
I am writing to you as someone who has previously expressed an interest in planning matters
within Legacy Corporation area or has specifically asked to be consulted on matters relating to
the Legacy Corporation Local Plan.
As you may be aware, from 1st October 2012 the Legacy Corporation became the local planning
authority for its area, which includes a responsibility for writing a Local Plan. The Legacy
Corporation has been carrying out early engagement with local residents and stakeholders from
November 2012 to ascertain your views on what should be included in the Local Plan. The
Legacy Cooperation has now prepared a consultation document called the Local plan
Consultation Documentand will be carrying out public consultation on this from 2nd December
2013 until 7th February 2014.
A Consultation Leaflet is enclosed which summarises the consultation document and ,
explaining the different ways in which you can respond to this consultation. It includes a
response form that you can use to make your views known. Responses should be returned
using the contact methods outlined in the leaflet. The Planning Policy and Decisions Team can
also be contacted by email at planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk, by telephone on 0203
2881800 or by writing to:
Planning Policy and Decisions Team
London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10, 1 Stratford Place,
Montfichet Road
London. E20 1EJ
You can also find out further information and make comments at one of our community
consultation events:
Tuesday 21st January,
6:30pm

Stratford Circus
Theatre Square, Stratford, London, E15 1BX

Thursday 23rd January,
6:30pm

Gainsborough Community Primary School
Berkshire Road, London, E9 5ND

Tuesday 4th February,
6:30pm

The House Mill
Three Mill Lane, Bromley-by-Bow, London, E3 3DU

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

Further information and all consultation documents are available on the Legacy Corporation
website: www.londonlegacy.co.uk/thelocalplan. Consultation documents can also be viewed in
person at the Legacy Corporation main office reception (address as above).
Yours Sincerely

Anthony Hollingsworth
Director of Planning Policy and Decisions
Enc: Consultation Leaflet and Equal Opportunities Form.

PROTECT – LLDC CHANGE

Level 10, 1 Stratford Place
Montfichet Road
London E20 1EJ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3288 1800
Fax: +44 (0) 20 3288 1851
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk

[Insert Date]

Dear Sir / Madam,
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended)
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
Legacy Corporation Local Plan Consultation Document - non-statutory consultation
As you may be aware, from 1st October 2012 the Legacy Corporation became the local
planning authority for its area, which includes a responsibility for preparing a Local Plan. In
accordance with the provisions set out in Regulation 18 of the Local Planning Regulations,
the Legacy Corporation has been carrying out early engagement residents, businesses and
other stakeholders for the Local Plan from November 2012 to ascertain views on what
should be included in the Local Plan. A Local Plan consultation document has now been
prepared and I enclose a copy of the consultation leaflet which summarise this and provides
information on how to respond to the consultation. The consultation period runs from from
2nd December 2013 until 7th February 2014.
Responses should be returned using the contact methods outlined in the leaflet.
The Planning Policy and Decisions Team can also be contacted by email at
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk, by telephone on 0203 2881800 or by writing to:
Planning Policy and Decisions Team
London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10, 1 Stratford Place,
Montfichet Road
London. E20 1EJ
Further information, the Local Plan Consultation Document and all accompanying
consultation material is available on the Legacy Corporation website:
www.londonlegacy.co.uk/the-local-plan. Consultation documents can also be viewed in
person at the Legacy Corporation main office reception (address as above). The Planning
Policy and Decisions Team can also be contacted by email at
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk, by telephone on 0203 2881800.
Yours Sincerely

Anthony Hollingsworth
Director of Planning Policy and Decisions
Enc: Consultation Leaflet and Equal Opportunities Form.

APPENDIX 4
CONSULTATION LEAFLET DURING STAGE 1
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Preparing your Local Plan
You can help shape
your community

02–03

foreword
On 1 April 2012, a few months before the Olympic and
Paralympic Games arrived in our city, I established
the London Legacy Development Corporation. This new
Mayoral Development Corporation will help us to
build on the achievements of this amazing summer
and deliver a long-term legacy from the Games.

One of the most important duties of the
new corporation is to be the area’s planning
authority. In particular, we must produce a
Local Plan for the future of the area, and to
do this, we will need your help.
The Local Plan will set out in detail how the
corporation will help the area to develop up
until 2030. Our plans are not just about what
can be built and where. The plan will also look
at how best to bring jobs and growth, how
many new homes are required by the local
community, and how to deal with the impact
of any new developments on traffic, waste
water and other resources.
The Plan will lay out how each piece of local
land can be used, what sorts of housing
can be built and where, and what types of
businesses can operate in certain areas. It
will also help to establish the overall look
and feel of the whole locality.

We need your input to help us put together
the Local Plan. We want to hear your views
– whether you are a resident, run a local
business, represent a community group or
are a developer. For just the few minutes that
it takes to complete this questionnaire you
will be able to shape development in the area
for a generation.
Thank you for your help.

Boris Johnson, Mayor of London
Chairman
London Legacy Development Corporation
November 2012

What is
the London Legacy
Development
Corporation?

What role does the Legacy
Corporation have in planning?

The Legacy Corporation is a Mayoral
Development Corporation (MDC) created
by the Mayor of London. It replaced the
former Olympic Park Legacy Company
on 1 April 2012.
Its role is to build on the investment made
for the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games by establishing new communities,
developing a business park and creating a
new tourist destination for London.

From 1 October 2012 the Legacy Corporation
became the planning authority for the MDC
including Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. It
is responsible for the full range of planning
powers from deciding planning applications
to setting planning policies.

Preparing the Local Plan
The Legacy Corporation covers an area which
includes the Olympic Park and surrounding
areas such as Hackney Wick, Fish Island and
parts of wider Stratford (see map overleaf).

T he London Legacy Development C orporation
(E s tablis hment) Order 2012
NORTH

LB WALTHAM
FOREST

LB HACKNEY

LB NEWHAM

LB TOWER HAMLETS

London Legacy Development
Corporation
Area
Mayoral
development
area boundary

London B orough boundary

KEY to in the London Lega cy D evelopment C orporation (E s tablis hment) Order 2012
Map referred
London Legacy Development
S igned by aboundary
uthority of the S ecreta ry of S ta te
Corporation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _Borough
_ _ _ _ boundaries
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
A Director in the Department for
C ommunities a nd L oca l G overnment
0

0.125

0.25 Miles

Bromley
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What is the Local Plan?

Why are you being consulted?

The Local Plan is the document each local
planning authority must prepare which
sets out its plan for development in its
area. These used to be called the Local
Development Framework and include
Core Strategies and Area Action Plans.

What you think matters and we will try to
reflect the views and opinions we receive in
the Local Plan and the decisions we make.
People will have different views and opinions
but we will always listen to what you have
to say. We must follow planning law and
Government guidance so there are certain
things we can’t influence or change but we
will let you know when this is the case.

The Government’s National Planning Policy
Framework (March 2012) says that a Local
Plan should have a clear set of priorities for
managing development in the area and a set
of policies covering:
l The homes and jobs needed in the area
l Retail, leisure and other commercial
development
l Infrastructure for transport,
telecommunications, waste management,
water supply, waste water, flood risk
and energy
l Health, security, community and cultural
infrastructure and other local facilities
l Actions to address climate change and
l Conservation and enhancement of
the natural and historic environment,
including landscape.

Existing planning policy
The boroughs of Hackney, Newham, Tower
Hamlets and Waltham Forest each have
current adopted Core Strategies and Area
Action Plans that provide planning policy for
the area. These will remain in place until the
Legacy Corporation has adopted its own
Local Plan. These existing policy documents
will be taken into account when developing
our own Local Plan.
The London Plan (July 2011) is also part of
the existing planning framework for the area
and is accompanied by the Mayor’s Olympic
Legacy Supplementary Planning Guidance
(July 2012). The Legacy Corporation’s Local
Plan will need to broadly follow the policies
within the London Plan.
You can find links to each of these
existing policy documents on the Legacy
Corporation’s website www.londonlegacy.
co.uk/localplan.

When does the consultation
start and finish?
This consultation period starts on
Monday 12 November and ends on
Monday 31 December 2012.

What views and information
can you give?
You can give your views or provide
information on anything related to the Local
Plan (see What is the Local Plan? above).
All the views and comments received will be
considered when the Legacy Corporation
writes the draft Local Plan. When the draft
is published for consultation we will also
produce a report showing how people’s
views have been taken into account.

How to make your views known
We need to have your views in writing to be
able to include them. You can do this by:
1. Questionnaire
Simply complete the questionnaire attached
to this form and return it to the Legacy
Corporation at the address below.
You can also obtain copies of this leaflet
and questionnaire in person at the Legacy
Corporation Reception from 8am–6pm
or by requesting a copy using the contact
details at the end of this leaflet.

06–07

2. Online
Go to www.londonlegacy.co.uk/localplan
and complete the online questionnaire.
3. Email
Simply email your comments through to
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk.

What happens next?
Once the consultation ends at the end of
December 2012 the Legacy Corporation’s
planning officers will start work on developing
the policies, proposals and designations
(what land can be used for) which will make
up the draft Local Plan.
We will consult with you again before the
Local Plan is ‘examined’ by an independent
planning inspector. Their report and
recommendations will feed into the final
version of the Local Plan before it is formally
approved or adopted.
The plan will be the basis for the planning
of development within the Legacy
Corporation area and for its planning
decisions, for example when deciding
applications for planning permission.

Statement of Community
Involvement
We are also preparing a Statement of
Community Involvement setting out how we
intend to involve and consult communities
in our area in the planning process. There
is also an opportunity to make your views
known on the draft Statement of Community
Involvement. Details can be found on the
website: www.londonlegacy.co.uk/planningpolicy-and-decisions/supporting-documents

For more information
You can find further information about the
Local Plan online at:
Legacy Corporation Planning and Local
Plan web pages: www.londonlegacy.co.uk/
planning-policy-and-decisions/the-local-plan

Key dates
Nov – Dec 2012	Consultation on what the Local Plan should cover
Jan – Aug 2013	Development of draft policies, proposals and
designations that will form the Local Plan taking
views and information provided into account
Summer 2013	Informal consultation on draft Local Plan
Autumn 2013	Formal publication and consultation period for
Local Plan
Spring/summer 2014	Independent examination of Local Plan by planning
inspector
Autmn 2014	Formal adoption of Local Plan
Planning Portal: www.planningportal.gov.uk/
planning/planningpolicyandlegislation
Planning Inspectorate: www.planningportal.
gov.uk/planning/planninginspectorate
You can contact the Planning Policy and
Decisions Team by:
Telephone: 020 3288 1800
In writing: Planning Policy and Decisions Team
Level 10
1 Stratford Place
Montfichet Road
London E20 1EJ
Email:
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk

A text-only version of this publication is available
on request in other languages and formats.
Printed and published by the London Legacy
Development Corporation November 2012.
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Tell us what you think

This is your chance to give us your views on what the Local Plan should cover. Your views, comments and the information
you provide will help us to create a new Local Plan that will shape development in the Legacy Corporation area until 2030.
Any views we receive will be available for public inspection and may be reported publicly as part of the Local Plan
development process. Unfortunately, we cannot accept confidential or anonymous responses.
Every questionnaire received will be entered into a prize draw to WIN one of FIVE pairs of tickets for a trip up the
ArcelorMittal Orbit when it re-opens.*

Part 1
Personal information

Agent details (where applicable)

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Other [please write]

If a response is made by an agent all future communications
will be with that agent unless we are told otherwise.

Name

Title

Job title (where relevant)

Name

Company or organisation (where relevant)

Job title
Company name

Address

Address

Telephone

Telephone

Email

Email

If you would like to receive information about future consultations and updates on the Local Plan please tick the
relevant box below.
My preferred method of notification is:   Email

Post

Post and email

Part 2 – Consultation questions
Please use the following questions and response boxes in order to respond to this consultation. Please use additional
sheets to respond and please identify which question(s) you are responding to.
Question 1 – The vision and strategy
The Local Plan will include a vision and ‘spatial strategy’. These will give an overview of how the area should be, the
amount of new housing and where it could be built as well as priorities for the environment, transport, economy and waste
treatment. What are the important issues that you consider the vision for the area and the strategy should include?

Question 2 – Sustainable development
What do you consider should be included in any local definition of sustainable development?

Question 3 – Growth and development
Where do you think development should take place in the Legacy Corporation area and what kind of development
should this be?

Question 4 – Policy Topics
The Local Plan will include policies for a variety of topic areas. Are there particular policy topic themes that you think
the plan should address?

Question 5 – Designations
Are there particular designations that you think the plan should include such as open space protection, protected
views, areas of land for employment use? Are there areas of land you consider should be identified for particular
purposes such as housing, town or local or neighbourhood centre, new roads or cycle or footways?

Please note that if you have specific sites that you consider should be identified for development within the Local Plan
you should complete the separate ‘Call for Sites’ Form which is available as part of this consultation. You can obtain a
copy of the form online or by contacting the Planning Department (see page 6 for details).
Question 6 – Other Matters
Are there are any other matters that you think should be considered in developing the Local Plan? Please specify these below.

Question 7 – Evidence
In order for the Local Plan to be judged as ‘sound’ at its Examination, it is important that it is supported by a sufficient
level of evidence to justify its vision, strategy, policies and proposals. If you have specific evidence that you consider supports
your response, please identify the sources here and if possible enclose copies of any documents with your response.

This consultation is carried out in accordance with
Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Planning (England) Regulations 2012.
* Tickets will be for two people on a date to be announced
by the London Legacy Development Corporation.

Please detach the questionnaire and
return with any supporting evidence
by 31 December 2012 to:
Planning Policy and Decisions Team
Level 10, 1 Stratford Place
Montfichet Road, London E20 1EJ
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CONSULTATION LEAFLET DURING STAGE 2

Jobs?
Schools?
Homes? Rivers?
Parks?
COMMUNITIES?
Communities?

LOCAL PLAN CONSULTATION

HAVE YOUR SAY

PLANNING
1. FOR EAST LONDON
WHAT IS THE LONDON LEGACY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION?

The London Legacy Development Corporation was created by the Mayor
of London on 1 April 2012 for London’s most important and exciting
development project: regenerating east London, by making best use of the
benefits of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and the 2012 London Olympic
and Paralympic Games, as well as the unique characteristics of the area.

WHAT IS THE LOCAL PLAN?
After the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, the Legacy Corporation was
given responsibility for preparing a Local Plan for the area shown on the
map opposite. The Local Plan will set out what development could happen
in this area, and where and when this development could take place. It will
do this by proposing a vision for the area and then showing how this could
be achieved through a set of objectives, policies and proposals. By doing
this the Local Plan will help achieve good quality development – meeting
the needs of people living and working in east London and enabling this
area to fulfil its potential.
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WHAT STAGE ARE WE AT?
To date, our focus has been on working with a range of local organisations,
collecting the evidence we need and bringing together existing plans
(developed by the four local boroughs of Newham, Tower Hamlets, Hackney
and Waltham Forest, the Lee Valley Regional Park Authority and the Greater
London Authority) to create a first draft of the Local Plan for this area, called
the Local Plan Consultation Document.
The Legacy Corporation is now carrying out a public consultation on this
first draft of the Local Plan. The Local Plan Consultation Document is being
made available to the public from 2 December 2013 and you will be able to
provide your views and comments until 5pm on 7 February 2014.

STAGE 1: COLLECTING EVIDENCE BASE AND DEVELOPING DRAFT LOCAL PLAN

STAGE 2: NON-STATUTORY PUBLIC CONSULTATION
ON DRAFT LOCAL PLAN (DEC 2013 - FEB 2014)
STAGE 3: FURTHER DEVELOPING DRAFT LOCAL PLAN
STAGE 4: STATUTORY PUBLIC CONSULTATION ON ‘PUBLICATION’
LOCAL PLAN (SUMMER 2014)
STAGE 5: EXAMINATION OF LOCAL PLAN BY INDEPENDENT EXAMINER (WINTER 2014)
STAGE 6: ADOPTION OF LOCAL PLAN (2015)
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The Local Plan Consultation Document is available to read in full at the
Legacy Corporation office and website (www.londonlegacy.co.uk/thelocal-plan), as well as the Local Borough offices and websites of Newham,
Tower Hamlets, Hackney and Waltham Forest. However, you may find
the following summary of the Local Plan Consultation Document helpful.
Some of the language is quite technical – a glossary is available in the
Local Plan Consultation Document.
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VISION SUMMARY
The Legacy Corporation’s vision is to create a dynamic new centre for east
London, centred on the benefits of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, the 2012
London Olympic and Paralympic Games and the unique characteristics of
the area. The Park will attract inward investment into cutting edge
industries, making best use of world-class sporting venues, parklands,
business and leisure opportunities. The Legacy Corporation area will create
new employment and business opportunities for east Londoners, and
with exceptional new homes, schools, health and community facilities,
will become a place of choice for them to live and work. Local communities
will be supported to develop and grow in a sustainable and well-designed
environment.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The draft strategic objectives included in the Local Plan Consultation
Document are set out below. Their aim is to help achieve the vision and
provide a context and focus for policies and proposals.

1. BUSINESS GROWTH

8. CREATING NEIGHBOURHOODS

2. JOBS

9. AREA CHARACTERS AND THE
HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT

3. HOUSING

10. SUSTAINABILITY

4. EDUCATION

11. CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY

5. HEALTH, CULTURE AND WELLBEING

12. OPEN SPACE AND BIODIVERSITY

6. URBAN DESIGN & DESIGN QUALITY

13. TRANSPORT AND CONNECTIVITY

7. CREATING INCLUSIVE PLACES

14. CONVERGENCE
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POLICY SUMMARY
The draft policies set out how we will achieve the vision and will guide
day-to-day decisions about development in this area when the Local Plan
is adopted. They are split into the following areas:

BUSINESS, ECONOMY AND EMPLOYMENT
The Legacy Corporation will build on the opportunities created by
the Olympic and Paralympic Games, by enhancing cultural, economic,
leisure and sporting facilities and moving the area from industrial decline
to a vibrant, mixed economy. Employment growth at Stratford and
creation of new economic hubs at Hackney Wick and Fish Island will
be supported by smaller locations of industrial activity.
Stratford Town Centre will provide retail, office, hotel and other
commercial expansion, supported by similar, smaller-scale uses at
Bromley-By-Bow. Hackney Wick will offer industrial premises
supported by retail and residential developments and Pudding Mill and
East Village will each function as local retail and commercial centres.
The economy will also be enhanced through the growth of training,
education, research and development, and the provision of schools
and higher education facilities.

HOMES AND COMMUNITIES
The population of the LLDC area will increase from 10,000 to around
55,000 by 2031. At least 1,474 new homes will be built per year of a size and type to meet existing and future community needs.
High quality design, internal space, density and accessibility
standards will be integral to all developments.
The creation of vibrant, mixed communities is key to the prospects of
east London. A minimum target of 35% of homes across the area being
affordable (443 per year), and other specialist housing needs, including
older persons’ housing, hostels and student accommodation, and Gypsy
and Traveller sites will all be taken into account.
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BUILT AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Local identity will be reflected in the design of new developments,
alongside high standards in energy efficiency and sustainable
design and construction. Important views will be protected; new
Conservation Areas will be designated and local lists of heritage
assets drawn together where necessary.
The natural environment will be cared for through safeguarding
designated open space, maximising opportunities for biodiversity
enhancement and healthy living through access to and improvement
of open space, waterways and green infrastructure. Flood patterns,
surface water drainage, contamination and air quality issues will
have a strong influence on development decisions.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT
New strategic transport connections with east London, Greater
London and beyond will make the area more accessible, bringing in
people and investment. Development will improve local connections
and transport, including pedestrian and cycling provision. Appropriate
parking provision will also meet residents’ needs.
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KEY DIAGRAM

STRATFORD

HACKNEY WICK

BROMLEY-BY-BOW

Open space,
sport, leisure

Areas of
industry

Main rail
corridors

Major growth
areas

Town
centre

Major
roads

Integrated
growth areas

Main railway
stations

Rivers and
canals
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SUB AREA SUMMARY
To provide more detailed policy guidance, the LLDC area has been divided
into four Sub Areas. Each area contains locally specific policies and site
allocations where land has been identified for development. To find out
more about each Sub Area, please look at the relevant section in the Local
Plan Consultation Document.
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SUB AREA 1: HACKNEY WICK AND FISH ISLAND
Policies for Hackney Wick and Fish Island will ensure development is
sensitive to the heritage and yard spaces by guiding appropriate building
heights and densities. The proposed Neighbourhood Centre around
Hackney Wick station will be the main focus of change.

LAND ALLOCATED FOR DEVELOPMENT:
• A Neighbourhood Centre including retail, restaurants, office/light 		
industry and community facilities together with residential space to 		
the north and south of the railway line at Hackney Wick
• 651 homes, primary school, playing fields, and local and community 		
facilities at Sweetwater
• 887 homes, primary school, canal side park, employment hub and 		
education use, with supporting retail at East Wick and iCITY
• Permanent designation of an existing Travellers site at 			
Chapman Road.

SUB AREA 2: NORTH STRATFORD AND ETON MANOR
To place an emphasis on medium density housing for families in this area,
policies will guide suitable building heights and housing mix. Policies will
also guide improvements to public space and enhance connections through
the area and to Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.

LAND ALLOCATED FOR DEVELOPMENT:
• Up to 1,100 new homes, local park, community facility and minor 		
retail or office uses at Chobham Farm
• Approximately 2,388 new homes, retail and office uses under 		
1,000m2 at East Village
• Up to 960 new homes, local park and a minor retail and office uses
at Chobham Manor.
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SUB AREA 3: CENTRAL STRATFORD AND THE SOUTH OF QUEEN ELIZABETH OLYMPIC PARK
The Metropolitan Centre status at Stratford will be achieved through
policies supporting new employment space, retail, cultural and leisure
facilities. Policies also guide locations for tall buildings, protect and promote
community uses and enhance local connections between and through the
Greater Carpenters area and Stratford Town Centre.

LAND ALLOCATED FOR DEVELOPMENT:
• A full range of town centre uses at Stratford Town Centre Extension
• Leisure, office, education or residential uses at Chobham Farm South
• A mixture of retail, office and leisure and 1,705 homes at Stratford 		
Waterfront East with potential for significant education, institutional
and/or cultural uses to be introduced
• Up to 1,000 homes and subsidiary community, retail and leisure uses 		
at Stratford Waterfront West with potential for significant 			
education, institutional and/or cultural uses to be introduced
• Potential for extensive mixed use development or regeneration at 		
Greater Carpenters District
• 300 homes and at least 1.1 ha of allotments at Bridgewater Road
• Secondary school and up to 550 homes at Rick Roberts Way.

SUB AREA 4: PUDDING MILL, BROMLEY-BY-BOW AND MILL MEADS
To develop Bromley-By-Bow as a new District Centre to serve the local
population, policies support new employment space, retail, community
facilities and a new primary school. Policies ensure the protection and
enhancement of the Conservation Area at Three Mills Island. Improved local
connections, specifically across A12, the waterways and Stratford High
Street will be key to developing a sense of place at this new District Centre.

LAND ALLOCATED FOR DEVELOPMENT:
• New District Centre, primary school, local open space, library or 		
community facility, up to 1,200 new homes and employment space
at Bromley-By-Bow
• New and replacement business floorspace, a new Local Centre, 		
1,200-1,500 homes, open space and public realm at Pudding Mill
• Business space, local retail space, up to 1,200 homes, open space
and public realm at Sugar House Lane
• Retention and development of cultural and creative industries and 		
community uses at Three Mills.

2. HAVE YOUR SAY
This is your opportunity to make your views known before the Local
Plan reaches its more formal ‘Publication’ stage. All responses to this
consultation will be taken into account and a consultation report will be
published at the ‘Publication’ stage, setting out how responses have been
taken into account. All responses to this consultation will be available for
public inspection once received.

TO FIND OUT MORE AND TELL US WHAT YOU THINK
This leaflet provides a brief summary of the Local Plan Consultation
Document. Your comments should respond to the content of the Local Plan
Consultation Document itself, identifying the specific part of the document
that you are commenting on.The document is available at Local Borough
Planning Department Offices, Stratford Library, the Legacy Corporation
office and on its website. This leaflet, the consultation response form and all
related documents are also available on the Legacy Corporation website at:
www.londonlegacy.co.uk/the-local-plan
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YOU CAN ALSO COMMENT AT ONE OF OUR COMMUNITY MEETINGS:
SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

Tuesday 21 January 2014,
6:30pm

Thursday 23 January 2014,
6:30pm

Tuesday 4 February 2014,
6:30pm

Stratford Circus,
Theatre Square,
Stratford, London,
E15 1BX

Gainsborough
Community
Primary School,
Berkshire Road, London,
E9 5ND

The House Mill,
Three Mill Lane,
Bromley-by-Bow
London, E3 3DU

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Visit the Legacy Corporation website at: www.londonlegacy.co.uk/the-local-plan
Or contact the Planning Policy and Decisions team on:
Telephone: 020 3288 1800
In writing: Planning Policy and Decisions Team, London Legacy Development
Corporation, Level 10, 1 Stratford Place, Montfichet Road, London, E20 1EJ
Email: planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk
All maps within this document: © Crown Copyright 1999. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey
Land-Line data with the permission of the controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.
Ordnance Survey and Land-Line are registered trademarks.

For a free translation call

Also for Audio, Large Print and Braille, phone

0800 952 0119

TELL US
3. WHAT YOU THINK

We would like to know whether you agree with the content of the Local
Plan Consultation Document, whether there are any proposals that you
think we should change or new proposals that you think we should include.
Please note any views we receive may be reported publicly as part of
the Local Plan process. Unfortunately, we cannot accept confidential
or anonymous responses.

HOW TO USE THIS COMMENT FORM:
Step 1: Read the sections of the Local Plan Consultation Document that 		
interest you.
Step 2: Think about the proposals in the document, including the vision, 		
the strategic objectives, the policies and the Sub Area policies and 		
Site Allocations.
Step 3: Use this form to write your comments about the proposals. Clearly 		
write which paragraph or policy number you are commenting upon, 		
explaining your comment.
Step 4: If you need more space to comment please use additional paper or 		
download a Word version of this document from the Legacy 		
Corporation website.
Step 5: Return your completed form by post or by email to the Legacy 		
Corporation (address given on the following page).
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THANK
YOU

FOR TAKING THE TIME TO FILL IN THIS FORM.
Please also fill in and return the accompanying
Equal Opportunities form. Please return the
forms by 7 February 2014 to the address
below.
Planning Policy and Decisions Team,
London Legacy Development Corporation,
Level 10, 1 Stratford Place,
Montfichet Road, London, E20 1EJ

Or download a Word version of this document
on the Legacy Corporation website planning
pages, fill in the form and return it by email:
www.londonlegacy.co.uk/the-local-plan
Email: planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk
Printed on 100% recycled paper.
Selected images taken from the LLDC image library.
White Building image by Will Pryce.
©2013 London Legacy Development Corporation
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HAVE YOUR SAY
PART 1 - PERSONAL INFORMATION
Title

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss/Other [please write]

Name
Job title (where relevant)
Address
Telephone
Email
Where did you hear
about this questionnaire?

PART 2 - AGENT DETAILS (WHERE APPLICABLE)
If a response is made by an agent, all future communications will be with that agent unless
we are told otherwise.
Title
Name
Job title
Company name
Address
Telephone
Email

PART 3 - YOUR COMMENTS
Please consider the proposals in the Local Plan Consultation Document, including the vision, the
strategic objectives, the policies and Site Allocations and tell us whether you agree with the content,
whether there any proposals that you think we should change or new proposals that you think we
should include. So that your comments can be taken into account, please identify the paragraph or
policy number you are referring to. Please explain your comments where you can.

COMMENTS ON THE SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL
A Sustainability Appraisal is a statutory requirement of the plan-making process. The role of the
Sustainability Appraisal is to promote sustainable development by assessing the impacts of the Plan
against environmental, economic and social objectives. This can be viewed on the Local Plan page
of the Legacy Corporation website. If you have any comments on the Sustainability Appraisal,
please write them below giving reasons for your comments.

APPENDIX 6
CONSULTATION LOCAL PLAN EQUAL OPPERTUNITIES FORM

London Legacy Development Corporation
Equal Opportunities Monitoring Form
We are committed to the promotion of diversity and equality. To help the Legacy Corporation consult
the necessary groups and support equal opportunities we encourage you to complete and return this
form. The information you provide will be treated in the strictest confidence.

Gender
Are you:

Male

Female

Age
16 – 24

25 – 34

35 – 44

45 – 54

55 – 64

65+

Is your gender identity the same as the gender you were assigned at birth?
Yes

No

Do you live or work within the Legacy Corporation administrative boundary?
Yes

No

Do not know

Ethnic Origin
Which groups do you identify with? Where appropriate, please tick ONE box in Column A. These
groups are based on the 2001 census.
Column A
Asian/ Asian British
Bangladeshi
Indian
Pakistani
Any other Asian background (specify if you wish)
Black / Black British
African
Caribbean
Any other Black background (specify if you wish)
Chinese
Any Chinese background (specify if you wish)
Mixed Ethnic Origin
Asian and White
Black African and White
Black Caribbean and White

Any other mixed ethnic background (specify if you wish)
White
British
Irish
Any white background (specify if you wish)
Any Other Ethnic Background
Any other background (specify if you wish)
Prefer Not to Say
Sexual Orientation
Lesbian or gay
Bisexual
man

Heterosexual

Prefer not to say

Religion/Belief (these categories are based on the 2001 census)
Please state your religion and/or belief:
None
Christian-including Church of England,
Catholic, Protestant and all other Christian
denominations
Buddhist
Hindu
Jewish
Muslim
Sikh
Any other, please state:
Prefer not to Say
Disability
The Equality Act 2010 defines a disability as a physical or mental impairment, which has a substantial
and long term adverse effect on your ability to carry out normal day to day activities. Certain conditions
are also covered at the point of diagnosis, not when they begin to affect day to day activities.
Do you consider yourself to Yes
be disabled?

No

Where did you find this monitoring form?
Venue/Address

Thank you for completing this form
Please kindly return to:
Planning Policy and Decisions Team,
London Legacy Development Corporation,
Level 10, 1 Stratford Place, Montfichet Road, London. E20 1JE.
Or download the form on the Legacy Corporation website:
www.londonlegacy.co.uk/the-local-plan and return to:
planningpolicy@londonlegacy.co.uk

APPENDIX 7
STAGE 2 POSTER

THE LONDON LEGACY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LOCAL PLAN

Setting the direction for change in your area

Jobs?
Schools?
Homes? Rivers?
Parks?
Communities?

Bromley-by-Bow, Hackney Wick, Fish Island, Stratford

Have your say

Community consultation 2 December 2013 – 7 February 2014
Let us know what you think about the draft Local Plan consultation document and what it means for where you live or work.
Pick up one of our leaflets, visit our website, or attend one of our community consultation events:

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

TUESDAY 21 JANUARY 2014, 6:30PM

THURSDAY 23 JANUARY 2014, 6:30PM

TUESDAY 4 FEBRUARY 2014, 6:30PM

Stratford Circus, Theatre Square,
Stratford, London, E15 1BX

Gainsborough Community Primary
School, Berkshire Road, London, E9 5ND

The House Mill, Three Mill Lane,
Bromley-by-Bow, London, E3 3DU

www.londonlegacy.co.uk
A2 POSTER ARTWORK.indd 1

20/11/2013 14:04

APPENDIX 8
NEWSLETTERS

ISSUE 4
January 2014

PARK NEWS

ABOVE: Aerial image of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park - open from 5 April 2014

PARK OPENING

THE SOUTH OF QUEEN ELIZABETH OLYMPIC PARK
IS RE-OPENING FROM 5 APRIL 2014.
More than one million visitors have
already enjoyed the Park for events
and the green spaces in the north area
since it opened in summer 2013.
The south of the Park will complement
the north with its urban style and
iconic venues – such as the Aquatics
Centre and ArcelorMittalOrbit.
It will also offer public access to
some of London’s newest and most
impressive sporting facilities and
attractions. For example, the Aquatics
Centre will be open to everyone to
enjoy for a swim or to use the new
gym. It will also host a range of
national and international events
including the FINA/NVC 2014 World
Diving Series and 2016 European
Swimming Championships.
The opening on 5 April is just the
start of how the Park will benefit
east London. With building work on
the first homes starting next year,
the Stadium conversion complete

LESS THAN TWO YEARS
AFTER THE LONDON 2012
OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC
GAMES, QUEEN ELIZABETH
OLYMPIC PARK WILL BE OPEN
TO THE PUBLIC – DELIVERING
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
LONG TERM BENEFITS OF THE
2012 GAMES.

in 2016, and new businesses and
cultural attractions coming to the
Park, local residents will have a new
heart for east London right on their
doorstep.
OPEN NOW

• North of the Park
• Timber Lodge community centre
and Unity Kitchen Café
• Tumbling Bay playground
• Copper Box Arena
• iCITY – BT Sport broadcasting from
the Park

OPEN SPRING 2014

• South of the Park
• Gardens and landscaping
• The Podium with café, crèche
and ticket office
• Aquatics Centre (March)
• ArcelorMittal Orbit
• Lee Valley VeloPark
• Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre
(late spring)

SEE MAP INSIDE

The north
of the Park has
proved popular with
visitors since opening
in July 2013.

MAKING IT YOURS
When you visit the Park, there’s plenty to see and do now,
and there’ll be more from April when the south area opens.
Lee Valley
Hockey and
Tennis Centre
ROADS OPEN
SPRING 2014
ROADS OPEN
NOW

RELAX IN THE NORTH OF THE PARK
Open now, visit the north of the
Park to enjoy the green, open
spaces, Timber Lodge community
centre and Unity Kitchen Café,
Tumbling Bay playground and
the Copper Box Arena.

iCITY

CYCLE LEE VALLEY
VELOPARK
Try track cycling, racing
the road circuit, mountain
biking or riding the
remodelled Olympic
BMX track.

Lee Valley
VeloPark

Chobham
Manor

Tumbling
Bay
Playground

NEW CENTRE FOR
HOCKEY AND TENNIS
(OPEN LATE SPRING 2014)
Play either sport on four
indoor and six outdoor
tennis courts and two
outdoor hockey pitches.
Try the café too.

ur

a
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Both venues will be operated
by Lee Valley Regional
Park Authority. For more
information and bookings:
visitleevalley.org.uk
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EXPLORE THE SOUTH OF THE
PARK
Open from 5 April for you
to explore the gardens,
interactive fountain,
playground and outdoor
theatre. One hundred
trees have been planted
to form a boulevard
that will be lit by giant
globes!
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STADIUM UPDATE
Work to convert the
Stadium continues. The
triangular light towers
have all been removed to
make way for a new roof
that will fully cover the
seating. The roof will be
finished by summer 2015
when the Stadium hosts
five Rugby World Cup
matches. All work
on the Stadium will be
complete by summer
2016.

The Podium
Aquatics
Centre
Stadium
ArcelorMittal
Orbit

SEE THE PARK FROM
THE TOP OF THE UK’S
TALLEST SCULPTURE
Visit the ArcelorMittal
Orbit to see the
spectacular views of the
Park. Tickets go on sale
from February. For more
information and bookings:
ArcelorMittalOrbit.com
There will be a discount
for residents of Newham,
Hackney, Tower Hamlets
and Waltham Forest.

SWIM LIKE AN OLYMPIAN
AT THE AQUATICS CENTRE
Enjoy fitness and family
swim sessions, swimming
and diving lessons and
inclusive community
sessions as well as the
gym, café and crèche.
For more information
and bookings visit:
better.org.uk/
aquaticscentre
A swim at the Aquatics
Centre will be the same
price as the average cost
of local pools.

The Park may be busy when it
first opens. If you’re planning
to visit, please check venue
information and bookings
online first.

YOUR VIEWS WANTED FOR
LOCAL PLAN CONSULTATION
After the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games, the London Legacy Development
Corporation was given responsibility for preparing
a Local Plan. The Local Plan sets out what
development could happen in the area in and
immediately around the Park – including parts of
Hackney Wick, Bromley-by-Bow and Stratford.

Schools?
Jobs?
Homes?
Rivers?
itiES?
Unes?
Parks?
cOMM
muniti
com

tiOn
LOcAL PLAn cOnSULtA

HAVE YOUR SAY

When adopted, the plan will be used for deciding planning applications
in the area. We are now asking for your views on topics including new
employment and business opportunities, new homes, schools, health
and community facilities, before a more formal consultation stage later
in the year.
The full document is available at the Legacy Corporation’s offices
and online at: londonlegacy.co.uk/the-local-plan
Hard copies are available at Stratford Library and the council
offices of Newham, Tower Hamlets, Hackney and Waltham Forest.
We are holding community consultation events to hear from
people living around Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in January and
February. These meetings are open to everyone and there is no need
to book ahead. Meeting details are available at: londonlegacy.co.uk/
the-local-plan
The Local Plan will also feature at our regular residents’ meetings in
January. See details on back page.

MAJOR NEW EDUCATION AND ARTS CENTRE
FOR THE PARK
The Park continues to attract new investment and generate exciting
new announcements. In December, the Mayor of London announced that
a major new higher education and cultural district will be developed on
the Park, helping create 10,000 new jobs and boosting the UK economy
by billions of pounds. The ambitious project will see the London Legacy
Development Corporation, the organisation responsible for the Park,
potentially partner with two world class institutions – University College
London and the Victoria and Albert Museum – to build new sites on land
between the Stadium and Stratford Station.
Visit: QueenElizabethOlympicPark.co.uk/culture-news

BRIDGE ACCESS

Above: Wallis Road bridge

Our work continues to deliver new bridges connecting the Park to the
surrounding area:
• The bridge located on Wallis Road
in Hackney Wick is open to
pedestrians and will be fully
accessible with lift access open
in early 2014.
• Gainsborough School Bridge
opens for school use in spring
2014, linking across the canal to
the new playing field on the Park.

• There will be new pedestrian
access across the A12 linking
Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis
Centre to the Park by spring.
• New riverside walking and cycling
routes will open along the tow
path by Ruckholt Road in spring.

A NEW
PLACE
TO LIVE
East Village
East Village’s first residents
have now moved in to their
new homes. The former Athletes’
Village is offering 2,818 new
homes, complete with Chobham
Academy school and the Sir
Ludwig Guttmann Health and
Wellbeing Centre. For more
information visit:
EastVillageLondon.co.uk
Chobham Manor
Chobham Manor will be a new
neighbourhood located between
East Village and Lee Valley
VeloPark. The construction of
the houses and apartments will
start in spring this year, subject
to planning approval. The first
259 homes will go on sale
around April and residents are
expected to move in from late
2015. For more information
visit: ChobhamManor.co.uk
East Wick and Sweetwater
With Chobham Manor
progressing well, we are now
looking for a developer to create
the next two neighbourhoods
- East Wick and Sweetwater.
Located on the western edge of
the Park, the neighbourhoods
will link closely to the existing
communities of Hackney Wick
and Fish Island and provide
1,500 homes and apartments.
As well as homes to buy,
a significant proportion of
those available will be privately
rented. Residents are expected
to move in from the end of
2016.
East Wick will also include a
new primary school set to open
in 2015 which is one of three new
schools planned for the Park.
Visit:
QueenElizabethOlympicPark.
co.uk/news for more
information.

COMMUNITY NEWS

RESIDENTS’ MEETINGS
Come along to our residents’ meetings to find
out more about Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park’s
progress, events and what will be open on the
Park from this spring.
The dates and times for our next meetings are below.
You don’t need to register to attend. Just come along
on the evening to hear about:
•T
 he remaining construction works that are taking
place on the Park
• Park opening in the spring
• Local news and activities.

SPORT RELIEF, 23 MARCH 2014

Sport Relief is coming to Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park! The Sainsbury’s Sport Relief Games will take
place on the Park on 23 March, offering competitors a
sneak preview of facilities and venues before the
official opening. For more information and to enter
visit: SportRelief.com

Park News reader survey
Park News is brought to you by the London Legacy
Development Corporation. We manage, develop and
maintain the Park. We want to hear your views about
Park News to ensure we are giving you the news and
information you want. Please go to our website to fill in
the online survey:
QueenElizabethOlympicPark.co.uk/reader-survey

We will also be holding a drop-in session to discuss
the draft Local Plan. Visit: londonlegacy.co.uk/
the-local-plan for more information.
Residents’ meetings venues and dates
HACKNEY: Gainsborough School, Berkshire Road,
London, E9 5ND.
Wednesday 22 January, 6.30pm to 8.00pm
(Local Plan drop-in session from 7.30pm).
NEWHAM: Chandos East Community Centre,
90 Chandos Road, London, E15 1TT.
Monday 27 January, 6.30pm to 8.00pm
(Local Plan drop-in session from 7.30pm).
NEWHAM SOUTH: Carpenters Primary School,
Friendship Way, Stratford, E15 2JQ.
Wednesday 29 January, 6.30pm to 8.00pm
(Local Plan drop-in session from 7.30pm).

PRIZE DRAW
Complete the survey and be entered into a prize draw
for a £25 Westfield Stratford City shopping
voucher.

CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS

Your Park needs you! We are
looking for volunteers for a range
of activities, including helping
look after the Park and assisting
at events. Volunteers will be vital
to the Park’s success, and we’ll be
holding recruitment days soon for
people wanting to find out more.
For further information visit:
QueenElizabethOlympicPark.
co.uk/community/volunteering

BUS ROUTE 388

The 388 bus route has been extended from Hackney
Wick to Stratford City bus station via Eastway, Lee
Interchange, Waterden Road, Westfield Avenue and
Montfichet Road. Buses will terminate at stop U on
Montfichet Road and pick up from stop W at Stratford
City bus station. Because of the extension of the 388
route, the 588 bus no longer operates.
Park News is brought to you by the London
Legacy Development Corporation, the organisation
responsible for the planning, development,
management and maintenance of Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park. It is our newsletter for people living
and working near the Park. © 2014 London Legacy
Development Corporation

QUEEN ELIZABETH OLYMPIC PARK HOTLINE
Being a good neighbour to our local communities
is important to us and all the contractors we
work with on site. We are part of the Considerate
Constructors Scheme, and are committed to ensuring
our work has the most positive impact possible on
local communities.
If you have any questions while we complete the
Park, please call our Park hotline:
0800 0722 110.

STAY UP TO DATE
Stay up to date with news and information:
QueenElizabethOlympicPark.co.uk
@noordinarypark
facebook.com/QueenElizabethOlympicPark

e-newsletter:
Sign up to receive our regular e-newsletter
at: QueenElizabethOlympicPark.co.uk

THE LONDON LEGACY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LOCAL PLAN

Homes?

Jobs?
Parks?

SETTING THE DIRECTION FOR CHANGE IN YOUR AREA

Schools?

Rivers?

Bromley-by-Bow, Hackney Wick, Fish Island, Stratford

Have your say

Communities?

Community consultation 2 December 2013 – 7 February 2014
Let us know what you think about the draft Local Plan consultation document and what it means for where you live or work.
Pick up one of our leaflets, visit our website, or attend one of our community consultation events:
Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

TUESDAY 21 JANUARY 2014, 6:30PM

THURSDAY 23 JANUARY 2014, 6:30PM

TUESDAY 4 FEBRUARY 2014, 6:30PM

Stratford Circus, Theatre Square, Stratford, London, E15 1BX

Gainsborough Community Primary School,
Berkshire Road, London, E9 5ND

The House Mill, Three Mill Lane, Bromley-by-Bow,
London, E3 3DU

www.londonlegacy.co.uk

APPENDIX 9
STAGE 1 CONSULTATION
ISSUE AND RESPONSE SUMMARY

Topic Area

Community

Key Points Raised
Provide affordable
facilities, shops and
restaurants
Maintain and prioritise
existing community and
prevent polarisation
Create opportunities for
community management
and creative contribution

Housing

Review and update of
community needs
Provide affordable, low
rise family housing with
gardens

Ensure higher quality
housing than current
development of flats

Protect the Carpenters
Estate
Support developments
that enable people to live
and work in one place
Protect and enhance open
space and biodiversity
Open Space and
Biodiversity
Adhere to 'Blue Ribbon’
network policies
Flood management and
"sequential approach"
testing
Protection of yard spaces
and canals for traditional
ways of life
Improved strategic and
1

Relevant Objectives,
Policies & Plans
Objectives 7: Creating
inclusive spaces, 8:
Creating neighbourhoods.
SP1, BEE.7, BEE.8
Objective 14:
Convergence. SP.5
Objective 6: Urban design
and design quality. NE.10.
Workshops and focus
groups in the consultation
process, for example with
the Legacy Youth Panel.
SP.5, Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) 2.4
Objective 3: Housing, H.1,
H.3, SA1.1, Sub area 2:
Site Allocation for
Chobham Manor, Sub
area 3: Greater
Carpenters District
Objective 6: Urban design
and design quality, H.2,
H.1, H.6, Sub area 2: Site
Allocation for Chobham
Manor
Policy SA3.5, amenities
protected.
Objective 2: Jobs
Objective 8: Creating
neighbourhoods, BEE.5
Objective 12: Open space
and biodiversity, SP.6,
NE.5, NE.8, NE.9, NE.10,
IDP 3.7
Objective 12: Open space
and biodiversity, SP.6,
NE.3,
NE.4, SA1.8, IDP 5.6

Objective 9: Area
characters and the historic
environment. SP4, HBE.4,
HBE.6, SA1.4
Objective 13: Transport

local connections
Transport and
Connectivity

Climate Change and
Energy

Provision for sustainable
transport modes
Exemplar standards for
cycle routes and storage
Safe access

Mitigate climate change
and reduce CO2
emissions
Reduce the need for travel

Consider sustainable land
use options and local
energy sourcing
Employ high
environmental standards

Policy Commitment

Have regard for existing
policies, however push for
exemplar standards

Adhere to the definition of
sustainable development
used in the NPPF
Create flexibility in the
Local Plan so that places
can adapt over time

Business Growth

Identify policies that will be
superseded by the Local
Plan
Opportunities for small
and traditional business
Protection and support for
existing local enterprise
Support businesses that
attract middle and high
earners to live and work
Prevent monopolies
Prepare for quality and
2

and connectivity, SP.5,
SP.7, T.1, T.2, IDP.4
SP.7, T.4, accordance
with London Plan, IDP.4
Objective 13: Transport
and Connectivity. T.3, T.4
Objective 6: Urban design
and design quality, T.4,
NE.2
Objective 11: Climate
change and energy,
HBE.7, HBE.8, H.1
Objective 11: Climate
change and energy,
Objective 13: Transport
and Connectivity, T.1
Objective 10:
Sustainability, Objective
11: Climate change and
energy HBE.7, HBE.8
Objective 11: Climate
change and energy,
HBE.8, HBE.7
Objective 6: Urban design
and design quality. HBE.1,
HBE.7, HBE.8. Sub area
2: Site allocation for
Chobham Manor.
Visions and objectives

Vision and objectives.
Wording to allow for
flexibility in the future. For
example, Sub area 3:
Greater Carpenters
District
To be completed in final
plan
Objective 1: Business
growth, BEE.3, BEE.6
BEE.3, BEE.6
Objective 2: Jobs, BEE.10

BEE.5, BEE.8
Objective 4: Education,

Education

Urban design and
Design Quality

timely delivery of
education facilities
Enable some flexibility on
the use of sites to provide
for future needs
Provide education to
deliver expansion and
diversification of economy
Support community
libraries, heritage centres
and information points
Stipulate high design
standards
Ensure sensitive
integration of new
developments with
existing environment
Restrict building heights
Improve streetscape,
create clean, safe,
accessible and appealing
public space

Jobs

Designate, consolidate
and intensify sites for
employment generation
Protect existing industrial
and employment capacity
Create affordable
employment space for
local population
Support higher value
employment uses in
emerging growth sectors
Maintain existing character

Area Character & The
Historic Environment

Protect creative and
diverse communities and
the spaces they inhabit
Conserve and preserve
heritage

IDP 3.2-3.4
BEE.11, Sub area 3: Site
Allocations
BEE.10

Objective 8: Creating
neighbourhoods, SP.4,
HBE.2, IDP 3.9
Objective 6: Urban design
and design quality, SP.3,
HBE.2, HBE.7, HBE.8
Objective 9: Area
characters and the historic
environment. SP.4,
HBE.1, HBE.3
HBE.1, e.g. sub-area 3,
Policy SA3.2
Objective 6: Urban design
and design quality.
Objective 7: Creating
inclusive places, SP3,
SP.6, NE.1, NE.2, NE.10,
Objective 1: Business
growth, BEE.1.Sub-area 1
(policy SA1.3) and
International Quarter.
BEE.2, BEE.3, sub-area 1.
BEE.6

Objective 2: Jobs. SP1,
BEE.10, Sub area 1: i-City
Objective 9: Area
characters and the historic
environment, HBE.6, H2
BEE.2, HBE6, SA1.1,
SA1.4, SA1.5,

Objective 9: Area
characters and the historic
environment, SP.4, SA1.4,
HBE.3
Prioritise creative re-use of SP.3, SA1.4
buildings over demolition
3

Health and Wellbeing

Support developments
that facilitate positive
social interaction
Provide quality
infrastructure and facilities
that improve physical
health
Improve walkways and
cycle paths to incentive
physical activity
Create public safety
improvements

4

Objective 8: Creating
neighbourhoods, HBE.2,
NE.10, NE.11, NE.12
Objective 5: Health,
culture and wellbeing.
SP.6, NE.2, NE.11, NE.12,
IDP 3.6
SP.7, T.4, IDP 4

H2, T.4

APPENDIX 10
STAGE 1 CALL FOR SITES RESPONSE SHEET

Call for Sites Response Sheet
Reference number

Type of respondent

Respondent

Address

Current use

Proposed use

The respondent has
proposed
residential led
development with
retained
employment,
restaurant and
gallery use.
This site has been
withdrawn by the
respondent.

The respondent has
proposed
residential use.

LPCFS35

Local Business

Foreman

Stour Rd, Fish
Island, London,
E3 2NT

LPCFS34

Public Body

UCL/DJDeloitte

Carpenters
Estate

The respondent has
stated that the site is
vacant and the last
use was temporary
hospitality for the
Olympics.
This site has been
withdrawn by the
respondent.

GVA

Hamlet
Industrial
Estate , White
Post Lane

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently Industrial
use.

LPCFS33a

Planning Consultant

1

LLDC response
The site is within an area
identified for regeneration
as a mixed use area as
identified in Sub area
One: Hackney Wick and
Fish Island, of the Local
Plan Consultation
Document (October
2013) and the adopted
Fish Island AAP (2012).
This site representation
has been withdrawn by
the respondent.
The site is within an area
identified for regeneration
as a mixed use area as
identified in Sub area
One: Hackney Wick and
Fish Island, of the Local
Plan Consultation
Document (October
2013) and the adopted
Fish Island AAP (2012)
and forms part of an area
anticipated for
comprehensive heritage
led development. In
addition to residential
use, the Fish Island Area
Action Plan (FIAAP)
indicates that a mix of
uses would be
appropriate for Fish
Island North, the area in
which this site is located.
This is reflected within
the proposed strategy for
the location within the
Local Plan Consultation
Document.

LPCFS33b

LPCFS32

Planning Consultant

GVA

20/22 Rothbury
Road

Community Group

Eton Mission
Rowing Club

Gilbert Johnson
Boathouse

2

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently Industrial
use.

The respondent has
proposed
residential use.

Rowing Club

The respondent has
proposed sports
and leisure use.

The site is within an area
identified for regeneration
as a mixed use area as
identified in Sub area
One: Hackney Wick and
Fish Island, of the Local
Plan Consultation
Document (October
2013) and the adopted
Fish Island AAP (2012)
and forms part of an area
anticipated for
comprehensive heritage
led development. The
Fish Island Area Action
Plan (FIAAP) indicates
that a mix of uses would
be appropriate for Fish
Island North, the area in
which this site is located.
The main building within
this site is recognised in
the Hackney Wick AAP
(HWAAP) as having
townscape merit and the
site is also within the
HWAAP Hub. Any new
use will need to consider
existing policies and
plans relating this site. It
is anticipated that a mix
of uses will be
appropriate in the wider
area. The Local Plan
consultation document
(October 2013) includes
the site within the
proposed Hackney Wick
Neighbourhood Centre
where sport and leisure
use would generally be
appropriate.

LPCFS31

LPCFS30

Public Body

LCR

Public Body

LCR

3

Chobham Farm

Chobham Farm
South

The respondent has
stated that the site is
comprised of vacant
areas (post
Olympics), Industrial
and Business use.
Part of the proposed
development site is
public highway.

The respondent has
proposed
residential
development with
ancillary retail,
community and
business use.

The respondent has
stated that the
majority of the site is
vacant and the
temporary offices for
the Olympics are
shortly to be
removed.

High density mixed
use development,
including
residential, student
accommodation,
hotel, car parking
with the potential for
edge of town centre
and educational
uses.

The site has been
identified as a site
allocation within the Local
Plan consultation
docuement (October
2013). There is an
existing permission on
this site outlining an
acceptance of the
proposed uses, subject to
a number of further
considerations and
actions.
The site is identified as a
Site Allocation within the
Local Plan Consultation
Document (October
2013). It is anticipated
that this site will contain a
single or mix of uses
encompassing leisure,
office, education or
residential. Proposed
uses that are in
accordance with existing
policies and plan would
be appropriate.

LPCFS29

LPCFS28

LPCFS27

Public Body

LCR

Charlbury
Consultants

Developer

Charlbury
Consultants

Developer

4

Stratford
International
Station

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently as bus
layover/ taxi rank.

The respondent has
proposed high
density residential,
hotel or commercial
use above the bus
layover.

339 High Street

The respondent has
stated that the site is
being used for
offices and storage
and is approximately
50% vacant.

The respondent has
proposed
residential
development /
student
accommodation.

206-214 High
Street

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently vacant and
the site has
previously been
used as a petrol
filling station.

The respondent has
proposed
commercial use and
student
accommodation, in
replacement of the
previously permitted
residential use.

The site is too small to be
considered for a specific
site allocation within the
Local Plan. However, the
site is anticipated to fall
within the Site Allocation
for the Stratford Town
Centre Extension in the
Local Plan Consultation
Document (October
2013), which will
encourage a range of
town centre uses. The
site is also located within
opportunity areas set out
in planning policy
documents. Subject to
further planning
considerations, including
analysis of site
opportunities and
constraints, additional
uses.
The site is too small to be
considered a specific site
allocation within the Local
Plan. Any specific
proposals for
development at this site
would be considered in
the light of the adopted
planning policies that are
in place at that time.
The site is too small to be
considered a specific site
allocation within the Local
Plan. Any specific
proposals for
development at this site
would be considered in
the light of the adopted
planning policies that are
in place at that time.

LPCFS26

LPCFS25

LPCFS24

Community Group

London Gypsies
and Travellers Unit

90 White Post
Lane

The respondent has
proposed a Gypsy
and Traveller Site.

Community Group

London Gypsies
and Travellers Unit

31-41 White
Post Lane

The respondent has
proposed a Gypsy
and Traveller Site.

Community Group

London Gypsies
and Travellers Unit

Bridgewater
Road

The respondent has
proposed a Gypsy
and Traveller Site.

5

The site forms part of an
area anticipated for
comprehensive heritage
led development. The
site falls below the 0.25
ha threshold for site that
have been considered for
inclusion as a site
allocation within the Local
Plan.
The site is within the area
identified within the Local
Plan consultation
document as part of the
proposed Neighbourhood
Centre around Hackney
Wick Station. The site is
also benefits from an
extant planning
permission for mixed use
development. It is also a
site necessary to
delivering the new route
through under the station
and the wider plans for
station improvements, as
identified in the Legacy
Corporation Infrastructure
Delivery Plan.
The site has been
identified as a site
specific allocation within
the Local Plan
Consultation Document
(October 2013) for
allotments and residential
development, in
accordance with current
extant planning
permissions.

LPCFS23

LPCFS22

LPCFS19

Planning and
Development
Associates LTD on
behalf of Gowlain
Building
contractors

Planning Consultant

NLP on behalf of
McGrath Bros

Planning Consultant

Developer

Bellway/Savills

6

1 Dorset Place

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently being used
as B1 commercial
space.

The respondent has
proposed further B1
Commercial use.

Land at
Hepscott Road

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently being used
as waste processing
and storage.

The respondent has
proposed
residential led
mixed use
development.

Cooks Road

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently industrial
and commercial
use.

The respondent has
proposed
residential led
mixed use
development.

The site has been
identified as part of a
wider site allocation
within the Local Plan
Consultation Document
for a comprehensive
residential led, mixed use
development. A current,
extant, planning
permission is in place for
this location which
reflects the site allocation
use mix.
The site is within an area
that is considered
appropriate for
comprehensive heritage
led mixed use
development within the
Local Plan Consultation
Document (October
2013). In addition, the
site is identified as
suitable for a mix of uses
in the FIAAP and
Olympic Legacy
Supplementary Planning
Guidance (OLSPG).
The site is within a wider
proposed site allocation
within the Local Plan
Consultation Document
(October 2013). This
anticipates that
residential development
with a significant
proportion of employment
space for diverse, small
and medium sized
businesses would be
appropriate in this area
as part of a wider use
mix, with a particular

concentration of
employment uses
adjacent to the River Lea.
.

LPCFS18

LPCFS17

Planning Consultant

CMA Planning

Planning Consultant

CMA Planning

7

Vittoria Wharf

57 Berkshire
Road

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently occupied
by a variety of uses.
These include
creative studios,
office space and
commercial units.

The respondent has
proposed a mix of
residential and
commercial use.

The site is currently
Industrial use.

The respondent has
proposed a mix of
residential and
commercial use.

The site is within the
‘Fish Island Mid’ area as
defined by the Fish Island
Area Action Plan (2012).
The site also adjoins the
Fish Island Conservation
Area. This is identified as
an area of heritage led
mixed use with
residential regeneration
on the waterfront. This
approach is reflected
within the Local Plan
Consultation document.
The site is within the area
proposed for the
Hackney Wick
Neighbourhood Centre
within the Local Plan
Consultation document
Mixed use development
is supported in the
OLSPG and HWAAP.
The site is designated as
an Other industrial Area
and an Opportunity Site
in the HWAAP and the
site is located adjacent to

LPCFS16

LPCFS15,14,13,12,11,10

Planning Consultant

GL Hearn

Planning Consultant

Metropolis PD on
behalf of
Groveworld ltd and
land owners

8

Sugar House
Lane

Wallis Road

The site is currently
partly in industrial
use, partly vacant
and partly under
construction and
development for
permitted office,
restaurant and
exhibition space.

The respondent has
noted that a variety
of uses are suitable
for this site,
including A, B, C
and D class uses.

TBC.

The respondent has
proposed a mixed
use development.

the proposed hub at
Hackney Wick.
The site benefits from a
planning permission for
1200 new homes, offices,
workshops and other
non-residential
floorspace. This is
reflected within the site
allocation included within
the Local Plan
Consultation Document,
which identifies the site
for a medium density
mixed use area, including
cluster of local retail and
business space in the
north of the site.
The site is within the area
proposed for the
Hackney Wick
Neighbourhood Centre
within the Local Plan
Consultation document
Mixed use development
is supported in the
OLSPG and HWAAP.
The site is designated as
an Other industrial Area
and an Opportunity Site
in the HWAAP and the
site is located adjacent to
the proposed hub at
Hackney Wick.

LPCFS9

LPCFS8

LPCFS6

First plan on
behalf of
Aggregate
Industries Uk and
London Concrete

Planning Consultant

Public Body

National Grid

Urban Student Life
on behalf of
Duncan House
property LTD

Developer

9

Bow Midlands
Goods Yard

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently industrial
use.

The respondent
proposed the
retention of the
existing use and the
safeguard of rail
related uses.

Rick Roberts
Way

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently a
decommissioned
gasworks site.

The respondent has
proposed
residential
development.

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently
educational use.

The respondent has
proposed a mix of
uses, including
residential,
education,
commercial, sports,
leisure and tourism.

Duncan House

The site is located within
the Strategic Industrial
Location at Fish Island
South in the Fish Island
Area Action Plan. The
Local Plan Consultation
Document proposes to
retain this SIL
designation and
recognise the
safeguarded rail related
uses.
The site is included within
the Rick Roberts Way
proposed site allocation
within the Local Plan
Consultation Document,
which overall reflects the
existing planning
permission for a
secondary school and
residential development
on the adjacent site.
Overall, the site
allocation would allow a
mix of uses that includes
residential.
The site is within the
Greater Carpenters
District site allocation
within the Local Plan
Consultation Document.
This proposes an
approach to the
regeneration of this area
that includes a use mix
which reflects the overall
existing balance of uses
in its final form.

LPCFS5a

LPCFS5b

Planning Consultant

Quadrant Planning
on behalf of
Newham College

Olympic park,
South of Orbit

Planning Consultant

Quadrant Planning
on behalf of
Newham College

Chobham Farm
South

10

The respondent has
proposed a site
adjacent to the
stadium, recently
used to support
development during
the Olympics.

The respondent has
proposed
educational use.

TBC.

The respondent has
proposed
educational use.

The Majority of the area
identified is within the
Stratford Waterfront West
site allocation within the
Local Plan Consultation
Document. In addition to
housing, the allocation
identifies the potential for
institutional or education
uses. The OLSPG and
Newham Core strategy
support residential and
an element of
educational use within
the wider area. The
smaller area within the
Stadium Island is
adjacent to the Warm Up
Track and associated
facilities. It is also
proposed within the Local
Plan to designate this
location as Metropolitan
Open Land and Local
Open Space. The
document does, however
recognise the opportunity
for inclusion of
compatible ancillary uses
within the Stadium Island
as a whole.
The site forms part of an
area anticipated for
further development and
is located with a Site
Allocation for Chobham
Farm South in the Local
Plan Consultation
Document. The OLSPG
identifies this location
within an area of change
with potential for a
predominately mixed land

use. The Site Allocation
for Chobham Farm South
identifies the area for a
single use or a mix of
uses, potentially
encompassing an
element of educational
use.

LPCFS4

LPCFS2

Mr Michael
Spinks, Essex
Flour and Grain

Local Business

Local Business

TRAD Properties

11

28 Lee
Conservancy
Road

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently
commercial,
warehouse and yard
space for
employment.

The respondent has
suggested
residential use.

Dace Road

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently being used
for office space,
including use of the
external yard.

The respondent
proposed
predominately
residential use, with
commercial, office
and leisure space.

The site is located within
Employment Hub 6, Site
at Junction of Lee
Conservancy Road and
the Eastway in the Local
Plan Consultation
Document. The retention
of this site for
employment use is
supported in relevant
policy documents,
including the HWAAP
and Hackney Core
Strategy.. It is anticipated
that the site designation
will remain protected for
employment use.
The site is located within
a wider area of Fish
Island that is anticipated
for comprehensive
heritage led regeneration
within the Local Plan
Consultation Document.
It is also included within
the Wick Lane and
Crown Close Other
Industrial Location within
this. The Fish Island Area
Action Plan identifies the
location as both within an
area of Heritage led
mixed use regeneration

and within a Local
Industrial Location.

LPCFS1

Local Business

TRAD Properties

12

TRAD
Scaffolding,
Imperial Street,
Bromley by
Bow

The respondent has
stated that the site is
currently being used
for office space,
including use of the
external yard.

The respondent has
proposed
predominately
residential use, with
commercial, office
and leisure space.

The site is located within
the Bromley-by-Bow
proposed site allocation
within the Local Plan
Consultation Document.
This reinforces the
position outlined in the
LB Tower Hamlets Core
Strategy and the Bromley
by Bow Masterplan,
seeking a comprehensive
mixed use
redevelopment of the
area which includes a
potential new District
Centre and associated
infrastructure, including a
new primary school,
library/community facility
and open space.
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Appendix 11, Stage 2 Consultation – Summary & Response Sheet

Chapter 1 – Spatial Portrait
2nd
Name 1 Name 2
Consultation
Ref:

Company
/
Organisa
tion

Policy or
Paragrap
h

Summary

Response

No change. LLDC SHMA Review and the
London-wide SHMA 203 both demonstrate,
through evidence demand for a range of
housing types as well as for family housing.
Acknowledged

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

Chapter 1

Should provide evidence of housing
demand for full range of housing types,
particularly for family housing.

LPR182Q.084

Alan

1.38

LPR182Q.087

Ian

GunneJones
Dubber

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

Chapter 1

Acknowledge challenge of providing
business and employment needs
Housing target within the text provides no
timescale and contradicts table and
references within the Housing chapter
which references 24,000 to 2031. The
Marshgate site was not included within
the London SHLAA's table which
determines the housing target within the
FALP. This site has potential to provide
an additional 250 to 350 units so clarity
should be sought within the allocations.
Should also break down the table within
the Housing chapter to show relationships
between SHLAA and the allocations
within the sub-areas. Need to reflect the
Pudding Mill Lane area and ensure bring
forward at maximum capacity including
commercial floorspace. Planning
permissions granted reflect a wider range
of uses including hotel and student
accommodation, leisure use floorspace,
open space, education and floorspace for
healthcare and community facilities.
Support recognition that is one of
London's key growth points with sufficient
land resource to meet housing and
employment needs. Development of
Chobham Farm will contribute sufficiently

1.32

Change made to the housing capacity table
now shown within the Appendix to reflect
planning applications granted and remaining
sub-area capacity. As information changes
frequently this table and the Housing
Trajectory will be updated annually within
the AMR. Change made to reflect the wider
range of permitted uses within the Spatial
Portrait Background Paper. The information
within the Plan itself will be the main
headlines from the Paper, presented as
graphically as possible.

Acknowledged
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LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

1.29

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Chapter 1

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environm
ent
Agency

1.22

LPR182Q.118

Francis

Bassett

Newham
Friends of
the Earth

1.22

by providing 1,036 homes and 8,000sqm
commercial floorspace.
Should reference air quality, as is polluted
area
Support for the Spatial Portrait section
which reflects Tower Hamlets accurately.
Make suggestions to how improvements
to the water environment could be made
stronger. Greater focus on climate
change, mitigation and adaption; flooding
sequential test to allocations; Thames
River Basin Management Plan and
Waterways Framework Directive
informing waterways policy; refine policy
reflecting up-to-date flood modelling; and
capturing flood risk recommendations
from previous studies and AAPs. Support
wording within the Spatial Portrait but
amendments to wording regarding Blue
Ribbon Network, Green Grids and flood
risk.
Reference to 'large expanses of open
space' in the Spatial Portrait presents a
greener picture than experienced by
Newham residents. Is open space and
biodiversity protected for the next half
century? Increasing Thames Barrier
closures points to higher flood risk which
growing with new development.

Change made to Spatial Portrait
Background paper to include air quality.
Policy BN11 covers air quality.
Acknowledged
Change made to the Spatial Portrait
background paper to amend wording
references to blue ribbon, green grid and
flood risk. Various changes made within the
Built and Natural Environment section as
well as chapter 8 in relation to flood risk.

Change made to the Spatial Portrait
background paper to amend wording
references to greening.
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Chapter 2 – The Policy Context
2nd
Name 1 Name 2
Consultation
Ref:
LPR182Q.131
Lance
Forman

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

LPR182Q.137

Stephen

King

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

Company
/Organis
ation
H.Forman
& Son,

Policy or
Paragrap
h
2.4

2.10

LondonStanstedCambridg
e Corridor
AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group
Lee
Valley
Regional

Chapter 2

2.4
onwards

2.4
onwards
2.5

Summary

Response

Local Plan will replace the adopted Local
Plans, but the LBTH Core Strategy and
Fish Island AAP will remain until such
time. FIAAP builds on the Core Strategy
setting out how area will develop. Key to
the FIAAP is enhancing the connectivity of
the area with communities beyond and
reuse and redevelopment of industrial
premises for mixed uses occurring in
historical context.
Should include reference to Revised Early
Modifications to London Plan, the draft
Further Alterations and the Housing
Strategy. London Plan SPG is also
relevant to the interpretation of London
Plan policies.
Should reflect closer links to LondonStansted-Cambridge corridor.

Acknowledged.

Change made to reflect REMA and draft
FALP, as well as relevant SPG. Mayor’s
Housing Strategy is also referenced within
the Housing section.

No change made to policy section as too
much detail for high-level approach of
section. Role however recognised.

Presentation of FIAAP does not
acknowledge the development opportunity
at Hepscott Road. Plan departs from the
AAP and OLSPG's positive attitude to
change. Should take forward the AAP
opportunity sites.

Change made to Sub Area 1 where the
Hepscott Road site is now allocated.

Support reference to PDF but amend Park
Act to 1966.

Change made to Park Act 1966 reference
and inclusion of the Lee Valley Regional
Park Development Framework..
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LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmonds

Park
Authority
Greater
London
Authority

2.11

2.5

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

Chapter 2

DPDs should be in conformity with the
London Plan, are some amendments
which could be made to fully reflect the
Mayor's strategic planning objectives for
the area. Should reference the draft
FALP, 2014 and note that amendments
made to policy 2.4 The 2012 Games and
their Legacy which are of particular
relevance. Although LLDC area lies within
the Lower Lea Valley Opportunity Area, it
should be noted that the 2007 Lower Lea
Valley Opportunity Area Planning
Framework was replaced by more up to
date strategic guidance within the 2012
OLSPG. This represents the most up-todate view on London Plan policies.
Misrepresentation of the FIAAP which
identifies significant capacity within this
location for residential. Incorrect
assumption that the development must be
constrained to protects its historical
context. Should not apply heritage as if
there is a designated status across the
whole area, should acknowledge much of
the industrial heritage is poor urban fabric.
Should reflect the sound AAP which
promotes significant degree of change
within FI north and mid.
Welcome acknowledgement of existing
policy which is important, especially since
some only recently adopted. The FIAAP
identifies the waterfront at FI mid as being
preferred location for residential-led mixed
use development. HWFI Planning and
Design Guide seeks to amend this,
proposing non-residential business and
commercial uses at ground and upper

Change made to reflect the status of the
OLSPG and LLVOAPF.

No change to section. Sub Area 1 contains
policies in relation to the historic
environment and heritage in relation to Fish
Island. These policies are continuing the
approach of the Fish Island AAP.

No change to section. Sub Area 1 contains
allocations for the north and south side of
the waterfront (SA1.3 and SA1.6). Both
include non-residential on ground floors as
a result of flood patterns and the
requirement to maintain employment
capacity. Both are also expected to deliver
residential units, and 522 already have
outline permission at Neptune Wharf.
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floors along Roach Road.
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Chapter 3 – Vision and Objectives
2nd
Name 1
Name 2
Consultation
Ref:
LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

Compa
ny/
Organis
ation
Roypark
Ltd and
Newstat
es Ltd

Policy or
Paragraph

Summary

Response

3.2

No evidence is presented to
demonstrate that the Local Plan's land
use and development capacity
framework can be
viably delivered, either on a site by site
or plan-wide basis.

The Local Plan has been developed in a
way that allows the drawing together and
reviews of policies and proposals of the
existing adopted Borough Plans that apply
to the area which have themselves been
tested through the plan preparation process
and adopted. The Publication version of the
Local Plan is also accompanied by a report
of the Local Plan viability testing that has
been undertaken as part of the process of
preparing the LLDC Local Plan, helping to
demonstrate that the Plan is viable and
deliverable.
Disagree. The Plan is considered to provide
a positive context for investment and
regeneration in Fish Island and throughout
the LLDC area. The strategy set out,
including that for Fish Island draws
extensively on the approach taken within
the adopted borough Plans, including the
Hackney Wick Area Action Plan and Fish
Island Area Action Plan. Where appropriate,
changes have been made to ensure that the
direct relationship between this adopted
strategy and the LLDC Local Plan are
clearer within the Publication version of the
Plan.
See LPR182Q.097

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA
(on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group
Ltd and
Galliard
Group)

3.2

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

3.2

Considers that the Local Plan should
promote an approach to scale
and mix of land uses that is viable and
deliverable and which satisfies the
NPPF
tests of planning positively.
Does not agree that the Local Plan
provides a positive context for
investment in Fish Island and considers
that it very clearly fails to create a
framework under which investors would
be able to take confidence that the
LLDC supported growth in this area or
that it had a viable delivery strategy. The
Local Plan must adopt a far more
positive strategy for Fish island if the
overall
objective of its balanced regeneration is
to be achieved.
See LPR182Q.097
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LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmonds

LPR182Q.125

Pat

Turnbull

LPR182Q.127

Steve

Butters

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

The
Anderso
n
Group,
c/o
Montag
u Evans
LLP

Capaciti
es Ltd

Chapter 3

Supports the vision and objectives.
Considers that the Plan should make
clear that the significant weight will be
given to development proposals that are
consistent with the objectives.

Chapter 3

The Vision must be clear that 'Legacy'
means benefit to existing working-class
communities and set out how this will be
measured through the monitoring of the
Plan

Chapter 3

The Vision should give a more central
place to securing benefit to less well-off
communities; it should set out how this
will be achieved and monitored.

Chapter 3

The Vision should give a more central
place to securing benefit to less well-off
communities; it should set out how this
will be achieved and monitored.

Support welcomed. Significant weight would
need to be given to proposals that were
consistent with the objectives, demonstrated
through appropriate compliance with the
policies, proposals and designations within
the Plan, will be inherent to the planning
process once the Plan has been adopted
and does not necessarily need a direct
reference.
A core purpose of the LLDC is that of
achieving a contribution towards the wider
objective of 'Convergence' and this is
reflected within the Local Plan as a whole.
The publication version of the Local Plan
sets out the indicators that will be used for
monitoring of the Local Plan when adopted.
A core purpose of the LLDC is that of
achieving a contribution towards the wider
objective of 'Convergence' and this is
reflected within the Local Plan as a whole.
The publication version of the Local Plan
sets out the indicators that will be used for
monitoring of the Local Plan when adopted.
A core purpose of the LLDC is that of
achieving a contribution towards the wider
objective of 'Convergence' and this is
reflected within the Local Plan as a whole.
The publication version of the Local Plan
sets out the indicators that will be used for
monitoring of the Local Plan when adopted.
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LPR182Q.137

Stephen

King

LondonStanste
dCambrid
ge
Corridor

Chapter 3

LPR182Q.089

Glenn

Burton

Qatari
Diar and
Delance
y

LP Vision

Considers the Upper Lee Valley is an
area of high deprivation and at the same
time major opportunity (see Upper Lee
Valley Opportunity Area Planning
Framework), are important to ensure
north to south connectivity that will need
the right infrastructure to make
movement into and out of the LLDC
area into neighbouring areas. Via rail
and road, as well as waterways, it has a
direct link to the Olympic Park.
Proposes an additional Strategic
Objective of harnessing the economic
growth of the lower Lee to support the
regeneration objectives of the wider Lee
Valley corridor, and specific delivering
the objectives within the Upper Lee
OAPF.
Considers that it is important that the
Local Plan sets out a clear vision with
easily understood relevant principles.
The preparation of a legacy plan
presents an unprecedented opportunity
to guide the future of one London's most
important regeneration areas. Considers
that the vision and plan as a whole
should be flexible to allow existing
planning permissions to change as
priorities evolve over time.

The vision and objectives within the
Publication Local Plan have been
significantly changed and are now more
concise. However, the importance of the
transport linkages to the north of the Local
Plan are highlighted within Chapter 7,
Securing the Infrastructure to Support
Growth. This is considered to be an
appropriate reference to the importance of
these connections within the context of the
new Local Plan structure.

It is considered that the plan suitably
balances the need to provide a clear vision
for the area with the need to allow flexibility
within its framework to allow long term
development proposals to change or flex
where this is appropriate.
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LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

Roypark
Ltd and
Newstat
es Ltd

LP Vision

Considers that the vision title is an
implicit indication of the LLDC’s shift
towards prioritising employment, whilst
the weight attached to housing delivery
is clearly a significant reduction from the
AAP.

Disagree. The Local Plan is considered to
set out a clear strategy for its area as a
whole and for its sub areas which is
capable of meeting the identified housing
target, which is also in conformity with the
target set out in the Further Alterations to
the London Plan (January 2014).

Recommends that the vision be
amended to prioritise the role of new
housing in underpinning a viable
delivery strategy across the plan area as
a whole, specifically including HW&FI.
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LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

Marshg
ate
Busines
s Centre

LP Vision

Considers that the vision should
amalgamate the relevant visions within
the currently adopted policy documents
including references to a "greater mixing
of land uses", particularly for the
Pudding Mill area. Considers that the
vision should incorporate references to
residential and mixed uses up front to
reflect this. Suggests the following
specific changes: "Driving the
transformation of east London, the world
class sporting venues, parklands, new
neighbourhoods and internationally
recognised business and leisure
opportunities within the Legacy
Corporation area will be complemented
by inward investment into leading edge
21st Century industries, including
creative and design businesses and
institutions, new residential and mixed
use communities, higher education and
research activity, making Stratford a
major new commercial and office and
residential district .......... In addition to
excellent education, health and other
community infrastructure being available
within the area, development will have
driven an improvement in the quality and
accessibility of the existing local
environment, making efficient use of
land and contributing ed to the mitigation
of climate change through delivery of
sustainable buildings and open spaces
...."

Disagree. The visions within the adopted
borough plans are very different in structure.
The LLDC Local Plan vision is designed to
broadly reflect those visions and the LLDC
Corporate vision, taking into account any
changes identified by the review of key
elements of the evidence base. The vision
as expressed within the Publication version
of the Local Plan has been significantly
changed to reflect the Corporate vision
accurately. The emphasis given to
residential and mixed use development is
set out within the strategic and detailed
policies and site allocations within the Plan
and is considered to appropriately reflect
the evidence.
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LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

East
Thames
Group
and
London
and
Contine
ntal
Railway
s Ltd

LP Vision

Supports the vision.

Support welcomed.

LPR182Q.096

Tom

Mulligan

Bluecro
ft
Property

LP Vision

Despite its bold vision, subsequent
chapters of the draft Plan contain policy
and guidance which, in places, is
inconsistent with these strategic aims.
Certain sections of the draft Local Plan
are also inconsistent with the
component borough's local plans,
despite the statement at para. 2.7
indicating that Plan is intended to be in
conformity with, and build upon, adopted
policy. The emerging Local Plan would,
therefore, benefit from refinement to
encourage and facilitate the realisation
of its vision and strategic objectives.

The Publication Local Plan has been
significantly restructured and in doing so
ensures consistency between the vision,
objectives and the policies and site
allocations within the document.
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LPR182Q.099

Neil

Lawrence

Sulzer
Dowdin
g and
Mills

LP Vision

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

London
Borough
of
Newha
m

LP Vision

LPR182Q.056

Piraveena

Saravana
muthu

LP Vision

Considers that more emphasis on
housing delivery will help to achieve the
aims for the area as set out within the
London Plan (policy 2.4} and the
Olympic Legacy Supplementary
Planning Guidance (OLSPG} which, at
section 2 (A), states that " development
within the OLSPG area should help
meet London's urgent need for new
homes by creating a network of lifetime
neighbourhoods that will be safe, meet
the needs of new and existing
communities". This should be further
reflected in the Local Plan Vision.
Considers that the Plan lack's ambition
Many sections of the Plan merely
require compliance with the London
Plan, rather than aiming for a higher
standard as befits an area with so much
potential. Newham also noted that
Convergence is currently the last of 14
objectives and asks that sections
deferring to the London Plan are
reviewed to investigate the potential for
more exemplary development.

The Vision must be clear that “Legacy”
means benefit to existing less well-off

The revised vision and objectives and
revised strategic housing policy SP.2 within
the Publication Local Plan are considered to
be in conformity with the London Plan. The
Plan as a whole sets out the strategy for
achieving the housing targets set for the
area within the Further Alterations to the
London Plan (January 2014).

The Plan reflects the LLDC's ambitious
corporate vision for its area. The plan
overall seeks the best achievable quality of
development and also reflects the need to
viability test the Local Plan to ensure that its
policies are framed to enable the policies
and proposals in the plan to be deliverable.
Where standards are identified these are
linked to relevant London Plan policy and
associated Mayor of London SPG as these
represent a set of standards that are
appropriate in a London context and are
considered robust in the context of the
Governments national standards review.
Where the policies in the Plan specify
particular requirements, policies have been
strengthened to ensure that it is clear that
the policy requirements should be met. The
objectives within the Plan are not set out in
any order of priority or ranked.
A core purpose of the LLDC is that of
achieving a contribution towards the wider
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LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.064

V

LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.101

Simon
Kirsten
Edwin

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151

Youzeena
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David

Saravana
muthu
Perry
Foster
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck
Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

LPR182Q.152

Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village

communities and set out how this will be
measured through the monitoring of the
Plan.

objective of 'Convergence' and this is
reflected within the Local Plan as a whole.
The publication version of the Local Plan
sets out the indicators that will be used for
monitoring of the Local Plan when adopted.

St
John’s
Church,
Stratford

OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
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LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213
LPR182Q.214
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218

Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinman
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahnaz
Sirayin
N
Muhamm
ed
Mohamm
ed
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margaret
Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/Oc
cupier
Owner/Oc
cupier
AE
Owner/Oc
uupier
R
Frances

Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin
Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna
Khanom
Islam
Slah
Sayed
Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell
Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

Reid

Smith
Joulson
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LPR182Q.219

Deng

LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/Oc
cupier
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/Oc
cupier
James
Mergis
Giuseppe
Cifonelli
Owner/Oc
cupier
Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmada
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230
LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233
LPR182Q.234
LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033

Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

Reynolds
Kaysay

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel
Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray
Jiang
Khan
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LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.038

Paul
Joseph
Manoranji
tham
Olusola
Carol

Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Richards

LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042

Victor
Karen

Adegbuyi
Tang

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

St
John’s
Church,
Stratford

Hackne
y
Council

LP Vision

The Vision must be clear that “Legacy”
means benefit to existing less well-off
communities and set out how this will be
measured through the monitoring of the
Plan.

LP Vision

The Plans’ vision should acknowledge
the wider cultural and economic vision
for the Olympic site and surrounding
areas including the plans to bring
forward a campus for UCL, an eastLondon base for the V&A, together with
iCITY's hub for digital, tech and maker
industries.

A core purpose of the LLDC is that of
achieving a contribution towards the wider
objective of 'Convergence' and this is
reflected within the Local Plan as a whole.
The publication version of the Local Plan
sets out the indicators that will be used for
monitoring of the Local Plan when adopted.
Agree. The vision and relevant elements of
the Publication Local Plan have been
updated to reflect the previously emerging
corporate vision more accurately than was
possible in the Local Plan Consultation
Document.
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LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

Grovew
orld

LP Vision

Notes the ambitious vision set out in the
Local Plan Consultation Document and
considers that this conforms with the
sentiments of the London Plan and the
Mayors Olympic Legacy SPG and
intention to build on adopted borough
policy. The draft Plan’s recognition of
the strategic importance of the LLDC
area and
its key role as London’s most important
growth point over the next 25 years are
recognised and welcomed by
Groveworld. The mixed use
redevelopment of sites such as the
Stone Brothers site and adjacent land
on Wallis Road will make an important
contribution to realising these ambitious
strategic objectives. Considers that
subsequent chapters contain policy and
guidance which, in places, is
inconsistent with these strategic aims.
Certain sections of the draft Local Plan
are also inconsistent with the
component borough’s local plans,
despite the statement at para. 2.7
indicating that Plan is intended to be in
conformity with, and build upon, this
existing raft of policy. Considers that the
emerging Local Plan would benefit from
some refinement to encourage and
enable the realisation of its vision and
strategic objectives.

The support expressed for the vision is
welcomed. Disagree, however, that the
subsequent content of the Draft Local Plan
Consultation Document does not reflect the
intention of the vision. The Local Plan has
been developed through a review of existing
adopted Borough Plans that apply to the
LLDC area retaining the approaches set out
in these where appropriate. The Publication
version of the Local Plan has incorporated
changes that are considered to reinforce the
approaches taken within those borough
Plans while reconciling different approaches
and updating elements where changes in
higher level planning policy or the evidence
base have indicated this is appropriate.
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LPR182Q.108

Peter

Bovill

WICKE
R
FISHER
IES

LP Vision

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

LP Vision

LPR182Q.084

Alan

GunneJones

Gowlai
n
Building
Group

Objective 1

Supports the vision for regeneration
within the LLDC area including Fish
Island. Considers that the early delivery
of the right form of viable and
deliverable development on available
sites can only help to promote the wider
area and attract the scale, form and
nature of development sought to ensure
the vision is achieved. Considers that It
is important that policy in the emerging
Local Plan does not frustrate this
potential.
Considers that reference in the vision to
open spaces and restoration of the
waterways and of mitigation of climate
change is positive. Would wish to see
reference to developing a network of
green infrastructure to reduce flood risk
and reference to adapting to climate
change included.
Supports the principle of Objective 1
‘Business Growth’ which seeks to
secure provision of a significant range of
types and sizes of work space to enable
a range of businesses to locate, develop
and expand within the LLC area.

Agree that the Local Plan policies should
not frustrate viable and deliverable
development that meets the evidence based
strategy for the Legacy Corporation area
and each sub area as set out in the
Publication Local Plan and comply with the
policy requirements within the plan. The
Publication Plan has been subjected to
viability appraisal to help demonstrate
deliverability of the Plan.

The approach to the vision and objectives
within the Publication Local Plan is
significantly different to that commented
upon. However, the issues of developing
networks of Green Infrastructure and
climate change mitigation are considered to
be adequately set out within the relevant
strategic and development management
policies (Policies SD.1,, SP.5, S.7 and S.8).
Support Welcomed.
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LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.101

Simon
Edwin

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.126

Youzeena
Osita
Chair

Perry
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck
Madu

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132

Martin
Siraj

Worksp
ace
Group
Plc

Objective 1

Digs
Hackne
y
Slavin
Izhar

Objective 1

City
Mine(d)
nonprofit

Notes that an Employment Land Review
for the LLDC area has been
commissioned and that policies within
the Draft Local Plan Consultation
Document have been formulated on the
basis of existing evidence base material.
Considers it important that the Local
Plan takes an evidence based approach
in order to meet the NPPF tests of
soundness in respect of retention or
release of employment land. Outlines
example of 2011 LB Newham
Employment Land Survey which
preceded the Legacy Communities
Planning Approval which is considered
to have changed the circumstances
effecting Marshgate Lane and Pudding
Mill. Suggests that the objective is
amended to read: "Secure provision of a
significant range of types and sizes of
work space, where appropriate,
including other mixed uses to enable a
range of businesses to locate, develop
and expand within the Legacy
Corporation area, ....."
This objective suggests that business
growth will only be achieved through the
location, development and expansion of
new businesses. It should be amended
to recognise that business growth will
also be achieved through growth of
existing businesses within the LLDC
area, and include measures to support
this, for example recognising the role of
existing work spaces, acknowledging
existing business clusters and
supporting the healthy growth of existing
businesses.

The employment land review and other
relevant studies have now been completed
and taken into account in developing the
Publication Version of the Local Plan,
including the approach set out for the
Pudding Mill Site Allocation. This has also
been informed by the viability testing of the
Local Plan. The more detailed issues for the
site referenced in the representation will be
more appropriate for any pre-application or
planning application processes. The specific
approach to Pudding Mill is set out within
Site Allocation SA4.3.

The wording of the objective within the Draft
Local Plan Consultation Document included
a reference to "develop and expand" which
would apply equally to new and existing
businesses. The objective has been
redrafted within the Publication Draft of the
Local Plan in order to fit with revised
document format but retains the meaning
and intentions of the original.
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LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151

Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Betty
Eunice
David

Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan
Khan
O'Connell
Okrah
Richards

LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152

David
Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinman
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahnaz
Sirayin
N

Richards
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin
Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna
Khanom
Islam

St.
John’s
Church,
Stratford
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LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213
LPR182Q.214
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224
LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

Muhamm
ed
Mohamm
ed
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margaret
Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/Oc
cupier
Owner/Oc
cupier
AE
Owner/Oc
uupier
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/Oc
cupier
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/Oc
cupier

Slah
Sayed
Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell
Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

Reid

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster
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LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.056

James
Mergis
Giuseppe
Cifonelli
Owner/Oc
cupier
Kirsten
Piraveena

LPR182Q.064

V

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmada
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manoranji
tham
Olusola
Carol
Victor
Karen
Steve

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.127

Reynolds
Kaysay

Foster
Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu
Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel
Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray
Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Richards
Adegbuyi
Tang
Butters

Capaciti
es Ltd

Objective 1

This objective suggests that business
growth will only be achieved through the

The wording of the objective within the Draft
Local Plan Consultation Document included
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LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Julian
Kathryn

Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

Sustain
able
Hackne
y
St.
John’s
church,
stratford

East
Thames
Group
and
London
and
Contine
ntal
Railway
s Ltd

Objective
10

location, development and expansion of
new businesses. It should be amended
to recognise that business growth will
also be achieved through growth of
existing businesses within the LLDC
area, and include measures to support
this, for example recognising the role of
existing work spaces, acknowledging
existing business clusters and
supporting the healthy growth of existing
businesses

a reference to "develop and expand" which
would apply equally to new and existing
businesses. The objective has been
redrafted within the Publication Draft of the
Local Plan in order to fit with revised
document format but retains the meaning
and intentions of the original.

East Thames and LCR support
objectives 8 and 10 of the Draft Local
Plan.

Support welcomed.
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LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

St.
John’s
church,
stratford

Objective
10

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

Objective
11

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village

Objective
12

The existing, traditional 2, 3 and 4
bedroom semi-detached and terraced
family homes, with gardens, tend to be
occupied by residents who remain in the
community for more years, encouraging
the growth of socially-sustainable
communities, and there is very little
acknowledgement of the importance of
traditional housing to the maintenance of
a stable and sustainable community. My
experience of Stratford over almost 25
years is of a continual migration away
from the community by families seeking
traditional houses with gardens for their
children.
Objective 11: Climate Change and
Energy – the focus of this objective is
energy efficiency and reduction in
carbon emissions which is positive but
fails to pay regard to how the water
environment plays a key role with
climate change. This objective should
also include the aim to reduce the risk of
flooding and use of water and resilience
to the effects of climate change.
Objective 12: Open Space. There is
little or no acknowledgement of the
existing open spaces on the Carpenters
Estate, the excellent "Village Green" at
Bisson Road, or the existing Abbey
Lane Play Space. These spaces need to
be protected - they provide valuable
community assets and allow spaces for
neighbours to interact.

Comment noted. Policy H1 within the
Publication Local Plan requires a mix of
housing types within residential schemes in
accordance with the requirements identified
by the housing needs evidence base.

The objectives within the Publication Local
Plan have been significantly revised and
reduced. However, Chapter 8 ‘Creating a
sustainable place to live and work’ contains
revised policies on climate change, carbon
reduction and flood risk (SP.5, S.2, S.7 and
S.8).

Open spaces within the Legacy
Corporation area have been reviewed and
amendments made. Abbey Lane open
space had been included, while Bisson
Road space has been added. The Local
Open Space identified within the Carpenters
Estate area is that which has also
previously been designated within the LB
Newham Core Strategy and its Proposals
Map.
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LPR182Q.073

LPR182Q.038

Stephen

Carol

Wilkinson

Richards

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

St.
John’s
church,
stratford

Objective
12

Objective
12

An amendment is sought to Objective 12
Open Space and Biodiversity so that
reference is made to the Lee Valley
Regional Park. The following wording,
in bold is suggested
“Open Space and biodiversity: using the
open space, waterways and biodiversity
legacy of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
to tie the area effectively into London’s
wider Green Infrastructure networks
including the Lee Valley Regional Park
and the Green and Blue Grids,
protecting and seeking enhancement of
identified locations.”
Considers that there is little or no
acknowledgement of the existing open
spaces on the Carpenters Estate, the
excellent "Village Green" at Bisson
Road, or the existing Abbey Lane Play
Space. These spaces need to be
protected - they provide valuable
community assets and allow spaces for
neighbours to interact.

The objective has been reframed as part of
the restructuring of the Local Plan at its
Publication Stage version. It is considered
that the Plan makes sufficient reference to
the Lee Valley Regional Park in this context.
References are made at the following point
in the Publication Version of the Local Plan:
paragraph 3.12; Chapter 6 (text and map)
and within Sub Area 2 Eton Manor and
North Stratford.

Open Spaces at the Carpenters Estate as
identified and protected through the existing
Newham Core Strategy have been included
and mapped, as has the open space and
Playspace at Abbey Lane, within the Local
Open Space (LOS catergory). The open
space at Bisson Road has subsequently
been added through a review of the Local
Open Space identified in the Draft Local
Plan Consultation Document. The
Publication version of the Local Plan is now
considered to accurately represent these
spaces.
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LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

Objective
12

LPR182Q.003

Roger

Squires

Inland
Waterw
ays
Associat
ion

Objective
13

Considers that this objective suggest
that the legacy of the Olympic Park
(open spaces, waterways and
biodiversity) will be seen as an integral
part of the Green and Blue Grids and
protect and seek enhancement of
identified locations. Asks what
‘identified locations’ means. Considers
that this objective could seek to build on
what has been achieved through the
Olympic developments by expanding the
green and blue grid through legacy
development and continuing to
restore/improve waterways (reflecting
paragraph 9.1 page 103). The Water
Framework Directive essentially is
driving us to improve waterways and
canals and will also be a focus for this
improvement.
Considers that the Objective should
Identify (along with T.9 and SP.7) the
use of the waterways for passenger and
FREIGHT transport. Considers that the
Plan does not identify the appropriate
structural provisions for such objectives
to be met and that this goes against the
ethos of the Mayor's Blue RIbbon Policy.
Considers that none of the existing
wharves within the LLDC area have
been given protection within the Plan.

The objective has been reframed as part of
the restructuring of the Local Plan at its
Publication Stage version. The Plan as a
whole recognises that the Green Grid and
Blue Ribbon Network extend through the
area and are defining elements of its
character.

The objective has been reframed as part of
the restructuring of the Local Plan at its
Publication Stage version. The Plan as a
whole in its Publication Version is
considered to make adequate reference to
the role and required infrastructure for
passenger and freight use of the waterways
and to be in general conformity with London
Plan policy for the Blue Ribbon Network.
The Publication version of the Local Plan
identifies areas of potential for passenger
and freight usage, including moorings,
within the Legacy Corporation area. There
are no protected wharves within the area
identified within the most recent Mayor's
Safeguarded Wharves review.
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LPR182Q.109

Charlotte

Greenlee
s

Network
Rail

Objective
13

LPR182Q.129

Arnold

Ridout

LCC
legacy
Group

Objective
13

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

Objective
13

Network Rail has reviewed the draft
Local Plan Consultation and would like
to show support for: Objective 13
(Transport and Connectivity) ;
Strategic Policy SP5 (Infrastructure to
Support Growth and Convergence);
Policy T2 (Strategic Transport
Improvements); Policy T7 (Transport
Improvements); Policy T8 (Supporting
Transport Schemes); and Strategic
Policy SP8 (Deliver & Implementation).
Objective 13, for Transport and
Connectivity, has as its primary element
seeking "to maximise growth ... of
existing transport (including highway....)
capacity and that of committed projects
to improve capacity". Only at the
secondary level are pedestrians and
cyclists considered, and then in an
indeterminate fashion - " while
maximising the opportunities for local
movement by foot and bicycle,
facilitating improved local connectivity
where required to achieve this." This
objective should place sustainable
transport at its heart with requirements
to improve the facilities for cyclists and
pedestrians and to achieve good
continental standards.
Supports the reference to maximising
transport capacity on waterways, as part
of Objective 13.

Support Welcomed.

This objective has been reframed as part of
the overall restructuring of the Local Plan for
its Publication Stage. The Plan does have
sustainable transport at the heart of its
strategy for achieving a sustainable future
for the area and is particularly reflected in
Strategic Policies SP.4 and SP.5.

Support welcomed.
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LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

LPR182Q.055

Steven

Pugh

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056

Simon
Piraveena

LPR182Q.064

V

Perry
Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu

Objective
14

While the draft Local Plan speaks of
“legacy” and “convergence”, it is very
unclear how existing and less well-off
communities will genuinely benefit.

Transfo
rm
Newha
m
NarrowBoat
Wildlife

Objective
14

Glad that the LLDC integrates
'Convergence' into the plan and
discusses it.

Objective
14

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village

Objective
14

There is a danger that the small
communities already in the area that you
claim to wish to preserve and enhance
are in danger of being trampled by the
juggernaut of this planning process. And
if not by the process, then by the large
companies that are moving in to build
the areas
While the draft Local Plan speaks of
"legacy" and "convergence", it is very
unclear how existing and less well-off
communities will genuinely benefit.

The Local Plan as a whole is underwritten
by the principle of 'convergence' and sets
out how with a planning context the strategy
for change that is designed to help achieve
that wider 'convergence' agenda. This is
considered to be designed to benefit both
the existing and future communities within
the Legacy Corporation area and contribute
towards achievement of the wider
'convergence' objectives. The Publication
Plan includes a set of monitoring indcators
that we be used to assess performance of
the Plan and, where appropriate, trigger a
review of the Plan.
Comment noted.

Comment noted. Contributing to achieving
convergence within the Growth Boroughs is
one of the underlying themes of the Plan
and forms part of the Legacy Corporation
purpose. The Plan endeavours to set the
scene for growth and change, including new
development, that will also help to achieve
this aim.
Comment noted. Contributing to achieving
convergence within the Growth boroughs
forms a key element of the purpose of the
Legacy Corporation and this is underpinned
by the vision and policies expressed in the
Publication Local Plan. Promoting economic
growth that for example will result in a
growth in jobs, and physical development
form a part of that strategy.
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LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.101

Andrew
Edwin

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152

Youzeena
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David
Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinman
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahnaz

Wernick
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck
Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin
Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna
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LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213
LPR182Q.214
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224
LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228

Sirayin
N
Muhamm
ed
Mohamm
ed
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margaret
Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/Oc
cupier
Owner/Oc
cupier
AE
Owner/Oc
uupier
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/Oc
cupier
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir

Khanom
Islam
Slah
Sayed
Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell
Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

Reid

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
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LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230
LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233
LPR182Q.234
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.084

Frank
Owner/Oc
cupier
James
Mergis
Giuseppe
Cifonelli
Owner/Oc
cupier
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmada
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manoranji
tham
Olusola
Carol
Victor
Karen
Alan

Foster

Reynolds
Kaysay

Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel
Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray
Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Richards
Adegbuyi
Tang
GunneJones

Objective 2

We support the principle of Objective 2
‘Jobs’ which seeks to secure significant
growth in good-quality jobs within the
LLC area.

Support welcomed.
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LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

LPR182Q.045

Simon

Perry

Marshg
ate
Busines
s Centre

Objective 2

Suggest that the objective is updated
and takes into account the changes in
evidence relating to employment land,
particularly in relation to the Pudding Mill
area. Suggest that the strategy for
employment growth should be revisited
once the employment evidence base
has been updated.

Objective 2

Welcomes the emphasis on good-quality
jobs, easily accessible for local
residents. Considers that the policies
under-value the potential future
contribution of existing strengths in
manufacturing, light industry and
distribution, in particular in providing
good-quality jobs, accessible to local
residents (Objective 2 of the Local Plan),
as well as providing important services
for London as a whole and the basis for
more sustainable and equitable
economic development.

The objectives for the plan have been
reframed and shortened. The employment
land review evidence has been updated
prior to the drafting of the Publication
version of the Local Plan and takes this upto-date evidence into account in expressing
the strategy for business and employment
growth and the subsequent relevant policies
within the Plan.
Support expressed welcomed. The
evidence for the approach in the Local Plan
to employment uses has been updated prior
to the preparation of the Publication draft of
the Local Plan and is considered to
represent a realistic and viable approach to
supporting manufacturing, light industry and
distribution uses in appropriate locations. A
definition of 'good quality' jobs is generic
and is not considered to require defining
within the context of planning policy.
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LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

LPR182Q.150

David

Richards

LPR182Q.056

Piraveena

LPR182Q.064

V

LPR182Q.001

Andrew

Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu
Wernick

Objective 2

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village

Objective 2

We welcome the emphasis on goodquality jobs, easily accessible for local
residents. In order to achieve this,
however, Section 4 will need revising
significantly (see below), in particular to
recognise that many existing local
businesses are already a source of
good-quality jobs accessible for local
residents. A definition of good-quality
jobs should be included. We are
currently concerned that the potential for
the manufacturing, light industry and
distribution sectors to provide quality
jobs is under-acknowledged.
With the possible exception of Hackney
Wick and Fish Island, the policies undervalue the potential future contribution of
existing strengths in manufacturing, light
industry and distribution, in particular in
providing good-quality jobs, accessible
to local residents (Objective 2 of the
Local Plan), as well as providing
important services for London as a
whole and the basis for more
sustainable and equitable economic
development.
Welcomes the emphasis on good-quality
jobs, easily accessible for local
residents. In order to achieve this,
however, Section 4 will need revising
significantly, in particular to recognise
that many existing local businesses are
already a source of good quality jobs
accessible for local residents. A
definition of good-quality jobs should be
included.

The Publication Plan has been drafted
based on the finalised evidence base
including employment land review, with the
policy approach within the plan reflecting
that evidence. It is considered that the Plan
includes a significant emphasis on retention
and provision of business use and space
and on generation of jobs within a full
spectrum of types..

Support for this emphasis is welcomed. The
policies and proposals relevant to this have
been reshaped to take into account further
evidence including employment/
employment land elements of relevant
recent studies. The LLDC in its wider
corporate capacity and regeneration role
work closely with the four boroughs and
other stakeholders in the areas of
employment and skills training for residents.
The Local Plan reflects this as far as it is
appropriate for it to do so.
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LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.101

Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Edwin

Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck
Madu

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.126

Youzeena
Osita
Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132

Martin
Siraj

Slavin
Izhar

LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148

Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152

Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David
Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey

Digs
Hackne
y
City
Mine(d)
nonprofit

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
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LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213
LPR182Q.214
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216
LPR182Q.217

Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinman
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahnaz
Sirayin
N
Muhamm
ed
Mohamm
ed
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margaret
Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/Oc
cupier
Owner/Oc
cupier
AE
Owner/Oc
uupier
R

Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin
Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna
Khanom
Islam
Slah
Sayed
Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell
Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

Reid

Smith
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LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219

Frances
Deng

LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/Oc
cupier
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/Oc
cupier
James
Mergis
Giuseppe
Cifonelli
Owner/Oc
cupier

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230
LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233
LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035

Narmada
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph

Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

Reynolds
Kaysay

Univers
al
Automot
ive
Enginee
rs Ltd
Patel
Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray
Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
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LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.038

Manoranji
tham
Olusola
Carol

Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Richards

LPR182Q.041

Victor

Adegbuyi

LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.127

Karen
Steve

Tang
Butters

St.
John’s
Church,
Stratford
Newha
m Union
Capaciti
es Ltd

Objective 2

Objective 2 Jobs – Capacities:
welcomes the plan’s focus on goodquality jobs, accessible for local resident
sand asks that more emphasis be given
to the potential of many existing local
businesses (especially those in light
manufacturing, repair and maintenance
services and wholesale storage and
distribution) to provide good-quality local
employment.

The approach to employment and
employment land policies in the Publication
Local Plan has been reviewed and revised
to provide a level of protection of existing
and promotion of provision of space for new
employment uses in accordance with the
finalised employment evidence base,
including the Employment Land Review.
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LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

LPR182Q.140

Kathryn

Johnson

Objective 2

Sustain
able
Hackne
y

Objective 2

Objective 2 Jobs – We welcome the
emphasis on good-quality jobs, easily
accessible for local residents. In order to
achieve this, however, Section 4 will
need revising significantly (see below),
in particular to recognise that many
existing local businesses are already a
source of good-quality jobs accessible
for local residents. A definition of goodquality jobs should be included. We are
currently concerned that the potential for
the manufacturing, light industry and
distribution sectors to provide quality
jobs is under-acknowledged. There
needs to be a recognition of the value of
these sectors and the fact that they are
more likely to match existing local skills.
Failure to act on this will simply advance
the interests of new arrivals in the area
and make it harder for Stratford’s
existing population to remain in the area.
If convergence is to mean anything
these local capacities and needs must
be factored in.
Objective 2 Jobs – We welcome the
emphasis on good-quality jobs, easily
accessible for local residents. In order to
achieve this, however, Section 4 will
need revising significantly (see below),
in particular to recognise that many
existing local businesses are already a
source of good-quality jobs accessible
for local residents. A definition of goodquality jobs should be included. We are
currently concerned that the potential for
the manufacturing, light industry and
distribution sectors to provide quality
jobs is under-acknowledged.
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LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village
St.
John’s
church,
stratford

Objective 3

East
Thames
Group
and
London
and
Contine
ntal
Railway
s Ltd

Objective 3

Objective 3

Objective 3 - Housing: "secure a wide
range of housing types, including a
significant element of family homes".
Traditional 2, 3 and 4 bedroom semidetached and terraced family homes,
with gardens, should be safeguarded.
They offer a "type" of housing which is
highly desirable, and increasingly, forms
a smaller proportion of available housing
within East London. The existing
traditional 2, 3 and 4 bedroom semidetached and terraced family homes on
Carpenters Estate (sub area 3), and in
the Abbey Lane area (sub area 4), are
good examples of such homes, and
should be safeguarded by the plan
because they offer a choice of "types" of
housing. "Family homes" are defined by
the glossary to the plan (p.219) by the
number of bedrooms, rather than by the
different types; this approach takes a
very narrow view of the needs of
families.
East Thames and LCR strongly support
the aims set out in Objective 3: Housing
to:
“secure a wide range of housing types,
including a significant element of family
homes, through the development of
suitable sites within the Legacy
Corporation area, that are affordable for
those on a wide spectrum of incomes –
balancing the aspirations of new
communities and helping to meet the
housing need generated in the
surrounding areas and more widely
across London.”

The objectives within the Publication Local
Plan have been substantially re-written. The
policies within Chapter 5 provide an
appropriate level of protection (Particularly
SP.2 which seeks to safeguard existing
residential land and units).

Support Welcomed
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LPR182Q.095

Tee

Fabikun

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.071

Pauline

Pappoe

Carpent
ers
Estate
Tenant
Manage
ment
Organis
ation
AMA
(on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group
Ltd and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

Objective 3

The LLDC Local Plan does not clearly
set out its aspirations and objectives for
existing housing. The aspirations of new
and existing communities should be
balanced.

The Publication Local Plan sets out the
approach to safeguarding of residential land
and the mix of housing within new
development within Policies SP.2 and H.1
respectively.

Objective 3

Considers that there is an absence of a
clear housing strategy for Fish Island
within the Plan and is therefore not
possible to determine what a suitable
housing site would be. Considers that
the Local Plan must reduce such
ambiguity and that It must also
acknowledge that there is a significant
need for housing across all unit sizes.

The Publication Plan sets out an increased
number of site allocations within the Sub
Area 1 section and provides clear guidance
within these as to where housing is
considered to be an appropriate use. The
approach to housing types and unit sizes
within the Local Plan is based on the
evidence from the Housing Needs review
and sets out the approach to housing mix at
Policy H.1.

Objective 3

Carpent
ers
Estate
Tenant
Manage
ment
Organis
ation

Objective 3

In the absence of a clear housing
strategy for Fish Island it is considered
that it is not possible to determine what
the Local Plan considers to be a
“suitable” housing site. The Local Plan
must reduce such ambiguity. It must
also acknowledge that there is a
significant need for housing across all
unit sizes.
The LLDC Local Plan does not clearly
set out its aspirations and objectives for
existing housing. The aspirations of new
and existing communities should be
balanced.

Disagree. The Plan includes reference to
existing housing, particualrly within Strategic
Policy SP.2.
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LPR182Q.056

Piraveena

Saravana
muthu

Objective 3

The first line of text should be amended
to ‘secure and protect a wide range of
new and existing housing types'.

LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.064

Simon
Kirsten
V

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

The first line of text should be amended
to ‘secure and protect a wide range of
new and existing housing types.

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.101

Andrew
Janiz
Edwin

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.126

Youzeena
Osita
Chair

Perry
Foster
Saravana
muthu
Wernick
Murray
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck
Madu

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132

Martin
Siraj

Slavin
Izhar

LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148

Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151

Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

LPR182Q.152

Chioma

OmejiAmaechi

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Digs
Hackne
y
City
Mine(d)
nonprofit

St.
John’s
Church

The approach to the Plan objectives has
been substantially revised within the
Publication Plan. Strategic Policy SP.2 now
specifically includes a reference to
'safeguarding of existing residential units
and land'.
The objectives within the Publication Local
Plan have been substantially re-framed and
so specific amendments are not specifically
appropriate. This issue is now covered
within Strategic Policy SP.2 and Policy H.1.

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Objective 3
Objective 3

Objective 3
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LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinman
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahnaz
Sirayin
N
Muhamm
ed
Mohamm
ed
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margaret
Rose
A
K
S
B

Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin
Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna
Khanom
Islam
Slah

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Sayed

Objective 3

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Objective 3
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LPR182Q.213
LPR182Q.214
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224
LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230
LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233
LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021

Owner/Oc
cupier
Owner/Oc
cupier
AE
Owner/Oc
uupier
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/Oc
cupier
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/Oc
cupier
James
Mergis
Giuseppe
Cifonelli
Owner/Oc
cupier

George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta

Objective 3
Objective 3
Reid

Objective 3
Objective 3

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Reynolds
Kaysay

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Univers
al
Automo
bile
Enginee
rs Ltd
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon

Objective 3

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
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LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028

Patel
Patel
Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041

Ramila
Narmada
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manoranji
tham
Olusola
Victor

LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.127

Karen
Steve

Tang
Butters

LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Julian
Kathryn

Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036

Newha
m Union
Capaciti
es Ltd
Sustain
able
Hackne
y
London
Borough
of
Waltha
m
Forest

Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3
Objective 3

Objective 5

Suggests that a policy on Health and
Well-being is included in the Plan and
this is linked to convergence, effects of
worklessness and issues such as
design, bike parking and sporting
venues. Also cnsiders that noise should
be addressed in the context of mixing of
uses.

Health and well-being are now specifically
addressed within new Objective 5, Strategic
Policy SP5 and Development Management
Policy S1 'Health and Well-being. Policy
BN.11 now addressed noise in addition to
air quality.
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LPR182Q.111

Hayley

Harding

London
Diocesa
n Fund
(LDF)

Objective 5

Feel strongly that throughout the Local
Plan faith and spiritual wellbeing should
not be neglected. It is a core part of
many people’s lives and should be
referenced alongside provision for
cultural and community assets. Suggest
rewording to ensure faith and
spiritual well-being are included in
Objective 5 to “seek to ensure a highquality built and natural environment that
promotes physical, spiritual and mental
wellbeing for those who live and work
within the Legacy Corporation” area.
Considers that '"faith" is inserted within
text referring to assets that should be
considered when building new
neighbourhoods. “Helping meet
London’s need for new homes through
the creation of a network of new
neighbourhoods which are designed to
meet the needs of existing and future
communities at all stages of life and
provide access to employment
opportunities, local shops, and
community, faith, cultural, and
social infrastructure, is a priority
for the Legacy Corporation.”

The objectives within the Local Plan have
been significantly restructured and rewritten
for the Publication version of the Plan.
Community infrastructure is now within the
'Housing and Neighbourhoods' chapter and
Strategic Policy SP.2 and Policy CI.1 and its
supporting text make reference to the
retention and provision of new D1 use class
community facilities which include places of
worship and other faith based uses. It
should be noted that that there are also
significant amounts of community use
floorspace included within the larger major
permitted development schemes within the
Legacy Corporation area that will add to the
existing stock of community facilities over
time. This floorspace has been identified in
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan study which
supports this Plan. It is considered that links
to significant and broad benefits to existing
communities are made explicit within the
plan, particularly where the aims of
'convergence' are identified as one of the
key underlying principles of the Plan and
within the purpose of the Legacy
Corporation.

The LLDC is explicit in linking education
with the opportunities that businesses,
such as the iCity development, bring to
benefit the community. However it
neglects to identify how planning can
support the other vulnerable sections of
the community who may be missed by
these approaches of planning and
development.
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LPR182Q.118

Francis

Bassett

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

Newha
m
Friends
of the
Earth
Worksp
ace
group

Objective 5

Considers Objective 5 and its health
element to be of particular interest.

Comment noted.

Objective 6

It is not considered appropriate to promote
tall buildings and higher densities as an
area wide principle. The revised approach
within the Publication Local Plan provides
more specific policy and guidance on the
approach to and location of tall buildings,
particularly at Policy BN.10 and within each
sub area chapter. The objectives have also
been revised to be more concise and so
detailed amendments have not be
considered for the objectives but are
reflected where appropriate within revised
strategic policies.

East
Thames
Group
and
London
and
Contine
ntal
Railway
s Ltd
River
Lea
Tidal
Mill
Trust

Objective 6

Considers Objective 6 should recognise
the building heights as referred to within
the OLSPG where necessary. Suggests
it as amended as follows: "Achieve an
excellent quality of design for new
buildings and within the wider urban
landscape, including streets and public
spaces and other open spaces,
maintaining and, where necessary,
improving the quality of those spaces,
with a focus on the character of the
location and its integration and
connections with its surroundings,
including tall buildings and higher
densities where justified."
Supports the objective.

Objective 6

Supports the objective.

Support welcomed.

Support welcomed.
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LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village

Objective 7

LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.101

Simon
Kirsten
Edwin

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.126

Youzeena
Osita
Chair

Perry
Foster
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck
Madu

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132

Martin
Siraj

Slavin
Izhar

LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148

Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151

Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

LPR182Q.152

Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154

Ade
Lydia

OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Digs
Hackne
y
City
Mine(d)
nonprofit

St.
John’s
Church,
Stratford

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Considers that creating inclusive places
is not just about the design of places
and buildings but also about having
active community engagement in a
supportive local community (on a social
and democratic, as well as a physical
level). Accessibility also means
ensuring affordability. Objective 7
should be widened to reflect this.
Section 7.5 and Policy HBE2 on
Inclusive design should also be
amended to reflect this.

The principles underlying the Local Plan in
respect of community engagement are now
explicit within the vision including the
Priority Themes that are set out in
paragraph 3.3 of the Publication Local Plan
"promoting convergence, employment and
community participation" and "Championing
equalities and inclusion". Policy BN.5
(formerly Policy HBE.2) is specifically and
purposely framed to address physical
accessibility.

Objective 7
Objective 7

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
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LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinman
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahnaz
Sirayin
N
Muhamm
ed
Mohamm
ed
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margaret
Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/Oc
cupier

Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin
Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna
Khanom
Islam
Slah

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Sayed

Objective 7

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Objective 7
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LPR182Q.214
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224
LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230
LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233
LPR182Q.234

Owner/Oc
cupier
AE
Owner/Oc
uupier
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/Oc
cupier
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/Oc
cupier
James
Mergis
Giuseppe
Cifonelli
Owner/Oc
cupier

LPR182Q.056

Piraveena

LPR182Q.064

V

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015

Andrew
Janiz

Objective 7
Reid

Objective 7
Objective 7

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Reynolds
Kaysay

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Univers
al
Automo
bile
Enginee
rs Ltd
Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu
Wernick
Murray

Objective 7

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
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LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028

Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel
Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Richards

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7

LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.038

George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmada
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manoranji
tham
Olusola
Carol

LPR182Q.041

Victor

Adegbuyi

LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.127

Karen
Steve

Tang
Butters

LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Julian
Kathryn

Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036

St.
Johns
Church,
Stratford
Newha
m Union
Capaciti
es Ltd
Sustain
able
Hackne
y

Objective 7
Objective 7

Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
Objective 7
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LPR182Q.111

Hayley

Harding

London
Diocesa
n Fund
(LDF)

Objective 7

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

River
Lea
Tidal
Mill
Trust

Objective 7

LPR182Q.138

Piotr

Behnke

Natural
England

Objective 7
/ 10 / 12

Considers that Objective 7 should play a
key role in how the LLDC promotes the
need for sustainable community facilities
as a part of delivering community
infrastructure. Other than the core
health and education facilities, where
viable, we would wish there to be
community uses that are self-organised
and specific to local residents. This
would be of mutual benefit to all
including those using the core services
provided. Suggests wording changes in
Sub Area 1, paragraph 12.20 to include
reference to places for partnerships
between services to support the
sustainable provision of community
facilities.
Supports objective.

The matter of community facilities is now
addressed within Chapter 5 ' Housing and
Neighbourhoods, Strategic Objective SP2
and Policies CI.1 and CI.2. The principle of
shared use of community space would be
supported and encouraged where groups
and service providers are able to do so.

Supports Objectives 7.10 and 12.
Through health and wellbeing it is hoped
that the local resilience to climate
change can be built into the green and
blue networks that form a part of the All
London Green Grid within the Borough.

Support welcomed.

Support welcomed.
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LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

East
Thames
Group
and
London
and
Contine
ntal
Railway
s Ltd
Transfo
rm
Newha
m
St.
John’s
Church,
Stratford

Objective 8

Supports Objectives 8 and 10.

Support welcomed

Objective 8

Considers that it is critical that planning
is at human scale and not all about unowned sweeping greenery and living in
the sky.
Considers that" the existing, traditional
2, 3 and 4 bedroom semi-detached and
terraced family homes, with gardens,
tend to be occupied by residents who
remain in the community for more years,
encouraging the growth of sociallysustainable communities, and there is
very little acknowledgement of the
importance of traditional housing to the
maintenance of a stable and sustainable
community. My experience of Stratford
over almost 25 years is of a continual
migration away from the community by
families seeking traditional houses with
gardens for their children".

Comment noted.

Objective 8

The Local Plan identifies an approach to
new housing provision that is based on the
identified housing needs evidence, with the
approach to housing mix and larger family
homes being specifically reference at Policy
H.1.
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LPR182Q.115

David

Richards

LPR182Q.040

Phil

Wainwrig
ht

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village

River
Lea
Tidal
Mill
Trust

Objective 8
/10

Objective 8: Creating neighbourhoods.
The existing, traditional 2, 3 and 4
bedroom semi-detached and terraced
family homes, with gardens, tend to be
occupied by residents who remain in the
community for more years, encouraging
the growth of socially sustainable
communities, and there is very little
acknowledgement of the importance of
traditional housing to the maintenance of
a stable and sustainable community. My
experience of Stratford over almost 25
years is of a continual migration away
from the community by families seeking
traditional houses with gardens for their
children.

Comment noted. The approach to housing
mix and safeguarding existing residential
units and land is set out primarily in Policy
SP.2 and Policy H.1 within the Publication
Local Plan.

Objective 8

No one thinks that the area shouldn’t be
regenerated but if we are just going to
have more Westfield-style shopping
centres and faceless high-rise tower
blocks, then you are not going to create
a real community. Stratford High Street
is an urban wasteland. If this is just
going to be proliferated then the Plan
needs revisiting so that we can have a
real neighbourhood with real people and
real shops and facilities.
Supports objective.

It is considered that the Plan sets out an
appropriate strategy for future development
and change within the area that will allow a
range of development forms and types
which build on the existing strengths of each
location and help to address any
weaknesses. The sub area sections of the
Plan address this more specifically.

Objective 8

Support welcomed.
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LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

Roypark
Ltd and
Newstat
es Ltd

Objective 9

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

Objective 9

Austin

Mackie

AMA
(on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group
Ltd and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

LPR182Q.131

Lance

Forman

H.Form
an &
Son,

Objective 9

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

River
Lea
Tidal
Mill
Trust

Objective 9

Objective 9

Expresses concern as to how Objective
9 may be applied in a plan-wide context
as it may lead to an overly cautious
heritage-led approach being taken to the
whole of Hackney Wick and Fish Island
Considers that the Objective should
openly identify that within Hackney Wick
and Fish Island, significant areas are not
constrained by heritage designations
thus representing opportunities to
introduce significant change.
"We would be concerned if the
references to historic areas within
objective 9 meant that the overall plan
strategy sought to protect Fish Island as
a whole and in doing so suppressed the
opportunity of already identified
development sites."

“We would be concerned if the
references to historic areas within
objective 9 meant that the overall plan
strategy sought to protect Fish Island as
a whole and in doing so suppressed the
opportunity of already identified
development sites."
Is happy with ‘draw upon’ within the
wording in the context of development of
schemes for the Forman’s site but we
are not happy with ‘be totally subject to’
fears is the subtext of the Draft Local
Plan.
Supports objective.

The wording of the objective is considered
to appropriate and represent an approach
that ensure that development opportunities
can be realised and that where appropriate
that these are shaped in the context of
heritage assets and conservation area
designations resulting in new development
that is appropriate to its context. As a result
of the reshaping of the objectives within the
Plan this is now covered within Strategic
Policy SP.3 and Policies BN.16 and within
specific elements of the Sub Area sections
where relevant.

Support welcomed.
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LPR182Q.082

LPR182Q.090

Nick

Charlie

Bishop

Hammon
d

English
Heritage

Roypark
Ltd and
Newstat
es Ltd

Objective 9

Objectives

Considers that in order to ensure that
archaeology and settings are sufficiently
captured in the strategic policies and
objectives we suggest the following
alterations: Page 84: Objective 9:
“….and respect the archaeological
assets and historic aspects…” Strategic
Policy SP4: The Historic Environment:
“This should sustain and promote the
significance of Designated Heritage
Assets (Conservation Areas and Listed
Buildings and archaeology) and other
non-designated heritage assets by
encouraging viable uses consistent with
their conservation and potential for
heritage-led regeneration, and ensuring
that development within their settings
enhances their significance.
Considers that the lack of definition of
'suitable sites' may lead to employment
sites outside of employment hubs being
unecessarily protected and many
housing opportunity sites rejected.
Suggests that no consideration has
been given to the practical or financial
viability of the delivery of family-led
housing in mixed use employment
areasor how family housing can be
delivered within the physical constraints
of heritage areas. COnsiders that the
objectives need to be re-ordered to
reflect the key role of residential unit
sizes of all types within the area’s
emerging communities, with an
increased acknowledgement of the role
of smaller units plus market housing in
enabling and sustaining balanced and
viable communities.

The elements of Objective 9 relating to
archaeological interest are now captured
within the supporting text to Policy BN 12.
SP.4 has been removed as its content is
covered by the NPPF within paragraph 126.

It is considered that the Local Plan sets out
a comprehensive approach to suitable sites
for development, identifying the majority of
development capacity within site allocations
within the sub areas. Additional site
allocations have been included within the
Publication Local Plan with each giving
guidance on the appropriate uses and
development principles. A local Plan viability
appraisal has also helped to inform and test
deliverability of the Plan in respect of
financial viability, while the approach to
family housing and unit size mix also
reflects the evidence within the Housing
Needs review. The approach taken within
the Plan is therefore considered to be
robust.
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LPR182Q.095

Tee

Fabikun

LPR182Q.070

Andrew

Maunder

LPR182Q.071

Pauline

Pappoe

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

Chair of
Carpent
ers
Estate
Tenant
Manage
ment
Organis
ation
L&Q
Housing
Trust

Objectives

With reference to the SA objective: “Set
mechanisms for local people not to lose
out on the benefits of the legacy” Where
will these mechanisms be defined? As
part of the LLDC Local Plan?

This objective is underwritten in the Plan
through the underlying principles set out
within the vision and particularly reflected
within the Priority Themes that are set out in
paragraph 3.3 of the Publication Local Plan
"promoting convergence, employment and
community participation" and "Championing
equalities and inclusion".

Objectives

Support welcomed.

Carpent
ers
Estate
Tenant
Manage
ment
Organis
ation
BELLW
AY
HOMES
(THAME
S
GATEW
AY)

Objectives

Welcomes in broad terms the aims and
objectives of the draft LLDC Local Plan,
and in particular the approach taken to
the comprehensive regeneration of the
area and substantial support for
residential development across a variety
of tenures.
With reference to the SA objective: “Set
mechanisms for local people not to lose
out on the benefits of the legacy” Where
will these mechanisms be defined? As
part of the LLDC Local Plan?

It is not clear if the prioritisation of the
objectives for the LLDC area have been
intentionally ranked. Nevertheless, we
would not expect the ordering of the
objectives to preclude the focus on the
delivery of new housing, and to
xceeding housing targets across the
area.

Agreed. The objectives as set out in the
Publication version of the Local Plan have
been condensed and reduced significantly
to reflect the overall restructuring if the Plan
document. The Plan as a whole sets out the
strategy for delivery of new housing that
demonstrates that the LLDC housing target
set out in the Further Alterations to the
London Plan (January 2014) can be met or,
where appropriate exceeded. There is no
ranking applied to the objectives that have
been set out.

Objectives

A core purpose of the LLDC is that of
achieving a contribution towards the wider
objective of 'Convergence' and this is
reflected within the Local Plan as a whole.
The publication version of the Local Plan
sets out the indicators that will be used for
monitoring of the Local Plan when adopted.
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LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

LPR182Q.029
LPR182Q.078

Jeremy
Katie

Fraser
Glasgow

Tower
Hamlets

Hackne
y
Council

Objectives

Objectives
Objectives

The fourteen objectives (page 37) set
out are also supported but we question
whether there are too many objectives
and suggest this should be condensed
to less than eight objectives as there is
overlap between common areas.
The overall objectives are laudable.
It is felt the document would benefit from
reducing/condensing the number of
objectives. For example Objective 1,
Business Growth could be combined
with Objective 2 Jobs and Objective 7,
Creating inclusive places could be
merged with Objective 8 Creating
neighbourhoods.

Agreed. The objectives as set out in the
Publication version of the Local Plan have
been condensed and reduced significantly
to reflect the overall restructuring if the Plan
document.
Support welcomed.
Agreed. The objectives as set out in the
Publication version of the Local Plan have
been condensed and reduced significantly
to reflect the overall restructuring if the Plan
document.

Chapter 4 – Strategic Policies
2nd
Consultation
Ref:
LPR182Q.078

Name 1

Name 2

Katie

Glasgow

Company/O
rganisation

Policy or
Paragraph

Summary

Response

Chapter 4

Welcome structure change for
strategic policies. Should further
address issues relating to health and
well-being, particularly within the
natural environment.

Acknowledged. Additional policy on health
and well-being inserted into section 8.
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Chapter 5 – Business, employment and economy
2nd
Name 1 Name 2
Company/
Consultation
Organisati
Ref:
on
LPR182Q.101
Edwin
CliffordCoupe
LPR182Q.102
Youzee
Nauyeck
na
LPR182Q.103
Osita
Madu
LPR182Q.134
Jason
Williams
LPR182Q.144
Iris
Bryzak
LPR182Q.145
Siddique Khan
LPR182Q.146
Fatema
Begum
LPR182Q.147
Urmin
Khan
LPR182Q.001
Andrew
Wernick
LPR182Q.015
Janiz
Murray
LPR182Q.016
George
Skepple
LPR182Q.018
Pauline
Rowe
LPR182Q.020
Rashne
Limki
LPR182Q.021
Rosetta
Eligon
LPR182Q.022
Ramila
Patel
LPR182Q.023
Narmad Patel
a
LPR182Q.024
Colin
Green
LPR182Q.025
Charlie
Yetton
LPR182Q.026
Rezaul
Khan
LPR182Q.027
Syeda
Karim
LPR182Q.028
Mr and
Ray
Mrs
LPR182Q.030
La
Jiang
LPR182Q.033
Habibur Khan
LPR182Q.034
Paul
Watt
LPR182Q.035
Joseph
Alexander
LPR182Q.036
Manora
Saravana
njitham
muthu
LPR182Q.037
Olusola
Olulode
LPR182Q.038
Carol
Richards

Policy or
Paragrap
h
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

Summary

Response

Should acknowledge role of existing
workspaces in providing affordable
accommodation and prevent the loss of
this. More of this space is being lost than
is being delivered.

Change made to B.4 supporting text to
recognise affordable role of existing
workspace within the area. Employment is
protected by B.1, and B.4 encourages
affordable workspace provision.

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
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LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056
LPR182Q.064
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152
LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201

Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na
V
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David
Chioma
Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin

Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

Khanom

BEE.6

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
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LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226

N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy

Islam
Slah

BEE.6
BEE.6

Sayed

BEE.6

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

BEE.6

BEE.6

Reid

BEE.6
BEE.6

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

Begum
Williams

BEE.6
BEE.6

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
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LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

Williams
Hossan
Foster

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

Reynolds
Kaysay

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

LPR182Q.120

Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Ashton

LPR182Q.123
LPR182Q.141
LPR182Q.122
LPR182Q.121
LPR182Q.117

Tobias
Daren
Erik
Michael
Richard

LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.151

Kirsten
David

Hug
Ellis
Perera
Wilson
Brown
MA RCA
Foster
Richards

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Julian
Kathryn

Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

BEE.6

Mullins

Hackney
WickED

Affordable
Wick
St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East Village
St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East Village
Sustainable
Hackney
Digs
Hackney

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

BEE.6

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
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LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.090

Martin
Siraj
Charlie

Slavin
Izhar
Hammon
d

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.4

LPR182Q.084

Alan

GunneJones

BEE.4

Should strengthen BEE.4 to refuse
proposals displacing existing employment
unless re-provided on site. Acknowledged
existing employment is generally in right
location.

LPR182Q.108

Peter

Bovill

SP.1

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

SP.1 promotes provision of a range of
sizes and types of business floorspace
and cultural and creative industries as
part of mix. Fish Design and Planning
Guidance (DPG) provides support for shift
from heavy industry to light and creative
industries. Emerging policy should not be
too prescriptive regarding the retention of
employment or support for creative
industries at the expense of commercial.
BEE4 is supported but should also refer to
employment density as uses likely to be
different from existing. Should require
developers to demonstrate lack of
demand for existing uses and that
alternative appropriate employment also
unviable

WICKER
FISHERIES

BEE.4

Protection of employment quantum is
restrictive and would undermine
residential-led developments. There is no
evidence to justify this approach which
protects floorspace outside hubs
irrespective of quality.

Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out detailed circumstances
where floorspace and job density are
appropriate, and builds upon the
recommendations that employment uses
should be maintained.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are appropriate
and what forms of accommodation should
be protected.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are appropriate
and what forms of accommodation should
be protected.

Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate, as well as circumstances
where developers would need to justify a
departure, including demand evidence.
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LPR182Q.093

Jeremy

Castle

BEE.2

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

Table 5.2

LPR182Q.096

Tom

Mulligan

BEE.4

Policy BEE.4 should focus on maintaining
employment capacity in terms of job
numbers, while promoting qualitative
enhancement of commercial.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

BEE.4

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Plan places greater weight on
employment outside hubs than the AAP,
and focus shift to employment-led
development across plan area. Should
define residential and other uses on a
spatial basis. Should not seek to protect
existing employment space at Fish Island.
Quantitative test is step back from
qualitative advocated by Tower Hamlets
previously.

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

Andrew
Janiz
Kirsten
George
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad

Wernick
Murray
Foster
Skepple
Eligon
Patel
Patel

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

BEE.4

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

Support for designation of SIL at Here
East, Fish Island South and Bow Goods
Yard. Here East will be a major
employment generator. Error in reference
to London Plan 5.4 Policy Retrofitting
Businesses on the Carpenters' Estate are
valuable and include clusters of larger
firms as well as small businesses, serving
local population and London as a whole.

Should ground policies in evidence base
and should have greater protection of
existing local businesses, particularly at
Carpenters' Estate. Local businesses
have been displaced by Olympic Park
development and have little benefits.

Acknowledged. Change made to B.1 to
reference Policy 2.17 of London Plan.

Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014, which outlines need to protect
employment uses throughout the area.
The policy sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate, including the approach to
take to re-provision of employment where
mixed use development is propose
through the plan.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are appropriate
and aims to protect valuable industries
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LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028

a
Colin

LPR182Q.064

Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David

LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151

Green

SP.1

Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

while recognising where change may
occur.

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
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LPR182Q.152

Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195

Ade
Lydia
Patricia
Pauline
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Bijam
Sue

LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209

Margare
t Rose
A

OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Larocque
Rowe
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

SP.1

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

Khanom
Islam
Slah

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

Sayed

SP.1

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

Bird

SP.1

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

SP.1
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LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Rashne
Carol
Nicola
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp

Leach
Whitear
Finch

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

SP.1

Reid

SP.1
SP.1

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

Begum
Williams
Williams
Limki
Richards
Birch
Hossan
Foster

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

Reynolds
Kaysay

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
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LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.078

e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Katie

SP.1

Glasgow

BEE.1

It is unclear how the over-lapping
Neighbourhood Centre and OIL
designation will work.

LPR182Q.047

Christop
her

Kennedy

BEE.9

Should require employers to assign
proportion employment locally.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

5.28

There is pressure for primary school
places, but also secondary

LPR182Q.111

Hayley

Harding

5.1

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

5.29

Business Survey should include faith
buildings. Acknowledge work of LLDC in
developing strategic vision.
Do not agree with schools evidence base
suggesting lower requirement

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

5.4

LPR182Q.114

Rory

Joyce

London
Diocesan
Fund (LDF)

Univesity
College

5.1

Support for recognition of employment
growth opportunities
UCL would welcome opportunity to work
with consultants on Economy Study

Change made to remove the Hackney
Wick OIL designation following evidence
within the Economy Study, 2014. Greater
clarity is provided by dealing with
proposals within the Hackney Wick
neighbourhood Centre by policy B.2 and
the Allocation within Sub Area 1.
Acknowledged. No targets are set but will
be negotiated on a site-by-site basis to
maximise.
Comment noted. The approach taken in
the plan is to allocate sites for schools,
and monitor and review whether this
provision is at the right level over time.
Policy CI2 Planning for and bringing
forward new schools and its reasoned
justification sets out the reasoning behind
this approach.
Acknowledged. Economy Study covers B
Class uses only.
Comment noted. The approach taken in
the plan is to allocate sites for schools,
and monitor and review whether this
provision is at the right level over time.
Policy CI2 Planning for and bringing
forward new schools and its reasoned
justification sets out the reasoning behind
this approach.
Acknowledged
Acknowledged
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LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmonds

LPR182Q.070

Andrew

Maunder

LPR182Q.109

Charlott
e

Greenlee
s

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

London
(UCL)
The
Anderson
Group, c/o
Montagu
Evans LLP

Network
Rail

SP.1

Support recognition of promotion of social
enterprise through SP.1 as part of overall
business mix. Fish Island can play an
important part in this

Acknowledged

SP.1

Support for recognition of wider role of
QEOP. Plan draws attention to function of
regeneration. Should have financial model
to maintain Park to highest standard.
Land charge would affect only small
proportion of developments and apply to
all tenures including affordable does not
meet these aims. Places financial burden
on future residents of LCS scheme,
having negative impact on affordability
and potential harm to viability. Highlight
that East Village residents pay no estate
charge whilst Chobham Manor around
£1,000 per annum. 33 storey tower on
Great Eastern Road provided no amenity
space as stated proximity to Park.
Support for BEE8 which accords with
development of railway arches for small
units.
Opportunities for House Mill for cultural,
education, heritage and leisure
Support for Hackney Wick as
Neighbourhood Centre but need detail on
form of development and delivery plan

Acknowledged

BEE.8

Figure 5.1
AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune

BEE.7

Acknowledged

Acknowledged. Dealt with via Sub Area 4.
Acknowledged. SA1.1 Hackney wick
Station Area allocates land within the
Neighbourhood Centre boundary. Policy
B.2 designates the centre boundary. An
SPD will be prepared covering this area.

BEE.7
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LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

LPR182Q.140

Kathryn

Johnson

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.130

Martin

Slavin

Group
AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

BEE.1

Acknowledged. Protection of employment
within Policy B.1 is justified by the
evidence, within Economy Study, 2014.
Policies have flexibility to ensure housing
delivery will not be compromised where
mixed use development is proposed.

Should ground policies in evidence base
and should have greater protection of
existing local businesses, particularly at
Carpenters' Estate. Local businesses
have been displaced by Olympic Park
development and have little benefits. Past
mistakes in terms of compensation paid to
existing businesses and inconvenience
caused by development. Local
businesses were not able to bid for
contracts, process favoured large
companies.
Policies in this section are insufficient to
meet Objective 2 –how quality jobs will be
delivered and how residents will access
them. Policy BEE 9 on Jobs, Skills and
Employment should go further recognising
how existing local businesses should be
supported and make links with local
training and education colleges employing
and training local people.
Should ground policies in evidence base
and should have greater protection of
existing local businesses, particularly at
Carpenters' Estate. Local businesses
have been displaced by Olympic Park

Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate. Policy B.5 strengthened, and
links with local businesses acknowledged.

BEE.1
Chapter 5

Sustainable
Hackney
Digs
Hackney

Support for definition of employment hubs
and functions, and principle of focussing
employment growth within these
locations. Protection of employment within
BEE4 is not justified in terms of
employment targets and impact on
housing delivery.

Chapter 5
Chapter 5
Chapter 5

Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
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LPR182Q.132

Siraj

Izhar

Chapter 5

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.125

Pat

Turnbull

SP.1

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

BEE.1

Should protect existing employment and
maximise recruitment of local labour in the
Plan.

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

5.5

Local Plan should set jobs targets as
delivery from schemes has been small.
Should have evidence on past losses.
Should recognise role of existing
businesses to fulfil economic growth.

St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East Village

Chapter 5

development and have little benefits.
Policies in this section are insufficient to
meet Objective 2 –how quality jobs will be
delivered and how residents will access
them. Policy BEE 9 on Jobs, Skills and
Employment should go further recognising
how existing local businesses should be
supported and make links with local
training and education colleges employing
and training local people.
Should ground policies in evidence base
and should have greater protection of
existing local businesses, particularly at
Carpenters' Estate where provide
services to local businesses an London.
Local businesses have been displaced by
Olympic Park development and have little
benefits.
Should ground policies in evidence base
and should recognise Building and Crafts
college at Carpenters' Estate as key
asset.

floorspace and job density are
appropriate. Policy B.5 strengthened, and
links with local businesses acknowledged.

Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate. Policy B.5 strengthened, and
links with local businesses acknowledged.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. Policy text does not specify key
assets but links with institutions
acknowledged.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate. Policy B.5 supports local
access to jobs and opportunities.
No specific jobs targets are included.
Policy B.5 supports local access to jobs
and opportunities.
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LPR182Q.125

Pat

Turnbull

5.5

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

BEE.4

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

BEE.4

Policy should recognise employment sites
vary in quality and number of people
employed, and changing viability
considerations. Should update quality
position within forthcoming employment
study. Policy should be amended to
include reference to job numbers.

LPR182Q.084

Alan

GunneJones

5.4

Para 5.4 recognises opportunity for
economic growth to continue, should
recognise role of existing businesses to
fulfil this. Need to ensure the retention of
employment outside the hubs and allow
them to grow.

LPR182Q.099

Neil

Lawrence

BEE.4

BEE4 requires maintenance of
employment floorspace but should
recognise proposals can contribute to
economy of area without requiring
equivalent floorspace.

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills

Job targets should be accessible to local
people. Employment land has already
been lost.
Protecting employment floorspace does
not take into account employment
densities which can secure growth.

Local access to job opportunities are
promoted through Policy B.5.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate, including the approach where
mixed use development is proposed
through this Local Plan..
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014, which includes quality assessments.
This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate, including the approach where
mixed use development is proposed
through this Local Plan..
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate, including the approach where
mixed use development is proposed
through this Local Plan.
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LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

BEE.4

Should have some flexibility of reprovision of employment. There may be
circumstances where job numbers are
appropriate as large warehouses employ
little staff and blanket approach could
prevent these coming forward.

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

SP.1
onwards

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

Table 5.2

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

BEE.4

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA RCA

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

Policies undervalue the contribution of
manufacturing, light industry and
distribution in providing good quality jobs
accessible to local residents and
important services to London. Olympic
project has been anti-industrial removing
'dirty' uses. It removed industrial,
businesses, artists and housing estate
and travellers site with community, as
well as nature reserve, allotments and
sports facilities.
Should reference social enterprise within
Table 5.2.
Should state what marketing evidence
would be expected.
Hackney Wick employment hub should be
extended south of the railway line. Should
have commitment to affordable
workspace and supporting live work to
support artistic creative practices. Wick
Lane and Crown Close LSIS should be
extended northwards to cover a large part
of Fish Island which is of similar
character. This part could also be a
similar designation reflecting transition
between 5 and 10.
Concern around Hackney Wick OIL being
predominantly non-residential in
character. Should focus upon

Affordable
Wick

Figure 5.1

BEE.1

Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are
appropriate, including the approach where
mixed use development is proposed
through this Local Plan.
Change made to B.1 (employment
protection formerly within BEE.4) to
provide clarity to protection of employment
in line with findings of Economy Study,
2014. This sets out circumstances where
floorspace and job density are appropriate
and seeks to maintain the correct form of
employment balance.

Change made to B.1 supporting text to
include social enterprise.
Change made to B.1 to clarify what
marketing evidence would be expected.
Change made to B.1 to remove the OIL
designation at Hackney Wick which will
provide clarity for what development is
appropriate within the area. See also the
Hackney Wick Station Area allocation
SA1.1.

Change made to B.1 to remove the OIL
designation at Hackney Wick which will
provide clarity for what development is
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enhancement of employment rather than
restricting housing. The OIL boundary is
the same as the AAP but a shift in
position, the AAP recognises that
residential can be introduced within the
hub, particularly within the Yards. Can
enhance the employment capacity and
function within a mixed use development.
Should amend wording to reflect this.
Require new evidence to support
Neighbourhood Centre at Hackney Wick
and further detail to policies setting role
and function and relationship with OIL.

appropriate within the area. See also the
Hackney Wick Station Area allocation
SA1.1

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

BEE.7

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Table 5.3

Require new evidence to support
Neighbourhood Centre at Hackney Wick
and further detail to policies setting role
and function and relationship with OIL.

Change made to B.1 to remove the OIL
designation at Hackney Wick which will
provide clarity for what development is
appropriate within the area. See also the
Hackney Wick Station Area allocation
SA1.1. This position is supported by the
Retail and Leisure Requirements Review,
2014

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

Table 5.2

Tension between neighbourhood centre
and OIL designation at Hackney Wick
which is unclear within BEE.1 and BEE.7.
The former enduring
industrial/employment uses and nonresidential character, while the latter
promotes retail, commercial, community,
leisure and residential uses. References
to protection of industrial land at this

Change made to B.1 to remove the OIL
designation at Hackney Wick which will
provide clarity for what development is
appropriate within the area. See also the
Hackney Wick Station Area allocation
SA1.1

Change made to B.1 to remove the OIL
designation at Hackney Wick which will
provide clarity for what development is
appropriate within the area. See also the
Hackney Wick Station Area allocation
SA1.1. This position is supported by the
Retail and Leisure Requirements Review,
2014
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LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

BEE.7

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.096

Tom

Mulligan

BEE.7

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Chapter 5

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

BEE.8

location should be removed and replaced
with mixed uses.
Should include primary and secondary
retail frontages in accordance with NPPF
Should state what is considered
'commercial', 'immediate'. Should show
where commercial activity would be
acceptable, e.g. active frontages. 280sqm
does not take account of back of house
food and drink

Change made to B.2 supporting text to
show how dealing with retail frontages.
Change made to B.2 to give clarity
regarding active frontages

BEE.8

BEE.6

Should be clear that Hackney Wick
Neighbourhood Centre should include
residential development.
Should set out a policy position on hotels

Should define affordable workspace and
assess overall need against market-level
space.

Change made to B.2 to give clarity where
residential development is appropriate.
Change made to B.2 to reference where
hotels, as a town centre use, will be
appropriate
Change made to B.4 to define affordable
workspace including assessment of
appropriate rental levels.

BEE.6
BEE.6

Support for inclusion of BEE.6 but should
be strengthened by setting parameters of
when required within development, for
example within HWFI. Should set out type
of development affected, scale and
definition.

Change made to B.4 to define and
strengthen policy.
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LPR182Q.116

Henrik
G

Dahle

BEE.6

LPR182Q.017

Rebecc
a

Rennison

SP.1

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

5.31

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Chapter 5

LPR182Q.093

Jeremy

Castle

BEE.10

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.114

Rory

Joyce

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

Greater
London
Authority
University
College
London
(UCL)
LandProp
Holding BV

5.19 -5.21

BEE.10

BEE.10

BEE6 should apply to all areas of HWFI.
Management of affordable workspace
should be at early stage and should not
be limited to larger studio providers.
Interim use of vacant buildings for
workspace encouraged.
Support for commitment to creation of
diverse employment opportunities and
access to these by local people. Plan
should go further and set local labour
targets to be monitored.
Schools should be made available for
community hire.
Support commitment to retaining and
promoting employment uses in area to
contribute to east London's growth.
BEE.9 should provide greater detail to
capture commitment to capture
opportunities for neighbouring
communities. Should contain a policy on
generation of opportunities for local
businesses, for example arising from
construction phase, occupation of new
employment space and from supply
chains. This commitment is made through
s106 agreements which should be
reflected within policy.
Policy suggests education facilities should
be located adjacent to hubs
Should reference convergence in BEE9
supporting text.

Change made to B.4 to define and
strengthen policy. New Policy B.3 interim
uses introduced.

Not all hubs are appropriate to have
educational facilities adjacent. Should
amend policy to state appropriate within
close proximity.
No reference to educational uses having
close synergy with employment uses and

Change made to B.6 to clarify where
educational facilities should be located

Change made to B.5 to reflect local labour
opportunities.

Acknowledged
Change made to B.5 to reflect local labour
opportunities.

Acknowledged. Clarity provided within
Policy B.6.
Change made to B.5 supporting text to
include convergence.

Change made to B.6 to clarify where
educational facilities should be located
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LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandProp
Holding BV

BEE.11

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

BEE.10

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

BEE.7

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Figure 5.1

LPR182Q.048

D.
Casey &
J. Baker

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

Figure 5.1

Figure 5.1

LandProp
Holding BV

BEE.7

being appropriate within areas identified
for these uses.
Should further consider need for primary
schools, particularly within Sub Areas 3
and 4. The new primary schools are not
accessible to people within these sub
areas. Further expansion at Carpenters
School will be difficult, would need to be
re-provided. Should consider schools
outside LLDC areas. School at Rokeby
Street catchment area does not cover
LLDC area. Uncertainty regarding timing
at Bromley-by-Bow and children from
Newham will not be able to attend this.
Need greater co-operation between
boroughs. Unacceptable to require family
housing without school provision.
Educational uses should be appropriate in
other locations where can be properly
mitigated.
Should be clear where each centre falls
within the hierarchy of centres. Should
include policy on hot food takeaways.
Hackney planning documents identify site
at Bartrip Street as an LSIS which has not
been included within the Local Plan.
Should have evidence for omission.
Hub 3 at Fish Island South does not
identify the extent of the rail site within it.
Description should refer to the
safeguarded rail head similar to that within
Bow Goods Yard.
Boundaries on Figure 5.1 are inconsistent
with LB Newham's Employment Land
Study.
There are a large number of retail units
along Stratford High Street so local centre

This response has been considered
carefully. The Legacy Corporation has
decided not to allocate further school sites
in Sub Area 3 or 4 at the present time.
The allocation for a 2 form entry school at
Bromley by Bow remains. Allocation of
sites for schools will be kept under review
as developments are built out and the
population profile of the area is better
know. Policy CI2 and its reasoned
justification explains the approach further.

Change made to B.6 to clarify where
educational facilities should be located
Change made to clarify centre hierarchy
and to include how takeaway uses should
be considered within policy.
Change made to employment
designations to reflect new evidence
within the Economy Study, 2014, and to
amend omission of this site.
Change made to equivalent table to Table
5.1 to include safeguarded rail head within
description.

Change made to Figure showing
employment clusters to reflect latest
evidence within the Economy Study, 2014
and the release/designation of sites.
No change. The boundary of Pudding Mill
local centre has not yet been established
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LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

BEE.10

LPR182Q.057
LPR182Q.058

Daisy
Eftychia

BEE.6
BEE.6

LPR182Q.059
LPR182Q.060
LPR182Q.061
LPR182Q.062
LPR182Q.063
LPR182Q.065
LPR182Q.067
LPR182Q.068
LPR182Q.072
LPR182Q.076
LPR182Q.029

Kent
Jacob
James
Andreas
Viola
Gabriell
a
Marisa
Virginia
Mallory
Leyre
Jeremy

Bentley
Karamole
gkou
Jeudy
Nicholson
Brady
Lang
Bruni
Bertin
Davies
Valli
Giardino
Gonzalez
Fraser

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
5.31

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

should encompass some of this at
Pudding Mill. Some café type uses would
be better located away from this busy
street so centre could contain two parts to
cover everyday uses and leisure on back
streets. Should also identify the retail
frontages at Sugar House Lane as a local
centre.
Concern that education and research and
development are subsumed within this
section. Should be within community
infrastructure.
Interim use of buildings for affordable
workspace should be encouraged for 3-5
years.

as is subject to development. The uses
along Stratford High Street will be
complementary to the centre established
around the new DLR station. New policy
3.1 to guide development along Stratford
High Street.

Schools should be made available for
community hire.
Should discuss with GLA's Demography
and Policy Analysis Team and the four
education authorities within the LLDC
area in order to ensure that sufficient
provision is made for the area's growing
population

Acknowledged

Change made to include education and
other community infrastructure within the
new Housing and Neighbourhoods section
Change made to include new policy on
interim uses B.3 which also references
affordable workspace.

BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6
BEE.6

Greater
London
Authority

5.2

The July 2013 Schools Mapping Study
was published alongside the Draft Local
Plan Consultation Document. LLDC
officers consider the figures in the IDP and
the Schools report provide a robust basis
for the Legacy Corporations Policy CI2,
which allocates sites for schools, but
keeps allocations under review as the
developments are built out and population
levels are known.
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LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

Greater
London
Authority

BEE.11

BEE.11 is too restrictive as could restrict
parental choice. Should consider how
schools to come forward without placing
burden on parents or organisations. Policy
3.18 changes within FALP may be useful.
Policy BEE.5 is unclear.

This policy has been amended to make it
clearer, it is not considered by LLDC
officers that it is unnecessarily restrictive.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

BEE.5

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

LPR182Q.052
LPR182Q.029

Tim
Hannah

Gaskell
Clifton

BEE.5
5.17

Policy BEE.5 is unclear.
Should define what is meant by 'more
than Metropolitan importance'. Concern
over impacts on existing Stratford centre
so should include criteria for expansion of
Stratford City.

Glasgow

5.9

Hammon
d
Glasgow

BEE.5

Support for SIL boundary changes which
reflect LCS and Here East proposals
Policy BEE.5 is unclear.

Change made to remove BEE.5.
Acknowledged. Detail on the extension is
covered within Sub Area 3. Further
Alternations to the London Plan now
propose international importance to
Stratford. Existing retail floorspace is over
the 100,000sqm threshold of a
Metropolitan Centre.
Acknowledged

LPR182Q.078

Katie

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Change made to remove BEE.5.

BEE.5

Table 5.2

Support for designation of Here East,
Hackney Wick , Site at the junction of Lee
Conservancy Road and Eastway, Site at
Eastway, Osbourne Road, Buxhall
Crescent, Eastway, Site at Chapham
Road as employment hubs. Function of
Eastway, Osbourne Road varies to AAP
which should be amended to reflect
artists' studios. Need new evidence to
support the designation of site at

Change made to remove BEE.5.
Change made to Table to reflect new
evidence within Economy Study, 2014.
Eastway, Osbourne Road has been
removed as has no current industrial
function. The non-inclusion of Bartrip
Street was an omission in the LPCD and
has been re-inserted. The Study identified
a surplus of industrial land. Criteria have
been used to release land, such as
potential for regeneration and lack of
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LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

BEE.5

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

BEE.5

LPR182Q.078
LPR182Q.099

Katie
Neil

Glasgow
Lawrence

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

LPR182Q.114

Rory

Joyce

LPR182Q.029

Jeremy

Fraser

5.2

LPR182Q.084

Alan

GunneJones

SP.1

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

SP.1

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills

BEE.5
BEE.5

Chapter 5
Figure Economic
Activity
Chapter 5
Figure Economic
Activity
Table 5.2

University
College
London
(UCL)

SP.1

Chapman Road as LSIS rather than Other
Industrial Area for employment-led mixed
use as within AAP and non-inclusion of
Bartrip Street as LSIS .
Should introduce flexibility in the policy in
accordance with NPPF.
Policy is too restrictive and should be
amended to consider a mix of uses.
Policy BEE.5 is unclear.
It is not clear how this policy applies to
individual sites and these sites cannot
contribute towards meeting all the aims of
the sub areas.
A number of changes to be made to the
diagram

industrial function.

A number of changes to be made to the
diagram

Change made to remove diagram.

Leyton Road North has LSIS may not be
appropriate for long term due to changing
character of area, and proximity to new
and existing housing.

Change made to remove Leyton Road
North from designation as LSIS. Proposals
on this land should significantly increase
employment density, as specified within
B.1 supporting text.
Change made to SP.1 and B.6 to provide
clarity on types of higher educational use
sought as well as the location.

SP.1 and BEE.10 provide support for
higher education facilities within area of
kind proposed by UCL, including
postgraduate study and research. Higher
education should not be limited to these
which should be reflected within SP.1.
Should include reference to social
enterprise and co-operatives.
Support for SP.1 and aim at promoting
opportunities but should recognise role of
existing employment uses in doing so.
May need to further allow for release of

Change made to remove BEE.5.
Change made to remove BEE.5.
Change made to remove BEE.5.
Change made to remove BEE.5.

Change made to remove diagram.

Change made to SP.1 supporting text to
reference social enterprise.
Change made to SP.1 to reflect findings of
Economy Study, 2014 in particular the role
of existing businesses
Change made to SP.1 to reflect findings of
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LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

LPR182Q.064

Carol
Kirsten
Rosetta
Joseph
Olusola
Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056

Richards
Foster
Eligon
Alexander
Olulode
Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Patel
Patel

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

Jiang
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu
CliffordCoupe

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

industrial land through a flexible and
phased release. Should incorporate
flexibility in policy, including provision of
other types of development where
appropriate to meet test of soundness.
Should amend SP.1 to include
development of social enterprise and
cultural and creative industries as part of
employment mix.
Should emphasise how economic
development will benefit local residents.
Should recognise the Building and Crafts
College as a key asset and should
support local businesses to make links
with this and others.

Economy Study, 2014 including release of
industrial land at Eastway, Leyton Road
North and Hackney Wick. Social
enterprise and cultural and creative
industries are reflected as part of
employment mix.

Change made to supporting text of B.5 to
include links between businesses and
institutions.

BEE.9
BEE.9
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LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152
LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200

Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David
Chioma
Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z

Nauyeck

BEE.9

Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
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LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225

Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina

Khanom
Islam
Slah

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

Sayed

BEE.9

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

BEE.9

BEE.9

Reid

BEE.9
BEE.9

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

Begum

BEE.9

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
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LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

Reynolds
Kaysay

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

Khan
Watt
Saravana
muthu
Young

BEE.9
BEE.9
BEE.9

LPR182Q.092

Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Habibur
Paul
Manora
njitham
Frances

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

5.23

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.036

BEE.9

Table 5.1

Table 5.1 should reflect the 435 jobs
created at Chobham Farm and 514 within
the local area. Will also create 1350
person years of construction work
Should have further detail on need for
schools within the area. Should include
secondary school on FI East in
accordance with FI AAP.

Change made to table equivalent to Table
5.1 to provide clarity to jobs figures.

The reasoned justification for policy CI2
explains the approach that has been
taken, and sets out the existing and
planned provision for schools in the area.
The Legacy Communities scheme granted
planning permission for the Fish Island
East area referred to for a predominantly
residential development including a
school. As the reasoned justification for
policy CI2 sets out, it will be necessary to
monitor and review school provision and
population change over time to ensure
provision keeps pace with demand. Policy
CI2 also states that the Legacy
Corporation will work with the Boroughs
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LPR182Q.012

Ben

Hopper

BEE.6

Should maintain existing affordable work
studios which is an opportunity to be built
upon.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

BEE.6

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthews

Table 5.2

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Carol
Victor
Karen
Simon

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Should define affordable workspace and
guidance from RICS or VO sought.
Impacts on viability sought.
Support for non-designation of 47-51
Dace Road as employment hub, focus is
further south at Fish Island.
Should include reference to jobs
displaced by development schemes to
show net jobs, and jobs accessed by local
people.

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Richards
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045

and the GLA to do this.
Acknowledged. Approach to employment
within Policy B.1 deals with employment
retention, and Policy B.4 affordable
workspace.
Acknowledged. Affordable workspace
defined within policy and glossary.
Acknowledged

Change made to table equivalent to Table
5.1 to provide clarity to jobs figures.

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
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LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.056
LPR182Q.064

Kirsten
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.140

Kathryn

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Osita
Chair

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.126
LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152

Martin
Siraj
Jason
Iris
Siddique
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David
Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia

Foster
Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu
Johnson

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Sustainable
Hackney

CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Madu
Digs
Hackney

Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Slavin
Izhar
Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
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LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie

Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Khanom
Islam
Slah

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Sayed

Table 5.1

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Table 5.1

Table 5.1

Reid

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
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LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

r
R
Frances
Deng

LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.115

S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Julian
David

LPR182Q.140

Kathryn

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Reynolds
Kaysay

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Table 5.1

Cheyne
Richards

Johnson

St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East Village
Sustainable
Hackney
Digs
Hackney

Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Table 5.1
Table 5.1

Local Plan should set jobs targets as
delivery from schemes has been small.
Should have evidence on past losses.
Should recognise role of existing

Change made to table equivalent to Table
5.1 to provide clarity to jobs figures.
Background paper provides further clarity
in relation to the relationship between jobs
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LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132

Martin
Siraj

Slavin
Izhar

Table 5.1
Table 5.1

LPR182Q.093

Jeremy

Castle

Table 5.2

LPR182Q.048

D.
Casey &
J. Baker

Table 5.2

LPR182Q.048

BEE.2

LPR182Q.078

D.
Casey &
J. Baker
Katie

Glasgow

SP.1

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

SP.1

businesses to fulfil economic growth.
Should have further opportunities for local
people to get involved.
Support for designation of Here East as
employment hub but should specify retail,
restaurants and cafes as supporting uses.
Amend wording of Fish Island South SIL
to include reference to safeguarded rail
head and associated bulk freight
distribution uses
Support for retention of Fish Island South
as SIL but should reference and further
detail on safeguarded rail head
Bullet 4 of SP.1 should be amended to
ensure development provides welldesigned quality buildings and floorspace
associated with unit size and types.
Should ensure workspace is flexible to
accommodate a range of sectors.
Proposals for new business floorspace
should be accompanied by marketing
strategy to show design parameters have
been incorporated and has strong
possibility of being occupied. Useful
example within Appx 4 of LBH DMLP.
Policy promotes strong and diverse
economy and designates Hackney Wick
as hub for protection. Should retain
appropriate quantum and mix at this
location but should not be identified as
protected industrial location as SIL serves
this function. These areas can be
protected through mixed use development
including 'softer' uses allowing for higher
values to be introduced to cross-subsidise
and support delivery of higher quality
commercial and employment space and
qualitative and quantitative enhancement.

totals and development.

Change made to Table to clarify
supporting uses.
Change made to Table to include bulk
freight distribution uses.

Change made to Table to include
safeguarded rail head.
Change made to various policies to
include flexibility of workspace and use of
marketing strategies to show space is
suitable and likely to be occupied.

No change made but SP.1 will be
amended to provide greater clarity on
position. Policy B.1 sets out the approach
to retention of employment, including
where a floorspace or density approach
should be applied, including how should
deal with this issue in areas where mixed
use development is proposed, such as
Hackney Wick.
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LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

5.15

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

BEE.3

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

BEE.6

LPR182Q.051

Tim

Gaskell

BEE.6

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

BEE.6

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

BEE.3

LPR182Q.080

Poppy

BEE.3

Should include bullet on role of mixed use
development and retention of employment
capacity.
Should include reference to Hackney's list
of registered workspace or compile new
list.
Proposed mix within LSIS welcomed but
maintaining the balance of uses is
restrictive and would mean unable to
respond flexibly.
Affordable workspace provision should be
balanced with s106 package in addition to
viability
Support for BEE.6 but should set out
priorities including whether less
floorspace but affordable would be a
priority. How would demands for
affordable housing and affordable
workspace be managed, which could
include an area-based approach. For
example HWFI affordable workspace and
Eton Manor affordable housing.
Should strengthen BEE6 and para 5.15
rather than having separate policy
Question combined approach to LSIS and
OIL which suggests LSIS a higher tier
than OIL. If the same should have one
term.

Wick Lane and Crown Close within OIL
designation. Fish Island undergoing
substantial change and opportunities for
introduction of mix of uses including
residential arising. BEE.3 should also
promote residential at Wick Lane and
Crown Close in line with Table 5.2.
Should provide clarity to mapping and

No change to B.4 but will be included
within Background Paper.
No change.

No change.

No change. Policy B.1 sets out the
approach to retention of employment,
including where a floorspace or density
approach should be applied, including how
should deal with this issue in areas where
mixed use development is proposed, such
as Hackney Wick

No Change. A separate managed and low
cost workspace policy is still included.
No change. B.1 refers to the Table which
shows what uses are appropriate within
the LSIS and OILs so provides the
distinction. OILS are generally where
change is likely to occur, setting the
parameters of this change.
No change. B.1 refers to the Table which
shows where residential is appropriate,
including within this cluster at Wick
Lane/Crown Close. Further clarity to
mapping will be provided. OILs are
generally where change is likely to occur,
setting the parameters of this change.
Poicy B.1 sets out where a density or
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tables.

LPR182Q.099

Neil

Lawrence

LPR182Q.078

Katie

LPR182Q.069

LPR182Q.110

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills

BEE.8

Object to 280sqm unit size as overly
restrictive.

Glasgow

BEE.8

Tom

Slingsby

SP.1

Jennie

Bean

280sqm is typically a larger retail shop
and should be smaller outside centres.
Should clarify if this is local impacts
threshold. Hackney applies 200sqm,
triggering sequential assessment and
retail impacts assessment above this.
Welcome discussion once Retail and
Leisure evidence available. Should clarify
policy position on loss of retail, especially
in emerging centres and there is no policy
position on takeaways.
Support for principle of building a strong
and diverse economy and delivery of
mixed use schemes, but should be
deliverable. Should be able to respond to
changing markets. Long term protection of
retail, commercial and industrial hubs is
restrictive, and should treat each site on
its own merits.
Sugar House Lane site is misleading
including 'employment mix', 'local
industrial' and 'culture' which does not
reflect the office, workshops and other B 1
use floorspace which are likely to be
occupied by the offices, research than
light industry category. Should describe
as employment rather than industrial.
Object to inclusion as LSIS and classified
as employment mix instead, and it also
includes a hotel.
The plans do not reflect the permission

LandProp
Holding BV

5.1

floorspace approach should be applied,
including in areas where mixed use
development is proposed through the
Plan.
Change made to decrease threshold to
200sqm in line with the findings of the
Retail and Leisure Review, 2014.
Change made to decrease threshold to
200sqm in line with the findings of the
Retail and Leisure Review, 2014. Change
made to B.2 to include loss of retail and
takeaways.

No change. Centres and employment
clusters will continue to be protected
through B.1 and B.2. Site-specific
considerations would be considered within
any planning application processes.

No change. Floorspace permitted within
Sugar House Lane reflects the LSIS
designation, which should have industrial
elements.
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(see Annex A)which should state
employment mix rather than local
industrial.
LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandProp
Holding BV

BEE.1

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

BEE.2

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

BEE.2

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

BEE.9

LPR182Q.017

Rebecc
a

Rennison

BEE.9

LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

BEE.9

Object to classification of Sugar House
Lane as 'industrial' and should refer the
'employment mix' to reflect uses proposed
at this location. NPPF stipulates should
understand business needs. LB Newham
and LTGDC worked closely with
LandProp on this.
Should include a policy about the
managed release of former SIL

Long term allocation of land for
employment where no realistic uptake is
contrary to NPPF. Allocation to meet the
need is questionable so should be reworded to include managed release of
SIL.
Should set targets for jobs and training in
terms of % local jobs and contributions
towards training provision.
Plan should go further and set targets for
the share of jobs going to local residents.
Should set local jobs targets which should
be monitored. Failure in past to deliver
local jobs despite strong commitments.
Should set local jobs targets as delivery
has been small. Should gain evidence on

No change. Floorspace permitted within
Sugar House Lane reflects the LSIS
designation, which should have industrial
elements.

No change. Some locations are
designated OIL where other uses can be
introduced subject to where identified
within the Plan table. Two sites have been
released from designation within the Plan,
and other sites may be subject to further
release through mixed use development
and planning application processes. The
Background Paper contains more
information about this approach. It is not
proposed that additional SIL be released
No change. This policy approach
maintains well-used strategic land, not
land set aside for such future uses. It is
not proposed that additional SIL be
released.
No change. Jobs and training will be
negotiated on a case by case basis to
ensure is maximised.
No change. Policy B.5 sets out how jobs
and training will be negotiated on a case
by case basis to ensure is maximised.
Monitoring will cover these matters.
No change. Jobs and training will be
negotiated on a case by case basis to
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LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

BEE.9

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthews

BEE.4

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

5.30

LPR182Q.093

Jeremy

Castle

SP.1

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

Table 5.2

LPR182Q.057
LPR182Q.058

Daisy
Eftychia

SP.1
SP.1

LPR182Q.059
LPR182Q.060
LPR182Q.061
LPR182Q.062
LPR182Q.063
LPR182Q.065

Kent
Jacob
James
Andreas
Viola
Gabriell

Bentley
Karamole
gkou
Jeudy
Nicholson
Brady
Lang
Bruni
Bertin

Greater
London
Authority

Table 5.2

loss of jobs to date.
Should define significant and require
contributions to employment and training
where loss of employment land.
BEE.4 applies to areas outside hubs.
Should reduce marketing element to six
months as two years places a burden on
land and opportunities particularly where
land is vacant.
Wick Lane and Crown Close promote the
potential for new live-work as transition
between employment and residential, but
they are hard to define and monitor so
need clarification.

Little capacity for school expansion. May
need to rely on opening in alternative
premises.
Support for policy seeking to build strong
and diverse economy and employment
opportunities accessible to local people
which aligns with Here East vision and
goals.
Industrial uses within the Cooks Road
LSIS should be a buffer to the rest of
Pudding Mill, but should not compromise
residential delivery to north and northeast.
Policies should support live/work as an
affordable solution.

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1

ensure is maximised.
No change. Loss of employment dealt with
via B.1. Local jobs and training negotiated
on a site-by-site basis.
No change. Marketing requirement will
remain but further clarity on information
sought is provided within B.1.

No change. Proposals for live work will
only be appropriate where meet all
relevant plan considerations. Loss of
accommodation will be dealt with via
Policy B.1 and enforcement action taken
against unauthorised development where
expedient.
Acknowledged

Acknowledged

Acknowledged. Cooks Road is now
identified as an OIL where new uses may
be appropriate subject to inclusion within
the table.
No change. Proposals for live work will
only be appropriate where meet all
relevant plan considerations. Loss of
accommodation will be dealt with via
Policy B.1 and enforcement action taken
against unauthorised development where
expedient.
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LPR182Q.067
LPR182Q.068
LPR182Q.072
LPR182Q.076
LPR182Q.078

a
Marisa
Virginia
Mallory
Leyre
Katie

Davies
Valli
Giardino
Gonzalez
Glasgow

SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
SP.1
Chapter 5

LPR182Q.093

Jeremy

Castle

BEE.8

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

Table 5.3

LPR182Q.047

Christop
her

Kennedy

Table 5.2

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

BEE.1

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

BEE.8

LandProp
Holding BV

BEE.8

Should include live work policy to
counteract loss of employment floorspace
through residential conversions

Role of retail at iCITY is supporting the
main uses. Should amend policy to
remove the 280sqm requirement
Object to the 280sqm threshold as too
restrictive. Should consider each
application on its merits against national
policies. Could limit existing businesses
from moving to larger units within area,
damaging regeneration prospects.
Support Hackney Wick Neighbourhood
Centre
Support for designation of Here East and
Hackney Wick as employment hubs.
Should ensure a proportion of new jobs
are assigned locally.
Support omission of Fish Island North and
Mid from 'employment hubs'. Prioritisation
of employment should be supported by
evidence and resist expansion of hub
designations.
Should define what is local retail and
commercial uses. Should include criterion
to include waterfronts, active routes and
street frontages. Should remove threshold
and should recognise employment
benefits of A classes compared to low-

No change. Proposals for live work will
only be appropriate where meet all
relevant plan considerations. Loss of
accommodation will be dealt with via
Policy B.1 and enforcement action taken
against unauthorised development where
expedient.
No change. Setting a local impacts
threshold is in line with para 26 of the
NPPF.
No change. Setting a local impacts
threshold is in line with para 26 of the
NPPF, and is set at a level deemed
appropriate within the Retail and Leisure
Requirements Review, 2014.
Acknowledged
Acknowledged. Hackney Wick no longer
an employment hub, proposals should be
dealt with via the site allocation SA1.1 and
Policy B.2.
Acknowledged

No change. Setting a local impacts
threshold is in line with para 26 of the
NPPF, and is set at a level deemed
appropriate within the Retail and Leisure
Requirements Review, 2014.
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LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

BEE.8

LPR182Q.047

Kennedy

5.25

LPR182Q.099

Christop
her
Neil

LPR182Q.096

Tom

Mulligan

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA RCA

Lawrence

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills

BEE.6

SP.1

Affordable
Wick

BEE.4

grade B8.
Should not restrict retail and commercial
outside centres where proposals do not
cause harm and serve local need. Should
support opportunities for mixed use
development outside centres.

Welcome primary school adjacent to Here
East
Welcome assessment of scheme viability
to maximise development potential
SP.1 promoted strong and diverse local
economy and is need to retain appropriate
quantum and mix of employment. Should
promote growth through more intensive
mixed use development including
introduction of residential at employment
sites. Should introduce another bullet to
promote mixed use development including
re-provision of employment generating
floorspace.
Management of units to ensure delivery of
units available to attract should be
included within para 5.12 should be
included within the policy text

No change. Setting a local impacts
threshold is in line with para 26 of the
NPPF, and is set at a level deemed
appropriate within the Retail and Leisure
Requirements Review, 2014. Policy does
not prevent small-scale retail and
commercial within mixed use
developments outside centres.
Acknowledged
Acknowledged

No change. The sub area policies and the
B.1 table shows where mixed use
development is considered appropriate.
Additional clarifications also provided
within B.1 supporting text.

No change. Will remain within the
supporting text.
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Chapter 6 - Housing
2nd
Consultation
Name 1
Ref:
LPR182Q.135
Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

LPR182Q.125
LPR182Q.127

Pat
Steve

Turnbull
Butters

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.056

Simon
Kirsten
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.064
LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda

Name 2

Company
/Organis
ation
Greater
London
Authority

Policy or
Paragrap
h
6.6

6.24

Capacitie
s Ltd

Greater
London
Authority

H.3
H.3

Summary
24,000 figure does not show whether this
is capacity, projection or need based.

Change made to relevant paragraph to
clarify is capacity-based.

35% benchmark for affordable housing is
unclear and inconsistent with LB
Hackney's 50%. This will not meet the full
range of needs.
Affordable homes tenure split should
reflect the 36%/18% identified within the
SHMA. Should protect existing social
rented.

No change. 35% affordable housing is
based on need and viability evidence and
will be the target.

H.3

Affordable housing figure is inconsistent.

Perry
Foster
Saravana
muthu
Saravana
muthu
Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

H.3
H.3
H.3

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

Affordable housing requirement should be
amended to shown the information within
LLDC SHMA which states 46% of new
and additional home built should be social
rented, 36% intermediate and 18% market
homes. The draft Local Plan proposes:
70% market homes (four time greater
than evidence suggests is needed), 18%
‘affordable’ rent and 12% intermediate.
Considering current funding on 9% will be
delivered near to social rent costs.
Should have a policy on the protection of
social rented and on re-use of empty
homes. There are more than 300 empty
homes on the Carpenters Estate, any loss
of social rented would make overall
targets harder to achieve.

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

Response

No change. The affordable housing
proportion is based also upon need,
capacity and viability evidence. Affordable
housing is protected within SP.2. This
approach is in line with the London Plan.
Change made to relevant paragraph to
reflect this.
No change. The affordable housing
proportion is based upon need, capacity
and also upon viability evidence. Affordable
housing is protected by SP.2. Empty homes
form an aspect of the capacity within the
housing figure but unlike boroughs no
specific number has been assigned to the
Legacy Corporation area. Other Carpenters'
Estate issues are dealt within Sub Area 3.
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LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.101
LPR182Q.102

Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Edwin

LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.152

Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148

Ray

H.3

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

Begum
Khan

H.3
H.3
H.3

O'Connell
Okrah
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel

H.3
H.3
H.3

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
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LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie

Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

Khanom
Islam
Slah

H.3
H.3
H.3

Sayed

H.3

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell

H.3
H.3
H.3

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

H.3

H.3

Reid

H.3
H.3
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LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.133

r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Julian

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

H.3
H.3
H.3

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

Reynolds
Kaysay

H.3
H.3
H.3

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3
H.3

H.3

Cheyne

H.3

Affordable housing targets have been
reduced with less being delivered at East
Village than intended within the Stratford
City permission. Chobham Manor also
delivering 23%. BBC reported level of
affordable housing could fall to 20%
dependent on viability. Should reference
local history of sites, eg Clays Lane
Housing Co-operative, Park Village
student estate and a travellers site.

No change. The affordable housing target is
based upon need and viability evidence. It
will be appraised on asite-by-site basis with
35% as the target. Phased schemes are
required to re-assess viability to secure
maximum provision through the lifetime of
the development.
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LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandProp
Holding
BV

H.1

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

LPR182Q.127

Steve

Butters

LPR182Q.040

Phil

Wainwrig
ht

H.3

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

6.16

LPR182Q.029
LPR182Q.074

Jeremy
Tracie

Fraser
Giles

6.13
H.4

H.3

Capacitie
s Ltd

H.3

Concern over the future of the Carpenters'
Estate and fact still being moved out of
homes here.
Amenity space standards should not
exclude side or front gardens.
Assessment of viability in determining
affordable housing requirements adds to
cost, and delivers less affordable housing.
Consultancy supports local people.
Questioning aim of convergence in light of
London Docklands DC similar claims.
Concern that provision of affordable
housing within East Village and Chobham
Manor is low.
These fail to meet the needs of Newham
families which have 2/3 the London
average income. Infer that Plan will bring
in higher paid workers and involve
displacement.
Concern of Carpenters Estate community
and running down of homes and 300
sound empty social rented homes.
Question background research in terms of
growth of existing segments of economy.
Will get involved in future Local Plan
consultations.
Delivery of affordable housing is
compromised to ensure overall viability of
development. Local families cannot afford
what is built as affordable, need social
rented accommodation. Should use
receipts to build this.
Density descriptions are not consistent
with the London Plan
Design has used outline permissions
Evidence for gypsy and traveller

Change made to H.1 supporting text to
reference London Plan and Housing SPG
amenity standards.
No change. This is in line with London Plan
policy.
Acknowledged. Affordable housing is to be
maximised in accordance with London Plan
policy and a number of site-specific
considerations including viability.

No change. The Affordable Rent model is
designed to meet the needs of these
households, and half of these will be
capped to meet those in most need..

No change. London Plan density matrix is
referenced within H.1 supporting text but
site-specific considerations will be applied.
Acknowledged
Change made to H.5 (now covering gypsy
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accommodation needs already exists
within the Newham evidence base. The
need is greater than this and should work
with Newham to set targets. Residents of
existing site (presumed Parkway
Crescent) are dissatisfied with
accommodation and should be re-located
to the Park so should look at all sites
within the Plan to do so.

LPR182Q.089

Glenn

Burton

H.1

LPR182Q.131

Lance

Forman

H.Forman
& Son,

6.16

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

Table 6.1

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

FALP will consider additional population
within London so in context of this should
be considered whether to set prescriptive
figures.
High density does not mean high rise and
should be exceptionally designed. There
are other considerations including
liveability, dwelling mix, design and quality
which place a burden on developers.
Housing capacity estimations are unclear
and a lower proportion of capacity is
promoted in SA1 than within the FIAAP.
This could undermine regeneration
strategy viability. Much of the capacity is
within the later part of the plan period, and
so constrains overall housing benefits. A
workshop on housing numbers should
take place with landowners.

and traveller accommodation) to show how
five year targets shall be dealt with in
policy. This is a needs-based target, based
upon evidence within the G&T Needs
Assessment. All appropriate sites have
been considered for gypsy and traveller use
to meet these identified requirements, as
set out within the Background Paper. Site
Assessment Study conclusions were that
only two site had potential, and one of
these has been allocated to contribute
towards meeting needs.
No change. The FALP sets out a target for
the LLDC area which will be met and
exceeded and included within this Plan.
No change.

No change. Housing capacity is calculated
using London-wide SHLAA
standardised methodology. This is available
on the GLA website. Housing figures for
SA1 are in line with the FIAAP. A significant
proportion of capacity to be proportioned to
Sub Area 1, where mixed use development
is proposed. A workshop took place in
December 2013.

Table 6.1
Table 6.1

Housing capacity estimations at around
2,000 are lower in SA1 than within the
FIAAP where 3,000 were proposed for
area south of railway line including
Sweetwater. This could undermine
regeneration strategy viability. A

No change. Housing capacity is calculated
using London-wide SHLAA
standardised methodology. This is available
on the GLA website. Housing figures for
SA1 do not constitute a decrease from
adopted policy. Over 4,000 homes are
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workshop on housing numbers should
take place with landowners.
Housing capacity estimations are unclear
and a lower proportion of capacity is
promoted in SA1 than within the FIAAP.
Unnecessary emphasis on employment
and perception of heritage resulting on
lower housing numbers. Numbers should
be greater than the AAP.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

6.7

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

Table 6.1

Housing delivery table does not include
the Marshgate Lane site and should be
revised. The site is capable of delivering
between 250 and 350 homes between
2015-2020. Should include estimations for
allocations not included within the SHLAA,
including phasing detail.

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

Chapter 6

Housing for service personnel and selfbuild projects should be included

LPR182Q.099

Neil

Lawrence

H.1

Housing provision target under-estimates
capacity. Reliance on the Mayor’s
SHLAA fails to recognise local sites
development potential and does not meet
NPPF requirements in terms of local
assessment of needs within the housing
market area.
OLSPG identifies potential for 32,000 new
homes through town centre renewal,
mixed use development and the release
of surplus industrial land, particularly
within and around the Olympic Park. It is

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills

proposed over the plan period (and at least
400 additional falling outside this period).
No change. Housing capacity is calculated
using London-wide SHLAA
standardised methodology. This is available
on the GLA website. Hackney Wick Fish
Island will be a location for mixed use
development and protection of employment
capacity within the area will be crucial to its
success. This is not expected to hinder the
provision of the housing capacity assigned
for the area through the SHLAA where such
considerations were taken into account.
The Margate Lane site is included within
the Pudding Mill site allocation SA4.3 where
it is expected significant residential will
come forward. The figures for the site
allocations are included within the Housing
Trajectory and the list of key sites within
Appendix 2. Capacity for this area has been
assigned based on SHLAA methodology
and phasing, where delivery is expected to
be phased from 2015 .
No change. These elements are supported
within the London Plan, but reference to
self-build included.
No change. Figures show that around
24,000 homes will be delivered across the
area over the plan period and over 4,000 of
these will be within Sub Area 1. The
Mayor’s SHLAA assessed every suitable
parcel of land over 0.25ha and uses a
standardised methodology. The Legacy
Corporation’s annual housing target of 1471
also includes 33 per annum from small sites
below 0.25ha. These sites will contribute
towards the housing supply. The target is a
minimum which should be exceeded.
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LPR182Q.088

David

Wilson

H.1

LPR182Q.077

Weeks

H.1

LPR182Q.117

Stephan
ie
Richard

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthews

H.1

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

H.1

Brown
MA RCA

Affordable
Wick

H.4

not clear whether this quantum is
reflected within the draft Plan. It is not
clear how the 23,554 homes delivered
before 2035 relate to the OLSPG.
Housing numbers in SA1 insufficiently
capture housing capacity, in particular
within the first 5 years. Site at White Post
Lane could accommodate a significant
number of homes contributing towards
supply.
Information does not allow Thames Water
to assess impact of housing provision on
infrastructure. Developers should contact
Thames Water early and may be required
to fund studies into network capacity or
upgrades. Should not underestimate time
of water infrastructure delivery.
Internal space standards should be
negotiated on a site-by-site basis.
Plan should reflect the London Plan and
Housing SPG consultations. Live/Work
accommodation and waterway
communities should be included within the
specialist housing policies. Should also
include reference to co-housing and
community self-build which should be
encouraged to maintain a diverse
community.
LLDC is unable to provide for the
additional 5% buffer of housing sites
required by the NPPF.

LLDC is unable to provide for the
additional 5% buffer of housing sites
required by the NPPF. Should assess the
past performance of boroughs to

Acknowledged

Change made to H.1 to reference London
Plan amenity standards.
No change. Plan is in general conformity
with London planning policies. Alternative
housing models are not precluded by policy
and would be assessed on a case-by-case
basis.

No change. The inability to meet the 5%
buffer was specifically mentioned in the text
and now supported by para 3.19a of the
FALP, 2014. The Publication version now
shows how this can be met for the first 5
years.
No change. The inability to meet the 5%
buffer is specifically mentioned in the text
and now supported by para 3.19a of the
FALP, 2014. The Publication version now
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determine whether it would be appropriate
to have a 20% buffer as suggested by the
NPPF. Tower Hamlets and Newham have
failed to meet London housing targets, so
LLDC should increase is housing target.

LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Julian
Kathryn

Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.126

Siraj
Chair

Izhar

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.054

Martin
Clyde

Slavin
Loakes

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

Sustainab
le
Hackney
Digs
Hackney

H.3
H.3

H.3
H.3
H.3
H.1

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

H.1

Local Plan affordable housing proportion
is not based upon evidence of need
identified within the SHMA. Current
funding would mean only 9% of homes
would be near social rent levels. This
would force lower income households out.
Should include a policy on protecting
social rented accommodation.
More detailed required in SHMA and
policy to meet proportions as London Plan
There is a need for all sizes of housing
units so emphasis on family housing is not
required. Amenity space standards are
higher than London Plan

shows how this can be met for the first 5
years. The LLDC housing target reflect its
role of meeting local and strategic housing
requirements and has been developed by
standard GLA methodology. SP.2 seeks to
meet and exceed this target, and there is a
buffer of approximately 11% to ensure that
this happens within the first five years.
Change made to H.2 to show how
proportion has been determined by
evidence, and viability considerations. This
approach is in accordance with London
Plan policies. Policy SP.2 protects all
residential.

Change made to H.1 to add detail to
housing size and mix.
No change to size requirement as in
accordance with evidence within the SHMA
Review and London SHMA. Change made
to the amenity standards within Policy H1 of
the Publication version to revert to London
Plan

H.1
H.1

Unnecessary focus on family housing fails
to present the need for all types of
accommodation. Amenity space
standards are higher than London Plan.
There may be site-specific circumstances
where lower levels of provision may be
acceptable e.g. proximity to parks, canals
etc., or where heritage constraints limit
design flexibility.

No change to size requirement as in
accordance with evidence within the SHMA
Review and London SHMA. Change made
to the amenity standards within Policy H1 of
the Publication version to revert to London
Plan
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LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

H.3

LPR182Q.125

Pat

Turnbull

H.3

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

H.1

LPR182Q.140

Kathryn

Johnson

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132

Martin
Siraj

Slavin
Izhar

Sustainab
le
Hackney
Digs
Hackney

H.3

H.3
H.3
H.3

Unclear how existing communities benefit.
New homes are not afforded by the local
community. Targets for affordable housing
reduced from 50% and 70/30 split.
Affordable housing provision has already
been reduced within the East Village and
Chobham Manor schemes. This is
equivalent to 311 fewer affordable homes
at East Village. Chobham Manor only
23% affordable, so only 13% will be near
affordable rents. Newham incomes
significantly lower than average. Should
ensure local communities benefit.
Concern over the future of the Carpenters'
Estate notably the running down of homes
and need to protect local businesses. Still
300 structurally sound homes empty while
homeless are displaced.
New homes are unaffordable to local
community. High-end jobs are to
detriment of community and both will lead
to displacement. Affordable housing
targets have been reduced, and are not
near social rented levels. Should ensure
existing communities benefit.
New homes are unaffordable to local
residents. Should include a policy on
empty homes. There are more than 300
empty in Carpenters Estate that are
structurally sound.
Unclear how existing communities benefit.
New homes are not afforded by the local
community. Targets for affordable housing
reduced from 50% and 70/30 split.
Affordable housing provision has already
been reduced within the East Village and
Chobham Manor schemes. This is
equivalent to 311 fewer affordable homes

Acknowledged. Affordable housing
proportions are based on site-specific
factors and the 35% is based upon
evidence of need and viability testing.

No change. Affordable housing negotiated
on a site-by-site basis but general % based
on viability testing. Aim of LLDC is to
support the local communities and achieve
convergence, not displacement.

No change. The affordable housing
proportion is based also upon need and
viability evidence. Reuse of empty homes
falls part of the housing target, but no
specific proportion been assigned to the
LLDC area.
Acknowledged. Affordable housing
proportions are based on site-specific
factors and the 35% is based upon
evidence of need and viability testing.
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LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East
Village

Greater
London
Authority

AMA (on
behalf of

H.3

at East Village. Chobham Manor only
23% affordable, so only 13% will be near
affordable rents. Newham incomes
significantly lower than average. Should
ensure local communities benefit.
Concern over the future of the Carpenters'
Estate notably the running down of homes
and need to protect local businesses. Still
300 structurally sound homes empty while
homeless are displaced.
New homes are unaffordable to local
residents. Should protect social rented
accommodation. Should include a policy
on empty homes. There are more than
300 empty in Carpenters Estate that are
structurally sound.

H.3

No justification of the lowering of the
affordable housing proportion from 50%
level of Newham which as found sound.

6.13

Para 6.13 should refer to the Housing
SPG rather than the Design guide.

H.1

Phasing of the Chobham Farm site should
be amended, but are subject to change
and market circumstances. East Thames
and LCR support paragraph 6.13, which
states that “housing development should
be of the highest quality inside and
externally and in relation to its context and
to the wider environment”.
Plan should acknowledge that there are
areas of little character or quality. Should

6.13 to
6.16 &

No change. The affordable housing
proportion is based also upon need and
viability evidence. All residential homes are
protected, and re-provision of equivalent to
social rented would be expected to be
provided within proposals involving a loss.
Carpenters' Estate issues are dealt within
Sub Area 3. Reuse of empty homes falls
part of the housing target, but no specific
proportion been assigned to the LLDC area.
No change. 35% affordable housing is
based on need and viability evidence. The
London Plan position has also changed
from 50% to maximisation, so this position
is in general conformity.
Change made to relevant paragraph to
reference Housing SPG instead of Design
Guide
Change made to the phasing of the
Chobham Farm site within the Housing
Trajectory and Appendix 2.

No change. Design elements of H1 are now
within Policy BN1. Density considerations
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McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

6.18

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

6.13 to
6.16 &
6.18
H.1

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

SP.2

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

H.6

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

Greater
London
Authority
AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

H.4

SP.2

maintain flexibility and should not apply
PTAL prohibitively also considering
opportunities and future connections.

will be made on case-by-case basis in
accordance with H1.

Plan should commit to a figure for family
housing and define this in a manner
consistent with Newham policy.

Change made to H.1 to add detail to
housing size and mix, however this does
not set a per cent requirement, instead a
balanced mix in favour of larger properties.
.
No change. Protection of employment
through B.1 and enforcement action taken
where expedient.

Plan should include Live/Work. The
employment element of this often
deminishes over time with more
residential emphasis.
Planning system cannot differentiate
between institutional and non-institutional
investment in the private rented sector.
Large-scale investment in this could be to
the detriment of mixed and balanced
communities and affordable housing
delivery.
Policy not consistent with London Plan to
include those secured by planning
agreement are exempt.
Policy should encourage ability to bring
about housing-led mixed use
development within HWFI. Emphasis on
character can stifle development.

Change made to H.7 to clarify that can be
large-scale investment not necessarily by
an institution. PRS is subject to its own
viability assessment.

Change made to H.4 to clarify when exempt
from affordable housing.
No change. Form of appropriate
development dependent on site specific
factors and detail within the Sub Areas.
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LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

SP.2

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

H.3

Policy will not maximise delivery of
affordable housing. Should ensure
affordable rent is affordable to local
people.

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

6.31

Potential gypsy and traveller site at Rick
Roberts Way.

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

Greater
London
Authority

6.21

Presumption against back garden
development may not be justified.

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA RCA

Affordable
Wick

SP.2

Policies require that housing is designed
to be built to the local context and
character. This character should be
documented in detail as is a complex mix
of public and private spaces. Publications
such as the Richard Brown Hackney Wick
work provide valuable information on local
character and context. This also highlights
Live Work as a key component of
character, which should be supported by
policies. Should use the evidence
gathered in the 'Hackney Wick and Fish
Island design and planning guidance' and

No change. The affordable rent model is set
at below 80% of market value so will play a
pivotal role in meeting the needs of the
local community. 50% will be capped for
those most in need. Further information
within the Housing Background Paper.
Change made to H.5 (now covering gypsy
and traveller accommodation) to show how
five year targets shall be dealt with in
policy. This is a needs-based target, based
upon evidence within the G&T Needs
Assessment. All appropriate sites have
been considered for gypsy and traveller use
to meet these identified requirements, as
set out within the Background Paper. Site
Assessment Study conclusions were that
only two site had potential, and one of
these has been allocated to contribute
towards meeting needs.
No change within this section. Extensions
policy now within the built and natural
environment chapter where these changes
will be reflected.
Acknowledged. The Hackney Wick and
Fish Island Design and Planning Guidance
has been used as evidence in relation to
policies relating to this area. Live work
accommodation will only be appropriate
where identified within the Plan.
Enforcement action will be taken against
unauthorised live work units where
expedient to do so.
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LPR182Q.236

Wortley

SP.2

LPR182Q.087

Laurenc
e
Ian

Dubber

H.1

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

H.2

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

H.1

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

Chapter 6

LPR182Q.029
LPR182Q.075

Jeremy
Owen

Fraser
Whalley

6.1
H.3

Greater
London
Authority

H.3

Richard Brown's 'HWFI Creative
Factories' to define 'local context'
QEOP is a world site and should have
greater than Mayor's Building Standards
Requirement for family homes should be
considered on site-by-site basis in
suitable locations. May be locations where
more appropriate than others for example
where near schools. Should ensure sites
are brought forward at maximised
capacity .
Should address legibility and permeability.
Should clarify the proportion of affordable
housing throughout the document. Target
should be justified by viability evidence.
Clarity required in terms of nonprioritisation of affordable rent over social
rent. This should also be included within
the policy to future-proof it for a possible
change in funding circumstances.
Should develop innovative provision
models including Community Land Trusts,
stair-casing and enabling housing
collectives
Should emphasis ability of the whole area
to deliver residential-led development
including across HWFI. Should adopt a
more positive approach to the
opportunities for housing across the area
as a whole.
Should encourage housing co-operatives.
Should explicitly state that 35% affordable
will be the minimum on site and policy is
too flexible. Objection to the approach to
the affordable rent product. Should ensure
that these are affordable to local people.
Securing affordable housing does not

No change. Design dealt with in the Natural
and Built Environment Chapter.
Change made to H.1 to add detail to
housing size and mix. Legacy Corporation
seeks to meet and exceed the annual
housing target. Site-specific circumstances
will be assessed to determine density
considerations.
No change. Design dealt with in the Natural
and Built Environment Chapter.
Change made to SP.2 of the Publication
version to show how target has been
calculated. Policy is supported by viability
evidence within the affordable Housing
Viability Testing, 2013. Policy has been
amended to clarify the position in relation to
affordable and social rent.
No change. These elements are supported
within the London Plan

No change. Housing capacity across the
whole area has been assessed by the
SHLAA. Will seek to meet and exceed the
housing target.

No change. Covered by London Plan.
No change. Affordable housing provision
will be maximised on a site-by-site basis in
line with London Plan. Tenure split is based
on evidence and London Plan
requirements.
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compromise maximisation of housing
delivery. Council has secured affordable
rented homes at social rents or combined
with adjusted rents without compromising
delivery. Approach will inflate land values.
Neptune Wharf decision at only 4%
affordable housing will set a dangerous
precedent. Should have a 70/30
intermediate/affordable rented tenure
split.
Should have additional evidence. PRS
should be supported where it can provide
affordable housing, more flexible
tenancies, greater certainty for rent levels
and control over rent increases.
Should have separate social rented
sections

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

H.6

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

6.22

LPR182Q.235

God
Barringt
on Barry
Tim

Osbourne
Graham

Chapter 6

Should have different styles and mixes of
buildings.

Gaskell

6.14

Should have some flexibility in
determining housing size and mix but
policy is lacking in detail and should set
out a mix that is sought. Need to promote
optimal housing provision. Outdoor
amenity standards are different from the
Housing SPG.

Change made to H.1 to add detail to
housing size and mix. Outdoor amenity
standards removed, links to Housing SPG
established.

Christop
her
Christop
her

Kennedy

H.4

Kennedy

H.4

Should identify additional site at Bartrip
Road to meet gypsy and traveller pitch
requirements.

Change made to H.5 (now covering gypsy
and traveller accommodation). All
appropriate sites have been considered for
gypsy and traveller use to meet these
identified requirements, as set out within
the Background Paper. Site Assessment
Study conclusions were that only two sites
had potential, and one of these has been
allocated to contribute towards meeting

LPR182Q.052

LPR182Q.047
LPR182Q.046

No Change. PRS is supported by Policy
H.7

No change. The Affordable Rent model is
designed to meet the needs of these
households.
Change made to H.1 to add detail to
housing size and mix.
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LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

H.1

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

H.4

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.127

Steve

LPR182Q.140

Digs
Hackney

SP.2

Butters

Capacitie
s Ltd

SP.2

Kathryn

Johnson

Sustainab
le
Hackney

SP.2

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

SP.2

LPR182Q.055

Steven

Pugh

H.3

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

Chapter 6

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

6.8

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

6.22

Should identify size, type and range of
housing coming forward.
Should include adults with learning
difficulties
Should include an empty homes policy
particularly for Carpenters' Estate and
should not have loss of social rented.
Should include an empty homes policy
particularly for Carpenters' Estate and
should not have loss of social rented.

Should include an empty homes policy
particularly for Carpenters' Estate and
should not have loss of social rented.

Should include boats within the definition
of affordable housing. Some are designed
as an “affordable housing” residential
moorings and there should be a definition
of a Residential Mooring.
Should include map showing housing
allocations
Should introduce community facilities at
low cost alongside housing
Affordable Rent at up to 80% of local
market rents and paragraphs 6.22 and
6.25 are consistent with the recently
REMA to the London Plan but further
evidence that rent levels at or near 80%
would be affordable should be provided.
Should have evidence about the
interaction between Affordable Rent levels

needs. This site is the site referred to as
Bartrip Street South.
Change made to H.1 to add detail to
housing size and mix.
No change. Covered within mix of housing
sought in H.1.
No change. Empty homes is not considered
a main source of capacity for the area
through the London Plan.
LLDC does not have a London Plan vacant
homes target but estate regeneration will
take account of London Plan considerations
of para 3.82. Carpenters' Estate issues are
dealt within Sub Area 3.
LLDC does not have a London Plan vacant
homes target but estate regeneration will
take account of London Plan considerations
of para 3.82. Carpenters' Estate issues are
dealt within Sub Area 3.
No change.

Change made. Will be shown on Proposals
Map and within the document itself within
the Housing Chapter.
No change. Policy CI.1 deals with
community facilities.
Change made to H.2 (covering affordable
housing) supporting text to clarify evidencebased approach. Further information on
relationships between affordability and the
benefit cap is included within the
Background Paper. Half rents are to be
capped to meet needs of those most in
need, and other half at a discounted rate of
up to 80% of market value.
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and the benefit cap. Hackney work
indicates that larger households with three
or more children are at particular risk .
Should have evidence that Affordable
Rents at or near 80% are affordable and
investigate the impact of the benefit cap.
Outcome of legal to the Affordable Rent in
the REMA, to enable local planning
authorities to set caps or thresholds for
rent levels, based on evidence of local
incomes and housing costs, is awaited.
Hackney’s latest position on ‘Affordable
Rent’ is outlined in the Council’s Position
Statement on the Affordable Homes
Programme 2011. Boroughs are best
placed to specify social rent levels and /
or set affordability thresholds for
Affordable Rent based on evidence of
local incomes, housing costs and the
impact of the benefit cap. Support for the
previous position on Affordable Rents
agreed between the Olympic Delivery
Authority and the East London Housing
Partnership group of boroughs. Should
include reference to local affordability.
Also have concerns about the Mayor’s
differentiated Affordable Rent proposals
draft London Housing Strategy where half
affordable homes are to be capped at
50% local market rents.
LPR182Q.006

Sally

Davidson

H.3

Should provide more affordable homes.

No change. Affordable housing to be
maximised and negotiated on a site-by-site
basis but general % based on viability
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LPR182Q.089

Glenn

Burton

6.24

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.079
LPR182Q.096

Richard
Tom

Rothwell
Mulligan

6.6 to
6.12
H.1
H.1

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

6.3

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.095
LPR182Q.071

Tee
Pauline

Fabikun
Pappoe

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

Greater
London
Authority

6.6 to
6.12

H.1

Chapter 6
Chapter 6

Greater
London
Authority

H.4

Should recognise the role of viability in
determining the level of affordable
housing. Use of the 35% as a minimum
benchmark does not have flexibility. In
East Village a vast majority of affordable
housing was delivered in advance of the
total market housing provision.
Should re-emphasise housing delivery
and identify other locations for capacity
than current allocations. Fish Island has
the capacity to deliver capacity.

Should re-emphasise housing delivery
and identify that Fish Island has the
capacity to deliver housing. Amenity
standards should reflect the London Plan.
Should refer to social rather than
affordable housing
Should reference FALP housing target

Should resist loss of housing and
affordable housing, reduce number of
vacant properties, and estate
regeneration should consider local
benefits and should only be permitted
where replaced by better quality
affordable housing than existing.
Should set a gypsy and traveller pitch
target

testing.
Acknowledged. Affordable housing to be
maximised and negotiated on a site-by-site
basis but general % based on viability
testing.

No change. It is likely that Fish Island will
deliver some housing potential as part of
mixed use developments, outside the SIL.
A diagram is included within the Publication
plan which shows key residential locations
where housing capacity is expected.

Change made to H.1 to reference London
Plan Housing SPG amenity standards.
Capacity at Fish Island is included see Sub
Area 1.
No change. The Affordable Rent model
covers this form of accommodation
No change. The housing figures within the
DLPCD and the Publication Plan are based
upon the FALP.
Change made to SP.2 to include loss of
residential. LLDC does not have a London
Plan vacant homes target but estate
regeneration will take account of London
Plan considerations of para 3.82.

Change made to H.5 (now covering gypsy
and traveller accommodation) to show how
five year targets shall be dealt with in
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LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.140

Kirsten
Kathryn

Foster
Johnson

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132

Martin
Siraj

Slavin
Izhar

6.13
6.13

LPR182Q.066

Ilinca

Diacones
cu

H.4

Sustainab
le
Hackney
Digs
Hackney

6.13
6.13

Should set a gypsy and traveller pitch
target

6.13

Should set a pitch target within the policy
and should identify need requirements
through evidence. Should assess
requirements with adjoining LPAs under
the duty to co-operate. Criteria approach
needs re-defining including the impact on
the local environment and the character of
the area, safety and amenity
considerations which are ambiguous; it
also appears to suggest G&T provision
would have negative impact on
environment and character which is
against 2012 Policy for Traveller Sites
advice. Proximity to existing sites should
also be deleted from the criteria.
Proximity to other sites should not be

policy. This is a needs-based target, based
upon evidence within the G&T Needs
Assessment. All appropriate sites have
been considered for gypsy and traveller use
to meet these identified requirements, as
set out within the Background Paper. Site
Assessment Study conclusions were that
only two site had potential, and one of
these has been allocated to contribute
towards meeting needs.
Change made to H.5 (now covering gypsy
and traveller accommodation) to show how
five year targets shall be dealt with in
policy. This is a needs-based target, based
upon evidence within the G&T Needs
Assessment. All appropriate sites have
been considered for gypsy and traveller use
to meet these identified requirements, as
set out within the Background Paper. Site
Assessment Study conclusions were that
only two sites had potential, and one of
these has been allocated to contribute
towards meeting needs.
Change made to H.5 (now covering gypsy
and traveller accommodation) to show how
five year targets shall be dealt with in
policy. This is a needs-based target, based
upon evidence within the G&T Needs
Assessment. All appropriate sites, including
those under 0.25ha have been considered
for gypsy and traveller use to meet these
identified requirements, as set out within
the Background Paper. Site Assessment
Study conclusions were that only two sites
had potential, and one of these has been
allocated to contribute towards meeting
needs. This site at Bartrip Street has been
allocated and will contribute to meeting the
identified requirements.
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LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

SP.2

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

H.1

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Figure 6.1

included as a criterion as adds another
layer of constraints. Local Plan should
allocated sites to meet 5 year
requirements and needs are not
recognised within the evidence base.
Excluding sites could pre-empty any new
provision as already designated for other
uses. Residential sites should include
allocation of G&T pitches. Concern
regarding methodology of site inclusions
within the plan as threshold too high.
Many G&T sites are below this size and
should be considered. Should consider
sites over 0.1ha.
Should allocate Bartrip Street site for G&T
provision, and extensive discussions with
Hackney have taken place. Should work
collaboratively with Traveller communities
from the four Boroughs and support
organisations. Need to address relocation
promise for the Parkway Crescent site.
Request a meeting to discuss these
matters.
Should set out where mixed use
development is sought. Should include
reference to HWFI as does OLSPG, and
policy should include residential-led mixed
use schemes. Wording should be
amended to include designing to be
compatible with local context and
character.
Should show how the housing target has
been arrived at and should be in
accordance with the FALP London Plan.
Should show the consented schemes
within the trajectory.

No change to SP.2 Design dealt with in the
Natural and Built Environment Chapter.
Other policies within the Plan and in
particular for Sub Area 1 set out where
mixed use development is envisaged.

Change made to the supporting text to SP.2
to show how figures are determined. This
is in accordance with the Further Alterations
to the London Plan.
Change made to housing trajectory to make
clearer what included. Information will be
shown within the Appendix.
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LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

H.4

Should strengthen gypsy and traveller
policy.

LPR182Q.077

Stephan
ie

Weeks

H.1

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

H.3

Should understand the site context of Rick
Roberts Way which has capacity for the
next 5 years. Should build flexibility into
the Local Plan to take into account sites
that are likely to incur significant unusual
costs.
Social rented homes should be protected.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

6.13

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

Table 6.1

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.078

Katie

LPR182Q.029

LPR182Q.054

Greater
London
Authority

Some areas should not assess character
as a density factor. Should not overemphasis lower scale development and
re-draft to state tall buildings could be
appropriate at Fish Island.
Some capacity figures need checking

H.1

Space standards are greater than London
Plan

Glasgow

H.4

Jeremy

Fraser

6.29

Clyde

Loakes

H.4

Student accommodation policy should be
expanded to include locational
preferences, concentration and amenity
concerns and how impacts should be
managed.
Student accommodation policy should
specify how long schemes should be
partnered with institutions.
Student accommodation with
accompanying campus should be
supported. Gypsy and traveller site
selection process should ensure does not
have negative equalities impact. There
should be a hotels policy.

Change made to H.5 (now covering gypsy
and traveller accommodation) to further
quality requirements and to reflect
additional evidence.
No change. This site has been allocated
and is considered available, so reflected as
such within trajectory. This allocation
specifically includes the unusual site
circumstances, namely the remediation
requirements at Rick Roberts Way.
All residential homes are protected by SP.2
and re-provision of equivalent to social
rented would be expected to be provided
within proposals involving a loss.
No change. Character will be a factor for all
developments. Tall buildings policy BN.10
will cover tall buildings matters. Further
guidance provided in the Sub Area 1
chapter.
Acknowledged. These have been checked
and amended.
Change made to H.1 to reference Housing
SPG amenity standards.
Change made to H.4 to reflect location and
amenity issues.

Change made to H.4 to specify long term
links with institutions.
Change made to H.4 student
accommodation to reflect where linked
within a campus. Change made to Policy
H.5 (now covering G&T accommodation) to
take account of equalities issues by stating
only appropriate where conventional
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housing suitable. Hotels are dealt with by
Policy B.2 as a town centre use.
No change. Development is subject to
relevant building regulations.
Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.029

Jeremy

Fraser

H.4

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

H.5

LPR182Q.077

Stephan
ie

Weeks

6.14

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthews

H.3

LPR182Q.047

Kennedy

H.1

LPR182Q.131

Christop
her
Lance

Student housing is not a long term
solution and building poor quality.
Support commitment to investigate Article
4 Direction requiring planning permission
for small HMOs. This should be initiated
within the LB Newham part of the area.
HMO policy should be strengthened.
Support for allocation of Rick Roberts
Way, should take account of accessibility
and contribution to place-shaping when
achieving appropriate densities.
Remediation costs can require densities
to be greater.
Support for consideration of viability in
determining affordable housing
requirements
Support for emphasis on family housing

6.7

Support for exceeding housing target

Acknowledged

LPR182Q.075
LPR182Q.092

Owen
Frances

Whalley
Young

H.5
SP.2

Acknowledged.
Acknowledged

LPR182Q.099

Neil

Lawrence

Support for HMO approach
Support for maximisation of housing
delivery
Support for maximisation of housing
delivery

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

SP.2

Support for maximisation of housing
delivery

Acknowledged

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmonds

SP.2

Support for maximisation of housing
delivery, sustainable and accessible
homes.

Acknowledged

Forman

H.Forman
& Son,

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills
LandProp
Holding
BV
The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

SP.2

No change. Densities will be applied on a
site-by-site basis with London Plan matrix
as tool.

Acknowledged

Acknowledged

Acknowledged
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LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

SP.2

LPR182Q.075
LPR182Q.075

Owen
Owen

Whalley
Whalley

H.1
H.2

LPR182Q.070

Andrew

Maunder

SP.2

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

H.3

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

SP.2

LPR182Q.096
LPR182Q.114

Tom
Rory

Mulligan
Joyce

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

H.4

LPR182Q.077

Stephan
ie

Weeks

H.3

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmonds

LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.151

Carol
David

Richards
Richards

University
College
London
(UCL)

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP
St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East

SP.2
H.4

H.3

H.2
H.2

Support for maximisation of housing
delivery.
Support for need for more housing
Support for Policy H.2 but requires more
detail.
Support for residential development
across a variety of tenures, including the
need for affordable housing
Support for seeking maximum reasonable
proportion of affordable housing
Support for SP.2 and maximisation of
housing.
Support for SP.2
Support for student accommodation policy
and the links between institutions and
accommodation.

Acknowledged

Support for student accommodation policy
but the links between institutions and
accommodation should specify which
institution.
Support for viability consideration for
affordable housing as site remediation
measures can place burden on
development.
Support for viability consideration for
affordable housing which has a great
impact over Fish Island.

Change made to H.4 to reflect links
between institutions

Support Policy H.2

Acknowledged. Now dealt with through
design policies in the Built and Natural
Environment section.

Acknowledged
Acknowledged
Acknowledged

Acknowledged
Acknowledged
Acknowledged
Acknowledged

Acknowledged

Acknowledged.
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Village
LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.151

Carol
David

Richards
Richards

H.5
H.5

Support Policy H.5

Acknowledged

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

H.4

Support strengthening of student housing
policy which should be further tightened.
Support student housing policy and there
is a need for this accommodation

Change made to H.4 to strengthen student
policy
Acknowledged

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.096
LPR182Q.135

Carol
Tom
Lyndon

Richards
Mulligan
Fothergill

Table 6.1 error
Table 6.1 error

Acknowledged
Acknowledged

LPR182Q.079
LPR182Q.135

Richard
Lyndon

Rothwell
Fothergill

Table 6.1
6.24

Table 6.1 error
Target should be justified by completed
viability evidence.

Acknowledged
Change made to SP.2 to show is supported
by viability evidence.

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

H.3

Owen

Whalley

Chapter 6

No change. Viability is a consideration of
affordable housing proportion and tenure
split.
Acknowledged. Affordability is a key
consideration of housing policies.

Matthew

Porter

H.2

Tenure split does not take account of site
specific circumstances and should be
based upon viability.
Tower Hamlets has very high housing
need, highest market rent values, levels of
deprivation and overcrowding so
affordability is key.
Wording of H2 supported

LPR182Q.075

LPR182Q.011

St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East
Village

St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East
Village

Greater
London
Authority
Greater
London
Authority

H.4

6.29
Table 6.1
Table 6.1

Acknowledged
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Chapter 7 – Historic and built environment
nd

2
Consultation
Ref

Name 1

Name 2

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

Company
/
Organisa
tion
St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East
Village

Policy
or
Paragr
aph
HBE.6

SP.3

Summary

Response

The "understanding and evaluation of the
area's defining characteristics", (section 7.10),
is, however, open to abuse by vested
interests.

Paragraph 58 of the NPPF states: Local
Plans should be based on stated
objectives for the future of the area and an
understanding and evaluation of its
defining characteristics. It is important to
reaffirm this through the supporting text to
what was the ‘Responding to Local
Identity Policy’ (now Policy BN.1).

Suggested an amendment to the Responding
to Local Identity Policy.

Acknowledged. The 'Responding to Local
Identity' policy (now BN.1) has been
amended to reflect the views expressed
by a range of consultees. Suggestions
considered when drafting supporting text
to Policy BN.1.
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LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

HBE.6

It is important that the emerging Local Plan
policy does not preclude the Marshgate
Buisness Centre site as acting as a suitable
transitional location in scale terms between
areas to the south where building heights of
11 plus storeys are proposed, and areas to
the north and west where a lower scale of
development away from the taller buildings
proposed along Stratford High Street is
identified as being more appropriate.
Suggested an amendment to the Responding
to Local Identity Policy.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10. The
extent to which the Marshgate Business
centre site is appropriate for buildings
greater than that area’s prevailing height
(21 metres above ground level) will be
determined by the criteria of Policy BN.10.
The 'Responding to Local Identity' policy
(now BN.1) has been amended to reflect
the views expressed by a range of
consultees.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

SP.4

It is critical that the Local Plan does not
unnecessarily extend the application of
heritage policies to areas that clearly possess
no such character or quality, such as those
within FIN. It simply is not possible to
leverage a heritage-led approach where the
building stock does not justify it.

The Policy on 'Preserving and Enhancing
Heritage Assets’ (BN.16) only applies in
relation to identified heritage assets.

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthews

Chapt
er 7

Development principles should
allow for buildings to come forward for
development on an independent basis so that
development is not constrained or prevented
from being delivered.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in the 'Proposals for
Tall Buildings' policy'. The 'Responding to
Local Identity' policy (now BN.1) has been
amended to reflect the view expressed by
a range of consultees.

Aston Matthews object to the restriction of
building heights, as it does not take into
account their aspirations for their site and the
wider site allocation.
Placing a restriction on development height

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10. The
extent to which your site is appropriate for
buildings greater than that area’s
prevailing height (20 metres above ground
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will affect the financial viability of any future
development and their ability to bring forward
the site for development.

Aston Matthews therefore consider that a
more flexible approach should be applied and
support the potential to provide taller buildings
in this location. Proposed building heights
should be considered on a site-specific basis
and should take into account the surrounding
context.

level) will be determined by the criteria of
Policy BN.10.
Policy BN.10 is considered to be
sufficiently flexible and will be used to
assess proposed building heights on a
site-specific basis.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

Chapt
er 7

We strongly object to the concept of
‘heritage-led regeneration’ as a blanket policy
for the entire FI area. Any policy proposing
‘heritage-led regeneration’ must be meritbased and very narrowly defined to specific
areas.

Development within sub-area 1 should
support heritage-led regeneration as it is a
priority for the area. This is reflected within
the area priorities for sub area 1. Policy
BN.16 and 1.4 only apply in relation to
identified heritage assets. These are
identified on a plan within the sub area 1
chapter.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

7.1

It is unjustified that areas which have no
heritage significance, should be constrained
because they happen to be located within, for
example, the wider HWFI sub-area, which, as
explained below, is entirely inappropriate to
control under a single ‘heritage’ agenda.

Development within sub-area 1 should
support heritage-led regeneration as it is a
priority for the area. This is reflected within
the area priorities for sub area 1. Policy
BN.16 and 1.4 only apply in relation to
identified heritage assets. These are
identified on a plan within the sub area 1
chapter.
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LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

HBE.1

How have key views been defined? Until such
time as an independent assessment of views
has been undertaken, it is considered
inappropriate and prejudicial to show potential
views within the plan. Any policy should
acknowledge that development is capable of
contributing to views, for example, by framing
key elements.

The revised policy states that: Proposals
for development in close proximity to a
key view will be considered acceptable
when the development makes a positive
contribution to the characteristics and
composition of that view.
The revised key views diagram reflects
the views identified within the Legacy
Communities Scheme Design and Access
Statement. The supporting text goes onto
say that development impacting a key
view must be accompanied by an analysis
that explains, evaluates and justifies the
visual impact upon that view.
Development that impacts a view to an
unreasonable degree will be refused.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammon
d

HBE.6

Blanket heritage approach being proposed for
areas with no architectural or historic interest.
Paragraph 7.10 and policy HBE.6 state that
areas will be afforded a “singular identity”
which in the case of FI for example, is simply
unwarranted and would effectively allow a
heritage-led approach to ‘wash’ over other
areas of low grade where a heritage-led
approach would simply not be justified. Such
an approach would impose constraints upon
the scale and form of development that have
no heritage significance.

Reference to singular approach removed.
Development within sub-area 1 should
support heritage-led regeneration as it is a
priority for the area. This is reflected within
the area priorities for sub area 1. Policy
BN.16 and 1.4 only apply in relation to
identified heritage assets. These are
identified on a plan within the sub area 1
chapter.
LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10. The
extent to which a site is appropriate for
buildings greater than an area’s prevailing
height (20 metres above ground level in
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sub area 1) will be determined by the
criteria of Policy BN.10. Criterion 10 of
Policy BN.10 states that proposals for tall
buildings will be considered acceptable
where they ‘Preserve or enhance
identified heritage assets and the views
to/from these, and contribute positively to
the setting of identified heritage assets,
including conservation areas’.
LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

SP.3

Support Policy SP3. Wording changes
suggested.

Acknowledged. Suggestions incorporated
in supporting text to the previous
‘Responding to Local Identity’ policy, now
Policy BN.1.

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

SP.3

Support

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

SP.4

Support

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

Figure
7.1

Further key views suggested.

Acknowledged. These were taken into
consideration when revising the key views
diagram.

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

HBE.3

Support

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

HBE.4

Support

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

HBE.6

Support

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.049
/45/56/1/4/15/
16/18/20/21/2
2/23/24/25/26/

Simon

Perry

HBE.2

Creating inclusive places is not just about the
design of places and buildings

Agreed. This is now reflected under
Objective 2.

Piravee

Saravana
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27/28/30/33/3
4/35/36/37/42

na

muthu

Kirsten

Foster

Andrew

Wernick

Janiz

Murray

George

Skepple

Pauline

Rowe

Rashne

Limki

Rosetta

Eligon

Ramila

Patel

Narmad
a

Patel

Colin

Green

Charlie

Yetton

Rezaul

Khan

Syeda

Karim

Mr and
Mrs

Ray

La

Jiang

Habibur

Khan
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Paul

Watt

Joseph

Alexander

Manora
njitham

Saravana
muthu

Olusola

Olulode

Victor

Adegbuyi

Karen

Tang

LPR182Q.047

Christop
her

Kennedy

HBE.3

Support

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

7.8

Paragraph 7.8 covers local listing and outlines
a requirement on an applicant to provide
justification should they wish to demolish a
locally listed building, but there is no
requirement for the LLDC to provide
justification should they wish to locally list in
the first place. This seems one sided and
unfair.

Reference removed. Heritage assets of all
grades have been mapped within the subarea chapters. Development should
preserve or enhance the character that
has been identified within appraisals of
historic buildings, i.e. statutory/locally
listed and those of townscape
merit/importance.

Several of the background and other
documents prepared by the LLDC make
reference to 'Buildings of Townscape Merit'
but there is no reference to them in this
section of the Local Plan. This should be
corrected and the approach should allow for
their demolition, but only where a high quality
replacement is secured.
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LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

LPR182Q.095

Tee

Fabikun

Figure
7.3

Figure 7.3 shows protected views. We
consider the Greenway should be added to
the map.

Acknowledged. This was taken into
consideration when revising the key views
diagram.

Promote identity and a distinct sense of place
through principles that highlight the
connection between places and people.

Conveyed through revised supporting text
within the Built and Natural Environment
Chapter.

SP.4

We feel that the draft Local Plan currently
overplays the importance of the area's historic
character and should be recalibrated to
equally recognise the deficiencies in the
area's townscape. The Local Plan should
promote positive and innovative design
interventions which maximise the area's
significant opportunities for transformational
regeneration alongside the conservation of
genuine heritage assets.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter. The chapter
now states: Sub area 1 comprises a
number of opportunities for redevelopment in the form of cleared sites
and modern buildings of lower
architectural and townscape quality.
These should deliver a range of uses
through contemporary schemes that are
informed by an understanding and
evaluation of the area’s defining
characteristics.

SP.4

Blanket heritage approach being proposed for
areas with no architectural or historic interest.

The Policy on 'Preserving and Enhancing
Heritage Assets’ only applies in relation to
identified heritage assets. This is
supported by the sub-area policies.

HBE.6
LPR182Q.071

Pauline

Pappoe

LPR182Q.096

Tom

Mulligan

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
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Group)
LPR182Q.097

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Austin

Mackie

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

7.1
onwar
ds

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

SP.4

The Local Plan places too much emphasis
upon a subjective assessment of historic
fabric and in doing so fails to provide
adequate opportunity within Fish Island for
new design.

The map of page 82 identifies the entirety of
FI M and N within a zone defined by mixed
use with an emphasis upon industrial heritage

If heritage policy is broadly applied across
areas that possess no significance, then the
Plan would fail the test of being positive.

The development potential of sub-area 1
has been clearly outlined within the
revised chapter. The chapter now states:
Sub area 1 comprises a number of
opportunities for re-development in the
form of cleared sites and modern buildings
of lower architectural and townscape
quality. These should deliver a range of
uses through contemporary schemes that
are informed by an understanding and
evaluation of the area’s defining
characteristics. Map removed.

The Policy on 'Preserving and Enhancing
Heritage Assets’ only applies in relation to
identified heritage assets. Acknowledged,
for example Sub area 1 comprises a
number of opportunities for redevelopment in the form of cleared sites
and modern buildings of lower
architectural and townscape quality.
These should deliver a range of uses
through contemporary schemes that are
informed by an understanding and
evaluation of the area’s defining
characteristics. SP.4 has been removed
as its content is covered by the NPPF
within paragraph 126.
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LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

Chapt
er 7

The LLDC Plan should include a taller
buildings policy.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10.

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

SP.4

Heritage-led regeneration needs to be clearly
defined, and aligned with Policy 7.9 of the
London Plan.

This is now defined within the sub-area
chapters where relevant.

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

HBE.3

A separate policy on conservation areas is
suggested and the management guidelines
within the policy wording articulated.

See Policy BN.16 and further policies
within the sub-area sections.

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

HBE.4

Locally listed buildings should be identified
within the publication version of the plan.

Acknowledged and changed.

LPR182Q.057
/72
/59/60/61/62/6
3/65/67/68/76

Daisy

Bentley

SP.3/4

Acknowledged. This has informed policy
formulated for sub-area 1.

Eftychia

Karamole
gkou

Please use the evidence gathered in the
'Hackney Wick and Fish Island design and
planning guidance' as well as Richard Brown's
'HWFI Creative Factories' to inform what
defines 'local context' within SP.3: The built
Environment and SP.4: The Historic
Environment

Mallory

Giardino

Kent

Jeudy

Jacob

Nicholson

James

Brady

Andreas

Lang

Viola

Bruni
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Gabriell
a

Bertin

Marisa

Davies

Virginia

Valli

Leyre

Gonzalez

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

SP.4

We support the conservation and
enhancement of the historic environment but
excessively detailed or inflexible policies
concerning the protection of individual
buildings or groups of buildings should be
avoided.

Acknowledged, please refer to BN.16.
This policy only applies to identified
heritage assets.

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

HBE.3

We would like the opportunity to comment on
any proposed Conservation Area
designations within the LLDC area before
they are designated.

These have already been consulted upon.

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

HBE.4

We would like the opportunity to comment on
any proposed local listings before they are
designated.

Acknowledged, however the power to
designate buildings as locally listed is
delegated both to the planning committee
and to planning officers under the
Planning Scheme of Delegation
(September 2012).
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LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

HBE.6

While we acknowledge the importance of
responding to the architectural setting of
developments, we would note that
contemporary architecture can contribute to
the protection and enhancement of the
environment and development proposals
should be assessed on an individual basis in
terms of their townscape impacts.
The Policy should incorporate greater
flexibility to ensure that design proposals can
be assessed on their own merits.

Acknowledged, for example Sub area 1
comprises a number of opportunities for
re-development in the form of cleared
sites and modern buildings of lower
architectural and townscape quality.
These should deliver a range of uses
through contemporary schemes that are
informed by an understanding and
evaluation of the area’s defining
characteristics. This policy has been
amended to reflect the views expressed
by a range of consultees.

Lee
Valley
Regional
Park
Authority

HBE.1

Protection of views through to the Velodrome
and of listed buildings at Three Mills is
welcome. Views north through to Regional
Park as it extends up the valley may also be
available and worth protection?

Acknowledged. This will be taken into
consideration when revising the key view
diagram.

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

HBE.1

Policy HBE.1 is arguably premature ahead of
any future study of potential views. Views
should not be defined (or even indicatively
shown) in the Local Plan until a separate
study identifies what criteria should be used to
define views and then considers potential
options (both being the subject of public
consultation).

The revised policy states that: Proposals
for development in close proximity to a
key view will be considered acceptable
when the development makes a positive
contribution to the characteristics and
composition of that view.

• Without understanding what importance the
LPA might attach to a view or its wider setting,
policy HBE.1 cannot be supported, for
example, how would “positive contribution” be

The revised key views diagram reflects
the views identified within the Legacy
Communities Scheme Design and Access
Statement. The supporting text goes onto
say that development impacting a key
view must be accompanied by an analysis
that explains, evaluates and justifies the
visual impact upon that view. The
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LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

7.8

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

HBE.6

defined?

contribution a proposal does or does not
make will be discussed at pre-application
stage. Development that impacts a view
to an unreasonable degree will be
refused.

Paragraph 7.8 is lawfully incorrect in
asserting that locally listed buildings justify
‘protection’.

Acknowledged and changed.

Development within sub-area 1 should
support heritage-led regeneration, as it is
a priority for the area. This is reflected
within the area priorities for sub area 1.
Policy BN.16 and 1.4 only apply in relation
to identified heritage assets. These are
identified on a plan within the sub area 1
chapter.
Reference to singular approach removed.

LPR182Q.099

Neil

Lawrence

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills

HBE.6

The policy should not prevent taller, higher
density developments coming forward.
Proposals for taller buildings should be
considered on a site by site basis taking into
account townscape, environmental and

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10. The
extent to which a site is appropriate for
buildings greater than a sub area’s
prevailing height will be determined by the
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LPR182Q.104

Scott

Anderson

Lend
Lease (on
behalf of
Stratford
City
Business
District
Limited)

HBE.1

amenity considerations.

criteria of Policy BN.10. Policy BN.10 is
considered to be sufficiently flexible and
will be used to assess proposed building
heights on a site-specific basis.

It is important to note however that the
potential protected views identified within the
current draft Plan did not form part of the
original aspirations for Stratford City and
primarily came about because of the Olympic
facilities and venues.

The revised key views diagram reflects
the views identified within the Legacy
Communities Scheme Design and Access
Statement. The supporting text goes onto
say that development impacting a key
view must be accompanied by an analysis
that explains, evaluates and justifies the
visual impact upon that view. The
contribution a proposal does or does not
make will be discussed at pre-application
stage. Development that impacts a view
to an unreasonable degree will be
refused.

We note that its inclusion within draft Policy
HBE.1is subject to more detailed surveys to
determine whether such a view should be
designated as 'protected' within planning
policy.

The revised policy states that: Proposals
for development in close proximity to a
key view will be considered acceptable
when the development makes a positive
contribution to the characteristics and
composition of that view.
LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

SP.4

Our objections to the proposed conservation
areas reinforce our view that heritage
designations should, where applied, be tightly
defined and heritage policy constraints should
not unnecessarily wash over areas that do not
justify such control.

The revised policy on 'Preserving and
Enhancing Heritage Assets’ only applies
in relation to identified heritage assets.
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LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.075

Owen

LPR182Q.075

LPR182Q.029

Neptune
Group

7.1
onwar
ds

We have already identified our concerns that
the Local Plan places too much emphasis
upon a subjective assessment of historic
fabric and in doing so fails to provide
adequate opportunity within Fish Island for
new design.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter. The chapter
now states: Sub area 1 comprises a
number of opportunities for redevelopment in the form of cleared sites
and modern buildings of lower
architectural and townscape quality.
These should deliver a range of uses
through contemporary schemes that are
informed by an understanding and
evaluation of the area’s defining
characteristics. Map removed.

Whalley

HBE.3

The Council supports a separate policy on
conservation areas. However, we would also
require a policy incorporated within each
respective sub area section in the form of a
bespoke policy for each conservation area.
We would also encourage clear management
guidelines within the policy wording and
emphasise historic significance by drawing on
the content of the relevant appraisals.

Policies applying to conservation areas
are elaborated upon within the sub-area
sections. Suggested reference included.
Policies draw on the content of the
relevant appraisals.

Owen

Whalley

HBE.4

Locally listed buildings should be clearly
identified within the publication version of the
Local Plan and established policy criteria to
assess the setting of locally Listed Buildings
and the buildings themselves.

Heritage assets of all grades will be
mapped within the sub-area chapters.
Development should preserve or enhance
the character that has been identified
within appraisals of historic buildings, i.e.
statutory/locally listed and those of
townscape merit/importance.

Jeremy

Fraser

HBE.3

Locally list the Olympic Venues.

This will be considered separately.
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LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

HBE.6

Design guidance - This is covered to a limited
extent in the Draft Plan’s Historic and Built
Environment section, and refers to the need
for ‘Local Identity’, but does not give any clear
guidance as to what this might mean in terms
of safeguarding and enhancing existing
neighbourhoods or creating new ones.
Newham council believes this could require a
further evidence base study and a
commitment to a Design SPD and the Draft
Plan should be amended accordingly.

This policy is supplemented by others
within the sub-area sections, for example
within Policies 1.1 and 1.2 in relation to
Hackney Wick Fish Island, and within their
supporting text. Consideration will be
given as to whether a Design SPD is
required. Evidence has been produced for
the areas where it is anticipated that new
neighbourhoods will be created alongside
existing ones, i.e. the Hackney Wick Fish
Island Design and Planning Guide.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

SP.4

We recommend using 'preserved and
enhanced' rather than 'conserved and
enhanced' in line with the wording of the 1990
Act.

Acknowledged and changed. Policy BN.16
reflects the wording of the NPPF.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Chapt
er 7
Figure
Chara
cter of
Urban
Fabric

The Hackney Wick Conservation Area is not
accurately shown on this figure and should be
corrected.

Acknowledged and changed.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

HBE.3

Support is given to the proposals to extend
the existing Hackney Wick and Fish Island
conservation areas. Officers also welcome the
principles set out in the emerging Hackney
Wick and Fish Island Design Guidance, which
facilitate a more coordinated conservation
management approach across the two areas.

Acknowledged. The design and planning
guide is referenced within the supporting
text as something that applicants should
refer to when preparing their proposals.
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LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

HBE.4

It is recommended that all statutory Listed
Buildings and structures along with buildings
of ‘local interest’ are mapped to strengthen
this policy.

These will be mapped within each subarea section.

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

SP.4

In our view, the draft Local Plan currently
overplays the importance of the area’s historic
character and should be recalibrated to
equally recognise the deficiencies in the
area’s townscape.

Development within sub-area 1 should
support heritage-led regeneration, as it is
a priority for the area. This is reflected
within the area priorities for sub area 1.
Policy BN.16 and 1.4 only apply in relation
to identified heritage assets. These are
identified on a plan within the sub area 1
chapter.
The chapter now states: Sub area 1
comprises a number of opportunities for
re-development in the form of cleared
sites and modern buildings of lower
architectural and townscape quality.
These should deliver a range of uses
through contemporary schemes that are
informed by an understanding and
evaluation of the area’s defining
characteristics.

LPR182Q.082

Nick

Bishop

English
Heritage

Chapt
er 7

Tall buildings: we would encourage the
planning authority to provide further clarity on
the appropriateness of tall buildings across
the plan area as a whole

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10. The
extent to which a site is appropriate for
buildings greater than a sub area’s
prevailing height will be determined by the
criteria of Policy BN.10.
Policy BN.10 is considered to be
sufficiently flexible and will be used to
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assess proposed building heights on a
site-specific basis.

LPR182Q.082

Nick

Bishop

English
Heritage

SP.4

We suggest that the historic environment
section could giver further emphasis to the
conservation of significance within the
settings of heritage assets.

Policy BN.16 has been written in
response. Further policies applying to
conservation areas are now within the
sub-area sections. Reference included.

LPR182Q.082

Nick

Bishop

English
Heritage

HBE.1

We welcome the intention to designate and
protect local views.

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.082

Nick

Bishop

English
Heritage

HBE.5

Wording of HBE.5 should be amended –
amendments suggested.

Acknowledged and included in supporting
text.

LPR182Q.082

Nick

Bishop

English
Heritage

7.9

It should be noted that archaeological priority
areas (APAs) are those areas where there is
evidence for archaeological potential, and that
these do not preclude the possibility of
archaeological findings outside of them.
English Heritage’s London Archaeology
Charter provides guidance to applicants and
Local Authorities on the management of
archaeological potential both outside and
inside of APAs. Suggested alterations.

Acknowledged and included in supporting
text.
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LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmonds

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

SP.3
and
SP.4

Viability of uses is critical to ensuring that the
re-use and redevelopment of sites comes
forward in order to avoid sites remaining
vacant or underutilised. We would encourage
that the importance of this is made more
explicit within the wording of Strategic Policy
SP.4.

The policies in the plan will be viability
tested and tempered where necessary.
NPPF Paragraph 126 addresses viability.

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandProp
Holding
BV

7.1

Plan - p82: Character of urban fabric

This has been removed to avoid
confusion.

The purpose of this plan is unclear.
LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

LPR182Q.043

Ian

LPR182Q.069

LPR182Q.075

Greater
London
Authority

Chapt
er 7

It is suggested that an appropriate noise
policy be drafted and included within the next
iteration of the Plan

Acknowledged and incorporated within
Policy BN.11.

Sim

7.2/7.3

These statements are welcomed and strongly
supported given the significance of the House
Mill and Miller’s House as part of a unique
cluster of historic/heritage buildings and their
setting on Three Mills Island.

Acknowledged.

Tom

Slingsby

HBE.7

We appreciate the importance of minimising
carbon dioxide emissions in line with Policy
HBE7, however, we would note the
importance of ensuring that the viability and
subsequent deliverability of development is
not compromised by unduly onerous energy
requirements.

Comment noted. The policies within the
Publication Local Plan have been tested
through a whole plan viability assessment
study.

Owen

Whalley

HBE.7

As carbon reduction targets become more
ambitious it is likely that planning authorities
will be required to work with developers to

Comment noted. The Policy has been
redrafted as Policy S.2 within the
Publication Local Plan. The development
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achieve these targets. The Council welcomes
engagement with the LLDC to jointly identify
opportunities for achieving carbon reduction.

of the carbon off-setting scheme is now
proposed through development of a
specific SPD and will be developedin
consultation with the four boroughs and
other relevant stakeholders.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

HBE.7

We welcome the inclusion of Policy HBE.7
which sets out the London Plan policies
central to achieving low carbon development
in the LLDC area and strongly support
provisions which encourage these targets to
be exceeded. However, the scale of
development envisioned within the LLDC area
presents an opportunity to make an even
greater contribution for CO2 reduction and
therefore it is felt that this policy could be
further strengthened by setting out the
circumstances/ locations within Policy HBE.7
where CO2 targets should be exceeded.

Support welcomed. The policy has now
been redrafted as Policy S.2 within the
Publication Local Plan. The approach set
out within this is consistent with the Mayor
of London's Sustainable Design and
Construction SPG and London Plan policy
and also reflects the outcome of outcome
of the viability testing of the Plan. In this
context it is considered to be appropriate
to achieving the maximum potential for
carbon reduction.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

HBE.8

It considered that Policy HBE.8 should be
amended to require non- domestic
development to achieve BREEAM Excellent
which would be consistent with Hackney’s
DMLP.

The policy has now become Policy S.4
within the Publication Local Plan. It now
refers to achieving a minimum of
BREEAM 2011 Very Good and a
maximum score for water use which is
considered to be realistic and viable within
the Legacy Corporation area.

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

HBE.8

Welcomes the inclusion of living roofs and
sustainable drainage systems as measures
developments will need to pay consideration
to. Considers that the policy should have a
stronger focus on how sustainable design and
construction can help communities adapt to

The policy has now become Policy S.4
within the Publication Local Plan. It now
refers to achieving a minimum of
BREEAM 2011 Very Good and a
maximum score for water use which is
considered to be realistic and viable within

Environm
ent
Agency
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the impacts of climate change. Living roofs
should be expanded to incorporate green
spaces, landscaping, tree planting and living
walls. Water efficiency should also be
included on this list as this can also help to
reduce unnecessary carbon emissions
(currently water use accounts for 27 percent
of all carbon emissions from our homes).
Considers that there needs to be a
consistency of approach to achieving
maximum standards for water use in both
residential and non-domestic buildings and
that the standards should be in the same
policy.

the Legacy Corporation area. Policy S.2
outlines the approach to carbon reduction
for domestic and non-domestic buildings,
while policy S.4 outlines the approach to
sustainable design and construction
standards for both residential and nondomestic buildings/space. Policy S.4
seeks achievement of the maximum score
for water-use for non-domestic buildings.
The approach taken within the policies is
considered to be appropriate.
Climate change is now also considered
within Policy S.7 as part of the strategy for
climate change adaption.

Questions the use of BREEAM ‘very good’ as
the policy standard
LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

Greater
London
Authority

HBE.8

Considers that that the Plan should be more
proactive on climate change adaptation ensuring building design prevents overheating
as well as the design of spaces, aiming for a
greenfield rate of run-off, and incorporating
measures to prevent run-off and ensure water
quality. This approach should also better link
with green infrastructure policies.
It is also felt that the policies could be clearer,
more geographically specific, and show the
extent of the significant sustainability
infrastructure already provided across the
llDC area. This could usefully include the

The Publication Local Plan now has a
Sustainability Chapter that reinforces its
approach to climate change adaptation
and reduction in carbon emissions. Policy
S.7 has been introduced to cover climate
change adaptation in the context of
overheating and urban greening. Policy
S.3 Energy Infrastructure specifically
supports extension of the existing heat
network/introduction of new networks and
provides information on the current extent
to help identify opportunities for
expansion. The policy approach is now
considered to be robust and supportive of
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extent of the decentrallsed energy and dual
water networks, and Identify or reference
existing sustainable urban drainage
measures.
The Plan could also usefully set out how new
development can benefit, extend, or
contribute to existing infrastructure, and
include specific design measures to allow new
development to integrate with such
infrastructure. Reference should also made
to the OLSPG's Energy Study which Identified
the optimum locations for extending the
Olympic Park's energy infrastructure into the
wider LLDC area, and the Plan should
include a policy that would safeguard and
require these connections to be made.
LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

Greater
London
Authority

7.14

Suggests that the first sentence is broken up
to make it clear that It is central Government
that is considering new building standards,
which in turn may or may not apply in London.
It is also currently unclear whether any such
changes would be introduced solely through
Building Regulations. It is therefore suggested
that this sentence be deleted or amended to
refer only to energy. If kept, the Plan should
also clarify that the Housing Standards
Review would not preclude the requirement
for development to connect to a decentralised
energy network, and may not prevent local
authorities seeking external sustainability
measures. Reference might also be usefully

expansion. The Plan as a whole also
works in tandem with the Legacy
Corporation Infrastructure Delivery Plan
which will be reviewed on a regular basis
and where necessary, updated.

Actual extension of the existing heat
network, while supported in principle,
would need to be the result of commercial
arrangements and specific safeguarding is
not considered appropriate in this context.

The supporting text within the Publication
Local Plan has been rewritten and is
considered to be in conformity with
policies within the London Plan/Further
Alterations to the London plan (FALP) and
with the Mayor's Sustainable Design and
Construction SPG (April 2014). This takes
account of the current situation in relation
to the Governments housing Standards
Review and how that might apply within
London.
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made to the following London Plan standards.

Chapter 8 - Infrastructure
2nd
Name 1 Name 2
Consultation
Ref:
LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

LPR182Q.109

Charlott
e

Greenlee
s

LPR182Q.050

Andrew

Lappage

Compa
ny/Orga
nisation

Network
Rail

Policy
or
Paragr
aph
SP.5

SP.5

SP.5

Summary

Response

Acknowledge requirement for additional
physical and social infrastructure as part of
intensification and redevelopment of LLDC
area. Policy should be flexible and able to
reflect the viability of individual schemes.
Otherwise, requirement could frustrate delivery
of development.
Network Rail has reviewed the draft Local
Plan Consultation and would like to show
support for: Objective 13 (Transport and
Connectivity) ; Strategic Policy SP5
(Infrastructure to Support Growth and
Convergence); Policy T2 (Strategic Transport
Improvements); Policy T7 (Transport
Improvements); Policy T8 (Supporting
Transport Schemes); and Strategic Policy SP8
(Deliver & Implementation).
The Authority welcomes the commitment to
introduce an Infrastructure Support Levy as
described in Strategic Policy SP5:
Infrastructure to support growth and
convergence, and encourages the LLDC to
prioritise funding for waste management and
recycling infrastructure within the area.
Currently there is only one authorised waste

Policy CI1 does not specifically refer to
viability as it is not considered necessary as
this is an issue that will be considered
through the Development Management
process and is already covered by the
NPPF.
Support welcomed

Comment noted. As the boroughs remain
the relevant waste management authorities
for their areas within the Legacy
Corporation area it will be necessary to
work with each borough individually or
within the respective waste authority
grouping in respect of waste planning. The
revised policy, now IN.2 Planning for
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LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

LPR182Q.111

Hayley

Harding

SP.5

London
Diocesa
n Fund
(LDF)

SP.5

management facility within the LDDC area and
this does not receive waste collected by or on
behalf of the four local authorities in the area.
The consequence of this is that materials for
recycling and waste produced by householders
which are expected to increase as a result of
implementing the plans for the area will be
transported outside the LDDC area without
primary sorting or processing and will increase
the burden on the local transport network and
increase pressure on the limited waste
management facilities in the surrounding area.
Priority funding for waste management and
recycling infrastructure within the LLDC area is
important to achieve a more sustainable
development and reduce its impact on the
environment.
Welcome commitment to develop the IDP in
consultation with stakeholders. Each borough
also has its own IDP. Tower Hamlets formally
requests that LLDC engages more fully with
the Council on the development of the LLDC’s
CIL and related IDP. Delivery of infrastructure
key to area’s social, environmental and
economic success going forward.

We have concerns that the type of community
facilities needed outside of identified core
infrastructure – Schools, Health centres - have
not been clearly defined. We welcome the
provision of community facilities in the
Hackney Wick Neighbourhood Centre and the
opportunities for improving existing amenities
along the Eastway. With a large funding gap,
what guarantee is there that facilities will be
built? It is difficult to gauge actual demand for

Waste, within the Publication Local Plan,
sets out the framework for this and for
determining planning applications for waste
uses/sites. The Infrastucture Delivery Plan
will be reviewed annually and updated in
consultation with the boroughs to ensure
that this reflects current identified
requirements.

The on-going development of the Local
Plan, the CIL and the future review and
updating of the Infrastucture Delivery Plan
are being carried out within the established
cooperation arrangement of which LB
Tower Hamlets is a part. The Legacy
Corporation remains keen to work with the
boroughs and a seprate Infrastructure
Liaison Group is being established to
ensure that there is focused enganement
and working around infrastructure planning
and delivery.
CIL is only one mechanism that will be used
to deliver new infrastructure. The schools
policy now sits within the housing and
neighbourhoods part of the Publication
Local Plan, and the existing and planned
provision is clearly set out.
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school places, and that additional land may
need to be identified in future. Look forward to
working with LLDC on the educational needs
of the area.
LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.045

Simon

Perry

Environ
ment
Agency

SP.5

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village

IN.1

IN.1

Considers that flood risk management
infrastructure will be an important part of
enabling sustainable growth in the LLDC area
and should be recognised in this section. In
our previous response dated 11 January 2013
we highlighted the Hackney Marshes flood
alleviation scheme (comprising flood storage
and raising a flood defence wall) which was
identified in Hackney’s Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment. We also highlighted problems
with flood defence walls on the eastern bank of
the Lea Navigation (close to A12) that is in
need of repair/replacement.
In addition, there may be infrastructure
alleviate surface water flooding that are
identified in the Surface Water Management
Plans of the boroughs. A strategic
(partnership) approach
to flood risk infrastructure will be needed,
although individual proposals can also
contribute to the repair or replacement of flood
risk management assets.
Policy IN1 should protect and enhance existing
community infrastructure, as well as
encouraging provision of new. Existing social
facilities on the Carpenters Estate vital to
immediate and wider community. Should
include Carpenters and Docklands Centre as a
key asset, with a long history of supporting the
local community.
Policy IN1 should protect and enhance
existing community infrastructure, as well as
encouraging provision of new. Existing social
facilities on the Carpenters Estate vital to

Comments noted. The Hackney Marshes
Flood Alleviation Scheme is identified as a
project within the draft Infrastructure
Delivery Plan. A requirement to take
account of the borough Surface Water
Management Plans is also included within
Policy S8 Flood Risk and Sustainable
Drainage Measures.

Policy CI1 protects existing community
infrastructure. The site allocation for
Greater Carpenters requires that
community assets should be retained or
reprovided at least equivalent in size,
capacity and function by being in
accordance with Policy CI.1.
Policy CI1 protects existing community
infrastructure. The site allocation for
Greater Carpenters requires that
community assets should be retained or
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immediate and wider community. Key
objective should be to upgrade existing TfL
Stratford Station entrance in Gibbins Road.

LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

IN.1

Should protect and enhance existing
community infrastructure, as well as
encouraging provision of new. Existing social
facilities on the Carpenters Estate vital to
immediate and wider community. There has
been poor delivery of community infrastructure
in some new developments. Existing facilities
and green spaces are vital to both the existing
and to new communities.
A definition of ‘community infrastructure’
should be provided.

LPR182Q.095

Tee

Fabikun

IN.1

LPR182Q.056

Piravee
na

Saravana
muthu

IN.1

Policy IN1 should protect and enhance
existing community infrastructure, as well as
encouraging provision of new. Existing social
facilities on the Carpenters Estate vital to
immediate and wider community. Key
objective should be to upgrade existing TfL
Stratford Station entrance in Gibbins Road.

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

IN.1

LPR182Q.071

Pauline

Pappoe

IN.1

Acknowledge requirement for additional
physical and social infrastructure as part of
intensification and redevelopment of LLDC
area. Policy should be flexible and able to
reflect the viability of individual schemes.
Otherwise, requirement could frustrate delivery
of development.
A definition of ‘community infrastructure’
should be provided.

LPR182Q.064

V

Saravana
muthu

IN.1

Policy IN1 should protect and enhance
existing community infrastructure, as well as

reprovided at least equivalent in size,
capacity and function. The TfL Stratford
Station entrance is a key project in the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and is included
on the Draft LLDC Infrastructure List.
Policy CI1 protects existing infrastructure.

Community infrastructure is referred to in
Policy CI1 as use classes usually falling
within use class D1.
Policy CI1 protects existing community
infrastructure. The site allocation for
Greater Carpenters requires that
community assets should be retained or
reprovided at least equivalent in size,
capacity and function. The TfL Stratford
Station entrance is a key project in the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and is included
on the Draft LLDC Infrastructure List.
Policy CI1 does not specifically refer to
viability as it is not considered necessary as
this is an issue that will be considered
through the Development Management
process and is already covered by the
NPPF.
Community infrastructure is referred to in
Policy CI1 as use classes usually falling
within use class D1.
Policy CI1 protects existing community
infrastructure. The site allocation for
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encouraging provision of new. Existing social
facilities on the Carpenters Estate vital to
immediate and wider community. Key
objective should be to upgrade existing TfL
Stratford Station entrance in Gibbins Road.

LPR182Q.007

Rosetta

Eligon

IN.1

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

IN.1

Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Carol

Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravana
muthu
Olulode
Richards

LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.038

Encourage community cohesion through:
open faith space; community centres;
community gardens; food co-op centre.
Policy IN1 should protect and enhance
existing community infrastructure, as well as
encouraging provision of new. Existing social
facilities on the Carpenters Estate vital to
immediate and wider community. Key
objective should be to upgrade existing TfL
Stratford Station entrance in Gibbins Road.

Greater Carpenters requires that
community assets should be retained or
reprovided at least equivalent in size,
capacity and function. The TfL Stratford
Station entrance is a key project in the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and is included
on the Draft LLDC Infrastructure List.
Noted. Policies seek to achieve objectives
like this but it is not considered necessary
to reference in detail.
Policy CI1 protects existing community
infrastructure. The site allocation for
Greater Carpenters requires that
community assets should be retained or
reprovided at least equivalent in size,
capacity and function. The TfL Stratford
Station entrance is a key project in the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and is included
on the Draft LLDC Infrastructure List.

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray
Jiang
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LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Carol
Victor
Karen
Julian
Kathryn

Richards
Adegbuyi
Tang
Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Osita
Chair

CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.126

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151

Martin
Siraj
Jason
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David

Sustain
able
Hackne
y

Madu
Digs
Hackne
y
Slavin
Izhar
Williams
Bryzak
Khan
Begum
Khan

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village
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LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152

David
Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash

LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205

Richards
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin
Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna
Khanom
Islam
Slah
Sayed
Mahargan
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LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207

Bijam
Sue

LPR182Q.208

Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Occupie
r
R
Frances
Deng

LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228

S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir

Maharjan
Wooldridg
e
Campbell
Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

Reid

Smith
Joulson
Shengeia
n
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
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LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

Foster

LPR182Q.078

Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Katie

Glasgow

IN.1

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

8.6

LPR182Q.029

Jeremy

Fraser

8.6

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

Reynolds
Kaysay

Neptune
Group

IN.4

Do not support bullet point 2. This places
existing community infrastructure under risk of
displacement for higher value uses e.g.
residential / employment.
The opportunity to worship is vital.
Worshippers should not have to travel each
time they wish to attend church, mosque etc.
There must be an opportunity for community
space provided that allows for and promotes
local religious group to hire the facilities.
To be consistent with my previous letters to
you, I need to ask that this paragraph is
stronger to reflect the faith needs of an area. If
faith was mentioned specifically it would help
discussions with developers
Highlights that the Hespcott Road site is
identified within the Mayor OLSP as a critical
regeneration site. Objects to the requirement
within IN.4 that the ‘maximum potential
throughput’ of any site must be re-provided in
order for a site to be released. This goes
beyond the
necessary impact mitigation required and
represents an onerous obligation. Also objects
to the suggestion within IN.4 that provision

Noted. This policy has been amended and
updated.

Policy CI2 refers to the need for new
community facilities to be used by other
sections of the community when not in use
by the main user, and that this will be
secured by section 106 agreement.
This is now covered by the text in the policy
CI1 which says that new community
facilities should be available for use by
other sections of the community for
alternative uses when not being used by
the main user.
The Policy has been redrafted as Policy
IN.1 within the new Infrastructure chapter
within the Publication Plan. The approach
within the policy is considered to be in
accordance within the approach and
policies within the London Plan which
require the reprovision of any lost waste
site capacity to be reprovided within the
waste authority area, which in this instance
is restricted to the London Borough of
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LPR182Q.118

Francis

Bassett

LPR182Q.127

Steve

Butters

Newha
m
Friends
of the
Earth
Capaciti
es Ltd

IN.1

IN.1

must be made within the same Borough, which
reduces the flexibility to manage waste under
any future joint planning arrangement.
Considers that the Local Plan should also
identify a safeguarded alternative site / location
within FI South in order that, if the replacement
capacity is not managed elsewhere, the plan is
able to ensure that local replacement option is
available suggesting that both of the existing
planning policy frameworks identify
opportunities to, if necessary, facilitate
alternative locations for the facility /
management of waste within the Fish Island
area. Considers it important that the local plan
does not place an obligation upon any
redevelopment of an existing waste site to
mitigate anything other than the current type
waste
management, for example, a site dedicated to
construction waste should not be
required to demonstrate it suitability for
domestic waste. Considers it inappropriate that
the policy to place amenity impact
considerations within SIL (PIL) locations, these
being the preferred locations for waste
management. Considering that to do so would
undermine the ability to secure planning
permission for waste sites within SIL and thus
undermine the local plan’s wider objectives.

Tower Hamlets. The policy allows for an
alternative site with equivalent capacity to
be identified within this context and is not
restricted to Fish Island South, where no
appropriate site has been identified. The
requirement within the policy for proposals
to address amenity of the surrounding
location is considered appropriate as this
would ensure that proposals for waste sites
and operations within SIL(PIL) areas are
appropriately designed and that appropriate
management arrangements are considered
within the design of the site and operation.

As a local group of environmentally concerned
residents we are concerned that community
facilities including cycle parks and faith
buildings are either absent or not given
prominence.
Policy IN1 should protect and enhance
existing community infrastructure, as well as
encouraging provision of new. Existing
community amenities and green spaces should

Transport policies require cycle parking to
be provided.

Policy CI1 protects existing community
infrastructure. The site allocation for
Greater Carpenters requires that
community assets should be retained or
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not be displaced.
LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

IN.2

We note the importance of the provision of
new energy infrastructure, however, these
requirements should not impede the
deliverability of development and render
proposals unviable.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

IN.2

The policy should robustly express the
requirement for applicants to examine the
opportunities to connect to existing district
heating networks.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

IN.2

Considers that policy wording needs to be
strengthened, requiring development to
connect to existing or proposed district heat
networks, or to commit to future proofing
should be included.

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

8.7

LPR182Q.011
LPR182Q.088

Matthew
David

Porter
Wilson

IN.3
IN.3

Commitment to new energy sources is
welcome. It is disappointing this isn’t explored
as a source of employment in Chapter 5.
Support policy.
Support the fact that the Local Plan has a
separate section and Policy covering Water
Supply and Sewerage. Thames Water also
wholly support the support in Policy IN.3 for
the Lee Tunnel and Thames Tideway Tunnel
projects . However, it is considered that the
Policy should also be improved in relation to
non strategic infrastructure. Seeks the
following additional text within the policy: “The
Legacy Corporation will only grant planning
permission for developments which increase

reprovided at least equivalent in size,
capacity and function.

This Policy has now been replaced by
Policy S.3 within the Publication Local Plan
which has a stronger requirement to
examine the opportunities to connect to
existing heat networks. Policy S.2 also
supports this by requiring minimisation of
carbon emissions in accordance with the
energy hierarchy.
The policy approach within the Publication
Local Plan requires that connection to Local
Heat Networks is considered as part of the
energy hierarchy. It would be inappropriate
to require development to connect in cases
where this would not meet the requirements
of Policy S2 Energy in New Development.
Comment noted. This is now replaced by
Policy S3 and supporting text within the
Publication Local Plan.
Support welcomed
Support welcomed. The policy is now Policy
S5 Water Supply and Waste Water
Disposal within the Publication version of
the plan. Additional text has been included
to address the issues of capacity for water
supply and waste water disposal
infrastructure: "Proposals for major
development will be required to
demonstrate that there is sufficient existing
or planned water supply and waste water
disposal infrastructure capacity to meet the
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the demand for off-site service infrastructure
where:
1. sufficient capacity already exists or
2. extra capacity can be provided in time to
serve the development which will ensure that
the environment and the amenities of local
residents are not adversely affected.
When there is a capacity problem and
improvements in off-site infrastructure are not
programmed, planning permission will only be
granted where the developer funds appropriate
improvements which will be completed prior to
occupation of the development.
The development or expansion of water supply
or waste water facilities will normally be
permitted, either where needed to serve
existing or proposed development in
accordance with the provisions of the
Development Plan, or in the interests of long
term water supply and waste water
management, provided that the need for such
facilities outweighs any adverse land use or
environmental impact that any such adverse
impact is minimised.” Also seeks inclusion of
the following supporting text: “The Legacy
Corporation will seek to ensure that there is
adequate water supply, surface water, foul
drainage and sewerage treatment capacity to
serve all new developments. Developers will
be required to demonstrate that there is
adequate capacity both on and off the site to
serve the development and that it would not
lead to problems for existing users. In some
circumstances this may make it necessary for
developers to carry out appropriate studies to
ascertain whether the proposed development
will lead to overloading of existing
infrastructure. Where there is a capacity
constraint and no improvements are

demands of the development. Where it is
not possible to demonstrate sufficient
existing or planned capacity, permission will
only be granted where it is adequately
demonstrated that the scheme includes
capacity improvements sufficient to meet its
needs." The following supporting text has
been added: "The Legacy Corporation will
seek to ensure that there is adequate water
supply, surface water, foul drainage and
sewerage treatment capacity to serve all
new developments. Developers will be
required to demonstrate that there is
adequate capacity both on and off the site
to serve the development and that it would
not lead to problems for existing users. In
some circumstances this may make it
necessary for developers to carry out
appropriate studies to ascertain whether the
proposed development will lead to
overloading of existing infrastructure.
Where there is a capacity constraint and no
improvements are programmed by the
water company, the Council will require the
developer to provide for the appropriate
improvements which must be completed
prior to occupation of the development."
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LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

IN.4

LPR182Q.050

Andrew

Lappage

IN.4

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

AMA
(on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group
Ltd and
Galliard
Group)
Neptune
Group

IN.4

programmed by the water company, the
Council will require the developer to provide for
the appropriate improvements which must be
completed prior to occupation of the
development."
Considers that there Is no recognition that the
adopted Joint Waste Development Plan
Document for the East London Waste
Authority Boroughs is part of the existing LBN
Local Plan or that its policies apply to most of
the LLDC area. Newham is also concerned
that the proposed policy on waste in the Draft
Plan appears to contradict the adopted ones.

The Authority supports Infrastructure Policy IN
4: Waste Management, which states that the
Legacy Corporation will have regard to the
adopted waste plans and policies of the
statutory waste authorities in the area. The
Authority is advised that a new version of the
North London Waste Plan is currently under
preparation.
Highlights that the Hespcott Road site is
identified within the Mayor OLSP as a critical
regeneration site. Objects to the requirement
within IN.4 that the ‘maximum potential
throughput’ of any site must be re-provided in
order for a site to be released. This goes
beyond the
necessary impact mitigation required and
represents an onerous obligation. Also objects
to the suggestion within IN.4 that provision
must be made within the same Borough, which
reduces the flexibility to manage waste under
any future joint planning arrangement.
Considers that the Local Plan should also
identify a safeguarded alternative site / location

There is explicit recognition of the East
London Waste Authority adopted Joint
Waste Development Plan Document and its
role within the text of paragraph 8.13 Draft
Local Plan Consultation Document. Policy
IN.1 (2) of the Publication Local Plan
specifically links assessment of relevant
planning applications to the adopted local
waste plans or other waste planning policy
for each borough which includes the ELWA
joint Waste DPD.
Support welcomed. The policy is now
redrafted as Policy IN.2 Planning for Waste
within the Publication Local Plan.

The Policy has been redrafted as Policy
IN.2 within the new Infrastructure chapter
within the Publication Plan. The approach
within the policy is considered to be in
accordance within the approach and
policies within the London Plan which
require the reprovision of any lost waste
site capacity to be reprovided within the
waste authority area, which in this instance
is restricted to the London Borough of
Tower Hamlets. The policy allows for an
alternative site with equivalent capacity to
be identified within this context and is not
restricted to Fish Island South, where no
appropriate site has been identified. The
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within FI South in order that, if the replacement
capacity is not managed elsewhere, the plan is
able to ensure that local replacement option is
available suggesting that both of the existing
planning policy frameworks identify
opportunities to, if necessary, facilitate
alternative locations for the facility /
management of waste within the Fish Island
area. Considers it important that the local plan
does not place an obligation upon any
redevelopment of an existing waste site to
mitigate anything other than the current type
waste
management, for example, a site dedicated to
construction waste should not be
required to demonstrate it suitability for
domestic waste. Considers it inappropriate that
the policy to place amenity impact
considerations within SIL (PIL) locations, these
being the preferred locations for waste
management. Considering that to do so would
undermine the ability to secure planning
permission for waste sites within SIL and thus
undermine the local plan’s wider objectives.

requirement within the policy for proposals
to address amenity of the surrounding
location is considered appropriate as this
would ensure that proposals for waste sites
and operations within SIL(PIL) areas are
appropriately designed and that appropriate
management arrangements are considered
within the design of the site and operation.
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Chapter 9 – Natural environment
2nd
Consultation
Ref:

Name 1

Name 2

Compa
ny/Orga
nisation

Policy
or
Paragr
aph
9.1

Summary

Response

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandPro
p
Holding
BV

Reconsider the identification of Wild Parkland
at Sugar House Lane.

The map referred to was for illustration
purposes only. It is not included within the
revised plan.

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

Local
Residen
t

9.1

Poor de-contamination was carried out during
the Olympics and redevelopment is reducing
the amount of open space in the area.

Greater
London
Authorit
y

9.12

Consider carrying out an open space
assessment. Ensure highest protection for
MOL. Ensure all LOS performs a LOS function.
Provide MOL maps to GLA.

The Local Open Space and MOL
designations identified within the Local Plan
and on the draft Proposals Map reflects an
assessment of the amount and type of open
space within the Legacy Corporation area
as a whole. Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
(QEOP) is considered to improve the
provision of open space in terms of quality,
quantity and the ability to access safe,
secure, high quality green space.
Remediation of the land associated with the
2012 Games was carried out in accordance
with an agreed and verified standards with
the process involving the appropriate
agencies/authorities and is appropriate to
the permitted end use.
An assessment has been carried out to
identify local open space deficiencies
relative to the London Plan Open Space
Hierarchy. Borough Open Space
Assessments and Biodiversity Action Plans
provide further detail regarding deficiencies
in open space in relation to local needs,
enabling development managers to make
informed decisions regarding the provision
of open space through their schemes. The
Local Open Space (LOS) policy has been
revised to ensure that proposals consider

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill
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the provision of new local open space
where there is a quantitative or qualitative
deficiency. The revised policy of
Metropolitan Open Land (MOL) ensures the
highest level of protection for MOL in
accordance with the London Plan.
QEOP has a Park Management Plan that
will ensure appropriate use and
management of the parklands.

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

Unknow
n

9.13

Ensure appropriate management of the park.

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

9.3

Take into account the significant value of the
waterways, considering the interests of the
Canal and Rivers Trust.

In support of the Canal and River Trusts
interests, the Legacy Corporation aims to
conserve, enhance and improve the
waterways within our area. Specific
reference is made in the Plan to the Canal
and Rivers Trust and the Olympic Legacy
Waterways Framework, endorsing the
proposals of the Canal and Rivers Trust.

LPR182Q.118

Francis

Bassett

Newha
m
Friends
of the
Earth

9.4

Positive regard for play space policy and
supporting statement.

The key messages within this policy and
paragraph have continued in the Plan. The
revised policy supports the integration of
Green Infrastructure into Play Space,
further supporting the ambitions of your
organisation.
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LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

Unkno
wn

9.7

Improvement to Air Quality policy is required.

The importance of air quality for both nature
and people has been emphasised in the
supporting paragraph of this policy and the
policy has been re-worded to emphasise
that rather than resulting in no worsening of
air quality, new developments contribute to
improving air quality. The supporting text
also acknowledges the broader approach
required to tackle this problem.

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

9.9

Include a policy for the Lee Valley Regional
Park Authority. The Lee Valley Regional Park
Authority’s Park Plan and Park Development
Framework (PDF) adopted Area Proposals
schedule for the Park within the LLDC area will
be treated as a material consideration.

An intention of the re-draft of the plan is to
make the document and its policies as
concise as possible. Where it has been
possible to combine certain policies whilst
maintaining the overall outcome and
strength of policies this has been done. As
a result, although there is no specific policy
wholly dedicated to the Lee Valley Regional
Park, the proposals of the Authority are
directly referred to and supported within the
policy.
Other areas of policy also support LVRPA
proposals and the Lee Valley Regional Park
Area Proposals. For example, policy CI1
will help to address (a) and (b), the
transport chapter will help to address (c),
policies BN2 and BN3 will help to address
(d) and (e).
The supporting text also identifies that in
relation to waterways environments
applications will need the take account of
proposals developed by the Lee Valley
Regional Park Authority, this includes the
Lee Valley Regional Park Authority’s Park
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Plan and Park Development Framework
(PDF) adopted Area Proposals.
LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmonds

LPR182Q.070

Andrew

Maunder

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

LPR182Q.138

Piotr

Behnke

The
Anderso
n
Group,
c/o
Montag
u Evans
LLP
Uknow
n

9.1
onwar
ds

Ensure play space is provided according to
local need and encourage enhancement of
existing play space over new provision where
appropriate.

The standards are consistent with the
approach within the London Plan. The
policy, Now Policy BN.8 within the
Publication Local Plan has been revised
and also encourages the improvement of
existing play space.

Chapt
er 9

Consistency and accuracy in natural
environment mapping is necessary.

The mapping has been revised to reflect
the most up to date proposals for the area
and to ensure consistency across the Plan.

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

Chapt
er 9

Further emphasis on green infrastructure and
strategic elements of GI required. Secure GI as
an integral part of all development and
emphasise the Importance of SUDS.

Green Infrastructure has become an
integral part of the revised chapter and a
key component of the strategic policy within
the new Chapter 6, Creating a High Quality
Built and Natural Environment.

Natural
England

Chapt
er 9

Include biodiversity within new development.
Improve and maintain biodiversity in areas that
are already developed. Require the inclusion of
SUDS within any new development.

Policies for sustainable urban drainage
have also been developed and incorporated
into the Sustainability chapter within the
Plan at Policy S8. This is in addition to
references to SUDS within the Built and
Natural Environment chapter.
The policy, Now Policy BN.3 has been
written to ensure that proposal and
developments include biodiversity
enhancements and protect areas where
biodiversity already exists. Policies, In
particular Policy S8 , in the Publication
Local Plan support the inclusion of SUDS
and a new policy for SUDS has been
created in a new chapter dedicated to
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sustainability. However, these are not
suitable in all locations and are encouraged
only where suitable.
LPR182Q.088

David

Wilson

Thames
Water

Chapt
er 9
Figure
-Green
Space
and
Water

Reconsider identification of Wild Parkland at
Abbey Mills Pumping Station, taking into
account infrastructure.

The boundaries and extent of Local Open
Space and MOL on the draft Proposals
Map have been amended.

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

Figure
9.1

Improve identification of waterways within the
document, including labelling.

Maps and illustrations within the revised
document have been amended to clearly
identify the waterways.

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

Figure
9.3

Clarification of MOL and its implications on
activities and moorings along the waterways
required.

The extent of MOL has been reviewed and
is considered to be appropriate and
consistent with the purposes of MOL within
the London Plan.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Hackne
y

Figure
9.4

Consider including bridges and the Lee
Navigation linear park as LOS. Label the LOS
map.

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandPro
p
Holding
BV

Figure
9.5

Label the LOS map.

LOS has been included within the
proposals map and clearly labelled.
Proposals for LOS have been carried on
from Local Borough Core Strategy
Proposals and new proposals emerging
though development schemes. Where new
connections or bridges are considered to be
desirable or necessary these have been
identified within the area-wide key
connections map and within the Sub Area
sections/site allocations.
The areas of Local Ooen Space are now
clearly identified on the draft Proposals
Map.
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LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

Unkno
wn

NE.10

Investigate and designate Local Green Space
as appropriate.

Green space is identified and designated as
Local Open Space on the Proposals Map
and reflects an assessment of open space.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Unkno
wn

NE.10

LOS supported.

Support welcomed

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Hackne
y

NE.10

Utilise open spaces to maximise health
benefits. Protect, improve and create more
open spaces where deficiencies exist and
reduce pressures on existing open space.

LPR182Q.001

Andrew

Wernick

Unkno
wn

NE.11

Enhance open space in the Carpenters Estate,
incorporating Green Infrastructure.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Unkno
wn

NE.11

Support for parklands policy

Policies have been written to ensure the
protection and enhancement of open space
and biodiversity and to ensure improved
access to open, green space where this will
not damage wildlife networks. The policies
support BAP objectives, including
monitoring and management of green
space. To address local deficiencies the
creation of new open space is supported
through the policy for Local Open Space.
The draft Proposals Map identifies open
space (Local Open Space).Policy BN.7
within the Publication Local Plan sets the
policy protecting and improving open
space.
Support welcomed.

LPR182Q.235
/6

God
Barringt
on Barry

Osbourne
Graham

Unkno
wn

NE.12
/ 13

Create green space for sport and recreation.

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

Unkno
wn

NE.2

Sport facilities should be covered.

Policy BN.7 is considered to provide a
sufficient approach to protecting and
enhancing the extent and function of open
space within the area including use for
sport and recreation where appropriate.
Policy BN.7 is considered to provide
adequate protection to outdoor sport
facilities, in conjunction with new Policy S1,
Health and Wellbeing. The vision and
strategy ecpressed within the plan aims to
build on the significant sport facilities assets
within the area.
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LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

Unkno
wn

NE.3

Positive regard for seeking the balance of uses
on the waterways. Detail that can be monitored
would be useful.

The Publication Local Plan includes a
specific set of monitoring indicators within
the Delivery and Implementation chapter.

LPR182Q.055

Steven

Pugh

Unkno
wn.

NE.3

Consider addressing affordable housing on the
waterways.

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

NE.3

Protect and enhance the ecological
connectivity and water quality of the waterways
environment. Take into account transport,
moorings and appropriate access.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

NE.3

Consider waterways as a catalyst for
regeneration and housing.

LPR182Q.003

Roger

Squires

AMA
(on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group
Ltd and
Galliard
Group)
Unkno
wn

Proposals for affordable housing on the
waterways have been considered.
Residential moorings are supported in the
policy, where these are suitable.
Updated policies including the Strategic
Policy SP3 and Policy BN.2 emphasise the
importance of the networks of Green
Infrastructure, which include the waterways.
Policies for Biodiversity, Waterways, Flood
Risk.The waterways policy takes into
account the competing uses t and the need
to optimise these functions to create a
locally distinctive and sustainable
environment. Access is encouraged where
it is appropriate and the importance of
preventing negative impacts’ on Biodiversity
is outlined. Both moorings and transport are
addressed within the policy.
The Publication Local Plan identifies a
significant number of site allocations within
which residential development is
encouraged. Where these have waterway
context these encourage development that
utilises and respects this context.

NE.3

Need greater consideration of the interface
between land and water

Strategic Policy SP3 within the Publication
Local Plan specifically addresses the
integration of the natural and built
environment, including the relationship
between land and water, which is then
supported by by Policy BN.3.
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LPR182Q.040

Phil

Wainwright

Unkno
wn

NE.3

Ensure improvements to waterways are carried
out. Support moorings to create a safe and
improved waterways environment.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Hackne
y

NE.3

Greater consideration of SUDs and water
quality is necessary. Moorings and their
impacts need to be considered in the formation
of policy.

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

NE.3

Consider waterways as a catalyst for
regeneration and housing.

LPR182Q.112

Lee

Wilshire

London
Waterw
ays
Projects

NE.3

Celebrate diversity of canal usage. Balance
leisure use with the provision of affordable
residential moorings. Utilise documents '2013
Moor or Less: Moorings on Londons
Waterways' and the 'Legacy Waterways
Strategy' to inform policy. Include residential
boats in Specialist Housing Needs.

Policy BN.3 within the Publication Local
Plan seeks improvement to waterways
through development proposals where
appropriate. It also supports the delivery of
new moorings in locations where these
would be appropriate.
The policy for the waterways, now Policy
BN.3, and the supporting text has been redrafted in support of these comments and
improving the ecological potential of the
waterways. Policy takes into account the
multi functional character of the waterways
and moorings have been addressed and
encouraged in suitable locations. Policy for
MOL and Biodiversity will ensure that the
openness and quality of important sites are
protected. LVRPA proposals for the
waterways have been referenced and
supported in the plan text. SUDS are
specifically referenced within Policy S.8.
The Publication Local Plan identifies a
significant number of site allocations within
which residential development is
encouraged. Where these have waterway
context these encourage development that
utilises and respects this context.
Policies within the Plan, in particular SP.3
and BN.2 promote an appropriate balance
of use for the canals and waterways within
the area that would include residential
moorings within appropriate locations.
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LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

NE.3

Include reference to the Thames River Basin
Management Plan (TRBMP) and the role
developments need to have in improving water
quality. Include further explanation regarding
how the policy will be achieved and Include
suggested evidence.

Reference to the TRBMP and the
importance of improving water quality and
the ecological potential of the waterways
has been made in the revised waterways
policy, BN.2..

LPR182Q.127

Steve

Butters

Capaciti
es Ltd

NE.3

Include tighter regulatory regime on wider and
higher-volume use of the waterways

Policy BN.2 sets out the policy position
considered appropriate towards
development affecting the waterways while
Policy T10 encourages an appropaite level
and type of use for the waterways.

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

Unkno
wn

NE.3

Positive regard for seeking the balance of uses
on the waterways. Ensure positive impacts on
ecology. Detail that can be monitored would be
useful.

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

NE.3

Utilise documents 'Moor or Less: Moorings on
Londons Waterways (2013)' and the 'Legacy
Waterways Strategy' to inform policy. Improve
existing mooring and boating facilities. Create
opportunities for a range of new moorings and
associated facilities.

Policies SP.3, BN.2 and T10 together seek
an appropriate balance of use on the
waterways, including the balance of effects
on ecology against proposed
use/development. The Publication Local
Plan also identifies the monitoring criteria
that will be used to monitor the Plan.
The provision of moorings and improved
access to the waterway environment has
been addressed within the revised plan.
Reference to the Olympic Legacy
Waterways Framework (the most recent
iteration of the strategy) has been included.
'Moor or Less: Moorings on London’s
Waterways (2013)' has been included
within the evidence base to inform policy.

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

NE.3

Include reference to the Town and Country
Planning Association’s Policy Advice Note:
Inland Waterways and the key information
within it (2009).

The Town and Country Planning
Association’s Policy Advice Note: Inland
Waterways (2009) has been included within
the evidence base to inform policy.
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LPR182Q.140

Kathryn

Johnson

Sustain
able
Hackne
y

NE.3

Positive regard for seeking the balance of uses
on the waterways. Detail that can be monitored
would be useful.

Policies SP.3, BN.2 and T10 together seek
an appropriate balance of use on the
waterways, including the balance of effects
on ecology against proposed
use/development. The Publication Local
Plan also identifies the monitoring criteria
that will be used to monitor the Plan.
The approach to flooding and to SUDS is
now within a revised policy S.8.

LPR182Q.088

David

Wilson

Thames
Water

NE.4

SUDS in appropriate circumstances only.
Managed SUDS. Consideration of Flooding
from Sewers.

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

Unkno
wn

NE.4

Consider climate change and flood storage.
Ensure the policy is aspirational and place
specific.

The approach to flooding and to SUDS is
now within a revised policy S.8. This
includes consideration of climate change.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Unkno
wn

NE.4

Include SUDs and their biodiversity value.

The approach to flooding and to SUDS is
now within a revised policy S.8.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Hackne
y

NE.4

Consider climate change, flood defences within
the area and their need for an upgrade. Ensure
the policy is aspirational and place specific.

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

NE.4

Adhear to requirements for Sequential and
exceptions testing. Ensure the policy is
aspirational with clear expectations for
developers. Include focus on flood flow paths
and drainage. Utilise the nine general policies
within the Flood Risk Review 2013 to inform
policy.

The approach to flooding and to SUDS is
now within a revised policy S.8. This
includes consideration of requirements to
upgrade flood defences and takes account
of the flooding policies within the Hackney
Wick AAP.
The policy, now Policy S.8 within the
Publication Local Plan, has been revised to
adhere to requirements for sequential and
exceptions testing and incpororates the
recommendations from the Flood Risk
Review 2013.

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergill

Greater
London
Authorit
y

NE.4

Change "flood risk information" to "Flood Risk
Appraisal".

This is now Policy S.8 which has been
revised.
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LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

Unknow
n

NE.5

Major applications could be accompanied by a
Biodiversity Statement.

The updated policy, Policy BN.3, ensures
that major planning applications are
accompanied by a Biodiversity Statement.

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

NE.5

BAPs, in particular the Lee Valley BAP. Focus
on wider ecological networks and SINCs.

The wider ecological networks of the Lee
Valley, SINCS and the importance of BAPS
have been developed further into the
Biodiversity, Waterways and LOS policies,
including the Strategic Policy and the
Strategic Objectives for the new Chapter 6.

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

Unknow
n

NE.5

Include designation of SINCs.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Unknow
n

NE.5

Ensure developments provide a net gain in
biodiversity.

The policy approach for SNCIs (also
referred to as SINCs) has been
incorporated into the Biodiversity Policy,
BN.3.
The provision of a net gain in biodiversity
and the value of SINCs have been
incorporated into the policy, Policy BN.3.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Hackne
y

NE.5

Address nature conservation and biodiversity
values.

The importance of conserving nature is
addressed throughout the policies for the
Natural and Built environment. Conserving
and complementing ecological networks is
a key part of the revised Strategic Policy,
SP.3..

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

NE.5

BAP habitats should be appropriate for the
location and site characteristics.

The strategic policy and biodiversity policy
has been updated to ensure that
developments respond to and complement
the local ecology, utilising BAPs for
guidance.
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LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

NE.5

Ensure Biodiversity does not encroach on other
functions of the waterways. Proposals near the
waterways should be designed with early
engagement with the Canal & River Trust.

Policies BN.2 and T.10 within the
Publication Local Plan seek to achieve an
appropriate balance between waterway
use, biodiversity and drainage functions.

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

Unkno
wn

NE.6

Ensure all developments carry out
contaminated land assessments.

Now Policy BN.13 within the Publication
Local Plan this policy has been revised and
requires appropriate levels of assessment
where land is likely to be contaminated..

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Hackne
y

NE.6

Set out the minimum information required by
an applicant for sites potentially affected by
contamination.

Further information has been set out in the
chapter and evidence to outline the
information and procedures required from
an applicant for sites potentially affected by
contamination.

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

NE.6

The revised policy stipulates appropriate
measures to address contaminated land

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

Unkno
wn

NE.7

Appropriate measures to address previously
remediated land and existing contaminated
land. NB. The level of contamination or
remediation that has taken place outside
QEOP is unknown.
Include noise quality within policy.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Hackne
y

NE.7

Set out minimum information required by an
applicant to address air quality. Refer to
Borough Air Quality Action Plans in supporting
text.

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

NE.7

Include air quality improvements and reference
to Boroughs Air Quality Action Plans and
London Plan Policy 7.14.

Noise has now been addressed by
inclusion within Policy BN.11, reducing
noise and Improving Air Quality, within the
Publication Local Plan.
Air Quality Action Plans have been
referenced in the supporting text and
requirements for Air Quality Assessments
have been addressed in the revised policy
BN.11..
Policy, now BN.11, has been updated to
facilitate improvements to air quality
through revised policy. The new
Sustainability Chapter also supports the
comments outlined. Borough Action Plans
have been supported.
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LPR182Q.118

Francis

Bassett

Newha
m
Friends
of the
Earth

NE.7

Insufficient awareness of the London wide
problem of poor air quality. Ensure no
worsening in air quality within its area and,
where achievable, result in an improvement.
Outline measures required to achieve policy.

The London wide problem of poor air
quality has been recognised within the
supporting text for Policy BN.11. Support
for the Mayors Air Quality Strategy and the
relevant Borough Action Plans is
referenced to provide further detail
regarding the appropriate measures set out
in the policy.
Policy for the All London Green Grid has
been incorporated into the strategic policy,
SP.3.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Unkno
wn

NE.8

Positive regard for policy for All London Green
Grid.

LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environ
ment
Agency

NE.8

Include a map showing the existing green
infrastructure to be protected alongside
potential new areas for green infrastructure.
Maximise green spaces through urban
greening.

Urban Greening is an essential component
of the revised chapter and emphasised as a
mechanism for achieving the strategic
policy, SP.3. The importance of urban
greening is also outlined within the
sustainability chapter. The Proposals Map
identifies open space and MOL to be
protected. The strategic policy has been
updated with an approach that supports the
protection and enhancement of GI as an
integral part of all development.

LPR182Q.118

Francis

Bassett

Unkno
wn

NE.8

Consider how green infrastructure can be
delivered in full consultation with local
residents.

In support of proposals for the All London
Green Grid and the East London Green
Grid, this policy had been incorporated into
the strategic policy, SP.3. The revised
policy ensures the protection and
enhancement of GI as an integral part of
development. Local communities have
been consulted during the policy making
process.
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LPR182Q.138

Piotr

Behnke

Natural
England

NE.8

Take into account previous comments. Include
systems for monitoring the effects of the habitat
creation and maintenance.

The approach to Green Infrastructure has
been promoted within the revised Plan to
protect and enhance Green Infrastructure in
the area. An approach for monitoring the
Plan, including habitat creation and
maintenance in keeping with relevant BAPs
has been developed is identified within the
monitoring indicators within the Delivery
and Infrastucture chapter.
The boundaries for MOL have been
updated in the revised Plan and reflected in
the draft Proposals Map.

LPR182Q.088

David

Wilson

Newha
m

NE.9

Reconsider identification of MOL at Abbey Mills
Pumping Station, taking into account
infrastructure.

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

Unkno
wn

NE.9

Clarification of MOL and its implications.

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

NE.9

Provide clarification on MOL and its
implications for development. Support for the
proposed extension of MOL. Include The Canal
Park and Lea River Park as MOL.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y
Unkno
wn

The areas and extent of MOL identified on
the draft Proposals Map are those that
meet the London Plan policy requirements
for MOL. The extent is supported by the
evidence base.
The boundaries for MOL have been
updated in the revised Plan and draft
Proposals Map and include Canal Park and
relevant areas of Lea River Park.

NE.9

Support for MOL policy.

Support welcomed.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Hackne
y

NE.9

Ensure appropriate mapping.

The exent of MOL has been reviewed and
is now shown on the draft Proposals Map.

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandPro
p
Holding
BV

NE.9

MOL should exclude the waterways.

It is considered relevant and consistent to
includewaterways within the MOL
designation where this forms part of the
protected open area and has a role in
maintaining that openness.
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LPR182Q.114

Rory

Joyce

Univesit
y
College
London
(UCL)
Canal &
River
Trust

NE.9

Ensure proposals for MOL and parklands
correspond to long term proposals in QEOP.

The extent of MOL has been reviewed to
ensure that this is representative and
accurate.

LPR182Q.138

Piotr

Behnke

NE.9

Provide greater clarification on MOL and its
implications for development.

Now policy BN.6, this is considered to be
clear and consistent with London Plan MOL
policy.

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

Unkno
wn

SP.6

This has been addressed within the
approach to the strategic policy, SP.3.

Tom

Slingsby

Unkno
wn

SP.6

Provide a definition of the Natural Environment
and Consider referring to it as Green
Infrastructure.
Ensure policies are in accordance with the
London Plan.

LPR182Q.069

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

SP.6

Revise the Strategic Policy with a greater
emphasis on effective Green Infrastructure.

LPR182Q.137

Stephen

King

LondonStanste
dCambrid
ge
Corridor

SP.6

Include support for the Walthamstow Wetlands
and its connections to QEOP.

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

Table
9.1

Improve labelling.

The policies within the Publication Local
Plan have been reviewed to ensure that
they are in general conformity with the
London Plan.
The strategic policy has been revised with
greater emphasis on networks of Green
Infrastructure. The chapter has been
combined with the Built Environment,
facilitating a more holistic approach to
development in the area. As a result the
revised strategic policy has changed
significantly.
Although the document does not make
direct reference to the Walthamstow
Wetlands, policies within the plan aim to
support wider biodiversity objectives,
wildlife corridors and green infrastructure
networks which help to benefit both people
and wildlife across London.
Local Open Space is now identified on the
draft Proposals Map.
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LPR182Q.046

Christop
her

Kennedy

Table
9.1

Consider removing LOS designation at the land
forming the triangle at the westernmost tip of
the consultation area (bounded by Wick Road,
the slip road onto the A12 northbound and
Bartrip Street) and utilising this site for a
Travellers site.

LOS designations have been updated in the
revised plan. A site allocation has now been
included for this location.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Table
9.1

Include information on important habitats and
biodiversity value within the ‘description of
Local Open Spaces (LOS) character and
function’ column.

Local Borough Biodiversity Action Plans
provide this level of detail and have been
referenced within the supporting text of the
LOS policy BN.7 to help developers create
effective proposals.

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

Table
9.1

Protect and Include additional green space on
the Carpenters Estate in the table 9.1.

LPR182Q.045

Simon

Perry

LPR182Q.056

Piravee
na

Saravanam
uthu

LPR182Q.064

V

Saravanam
uthu

LPR182Q.001

Andrew

Wernick

The extent of open space identified on the
draft Proposals Map as Local Open Space
has been categorised using the London
Plan Benchmark Public Open Space
Heirarchy. The strating point for that review
has been the relevant space identified
within the adopted Plans of each borough.
In the case of the Carpenters Estate area
the areas identified on the draft Proposals
Map are consistent with the adopted
Newham Core Strategy Proposals Map. As
there has been no change in development
or extent ofopen space it is considered
appropriate to continue to identify those
spaces.

LPR182Q.015

Janiz

Murray

LPR182Q.016

George

Skepple

LPR182Q.018

Pauline

Rowe

St
Paul's
Church,
Stratford
, parish
of East
Village
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LPR182Q.020

Rashne

Limki

LPR182Q.021

Rosetta

Eligon

LPR182Q.022

Ramila

Patel

LPR182Q.023

Narmad
a

Patel

LPR182Q.024

Colin

Green

LPR182Q.025

Charlie

Yetton

LPR182Q.026

Rezaul

Khan

LPR182Q.027

Syeda

Karim

LPR182Q.028

Mr and
Mrs

Ray

LPR182Q.030

La

Jiang

LPR182Q.033

Habibur

Khan

LPR182Q.034

Paul

Watt

LPR182Q.035

Joseph

Alexander

LPR182Q.036

Manora
njitham

Saravanam
uthu

LPR182Q.037

Olusola

Olulode
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LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

LPR182Q.041

Victor

Adegbuyi

LPR182Q.042

Karen

Tang

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

CliffordCoupe

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na

Nauyeck

LPR182Q.103

Osita

Madu

LPR182Q.134

Jason

Williams

LPR182Q.144

Iris

Bryzak

LPR182Q.145

Siddiqu
e

Khan

LPR182Q.146

Fatema

Begum

LPR182Q.147

Urmin

Khan

LPR182Q.148

Sazzad
Khan

LPR182Q.149

Betty

O'Connell

LPR182Q.150

Eunice

Okrah

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards
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LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.152

Chioma

OmejiAmaechi

LPR182Q.153

Ade

Awokoya

LPR182Q.154

Lydia

Quartey

LPR182Q.155

Nicola

Birch

LPR182Q.156

Patricia

Larocque

LPR182Q.157

Gillian

Carter

LPR182Q.158

Yvonne

Bailey

LPR182Q.175

Audrey

Hazel

LPR182Q.188

Phyllis

Mitchell

LPR182Q.189

Marcia

Hazel

LPR182Q.190

Mahid

Miah

LPR182Q.191

Abdul

Malik

LPR182Q.192

Moiram

Begum

LPR182Q.193

Murad

Miah
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LPR182Q.194

Mubeen

Miah

LPR182Q.195

Anjinma
n

Uddin

LPR182Q.196

Dilara

Islam

LPR182Q.197

Syed

Rohmani

LPR182Q.198

Syeda

Islam

LPR182Q.199

Numan

Uddin

LPR182Q.200

Shahna
z

Swapna

LPR182Q.201

Sirayin

Khanom

LPR182Q.202

N

Islam

LPR182Q.203

Muham
med

Slah

LPR182Q.204

Moham
med

Sayed

LPR182Q.205

Prakash

Mahargan

LPR182Q.206

Bijam

Maharjan

LPR182Q.207

Sue

Wooldridge

LPR182Q.208

Margare
t Rose

Campbell
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LPR182Q.209

A

Bird

LPR182Q.210

K

Leach

LPR182Q.211

S

Whitear

LPR182Q.212

B

Finch

LPR182Q.213

Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE

Reid

LPR182Q.217

Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R

Smith

LPR182Q.218

Frances

Joulson

LPR182Q.219

Deng

Shengeian

LPR182Q.220

S

Ager

LPR182Q.221

Pauline

Smith

LPR182Q.222

J

Smith

LPR182Q.223

J

Moyo

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216
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LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225

Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina

Begum

LPR182Q.226

Fitzroy

Williams

LPR182Q.227

Sheva

Williams

LPR182Q.228

Jakir

Hossan

LPR182Q.229

Frank

Foster

LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231

Owner/
Occupie
r
James

Reynolds

LPR182Q.232

Mergis

Kaysay

LPR182Q.233

Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r

LPR182Q.234
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Chapter 10 – Transport and connectivity
2nd
Name 1
Name 2 Company
/Organis
Consultation
ation
Ref:

Policy
or
Paragr
aph

Summary

Response

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandProp
Holding
BV

10.1

Support future connections, further thought
should be given to improving pedestrian and
cycle links to West Ham Station and Mill
Meads.

Support for connections welcomed.
Comments about connections in the wider
area have been addressed as far as
possible through the connections maps and
site allocation plans in the updated version
of the local plan.
Comments about focus on vehicular
connections has been considered. It was
not the intention for this section to be
vehicle focused at the expense of
pedestrian and cycle connections. This
section of the plan has been redrafted to
make it clear that the plan’s priority is
pedestrians, cyclists, public transport and
then the private car.
This has been considered and updates
made to the mapping within the Local Plan.

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

Transport
for
London

10.1

Mapping has been updated.

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

Transport
for
London

10.1

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

Maps - Page 126, 168, 183 – These maps
should note the DLR station at Stratford
International as well as the National Rail
station.
Page 127 (10.1), page 130 (10.7), page 132
(Figure 10.1) – Crossrail will only provide direct
services from Stratford to central
London/Heathrow in May 2019 rather than
December 2018 as its opening will be phased.
Suggest separate walking and cycling. Other
comments about format of parking policies.
Cycle routes and walking routes should always
have access 24 hours a day.

10.11

Noted, however it is not necessary for the
plan to go into this much detail and this is a
general comment about Crossrail opening.

Suggestion was considered but decided still
acceptable to have a combined walking and
cycling policy. The local connectivity policy
and street hierarchy policy have been
combined to work together better and the
strategic policy has been restructured to be
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10.20

The Plan needs to avoid plans that will
escalate congestion, which should be explicit.

10.21

We support improvements to Bow
Roundabout.
We have concerns about proposals for “New
and improved links across the A12 and River
Lea and Lee Navigation” without more detail of
what these might be, and would not want to
accept any new bridges without full clarification
of their need, design, assessment of impact on
navigation, and maintenance arrangements.
The need to remove Stratford Gyratory is
welcome.
Vital

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

10.23

LPR182Q.029

Jeremy

Fraser

10.6

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmond
s

Canal &
River
Trust

a 'Managing development and its transport
impacts' policy.
Noted, addressed within Policy T4:
Managing development and its transport
impacts
Comments noted. Full clarification of need,
design, impact on navigation and
maintenance arrangements would be
considered in detail once firm proposals
were forthcoming.

Support welcomed
Support welcomed

Greater
London
Authority
Greater
London
Authority

10.8

Paragraph 10.8- Should include minimum
Cycle Parking standards.

Cycle parking is now addressed by Policy
T9: Providing for pedestrians and cyclists

10.9

Text has been changed and appropriate
wording added to justification for policy T8.

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

Chapt
er 10

Paragraph 10.9 - Is the difference between
"town and local centres,. is fully relevant here.
Add references to .,network capacity'" to
emphasise the paragraph 10.21 position.
We are concerned that the direction of policy is
currently contradictory. It is important that
policy is consistent with the core planning
principles within the NPPF that seek to make
the fullest possible use of public transport,
walking and cycling.

Transport chapter has been restructured, it
is considered that this makes the direction
of policy clearer and is in accordance with
the NPPF. Policy on parking standards has
been amended to make it clearer.

Contrary to this, Policy T.3 appears to be
making a case for the provision of car parking
when Parking Standards in the London Plan
are clearly maximum standards. There should
in our view be no policy requirement to provide
car parking other than disabled provision. The
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LPR182Q.029

Jeremy

Fraser

Chapt
er 10

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

Chapt
er 10
Chapt
er 10

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

LLDC retain the ability to control over parking
off site and consequently it is for developers
and indeed future owners/occupants of
residential units to determine lifestyle choices.
No mention of rezoning area to zone 2 or 2.3.
Zone split negative factor in regeneration.

The Council is broadly supportive of transport
policies
Generally, it would appear that the LLDC Local
Plan has based its transport policy on London
Plan standards. This is disappointing, as rather
than maintaining the status quo we would
expect LLDC to be setting itself ambitious
targets to achieve exemplar sustainable
transport focused policy and infrastructure.

Chapt
er 10

LLDC's Local Plan should include guidance
and policy on Delivery and Servicing
Management Plans and Construction Logistics
Plans to help mitigate against the adverse
impacts of deliveries, servicing and
construction traffic on the amenity and safety
of residents and neighbours.

Chapt
er 10
Figure
Pedest

We note the indicative future connection over
the Hertford Union Canal Bottom Lock, and
would like this to be removed. We have
considered improvements to the crossing here,
which is currently only for boaters to operate

This is considered to be outside the scope
of the Local Plan, but this issue will be taken
forward through other work being done by
the Legacy Corporation when possible.
Support welcomed
The LLDC area is on the boundary of inner
and outer London. Officers consider that
the approach of using the London Plan
Standards, tailored as necessary through
the development management process is
the right approach for the LLDC area.
The transport policies have been
restructured and appropriate wording added
to be clear that the approach is to priorities
pedestrians, cyclists, public transport and
the private car, and the impact of
development will be managed through travel
plans agreed through the development
management process.
A bullet has been added to policy T6 (point
7) to reflect this comment.

Comments noted.
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rian
Conne
ctions

Chapt
er 10
Figure
Pedest
rian
Conne
ctions
Figure
10.2

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

LPR182Q.089

Glenn

Burton

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

Figure
10.2

LPR182Q.040

Phil

Wainwri
ght

SP.7

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

SP.7

the lock, but do not consider there is a solution
that would make it appropriate to encourage
additional people onto this structure, without
adversely affecting navigation and the heritage
of the existing lock.
This figure should include the connection on
the east side of the River Lea under the A12
as a confirmed future connection (it's currently
being built). Additionally it should show the
river paths along the river's edge on both west
and east sides. Refer to Hackney Wick AAP
Figure 9. Enhancing Connectivity.
It is also important that the Plan, in its
entirety, accurately reflects the significant
development that has already been delivered
as part of the SC OPP. For example,
Celebration Avenue is a primary road, but this
is not reflected within Figure 10.2 'Road
Hierarchy'.
We have concerns regarding the designation
of Rothbury Road and Chapman Road as
primary road network in Figure 10.2. The
Council as highway authority does not classify
Chapman Road as a primary or secondary
road and have concerns over the impacts that
will occur if this route is designated as part of
the Local Plan. The road is not suitable for
designation as a primary road, both by its own
physical nature and setting.
Comments about transport capacity in the area
and safety of underpasses.

Policy SP7 in the Draft Plan proposes that
‘new development provides… appropriate
facilities for the full range of transport users,

Comments noted

Figure 10.2 has been revised and policy on
road hierarchy restructured to become a
street hierarchy policy. Plan has been
revised to reflect this.

Figure 10.2 has been revised and policy on
road hierarchy restructured to become a
street hierarchy policy. Plan has been
revised to reflect this. Roads are now
shown as Queen Elizabeth Park network.

Comments noted. Policies in the plan are
intended to address many of these
concerns. Capacity enhancements to the
district line are planned and are being
implemented.
The policies in this chapter have been
restructured to emphasise and prioritise
sustainable means of travel including
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LondonStanstedCambridg
e Corridor

SP.7

including…car[s]’. Given the very high levels of
public transport accessibility in much of the
area, Newham believes that priority should be
given to sustainable means of travel.
Comments regarding improvements to the Lea
Valley railway line and the London-StanstedCambridge-Corridor.

cycling and walking.

We appreciate the importance of enhancing
the natural environment, provided that policies
are in accordance with the London Plan.
Support policy SP& but suggest following
wording: '... where appropriate and feasible
maximise the opportunities to improve
connectivity across ...'
Innovation City (London) Limited seeks to
ensure that the policy enables an appropriate
level of car parking proportionate to the
circumstances of each development in order
to optimise development.
Suggest that the following also be added to the
proposed list of aims:
• Will improve towing paths to support shared
use.

Comments noted.

LPR182Q.137

Stephen

King

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LPR182Q.093

Jeremy

Castle

LPR182Q.135

Claire

Mclean

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

SP.7

Supported

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

SP.7

Recommend minor modification to first bullet to
emphasise that the LLDC will seek to promote
enhancement of both the quality and capacity
of public transport and connectivity in the area
as a whole in order to maximise the
development capacity of its area. Also that it
will facilitate relatively dense development in
areas where PTAL may be low or modest, but
where in practice, areas are well connected to
services, or are capable of being connected to
such and the transport network as a whole

SP.7

LandProp
Holding
BV

SP.7

SP.7

Canal &
River
Trust

SP.7

Comments noted.

Comment noted, but it is considered that
suggested change is not necessary as by
implication new connections will only be
sought where appropriate and feasible.
It is considered that overall the policies in
the plan will strike the appropriate balance
between different transport modes taking
into account the circumstances of
application sites and the area as a whole.
This policy has been restructured to policy
T4 Managing development and its transport
impacts and appropriate wording added on
the use of the waterways for transport and
leisure uses.
Support welcomed.
Comment noted, but it is considered that the
policies in the chapter already incorporate
most of these points.
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through, for example, high quality pedestrian
and cycle links.
The Corporation should require, save in
exceptional circumstances, new developments
to prioritise sustainable transport, meet best
practice in the UK and elsewhere and
demonstrably improve connectivity.

LPR182Q.129

Arnold

Ridout

LCC
legacy
Group

SP.7

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmond
s

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

SP.7

Fully support promotion of sustainable
transport choices and minimise reliance on the
private car.

LPR182Q.032

Roger

Squires

SP.7

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

T.1

Concerned that T9 and Objective 13 promote
the use of the waterways for freight transport,
but that there are no policies in the plan to help
ensure that this will happen .e.g. protection of
wharves, upgrading of wharves with good road
access.
Local Connectivity (Policy T1) - It is suggested
that this policy confirm that pedestrian and
cycling connectivity has a higher priority than
vehicular connectivity given the relatively small
size of the LLDC area
This policy should include a reference to the
Draft Plan’s infrastructure plan.

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

T.1

Greater
London
Authority

T.1

There is no mention of strategic walking or
cycling routes through the area. Some of the
individual site policies, for example Sugar
House Lane and Three Mills omit mention of
the need for new or improved connections to
adjacent sites.

The policies in this section have been
restructured to emphasise sustainable
transport choices and to clearly set out that
the Legacy Corporation will priorities
pedestrians, cycling, public transport and
then the private car.
Support welcomed

These comments are addressed by policy
BN.2 Creating Distinctive Waterway
Environments

Appropriate amendments have been made
to the chapter to reflect this point.

Appropriate references are made elsewhere
to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan e.g.
Policy T2 Transport Improvements, it is not
necessary to specifically refer to the IDP in
this policy
The sub areas chapters have been
restructured, and it is considered that this
has addressed this point.
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T.1

Supported

Support welcomed

Transport
for
London

T.1

Appropriate amendments have been made
to the chapter to reflect this point.

LandProp
Holding
BV
Greater
London
Authority

T.1
and
T.4
T.2

McGarto
ll

Transport
for
London

T.2

Charlotte

Greenle
es

Network
Rail

T.2

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

T.2

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

T.3

It is suggested that this policy confirm that
pedestrian and cycling connectivity has higher
priority than vehicular connectivity given the
relatively small size of the LLDC area
Comments provided on connectivity mapping,
especially connectivity to Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park
TfL supports a direct link to HS2 from
Stratford {the HS2-HS1 Link) subject to a
solution being developed by HS2 Ltd that
would not adversely affect the operation of
London Overground and freight services.
TfL supports the calling of international trains
at Stratford International and have been
liaising with LB Newham, Eurostar and DB to
achieve this, but to date there has been no
confirmation that this will happen in the future.
Network Rail has reviewed the draft Local
Plan Consultation and would like to show
support for: Objective 13 (Transport and
Connectivity) ; Strategic Policy SP5
(Infrastructure to Support Growth and
Convergence); Policy T2 (Strategic Transport
Improvements); Policy T7 (Transport
Improvements); Policy T8 (Supporting
Transport Schemes); and Strategic Policy SP8
(Deliver & Implementation).
There is no mention of a TfL Crossrail 2
(‘eastern branch’) Hackney Wick station
interchange hub that we consider key to the
regeneration of this area of London as outlined
in the existing Tower Hamlets Council Local
Plan Fish Island AAP.
Car parking standards should be line with
local Tower Hamlets Council standards. The
policy should require car parking permit free

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

LPR182Q.115

Paul

LPR182Q.109

Comments noted. The drawings in the plan
that show connectivity have been redrawn
to make them clearer.
Comment noted. However, it is not
considered necessary for the local plan to
go into this level of detail.

Comment noted.

Support welcomed

An extra bullet has been added to Policy T1,
regarding future benefits to the area from
the proposed Crossrail 2, depending on the
final alignment selected

Policy T8 amended to reflect point about car
parking permit free agreements
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T.3

LPR182Q.047

Christoph
er

Kenned
y

LPR182Q.119

Nicholas

Sanders
on

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

Greater
London
Authority

T.3

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

Greater
London
Authority

T.3

LPR182Q.093

Jeremy

Castle

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

Sustrans

T.3

T.3

T.3

Transport
for
London

T.3

agreements in areas of good PTAL and high
parking stress.
The provision for parking space for private
vehicles in the multi-storey car park to the
north of i-City should reduce over time as
public transport provision increases and
employees start to use more sustainable
means of getting to work.
Sustrans supports the statements to manage
car parking responsibly. However, it should be
noted that in assessing levels of transport
accessibility, cycling and walking must be
taken in to account.
The parking standards do not reflect Hackney's
standards as set out in the Hackney Council's
draft Sustainable Transport SPD. We request
that the Local Plan use standards based on
Hackney’s standards to better reflect its
geographic location with neighbouring
boroughs with low or falling levels of car
ownership. Cycle parking standards should
also be higher to reflect Hackney’s draft
Sustainable Transport SPD.
Bullet 5 for car clubs should include reference
to securing funding through S106

Policy T.3 - Revised first sentence could read
"'Parking in new development will be in
accordance with the parking policy and parking
standards..."
Innovation City (London) Limited seeks to
ensure that there is flexibility to reflect specific
circumstances of development.
The approach which is taken will need to
reflect the differences between inner and outer
London standards and expectations.
Text changes suggested to clarify the wording.

Measures to secure this are already within
the approved planning permission.

This chapter has been restructured to give
greater emphasis to walking and cycling.

The policies in this chapter have been
updated to reflect comments like these.
References to car clubs and electric vehicle
spaces have been added.

Policy T8 refers to the need for
development to provide new car club
spaces and that these will be secured
through s106.
Suggestion noted, but form of words not
considered necessary.

Comments noted. It is considered that the
policies in the plan will provide the required
level of flexibility as necessary.
Comments noted. The policy has been
updated to reflect a number of similar
comments.
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LCC
legacy
Group

T.3 /
T.4

LPR182Q.129

Arnold

Ridout

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

T.4

LPR182Q.014

Fred

Smith

T.4

LPR182Q.019

Quinton

Seeman
n

T.4

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

T.4

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto

Transport
for

T.4

The requirement in Policy T3 and T4 for
cycle parking to meet the standards set in the
London Plan are examples of the LLDC only
seeking minimum cycle provision. The London
Plan parking standards are recognised to be
minima with developers encouraged to exceed
these standards. The policy must also specify
that traffic schemes must comply with the
forthcoming (March 2014) London Cycle
Design Standards and any future revisions.
Plus other comments on T3 and T4.
The policy should be re-worded to make clear
expectations for quality of cycle parking for all
development. Please delete ‘for non-residential
development’ from the second sentence of the
last paragraph.
The Olympic Park should carry on the legacy
of our cycling success & medals by being a
world class location for cycling, however this is
not currently the case.

Comments noted. The policy has been
updated to reflect a number of similar
comments , and reference to the TfL
Cycling Design Standards has been made.

This document should provide coherent cycling
plans to link to surrounding areas and allow
cyclists to avoid dangerous main roads,
particularly between Leyton and London.
The entire park to date is an incoherent mix of
no provision, cycling on shared pavements,
thin unsegregated lanes and some segregated
cycle paths. This document does not bode well
for substantial improvements
The Canal & River Trust has seen a
significant growth in cycling on our towpaths,
and particularly at peak commuting hours, and
it is important that this is managed efficiently
so as not to deter pedestrians and other more
vulnerable towpath users.
T4 Pedestrians and Cyclists

Comments noted. The policy has been
updated to reflect a number of similar
comments , and reference to the TfL
Cycling Design Standards has been made.

Suggested amendments incorporated within
revised policy.

Comments noted. The policy has been
updated to reflect a number of similar
comments , and reference to the TfL
Cycling Design Standards has been made.

Comment noted. Suggested specific
wording not added to policy as not
considered necessary, but legible London
wayfinding use is promoted elsewhere in
the plan.
Appropriate amendments have been made
to this policy to reflect the comments made.
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ll

London

LPR182Q.129

Arnold

Ridout

LCC
legacy
Group

T.4

LPR182Q.119

Nicholas

Sanders
on

Sustrans

T.4

LPR182Q.119

Nicholas

Sanders
on

Sustrans

T.4

LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

Greater
London
Authority

T.4

The text and policy wording may need to take
into account emerging details such as the
Mayor’s Cycling Vision (such as Quietways)
and any updated Cycling Design Standards.
Page 135 (10.11) – This is very focused on
‘routes’ rather than the general provision of
good conditions for walking and cycling, which
could get misinterpreted.
A number of comments regarding LCC’s view
that there has been poor provision for cyclists
in the LCS application and the Legacy
Corporation Area generally to date.
Policy T.4: Sustrans strongly recommends
that all existing and proposed cycle routes are
designed in accordance with the revised
Transport for London (TfL) London Cycle
Design Standards due in spring 2014.
Sustrans is supportive of the Plan’s intentions
to provide well connected, safe walking and
cycling routes, which are unobstructed by
street furniture, to locations within and outside
the area, including the provision of secure
cycle parking.
Sustrans welcomes the opportunity to
comment on the London Legacy Development
Corporation’s Local Plan. Sustrans is broadly
supportive of the range of policies outlined in
the plan. However, we are concerned that
certain specific policies toward sustainable
transport lack markers of quality and ambition.
Routes should be direct rather than
reasonably direct, safety should be real rather
than perceived, and conflict between vehicles,
cyclists and pedestrians should always be
minimised and managed. Policy T.4 wording
should also be revisited in subsequent
consultations to take into account of the
Mayor's emerging Cycling Vision and any
updated Cycling Design Standards.

Comments noted. The policy has been
updated to reflect a number of similar
comments , and reference to the TfL
Cycling Design Standards has been made.
Comments noted. The policy has been
updated to reflect a number of similar
comments , and reference to the TfL
Cycling Design Standards has been made.

References to the Cycling Vision and the
London Cycling Design Standards has been
added to the revised policy justification.

Appropriate amendments made to policy
wording.
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Transport
for
London

T.5

The opening paragraphs and policy wording
should be revised to encourage the
submission of Transport Assessments, rather
than just for referable applications.
Supported

Comment noted. It is considered that Policy
T7 covers this point appropriately.

Consider that policy should more clearly set
out that Transport Assessments (TAs) may be
required even if applications are not referable
to the Mayor, and that Transport Statements
may be required instead of a full TA on some
occasions. .
T6 Road Hierarchy
It should be noted that the London Plan does
not identify a road hierarchy as such (and
therefore the title of the section and policy
could be reworded , such as using
“classifications”), however the LLDC road
network hierarchy should also be informed by
the emerging work of the Roads Task Force.
Supported

It is considered that the policy is clear that
transport assessments may also be
required in other circumstances even when
an application is not referable to the Mayor.
It is not considered appropriate to go into
this level of detail in the Local Plan itself.
This policy and the policy on local
connectivity have been restructured to
reflect comments like this.

T.6

Policy T.6 The weighting given in Transport
Assessments toward journey time reliability,
coupled with a lack of data on walking and
cycling means that sustainable transport can
be undervalued.

T.6

Road Hierarchy (Policy T.6)- It should be
noted that the London Plan does not identify a
road hierarchy as such, however the LLDC
road network hierarchy should be informed by
the emerging work of the Mayor's Roads Task
Force.
This policy should include a reference to
individual viability considerations to comply
with Test of Soundness 3, within Paragraph
182 of the NPPF.

The Local Plan now emphasises more
strongly that pedestrian, cycle, public
transport and then the private car are the
priority order for connectivity improvements
therefore it is considered that the comments
made are reflected in the local plan.
This policy and the policy on local
connectivity have been restructured to
reflect comments like this.

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

T.5

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

T.5

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

LPR182Q.119

Nicholas

Sanders
on

Sustrans

LPR182Q.133

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

Greater
London
Authority

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

Transport
for
London

T.6

T.6

T.7

Support welcomed.

Support welcomed.

It is not considered that this change to the
policy is necessary, as the development
management process will consider viability
issues.
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LPR182Q.135

Lyndon

Fothergi
ll

Greater
London
Authority

T.7

LPR182Q.109

Charlotte

Greenle
es

Network
Rail

T.7

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

It is recognised that a full list of proposals is
included in the sub area sections and your
Infrastructure Delivery Plan, however it is
suggested that the a number of project
references are revised or added to give
additional emphasis.
Network rail wrote to support a number of the
transport policies.

T.7

LandProp
Holding
BV

Transport
for
London

T.7
and
T.8

T.7
and
T.8
T.8

This list has been removed from this part of
the plan, and a table based on the IDP
added to the Delivery and Implementation
chapter.

Support welcomed.

Support welcomed.

Policy T7 and T8 - transport improvements
and supporting transport schemes
We believe that LLDC should take a strategic
role in assessing and progressing a transport
solution for the area - initial studies into a
Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) system that
would connect the nodes of Stratford City/
Stratford Centre/iCity/Hackney Wick and Sugar
House Lane, Stratford High Street. (and further
afield too) have been undertaken with positive
results.
Comments about transport schemes which
should be referenced in the plan – e.g. DLR
double tracking
This policy does not give consideration to
supporting schemes where the aim is to
increase levels of sustainable transport or
improvements to air quality. We request that
this be amended to reflect these aims. This will
then help to link this policy back to the Local
Plan Objective 11 relating to climate change
and also Objective 13 relating to maximising
opportunities for local movement by foot and

Comments noted. Proposals for PRT are
not being investigated at this stage, as
evidence doesn’t suggest that it is
necessary to do so but the Legacy
Corporation may consider this further in the
future.

Comments noted, and incorporated into the
plan as appropriate. Some comments will
be included in update to the IDP at the end
of the year.
The policies in the chapter as a whole have
been amended to more explicitly support
sustainable transport modes, and the
reasoned justification for policy T4 explicitly
states that the policy approach in T4
facilitates Objective 5 Sustainability of the
plan.
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T.8

cycle.
Supported

Support welcomed, although this policy has
now been updated and replaced with Policy
T3.
Comment noted. The policies in the chapter
as a whole have been amended to more
explicitly support sustainable transport
modes, and policy T3 includes a references
to improvements to identified walking and
cycling connections.
Support welcomed

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

T.8

Policy T.8 Supporting Transport Schemes this could more specifically relate to supporting
sustainable transport modes.

LPR182Q.109

Charlotte

Greenle
es

Network
Rail

T.8

Support

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

T.8

Policies to achieve this as necessary are
included within the Local Plan and the draft
Planning Obligations SPD.

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinso
n

LLDC should seek financial contributions
where new development proposals cannot
demonstrate that expected impacts cannot be
fully mitigated within the existing public
transport network or where the development
site lies within an area of planned strategic
transport improvements.
Policy T9 will need to work alongside other
policies on the plan that cover waterways.

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Comment noted, reference to the Lea
Valley Strategic Walking Route has been
removed.
This is included within the Policy wording

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

T.9

Page 141 (10.26) – the Lea Valley strategic
walking routes has already been completed in
March 2012.
Support policy, also suggest the addition of
“…the introduction of a range of moorings and
other related infrastructure…”.
Appropriately caveated – no objection.

LPR182Q.032

Roger

Squires

T.9

Concerned that T9 and Objective 13 promote
the use of the waterways for freight transport,
but that there are no policies in the plan to help
ensure that this will happen .e.g. protection of
wharves, upgrading of wharves with good road

These comments have been addressed by
policy BN2 Creating Distinctive Waterway
Environments of the Local Plan.

Lee
Valley
Regional
Park
Authority
Transport
for
London
Canal &
River
Trust

T.9

T.9

T.9

Comment noted, support welcomed.

support welcomed
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LPR182Q.055

Steven

Pugh

T.9

LPR182Q.235

God
Barringto
n Barry

Osbourn
e
Graham

Chapt
er 10

Chapter 11 – The sub areas- introduction
2nd
Name 1 Name 2 Company
Consultation
/Organis
Ref:
ation
LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinso
n

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Lee
Valley
Regional
Park
Authority

Policy
or
Paragr
aph
Sub
Areas

Sub
Areas

Sub
Areas

access.
Comment that use of waterways for transport
is unlikely.
An idea for the future is flying automobiles,
building a superhighway within the sky’s of
London.

Comment noted. No change made to plan
as a result of this comment.
Comment noted, but not considered
necessary to incorporate reference at this
stage

Summary

Response

Should have a more area-based approach
where some forms of development would have
a priority, for example affordable workspace in
Hackney Wick and Fish Island and affordable
housing in Eton Manor. Not everything can be
delivered in current economic climate so
should prioritise.
Should include the Authority’s PDF Area
Proposals where relevant. Green space
designations and green infrastructure should
be included within the plan.

No change. The topic policies cover uses in
general, and where appropriate additional
detail on where and what form of
development encouraged is contained
within the sub-areas.

Support for separate conservation area policy
but should have bespoke policies for each
conservation area within the sub areas which
should include clear management guidelines.

The revised plan makes reference to the
Lee Valley Regional Park Development
Framework within the policy context
appendix. Green Infrastructure has been
addressed further in the revised plan and
green space designations will be included
within the proposals map, each sub area
and a separate map of proposed local open
space within the Built and Natural
Environment section.
Change made to Sub Area 1 to reflect how
heritage of the area will be dealt with. Sub
Area 4 contains a policy on conservation
within Three Mills and Sugar House Lane
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LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

Sub
Areas

Sub area boundaries should be amended to
reflect Newham Plan.

LPR182Q.040

Phil

Wainwri
ght

Sub
Areas

Residents want to know where supermarkets,
post offices, doctors, schools etc will be
located. Detail within the Plan is too broad.

LPR182Q.082

Nick

Bishop

Sub
Areas

Should ensure conservation area
characteristics and appraisals are reflected
within the sub areas and each site allocation.

English
Heritage

(Policy 4.4)
No change. The boundaries have been
drawn to reflect many features including
character, form of development and
borough boundaries
Acknowledged. A further level of detail has
been added within the Publication Local
Plan. In some cases it is possible to show
the location of schools, and other facilities,
but it is not for the Plan to determine form of
retail units and precise location of type.
Change made to Sub Area 1 to reflect how
heritage of the area will be dealt with. Sub
Area 4 contains a policy on conservation
within Three Mills and Sugar House Lane
(Policy 4.4). Site allocations incorporate
design principles for sites within the
setting/boundary of a conservation area
where applicable. Policies draw on content
from the relevant appraisals.
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Chapter 12 – Sub Area 1 – Hackney Wick & Fish Island
2nd
Consultation
Ref:

Name 1

Name 2

LPR182Q.083

Aston

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Company
/Organis
ation

Polic
y or
Para
grap
h

Summary

Response

Matthew
s

12.1
4

We would propose a large quantum of
residential development within the Fish Island
Mid area.

Support acknowledged, the development
potential of sub-area 1 has been clearly
outlined within the revised sub area section.

Matthew
s

SA1.
1

Table SA1.1 refers to Fish Island Mid as being
suitable for buildings heights between 2 to 6
storeys and 200 dwellings per hectare. This
policy is inconsistent as reference is made to
4-6 storeys and then 2-6 storeys.

Inconsistency removed. LLDC's position in
relation to building heights is clarified in
Policy BN.10. The extent to which a site is
appropriate for buildings greater than a sub
area’s prevailing height will be determined
by the criteria of Policy BN.10. Policy BN.10
is considered to be sufficiently flexible and
will be used to assess proposed building
heights on a site-specific basis. Tall
buildings should be located within the
Neighbourhood Centre boundary.

In addition, our client is also very concerned
with the proposals within the HWFIDPG which
seeks to restrict the height of development on
the site even further to four storeys. This would
be a departure from the adopted planning
policy within the Fish Island Area Action Plan
(FIAAP) that provides for buildings of 4-6
storeys or above to be considered, subject to a
design assessment. The height guidelines for
the site should be consistently set at 4-6
storeys with the potential to achieve taller
buildings on the site subject to further
assessment, as set out in the adopted FIAAP.
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LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthew
s

Site
Alloc
ation
SA.1

In addition, our client would like to see an
allocation for their site (land at 47-51 Dace
Road) in the Plan, in line with the other
site allocations included within Sub Area 1.

This site has been allocated in accordance
with the principles outlined within the Fish
Island AAP.

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthew
s

SA1.
5

The LLDC is proposing to extend the existing
Fish Island Conservation Area to include
further land and buildings that it considers to
be of special historic or architectural interest.
In accordance with the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
and the NPPF, we consider that the site
should be excluded from the new Conservation
Area boundary.

Response refers to a separate consultation
process.
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LPR182Q.085

Christopher

Symeon

SA1.
2

Overall, I am support of much of the
developments suggested in the local area.
However I am concerned about a couple of
points.
Firstly, the connectivity of Fish Island is a big
issue. I strongly hope that as part of the
regeneration you can put in to place a ‘safer’
feel to the neighbourhood with adequate
lighting, as soon as the Olympics ended we
saw an increase in violent crime and theft.

Policy 1.3 addresses the need for active
frontages in order to promote natural
surveillance and the creation of safer
routes. The exact locations of any
new/improved connections are yet to be
determined. Atkins has undertaken a
connectivity study on behalf of the Legacy
Corporation to explore the various options
for improving access across the waterways;
one of these options is to create a further
pedestrian crossing at Old Ford Lock.

1) There should be adequate thought put
into the safety of pathways in the area
given the rapid increase in crime.
2)

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

SA.1

A new Primary bridge should be used
to connect Fish Island with the north,
with the old bridge remaining only for
secondary use.

In a general sense, we consider that this
section is ill conceived and ineffective and that
the detailed policies from page 156 onwards
are negative, not positively set.

Policies are now more positively worded.
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LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

12.1

Consistent with the Plan as a whole, the
introductory text appears to imply that
employment is the priority focus for this area.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter.

This section of the DLP should acknowledge
that Fish Island has already been identified as
having a significant responsibility to meet
London Plan targets. The local plan must
acknowledge the potential of the sub-area to
accommodate a significant quantum of new
housing.
LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

12.3

This paragraph is an unbalanced assessment
of the existing character of the area. It fails to
highlight that many of the characteristics are
highly negative with an abundance of lowgrade buildings and cleared sites. 12.3 must
be reworded to acknowledge the prevalence of
low grade buildings and vacant
sites – which are clearly the predominant
characteristic.

This is acknowledged under 'Area Priorities':
‘This Sub Area provides a number of
opportunities for re-development in the form
of cleared sites and where there are
buildings of lower architectural and
townscape quality’.
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LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

Figur
e
12.1

This map/plan, which appears to be about
future rather than present context, again
places an emphasis upon employment uses,
with no reflection of the area’s significant
residential opportunity or AAP designations.
There remains too strong an emphasis upon
‘historic character’ which again we do not
consider is appropriate. We strongly object to
the
suggestion that the approach to the area as a
whole should be heritage led.
It is critical that the Plan acknowledges that
whilst limited areas are designated as heritage
assets, significant areas of HW&FI are of a low
architectural and townscape quality and are
capable of accommodating development and
change in a manner that is capable of
delivering viable development.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

12.1
4

It is considered that the approach advocated
here is completely contrary to the role of a
development corporation and flies in the face
of the adopted / established development plan
documents.
The approach is unduly prescriptive in terms of
defining employment types.

Figure 12.1 removed. Policy BN.16 and 1.4
only apply in relation to identified heritage
assets. These are identified on a plan within
the sub area 1 chapter.
The development potential of sub-area 1
has been clearly outlined within the revised
chapter.
The chapter now states: Sub area 1
comprises a number of opportunities for redevelopment in the form of cleared sites
and modern buildings of lower architectural
and townscape quality. These should
deliver a range of uses through
contemporary schemes that are informed by
an understanding and evaluation of the
area’s defining characteristics.

Text removed.
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LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

12.1
6

This policy does not adequately promote the
delivery of the Hub and HW station
improvements, which should be a clear LLDC
priority that will support the regeneration and
growth across HW&FI.

See Allocation SA 1.1.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

12.1
7

There is no evidence provided or justification
for the 13,000 sqm of additional employment
space proposed. Nor the 20-25,000 sqm of
retail, leisure and community floorspace. It is
concerning to note that there are no equivalent
residential targets.

The development potential of sub-area 1
has been clearly outlined within the revised
chapter. The sq metre figures to which you
refer have been outlined within the Hackney
Wick Fish Island Design and Planning
Guide and are an approximation that will be
viability tested as part of the plan
preparation process.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

SA1.
1

It is considered that the DLP’s approach to
height and density is
unnecessarily cautious. We strongly object to
the reduction in the suggested prevailing
heights for building as against those identified
in the OLSPG and AAP from 4 – 6 stories with
the potential for taller buildings; to 2 – 6 stories
with only
‘exceptional circumstances’. Such a
constrained approach to height is unjustified in
the context of FI lying within an area of
significant opportunity. Height, like all other
design considerations, should be considered
on merit.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10 and 1.6.
The extent to which a site is appropriate for
buildings greater than a sub area’s
prevailing height (20 metres for sub area 1)
will be determined by the criteria of Policy
BN.10. Policy BN.10 is considered to be
sufficiently flexible and will be used to
assess proposed building heights on a sitespecific basis. Tall buildings should be
located within the Neighbourhood Centre
boundary.
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LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

SA1.
4

We strongly object to the suggestion that
HWFI as a whole should be the subject of a
blanket assumption that only heritage-led
regeneration is appropriate.

Policy removed. Figure 12.1 removed.
Policy BN.16 and 1.4 only apply in relation
to identified heritage assets. These are
identified on a plan within the sub area 1
chapter.

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammo
nd

Site
Alloc
ation
SA.1

The absence of AAP site allocations from the
DLP is unjustified. Original site allocations
should be retained and their development
capacity reinforced. Similarly, the general
development zones set out within the AAP
should be reinstated.

The AAP allocations are now included in
their own right or as part of wider
allocations.

LPR182Q.046

Christopher

Kenned
y

12.3
6

We think that the land forming the triangle at
the westernmost tip of the consultation area
(bounded by Wick Road, the slip road onto the
A12 northbound and Bartrip Street) should be
designated as a future Traveller site in the
Plan.

Allocated as a traveller site within the Plan.

LPR182Q.047

Christopher

Kenned
y

12.3
6

We support the proposal at 12.36 to
permanently designate the current temporary
site on Chapman Road as a Traveller Site.

Acknowledged, as planning permission has
been granted for permanent use as a
traveller site, the allocation has been
removed.

LPR182Q.047

Christopher

Kenned
y

SA1.
2

We support the document’s desire for
increased east/west connectivity, particularly
for pedestrians and cyclists and with this in
mind offer our support in all efforts to see that
the Gainsborough School Bridge eventually
becomes fully open for all public access.

Acknowledged, Policy 1.3 addresses this.
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LPR182Q.047

Christopher

Kenned
y

12.3
5

We support the designation at 12.35 of a
neighbourhood centre around Hackney Wick
Station.

Acknowledged.
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LPR182Q.048

D. Casey &
J. Baker

12.1
5

It is considered essential that the Bow Midland
Yard West is designated as a safeguarded rail
site continuing the protection currently (and
recently) afforded by the adopted Fish Island
Area Action Plan.
The plan does not respond to the requirements
outlined within paragraphs 143 of the NPPF
and policies 5.20 and 6.14 of the London Plan.
The plan as currently drafted designates Bow
Goods Yard, to the east of the river, as a
safeguarded railhead but fails to designate
Bow Goods Midland West as one. Whilst
there is a brief reference to Bow Goods
Midland West at Paragraph 12.15, the plan
does not:
• include a specific policy which safeguards the
Bow Midland West rail site;
• clearly identify the extent of the safeguarded
area; and
• ensure that other policies governing
development in the area do not prejudice the
existing and future operation of the site.
The plan as currently drafted is therefore
considered to be unsound as it is not
consistent with National Policy or the London
Plan and is not justified, effective nor has it
been positively prepared.

This site falls within a designated
employment cluster, specifically a Strategic
Industrial Location (Preferred Industrial
Location). The Publication Plan states that
this cluster includes: ‘A safeguarded rail
head and associated bulk freight distribution
use. B2, B8 and waste management uses
are appropriate. Only development
supporting the rail-related and aggregates
distribution uses and small-scale ancillary
uses will be supported’. Furthermore
safeguarding the Bow Midland West Rail
site for rail use is one of the sub area 1
priorities. The revised chapter also states:
'New development should not adversely
affect existing business uses and should be
designed to take account of their existence
and operational requirements, particularly
where those businesses are located within
the designated employment clusters'.

Any new residential development should not
conflict with existing 24 hour use of the Bow
Midland Yard West site.
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LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

Visio
nSA.1

We are concerned that many businesses have
already been displaced through development
processes connected with the Olympic Games,
and would urge the LLDC to monitor this
carefully in future and introduce further
protections where necessary.

Acknowledged, Policy 1.1 supports the
retention of existing employment generating
uses.

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

SA.1

The Local Plan fails to mention Live Work at
all.

Proposals for live work will only be
appropriate where they meet all relevant
plan considerations. Loss of
accommodation will be dealt with via Policy
B.1 and enforcement action taken against
unauthorised development where
expedient. Live work accommodation will
only be appropriate where identified within
the Plan, i.e. Employment Cluster B.1b5,
unless other material considerations
indicate otherwise.

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

12.1

Firstly we consider that the ‘Local Industrial’
classification should be removed from the area
covered by the new Town Centre designation.

Figure 12.1 and employment hub
designation removed.

Secondly the remainder of Hackney Wick and
Fish Island North and Mid is classed as
“Employment Mix with Culture”. It is not clear
what this means, as it is not reflected in the
wording of paragraph 12.14 for example.
LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

12.1
6

Paragraph 12.16 outlines various commercial
floorspace figures, but there is no reference to
new homes, despite new homes being set out
in the proceeding paragraphs.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter.
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LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

12.2
2

There is no reference to bridge links over the
Lea from Fish Island to the east, despite these
being in the AAP and the Legacy permission.
These should be added in.

These are now illustrated on the Key
Connections diagram.

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

SA1.
1

Policy SA1.1 suggests that across all
residential sites there would be circa 2,500
units. It is unclear if this includes all of Sub
Area 1, or excludes Eastwick, Sweetwater and
the Neighbourhood Centre area and this
should be clarified.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter. This has been
evaluated and agreed with the GLA.

LPR182Q.052

Tim

Gaskell

Site
Alloc
ation
SA.1

The Fish Island AAP takes a much more
appropriate approach to allocations and we
would support these being included in the
Local Plan, along with appropriate sites in the
LBH area.

The AAP allocations are now included in
their own right or as part of wider
allocations.

LPR182Q.093

Jeremy

Castle

Chap
ter
12

While paragraph 12.13 refers to some of the
tenants that are legally committed to occupy
space at iCITY, this is not yet the case for
Tech Hub. As such, Innovation City (London)
Limited suggests the deletion of Tech Hub'
from paragraph 12.13.

Acknowledged and changed.
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LPR182Q.094

Damian

Molony

SA.1

It is critical that the Local Plan advocates a
positive land use framework for Fish Island
North that allows it to benefit from the clear
opportunities that exist to generate a new
mixed-use community with a significant
emphasis upon new homes.
As a key landowner in the Fish Island North
area, we would summarise our key concerns in
relation to the overall approach of the plan as
follows:
• Principally, it lacks any real vision for Fish
Island or clarity on delivery. Having regard to
the fact that much of the Park area is already
planned out and being delivered, the local plan
fails to provide a focussed delivery mechanism
for areas of opportunity and change and is
simply too generic
• Fish Island is one area where this failure is
particularly acute. Compared to, for example,
the AAP, the local plan appears to have little
real aspiration to regenerate Fish Island
• There appears to be insufficient weight
afforded to the needs for residential
development and the core role that it will play
in driving forward the regeneration of Fish
Island. In contrast, the local plan appears to
place considerable weight upon employment
uses, even outside of the main employment
zones.

The AAP allocations are now included in
their own right or as part of wider
allocations. The development potential of
the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter. Policy 1.1
'Managing Change' outlines how
development should come forward.
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LPR182Q.096

Tommy

Mulligan

Chap
ter
12

Chapter 12 of the Local Plan covers the
Hackney Wick and Fish Island (HW/FI) sub
area and provides a positive platform for the
area's mixed use regeneration.

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.096

Tom

Mulligan

12.1
7

Para. 12.17 sets out the indicative quantum of
commercial, retail, leisure and community
floorspace envisaged in the HW/FI area. It is
unclear why the sub area guidance does not
give a similar quantum of new residential units
sought within the HW/FI sub-area. This should
be added.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter.
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LPR182Q.096

Tom

Mulligan

SA1.
1

Policy SA1.1 addresses building heights and
density; stating that the height of new development
should reflect existing building heights. In our view,
in an area identified for mixed use regeneration and
intensification, it is inappropriate for the height and
scale of development to be guided by the low rise
and low grade existing buildings that will mostly be
replaced. Policy SA1.1states that taller buildings
(above six storeys) will be acceptable in 'exceptional
circumstances' in the HW/FI sub area where they
are close to the neighbourhood centre or where they
relate well to the surrounding urban form. Such
conditions are not exceptional and the phrase
'exceptional circumstances’ should be removed. In
our view, the policy should be reworded to indicate
that developments of 4-6 storeys will generally be
appropriate in the sub area, but that taller buildings
will be appropriate in prominent and accessible
locations within the neighbourhood centre where
justified by site specific opportunities and subject to
achieving high standards of design.
With regard to density, the reference in Table SA1.1
to appropriate densities of c. 200 dwellings/ha being
applicable in the neighbourhood centre is too rigid
and restrictive.Finally, para. 12.35, which provides
an overview of development opportunities within the
neighbourhood centre is broadly supported.
However, we would suggest that its commentary
should highlight more explicitly the significant
opportunity for more intensive mixed use
development at Hackney Wick neighbourhood
centre to deliver employment generation, significant
housing delivery and a strong a vibrant
neighbourhood centre.
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Acknowledged, the development potential
of the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter.
LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10 and 1.6.
The extent to which a site is appropriate for
buildings greater than a sub area’s
prevailing height (20 metres for sub area 1)
will be determined by the criteria of Policy
BN.10. Policy BN.10 is considered to be
sufficiently flexible and will be used to
assess proposed building heights on a sitespecific basis. Tall buildings should be
located within the Neighbourhood Centre
boundary.
Density table removed.
Refer to Allocation SA1.1.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

12.1
4

In the context of the established tests of
soundness, it is considered that in the manner
in which the Local Plan pproaches Fish Island:
o it is neither clear nor effective
o it is not consistent with national policy or the
London Plan
o it would not have the support of delivery
partners, so would certainly not be effective
o it is not positively prepared and the more
constrained approach now being proposed is
not supported by evidence / justification

Acknowledged, the development potential
of the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter. The AAP
allocations are now included in their own
right or as part of wider allocations.

It is critical that the emerging Local Plan is able
to provide a positive platform upon which the
regeneration of the area can be supported and
that the Plan provides the stakeholders with
clarity and confidence that the Development
Corporation is willing to support delivery and
the appropriate optimisation of the area’s key
opportunity sites.
The reduced emphasis upon the role of
residential development is a significant
concern, which together with a greater weight
being attached to retaining existing
employment space, irrespective of its
character, suggests that the LLDC is moving
away from a positive framework to one that will
seek to stifle the area’s obvious potential.
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LPR182Q.057

Daisy

Bentley

LPR182Q.072

Mallory

Giardino

LPR182Q.058

Eftychia

Karamol
egkou

LPR182Q.059

Kent

Jeudy

LPR182Q.060

Jacob

Nicholso
n

LPR182Q.061

James

Brady

LPR182Q.062

Andreas

Lang

LPR182Q.063

Viola

Bruni

LPR182Q.065

Gabriella

Bertin

LPR182Q.067

Marisa

Davies

LPR182Q.068

Virginia

Valli

LPR182Q.076

Leyre

Gonzale
z

LPR182Q.123

Tobias

Hug

LPR182Q.116

Henrik G

Dahle

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

The 'unofficial' Live/Work hybrid typology must
be acknowledged and supported within the
local plan. It is the responsibility of the LLDC to
engage with the issue of how this 'unofficial'
typology is managed and supported.

Proposals for live work will only be
appropriate where they meet all relevant
plan considerations. Loss of
accommodation will be dealt with via Policy
B.1 and enforcement action taken against
unauthorised development where
expedient. Live work accommodation will
only be appropriate where identified within
the Plan, i.e. Employment Cluster B.1b5,
unless other material considerations
indicate otherwise.
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LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthew
s

LPR182Q.121

Michael

Wilson

LPR182Q.122

Erik

Perera

LPR182Q.141

Daren

Ellis

LPR182Q.057

Daisy

Bentley

LPR182Q.072

Mallory

Giardino

LPR182Q.058

Eftychia

Karamol
egkou

LPR182Q.059

Kent

Jeudy

LPR182Q.060

Jacob

Nicholso
n

LPR182Q.061

James

Brady

LPR182Q.062

Andreas

Lang

LPR182Q.063

Viola

Bruni

LPR182Q.065

Gabriella

Bertin

LPR182Q.067

Marisa

Davies

LPR182Q.068

Virginia

Valli

LPR182Q.076

Leyre

Gonzale
z

Development proposals within sub area 1
should respond to the local character.

Acknowledged, policies revised to reflect
this.
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LPR182Q.123

Tobias

Hug

LPR182Q.116

Henrik G

Dahle

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthew
s

LPR182Q.121

Michael

Wilson

LPR182Q.122

Erik

Perera

LPR182Q.141

Daren

Ellis

LPR182Q.057

Daisy

Bentley

LPR182Q.072

Mallory

Giardino

LPR182Q.058

Eftychia

Karamol
egkou

LPR182Q.059

Kent

Jeudy

LPR182Q.060

Jacob

Nicholso
n

LPR182Q.061

James

Brady

LPR182Q.062

Andreas

Lang

LPR182Q.063

Viola

Bruni

LPR182Q.065

Gabriella

Bertin

Policy BEE.6 (Affordable & Managed
Workspace) should apply to all areas of HWFI.

Acknowledged in Policy 1.1 and Policy B.4.
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LPR182Q.067

Marisa

Davies

LPR182Q.068

Virginia

Valli

LPR182Q.076

Leyre

Gonzale
z

LPR182Q.123

Tobias

Hug

LPR182Q.116

Henrik G

Dahle

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

LPR182Q.083

Aston

Matthew
s

LPR182Q.121

Michael

Wilson

LPR182Q.122

Erik

Perera

LPR182Q.141

Daren

Ellis

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinso
n

Lee
Valley
Regional
Park
Authority

SA.1

Supporting text should make specific reference
to the Regional Park.

Acknowledged. Included within area
priorities.

It is important that Sub Area 1 policies support
the provision and enhancement of routes and
bridges that maintain connectivity between the
Park, Hackney Wick and the new Olympic
Parklands to the east which are also within the
Regional Park.

See Policy 1.3 regarding Connecting
Hackney Wick and Fish Island.
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LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinso
n

Lee
Valley
Regional
Park
Authority

SA1.
2

Suggested amendments to policy SA1.2.

Suggestions incorporated into revised
chapter through policy and supporting text
where appropriate.

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinso
n

Lee
Valley
Regional
Park
Authority

Site
Alloc
ation
SA.1

The site allocations for East Wick should
include the Canal Park and additional open
space on the site formerly known as Arena
Fields.

Reflected in Allocations SA1.7 and 1.8 as
‘other open space’.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

12.1

The opportunity needs to be taken to provide
far more clarity on the scale and mix of uses
proposed across the sub area. Central to our
comments are the issues raised above, for
example, the unnecessary weight placed upon
heritage-led regeneration in areas of no
character and a lack of clarity in terms of
the capacity and scope for residential
development.

An assessment of the residential capacity
of sub-area under the parameters of Policy
1.1 has been carried out. This
demonstrates that the development
potential outlined is achievable.
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LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

12.3

At 12.3 the description of existing context fails
to identify that a substantial part of the area is
of a poor quality and an opportunity to provide
a significant quantum of new housing context.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter. The chapter now
states: Sub area 1 comprises a number of
opportunities for re-development in the form
of cleared sites and modern buildings of
lower architectural and townscape quality.
These should deliver a range of uses
through contemporary schemes that are
informed by an understanding and
evaluation of the area’s defining
characteristics.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

12.1

The purpose of Fig 12.1 is unclear.

Figure removed.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

Visio
nSA.1

The plan, which needs to be far clearer in
terms of recognising the capacity of the area.

Sites over 0.25 ha that have development
potential for residential use have been
allocated. These allocations include a
series of detailed principles. The
development potential of the sub-area 1
has been clearly outlined within the revised
chapter.
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LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

12.1
4

The local plan fails to take the opportunity to
assert the capacity and opportunity for
residential-led development that clearly exists
within Fish Island Mid and North.

The development potential of the sub-area
1 has been clearly outlined within the
revised chapter.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

SA1.
1

Consistent with our comments on the plan as a
whole, the approach to building heights is
considered to be too cautious and unjustified.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10 and Sub
Area Policy 1.6 and their supporting text.

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

SA1.
4

We cannot support the assertion that all
development in FI M and N must be heritage
led, a process which would unnecessarily
constrain design quality and development
capacity.

Policy BN.16 and 1.4 now only apply in
relation to identified heritage assets. These
are identified on a plan within the sub area
1 chapter.
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LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

12.2
912.3
6

This chapter should reinstate the identified
opportunity sites from the AAP, together
with any additional sites that are identified
through this process.

The AAP allocations are now included in
their own right or as part of wider
allocations. A sites report will accompany
the publication version of the Local Plan.

LPR182Q.099

Neil

Lawrenc
e

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills

Visio
nSA.1

It is considered that more emphasis should be
placed on maximising the opportunity for new
homes as part of the overall mixed use vision.

The development potential of the sub-area
1 has been clearly outlined within the
revised chapter. An assessment of the
residential capacity of sub-area under the
parameters of Policy 1.1 has been carried
out. This demonstrates that the
development potential outlined is
achievable.

LPR182Q.099

Neil

Lawrenc
e

Sulzer
Dowding
and Mills

SA1.
1

We object to the above policy as it considered
to be too prescriptive.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10. The
extent to which a site is appropriate for
buildings greater than a sub area’s
prevailing height will be determined by the
criteria of Policy BN.10. Policy BN.10 is
considered to be sufficiently flexible and will
be used to assess proposed building
heights on a site-specific basis. Tall
buildings should be located within the
Neighbourhood Centre boundary.
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LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

LPR182Q.075

Owen

LPR182Q.004

Neptune
Group

12.1
4

It is critical that the emerging Local Plan is
able to provide a positive platform upon which
the regeneration of the area can be supported
and that the Plan provides the stakeholders
with clarity and confidence that the
Development Corporation is willing to support
delivery and the appropriate optimisation of the
area’s key opportunity sites.

The development potential of the sub-area
1 has been clearly outlined within the
revised chapter. An assessment of the
residential capacity of sub-area under the
parameters of Policy 1.1 has been carried
out. This demonstrates that the
development potential outlined is
achievable.

Whalley

SA1.
7

These should robustly express the
requirement for applicants to examine the
opportunities to connect to existing district
heating networks.

Acknowledged. Included elsewhere in plan,
i.e. Policy S3.

Pandora

Vaugha
n

12.1

Comments regarding Figure 12.1 and the
areas which it shows as accommodating
creative and cultural uses.

This map has been removed. Policy 1.1
protects creative and cultural uses
irrespective of their location within sub-area
1.

LPR182Q.005

Michael

Spinks

Visio
nSA.1

In relation to Sub Area 1, Hackney Wick and
Fish Island, I believe an acknowledgement,
together with an intention to seek to remedy
the damage, that too many individuals had
their lives blighted by the Olympic Tsunami
(over the 5 years of work and Games
themselves).

The revised policies aim to address the
neglected and run-down condition of some
parts of sub-area 1.

LPR182Q.008

Sophie

Linden

12.3
6

Consider allocating a site located at Bartrip
street as a traveller’s site.

Acknowledged, site is allocated.
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LPR182Q.009

Iestyn

John

12.1
4

In our client's view, this area has considerable
potential for mixed use regeneration given its
location close within the Olympics Legacy
area, to Stratford and to the area's water
network. It is therefore vital that any planning
guidance is drafted in such a way that future
development uses the area's potential to the
full and is sufficiently flexible so as not to
inhibit regeneration opportunities.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter. Policy 1.1 and its
supporting text respond to these concerns.
Figure 12.1 has been removed.

LPR182Q.009

Iestyn

John

12.1

Concerns regarding Figure 12.1.

Acknowledged. Figure 12.1 has now been
removed. See response above.

LPR182Q.010

Ron

Newma
n

SA1.
3

Where will funding come from for the new
neighbourhood centre?

The term 'neighbourhood centre' is a
planning policy designation, not a
community centre itself like CRE8.

LPR182Q.010

Ron

Newma
n

SA1.
2

Signage posts needed in the area, together
with a way finding strategy.

Policies aim to improve legibility and
movement, signposting/a way finding
strategy might form part of this.

LPR182Q.010

Ron

Newma
n

Chap
ter
12

The whole of the Wick neighbourhood should
be involved in joint working for the Local Plan,
including disabled people and minority groups.
It should go as far as the Well Street Common
on Victoria Park Road, that is not currently
incorporated within, or invited to Wick Village
meetings.

These groups are welcome to attend future
community consultation meetings.
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LPR182Q.013

Martin

Richma
n

Chap
ter
12

It is my view that part of the attractive
character, and attraction, of the area are the
number of accommodations that allow multiple
occupancy and live/ work within these
collective spaces. I note that you do refer to
live/work in your draft local plan in ref. to Fish
island. I would like to encourage redrafting so
that the whole of ‘sub area one’ could be
included in encouraging builders/developers to
mix live/work into residential/commercial
schemes.

Proposals for live work will only be
appropriate where they meet all relevant
plan considerations. Loss of
accommodation will be dealt with via Policy
B.1 and enforcement action taken against
unauthorised development where
expedient. Live work accommodation will
only be appropriate where identified within
the Plan, i.e. Employment Cluster B.1b5,
unless other material considerations
indicate otherwise.

LPR182Q.013

Martin

Richma
n

SA1.
4

We have the chance here to implement a new
realm of strong modern architecture which will
enhance new street- scapes, will sit next to
existing buildings, refreshing them and re
contextualising them, rather than poorly aping
them with faux nods to some historicist criteria.

The chapter now states the following: Sub
area 1 comprises a number of opportunities
for re-development in the form of cleared
sites and modern buildings of lower
architectural and townscape quality. These
should deliver a range of uses through
contemporary schemes that are informed
by an understanding and evaluation of the
area’s defining characteristics.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

SA1.
2

There is concern that this policy is too vague
compared to the Fish Island AAP that sets out
quite clearly what connectivity improvements
that are needed and their level of importance.

Policies 1.3 and 1.5 address this.
Connections are also illustrated within the
revised chapter.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Visio
nSA.1

Support

Acknowledged
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LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

SA.1

The Council does however have strong
concerns and objection to the LLDC plan for
Sub Area 1 that does not accord with the
adopted Local Plan Fish Island AAP
development plan for the area regarding
necessary social infrastructure.

The AAP allocations are now included in
their own right or as part of wider
allocations and identify the infrastructure
highlighted. These allocations include a
series of detailed principles.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

Site
Alloc
ation
SA.1

The Council is also greatly concerned that the
site allocations in Sub Area 1 Hackney Wick
and Fish Island do not accord with the Fish
Island Area Action Plan.

The Sweetwater allocation reflects the
details of the extant permission for the site
previously known as Fish Island East.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

Chap
ter
12

The Plan fails to incorporate and drive forward
a number of key policy aspirations that have
been established for this area through the
Hackney Wick Area Action Plan (AAP).

The policies have been strengthened to
reflect these concerns, particularly in
relation to design. The policy content of the
existing AAPs has directly informed the
policies formulated within the publication
version of the Local Plan.

Whilst there is some recognition of some of
these overarching principles, the proposed
policies are too generic and do not re-establish
the detailed design principles and guidance as
set out in the AAP.
LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

12.3

Features of the sub-area section fails to
mention iCITY, QEOP north, canal park. The
mention of artisan uses should also cover
north of the railway.

Acknowledged and changed.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

12.1

Suggested changes to Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.1 has been removed.
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LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

Visio
nSA.1

The vision and economic case for the area
should also include provision for retained/new
light industrial, manufacturing, artisan 'making'
as these will continue to be important sectors a total shift away from these sectors would not
be positive for the area.

Acknowledged under 'Area Priorities'.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

12.1
7

Not clear how these figures have been derived
and clarification is sought. These figures
should also be reviewed once all evidence
base studies are complete.

These derive from Page 63 of the Hackney
Wick Fish Island Design and Planning
Guide (HWFIDPG) and have been included
in the Local Plan as an indicative
approximation of the mixed use potential
west of the Navigation (I.e. the HWFIDPG
study area).

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

12.2
2

Listed potential transport improvements that
should be illustrated.

These will be considered when preparing
the key connections diagram.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

SA1.
1

Whilst we agree with the guideline 4 - 6 storey
height guidelines across the Hackney Wick
Station sub-area, we suggest that an upper
limit be dependent on the demonstrated design
quality and positive townscape that could be
achieved for proposals for taller buildings in or
close to the neighbourhood centre.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10 and sub
area Policy 1.6 and their supporting text.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

SA1.
2

Specific mention should be made of helping to
facilitate improved movement across the A12.

Now included. These will be illustrated on a
key connections diagram.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

SA1.
8

It is imperative that the detailed guidance
outlined within the Hackney Wick AAP and
policies on surface water flood risk in the
Development Management Local Plan (DM44:
Flood Risk) are included within the Local Plan.

Addressed in Policy S.8.
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LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

Site
Alloc
ation
SA.1

The site allocations should include further
design principles and delivery considerations
to enable delivery of key infrastructure to come
forward over the Plan’s lifetime.

The AAP allocations are now included in
their own right or as part of wider
allocations and identify the infrastructure
highlighted. These allocations include a
series of detailed principles.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

12.3
5

The Sub Area section is silent on the OIL
designation and the future of this area as an
employment hub.

This position has been reinforced in Policy
1.1 and the Neighbourhood Centre
allocation.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgo
w

Site
Alloc
ation
SA.1

Support given for the permanent designation of
the Wallis Road site (Note: The policy wording
should be amended to refer to Wallis Road
instead of Chapman Road)

Acknowledged, as planning permission has
been granted for permanent use as a
traveller site, the allocation has been
removed.

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

Visio
nSA.1

Chapter 12 of the Local Plan covers the
Hackney Wick and Fish Island (HW/FI) sub
area and provides a positive platform for the
area’s mixed use regeneration.

Acknowledged.

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

Figur
e
12.1

Concerns expressed regarding Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.1 has been removed. The
employment hub designation that
overlapped the original neighbourhood
centre boundary has also been removed.

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

12.6

Emphasis on intensification and housing
delivery in the area is strongly supported.

Acknowledged

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

12.1
7

It is unclear why this section of the document
does not give a similar guide level for the
number of new residential units sought within
the HW/FI sub-area.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter.
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LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

SA1.
1

In our view, it is inappropriate in an area
identified for mixed use regeneration and
intensification for the height and scale of
development to be guided by the low
rise and low grade existing buildings that
would mostly be replaced.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10 and sub
area Policy 1.6 and their supporting text.

LPR182Q.079

Richard

Rothwell

12.3
5

Finally, para. 12.35, which provides an
overview of development opportunities within
the neighbourhood centre is broadly
supported. However, we would suggest that its
commentary should highlight more explicitly
the significant opportunity for more intensive
mixed use development at Hackney Wick to
deliver employment generation, significant
housing delivery and a strong and vibrant
neighbourhood centre. Elsewhere the local
plan recognises the opportunity for a vibrant
mix of uses, substantial change and significant
housing delivery in Hackney Wick; specifically
in the neighbourhood centre and surrounding
the station. This should be reiterated at para.
12.35.

This detail has been provided through
Allocation SA1.1. The development
potential of the sub-area 1 has been clearly
outlined within the revised chapter. Overall,
the revised policies promote residential
development whilst simultaneously
retaining the level of employment
floorspace in sub-area 1. We anticipate that
approximately 600 units will be provided
within the former hub boundary. The
assumptions relating to phasing within the
Local Plan and its supporting housing
background paper are based upon the
latest information available. Sites 0.25 ha or
larger, which have the potential to
contribute to the 4,500 units that are
anticipated to be delivered across sub-area
1, have been allocated. For instance, the
AAP allocations are now included in their
own right or as part of wider allocations.
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LPR182Q.081

Richard

Rothwell

Chap
ter
12

We are concerned that some of the policy and
guidance in the draft Local Plan does not
conform with or continue the policy set out in
the adopted Hackney Wick AAP and the
Olympic Legacy SPG.

The policies have been strengthened to
reflect these concerns. The policies within
the existing AAPs have directly informed
the policies formulated within the
publication version of the Local Plan. Detail
relating to the neighbourhood centre is
provided through Allocation SA1.1,
including suitable land uses. The
development potential of sub-area 1 has
also been clearly outlined within the revised
chapter. Policy 1.1 'Managing Change'
outlines how development should come
forward. These changes also respond to
the points raised within your letter dated
7/2/14.

LPR182Q.082

Nick

Bishop

English
Heritage

SA1.
1

We would encourage the borough to provide
an indication of the height of ‘taller’ buildings
which could be accommodated within the area
without causing harm to its historic character.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in Policy BN.10 and sub
area Policy 1.6 and their supporting text.

LPR182Q.082

Nick

Bishop

English
Heritage

SA1.
4

Suggested amendments.

Suggestions incorporated.

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

12.1

The opportunity needs to be taken to provide
far more clarity on the scale and mix of uses
proposed across the sub area.

The development potential of the sub-area
1 has been clearly outlined within the
revised chapter. An assessment of the
residential capacity of sub-area under the
parameters of Policy 1.1 has been carried
out. This demonstrates that the
development potential is achievable.
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LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

12.3

At 12.3 the description of existing context fails
to identify that a substantial part of the area is
of a poor quality and an opportunity to provide
a significant quantum of new housing context.

Responded to above, furthermore the
chapter now states: Sub area 1 comprises
a number of opportunities for redevelopment in the form of cleared sites
and modern buildings of lower architectural
and townscape quality. These should
deliver a range of uses through
contemporary schemes that are informed
by an understanding and evaluation of the
area’s defining characteristics.

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

Figur
e
12.1

The purpose of Fig 12.1 is not clear.

Figure 12.1 has been removed.

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

Visio
nSA.1

The reference in the vision on page 151 to new
residential communities is welcomed, but the
manner in which they will be delivered, their
scale and location is simply not apparent from
the plan, which needs to be far clearer in terms
of recognising the capacity of the area.

Sites over 0.25 ha that have development
potential for residential use have been
allocated. These allocations include a
series of detailed principles. The
development potential of the sub-area 1
has been clearly outlined within the revised
chapter. Sites 0.25 ha or larger, which have
the potential to contribute to the 4,500 units
that are anticipated to be delivered across
sub-area 1, have been allocated. For
instance, the AAP allocations are now
included in their own right or as part of
wider allocations.
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LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

12.1
4

Disappointing that the local plan fails to take
the opportunity to assert the capacity and
opportunity for residential-led development that
clearly exists within Fish Island
Mid and North.

The development potential of the sub-area
1 has been clearly outlined within the
revised chapter.

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

SA1.
1

Consistent with our comments on the plan as
a whole, the approach to building heights is
considered to be too cautious and unjustified.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in sub area Policy 1.6
and its supporting text.

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

12.2
912.3
6

This chapter should reinstate the identified
opportunity sites from the AAP.

The AAP allocations are now included in
their own right or as part of wider
allocations and identify the infrastructure
highlighted. These allocations include a
series of detailed principles.

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmond
s

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

Visio
nSA.1

What is important is to ensure any new uses
are complementary to the overarching
character of any area so as to enhance its
vitality.

Acknowledged and changed.

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmond
s

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

Figur
e
12.1

Whilst we support the need to manage the
redevelopment of industrial land without
undermining the area’s economic base, it is
important that any emerging or adopted
policies are not overly prescriptive towards the
retention or support of creative industries
specifically, at the expense of other viable
commercial uses that can complement an
area.

Acknowledged, but development should
nevertheless safeguard against the loss of
creative and cultural industries as these
contribute to the unique character of the
sub area.
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LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmond
s

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

SA1.
1

We therefore consider that this policy, as
drafted, has the potential to frustrate national
and regional planning guidance to “optimise
the potential of sites” (NPPF paragraph 58 and
London Plan Policy 7.6 Part i). The issue of
building height acceptability is appropriately
one to assess in the context of its relationship
to the surrounding form of development and
street environment.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in sub area Policy 1.6
and its supporting text.

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmond
s

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

SA1.
4

Whilst supporting the principles of heritage led
regeneration we are concerned that as worded
Policy SA1.4 could be used to frustrate
development opportunities that could
otherwise make a significant positive
contribution to the satisfying of other objectives
for this sub-area.

The chapter now states: Sub area 1
comprises a number of opportunities for redevelopment in the form of cleared sites
and modern buildings of lower architectural
and townscape quality. These should
deliver a range of uses through
contemporary schemes that are informed
by an understanding and evaluation of the
area’s defining characteristics.

LPR182Q.106

Will

Edmond
s

The
Anderson
Group,
c/o
Montagu
Evans
LLP

SA1.
5

Response regarding Conservation Area
extension proposals.

Response refers to a separate consultation
process.

LPR182Q.108

Peter

Bovill

WICKER
FISHERI
ES

SA1.
1

Concerns expressed regarding building height
policy. Recommended amendments.

Acknowledged and changed. LLDC's
position in relation to building heights is
clarified in sub area Policy 1.6 and its
supporting text.
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LPR182Q.108

Peter

Bovill

WICKER
FISHERI
ES

SA1.
5

Response regarding Conservation Area
extension proposals.

Response refers to a separate consultation
process.

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandProp
Holding
BV

12.1

Concerns regarding Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.1 has been removed.

LPR182Q.111

Hayley

Harding

London
Diocesan
Fund
(LDF)

SA1.
2

Under note 12.3 (pg 154) ‘Movement Network’
we have concerns over the viability of the
current White Post Lane bridge joining the
planned Sweetwater neighbourhood and the
existing Hackney Wick area in being able
to meet the growing capacity of those
accessing the new neighbourhoods and
particularly to access the Hackney Wick
Station.

These issues have been explored within the
Hackney Wick Fish Island Strategic
Connectivity Study. This has informed
policies 1.3 and 1.5. Priority connections
are also illustrated within the revised
chapter.
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LPR182Q.113

Keira

Murphy

Environm
ent
Agency

SA1.
8

The last paragraph does attempt to summarise
the key policy measures from the Hackney
Wick and Fish Island Area Action Plans.
However, these headlines are not really
enough to ensure developments in this subarea take account of the unique flood risk
characteristics and are designed to reduce the
risk of flooding to occupiers of the site and
third parties. The detail needs to be captured
in the
policy where possible with signposts to further
detail in the explanatory text or appendix to an
evidence base document such as the SFRA

Sub Areas 2, 3 and 4 all have site allocations
in areas of flood zone 2 and 3. There should
be flood risk policies based on the local
characteristics of this area.

Local Plan Policy S8 addresses flood risk.
Although this is an overarching policy (that
will apply to all of the sub-areas), it
incorporates the policy principles outlined in
both AAPs within its detailed wording. The
flood zones affecting each site allocation
have been identified. Sequential and
exceptions tests (where necessary) have
also been undertaken for each. The policy
principles outlined for these sites have
taken flood risk into account, specifically in
relation to use, layout and design. The
relationship new development has with the
waterways is an important consideration in
sub-area 1. Therefore each allocation
outlines how development should relate to
the river/canal (if applicable), in support of
sub-area Policy 1.5.

Where sites are adjacent to waterways there
should be design aims to enhance the
waterside/canalside setting or improved
riverside environment e.g. as is mentioned
under Bridgewater Road (Sub Area 3).
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LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

Transport
for
London

12.1
5

TfL supports the retention of the Bow Midland
West rail freight yard as it is a designated
Strategic Freight Site and an important
terminal for rail freight in London.

This site falls within a designated
employment cluster, specifically a Strategic
Industrial Location (Preferred Industrial
Location). The Publication Plan states that
this cluster includes: A safeguarded rail
head and associated bulk freight
distribution use. B2, B8 and waste
management uses are appropriate. Only
development supporting the rail-related and
aggregates distribution uses and smallscale ancillary uses will be supported.
Furthermore safeguarding the Bow Midland
West Rail site for rail use is one of the subarea 1 priorities. The revised chapter also
states: 'New development should not
adversely affect existing business uses and
should be designed to take account of their
existence and operational requirements,
particularly where those businesses are
located within the designated employment
clusters'.
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LPR182Q.116

Henrik G

Dahle

12.1
4/12.
15

I would like to note the importance of including
locals in the thinking through and planning of
the proposed community hub space that will be
located near the Hackney Wick station.

Acknowledged. The local community will be
consulted when development proposals
come forward within the neighbourhood
centre boundary. Engagement between a
prospective developer and the community
should occur prior to a planning application
being submitted so that those living and
working within the area have the
opportunity to influence an emerging
scheme. It's at this stage that the matters
you refer to should be raised and
discussed.

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

Affordable
Wick

12.1
4/12.
15

We would like to see greater emphasis in
policies that work towards the sustainability of
an affordable ecology that over the years has
allowed the development of a thriving artistic
and cultural scene spanning several
generations of practitioners.

Acknowledged in Policy 1.1.

LPR182Q.141

Daren

Ellis

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

Affordable
Wick

12.1
4/12.
15

The interim use of vacant land/buildings for
affordable workspace should be encouraged
and favoured.

Acknowledged in Policy 1.1 and Policy B.3.
The research and viability study of
affordable and managed workspaces
supporting artistic practices in East London
has informed the revised Local Plan
policies.

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

Affordable
Wick

Visio
nSA.1

The statement does not sufficiently stress
the importance of retaining the existing and
vibrant community of practitioners.

Acknowledged, development should
safeguard against the loss of creative and
cultural industries as these contribute to the
unique character of the sub area. See
Policy 1.1.
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LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

Affordable
Wick

12.1
4

This is an encouraging paragraph which
speaks to this groups’ vision. It should
however make more explicit mention of the
retention of existing affordable studio space.

Acknowledged in Policy 1.1 and Policy B.4.

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

Affordable
Wick

12.1
5

Policy BEE.6 should be applied to this area.

Acknowledged in Policy 1.1 and Policy B.4.

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

Affordable
Wick

12.1
6/12.
17

The idea of a new neighbourhood centre is
compelling, albeit presented in a generic
fashion which does not establish a productive
dialogue with the singularity of the area or its
current creative and artistic uses.

See revised Site Allocation SA1.1 and
Policy B.4.

What area of affordable studio space will LLDC
be requiring?
LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

Affordable
Wick

SA1.
1

While the proposed baseline height of 2-6
storeys is appropriate, the inclusion of
“exceptional circumstances” in which this may
be bypassed.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in sub area Policy 1.6
and its supporting text.

LPR182Q.117

Richard

Brown
MA
RCA

Affordable
Wick

12.3
5

It is of pivotal importance that these areas
have policy designation BEE6 (affordable
workspace). Hub 5 should be extended to the
south of the extension, and be designated
BEE6 as well. A new live/work BEE
designation is required (see comments above).

See Policy B.4. Figure 12.1 has been
removed. The employment hub designation
that overlapped the original neighbourhood
centre boundary has also been removed.

LPR182Q.120

Ashton

Mullins

Hackney
WickED

12.1
4/12.
15

I would like to see greater emphasis in policies
that work towards the sustainability of an
affordable ecology that over the years has

Acknowledged, development should
safeguard against the loss of creative and
cultural industries as these contribute to the
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LPR182Q.121

Michael

Wilson

allowed the development of a thriving artistic
and cultural scene spanning several
generations of practitioners.

Live-Work should form a key component of
Strategic policy for Sp.2 Housing and Sp.1
business, economy and employment in sub
area 1.

LPR182Q.123

Tobias

Hug

LPR182Q.124

James

Morgan

The
Hackney
Pearl

unique character of the sub area. See
Policy 1.1 and its supporting text.

Proposals for live work will only be
appropriate where they meet all relevant
plan considerations. Loss of
accommodation will be dealt with via Policy
B.1 and enforcement action taken against
unauthorised development where
expedient. Live work accommodation will
only be appropriate where identified within
the Plan, i.e. Employment Cluster B.1b5,
unless other material considerations
indicate otherwise.

12.1
4/12.
15

It should be ensured that the level of design
and architecture reflects and celebrates the
Heritage of Hackney Wick. But also that it is
cutting edge, artistic, forward thinking, creative,
imaginative, rather than simply functional.

Reflected in Policies 1.1/1.2/1.4.

12.3
5

Hackney Wick has been isolated by building
works and road diversions for nearly 7 years
now. Bridge openings delayed; promised
signage has yet to materialise. Opportunities
which could benefit local businesses are
announced with impossibly short deadlines
and retail units have been built on the park
without consulting potential tenants on
specifications and with conditions attached that
can only benefit larger businesses.

The policies aim to address isolation,
deliver new bridges, and improve
navigability for the benefit of business
owners.
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LPR182Q.131

Lance

Forman

H.Forman
& Son,

12.1
4

Fish Island Mid ……Overall, the area is well
served by public transport, but connectivity is
poor.

See Policy 1.3.

LPR182Q.131

Lance

Forman

H.Forman
& Son,

SA1.
1

By referring to (above six storeys) will only be
permitted in exceptional circumstances’ and
‘Table SA1.1 outlines appropriate height and
density’ the burden on the developer to justify
higher or more dense development has been
considerably raised from ‘adequate
justification’ of LBTH Core Strategy and
‘subject to detailed assessment within the
Managing Development DPD and national
guidance’ according to the FIAAP.

LLDC's position in relation to building
heights is clarified in sub area Policy 1.6
and its supporting text.

Further, we would argue it runs counter to
Policy 2.4 of the London Plan.
LPR182Q.131

Lance

Forman

H.Forman
& Son,

12.1
4/12.
15

Comments on the HWFI Design Guidance,
and concern expressed regarding its content,
role and status.
The ambition for Hackney Wick is to ensure
sustainable redevelopment where the very
residents who positively contribute to the
character and value of the neighbourhood
remain rather than being displaced elsewhere.
Critical to this is the provision of affordable
workspace.

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

Chap

We are concerned that many businesses have

Comments acknowledged. The Hackney
Wick Fish Island Design and Planning
Guide (HWFIDPG) has informed Local Plan
policy and forms part of the evidence base.
In relation to affordable workspace, please
see Policy 1.1.

Policy 1.1 protects employment floorspace.
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LPR182Q.140

Kathryn

Johnson

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

ter
12

already been displaced through development
processes connected with the Olympic Games,
and would urge the LLDC to monitor this
carefully in future and introduce further
protections where necessary.

Canal &
River
Trust

Visio
nSA.1

We raise concern about the reference to new
bridges within the vision. There have been
significant additional bridges introduced into
the area, and we have concerns that further
bridges could erode the character of the
waterways.

The exact locations of any new/improved
connections are yet to be determined.
Atkins have undertaken a connectivity study
on behalf of the Legacy Corporation to
explore the various options for improving
access across the waterways.

Canal &
River
Trust

12.1
5

We would however, support better softening,
screening, and appropriate barriers between
these industrial sites and the waterway
environment. Where sites will not make use of
the adjacent waterway for transportation of
waterborne freight, we would also support the
release of industrial sites along the waterside
for mixed use schemes that could better
realise the potential of this resource.

Suggestions have been considered when
redrating.
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LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

12.2
2

As above, we raise concern for references to
“enhanced crossings over the Hertford Union
Canal” without seeing any details of what this
might be, and without assessment of how this
would affect its character, heritage, navigation
and other primary functions.

Policy 1.3 addresses the need for active
frontages in order to promote natural
surveillance and the creation of safer
routes. The exact locations of any
new/improved connections are yet to be
determined. Atkins have undertaken a
connectivity study on behalf of the Legacy
Corporation to explore the various options
for improving access across the waterways;
one of these options is to create a further
pedestrian crossing at Old Ford Lock.

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

12.2
5

We would support a new park between the
canal and the station, subject to detailed
design and access arrangements.

Acknowledged

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

SA1.
2

Similarly, we do not support the statement
below “…incorporating crossings over the
Hertford Union Canal where appropriate”. We
support the replacement of the existing red
bridge to allow more capacity, but do not
consider any further crossings in this short
stretch of open waterspace would be
appropriate.

The exact locations of any new/improved
connections are yet to be determined.
Atkins have undertaken a connectivity study
on behalf of the Legacy Corporation to
explore the various options for improving
access across the waterways; one of these
options is to create a further pedestrian
crossing at Old Ford Lock.

LPR182Q.131

Lance

Forman

H.Forman
& Son,

2.4

Local Plan will replace the adopted Local
Plans , but the LBTH Core Strategy and Fish
Island AAP will remain until such time. Key to
the FIAAP is enhancing the connectivity of the
area with communities beyond and reuse and
redevelopment of industrial premises for mixed
uses occurring in historical context.

The Hackney Wick Fish Island Design and
Planning Guide (HWFIDPG) has informed
Local Plan policy and forms part of the
evidence base.
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LPR182Q.097

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Austin

Mackie

Mackie

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

2.4
onwa
rds

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd
and
Galliard
Group)

2.5

Presentation of FIAAP does not acknowledge
the development opportunity at Hepscott
Road. Plan departs from the AAP and
OLSPG's positive attitude to change. Should
take forward the AAP opportunity sites.

The AAP allocations are now included in
their own right or as part of wider
allocations and identify the infrastructure
highlighted. These allocations include a
series of detailed principles.
The development potential of the sub-area
1 has been clearly outlined within the
revised chapter. The AAP allocations are
now included in their own right or as part of
wider allocations. See Allocation SA1.3.

Misrepresentation of the FIAAP which
identifies significant capacity within this
location for residential. Incorrect assumption
that the development must be constrained to
protects its historical context. Should not apply
heritage as if there is a designated status
across the whole area, should acknowledge
much of the industrial heritage is poor urban
fabric. Should reflect the sound AAP which
promotes significant degree of change within
FI north and mid.

Acknowledged, the development potential
of the sub-area 1 has been clearly outlined
within the revised chapter. The chapter now
states: Sub area 1 comprises a number of
opportunities for re-development in the form
of cleared sites and modern buildings of
lower architectural and townscape quality.
These should deliver a range of uses
through contemporary schemes that are
informed by an understanding and
evaluation of the area’s defining
characteristics.
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The Anderson
Group, c/o
Montagu
Evans LLP

Chap
ter 2

Welcome acknowledgement of existing policy
which is important, especially since some only
recently adopted. The FIAAP identifies the
waterfront at FI mid as being preferred location
for residential-led mixed use development.
HWFI Planning and Design Guide seeks to
amend this, proposing non-residential
business and commercial uses at ground and
upper floors along Roach Road.

Chapter 13 – Sub Area 2 – North Stratford and Eton Manor
2nd
Name 1 Name 2 Company Policy
Summary
Consultation
/Organis
or
Ref:
ation
Paragr
aph
LPR182Q.089
Glenn
Burton
QDD
Chapt
Considers that whilst it is important that
er 13
opportunities should enable the completion of
the major development schemes that have
planning permission (such as East Village)
there also needs to be clear guidance for
potential new proposals for those sites which
present viable, acceptable and compatible
development opportunities that may fall
outside existing planning permissions, but
which nevertheless present an opportunity to
enhance the legacy vision for the area.
LPR182Q.089
Glenn
Burton
QDD
SA2.3
Whilst QDD generally support the principle of
a considered approach to building heights as
indicated by emerging draft Policy SA2.3
'Building Heights', Table SA2.2 'Building
Heights' and Figure SA2.2 'Building Heights

In order to meet Policy S.3 residential uses
may have to be located above ground level.

Response

The drafting of the site allocations within the
Publication draft of the Local Plan are
considered to now provide an appropriate
level of guidance against which proposals
for development outside of currently
approved planning permissions can be
assessed in conjunction with the general
development management policies within
the Plan.

The approach to building heights with the
Local Plan has been revised and is now
specifically related to new Policy BN.10
within the Publication Local Plan. Paragraph
11.14 and Table 9 within the sub area
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and Densities Map', this should not diminish or
dilute principles which have already been long
established within existing planning
permissions. For example, the SC OPP and
ZMP allows for taller buildings on Plot N08
than that reflected within the emerging Local
Plan (the emerging Local Plan indicates
buildings up to 11storeys whilst the SC OPP
and ZMP permit buildings up to around 30
storeys). Within the Sub-Zone, we also note
that the LLDC has recently allowed a nonmaterial amendment to the Legacy
Communities Scheme (LCS) OPP to allow
eight storey elements to be incorporated
within the Chobham Manor development
(north of East Village) (ref: 13/00263/NMA)
(the emerging Local Plan indicates up to seven
storeys).

LPR182Q.089

Glenn

Burton

QDD

SA2.6

QDD strongly recommends that the approach
to building heights within East Village, and
indeed the Sub Area as a whole, is revised
accordingly. Policy SA2.3 should also be
amended to ensure sufficient flexibility for
buildings to be designed in general
accordance with Table SA2.2 that reflect the
urban form, rather than provide maximum
limits.
Considers that Policy SA2.6 should
acknowledge that other uses which fall outside
those Use Classes, such as art galleries,
crèches and laundrettes, can contribute to
supporting new neighbourhoods. Considers
that the London Plan only provides an
indication of typical floor space reflective of
town centre classifications rather than impose
limits, particularly for local centres. The Local
Plan should only provide guidance rather than
stipulate floor space limits) to ensure that any

chapter supplement this. This new approach
is considered to provide sufficient flexibility
to not prejudice the delivery of the taller
permitted elements at East Village, such as
Plot N08.

The Local Centre boundary has been
specifically defined and mapped within the
Publication Local Plan and the approach to
the type and level of uses set out in Policy
2.4 in the Sub Area 2 section. The cap on
total retail floor space defined in the table
associated with Policy B.2 for this Local
Centre is appropriate and necessary to
ensure that it retains a local function. This is
not considered to preclude other nonresidential uses at an appropriate scale that
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LPR182Q.084

Alan

GunneJones

Vision
-SA.2

LPR182Q.084

Alan

SA2.6

LPR182Q.084

Alan

GunneJones
GunneJones

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

13.1

13.23

future proposals can adequately and
successfully support the new neighbourhood at
East Village.
Objects to the vision for Sub Area 2
considering that there is insufficient emphasis
on retention and development of existing
employment uses and considers this at odds
with the relevant plan objectives and business
policies. Objects also to the Site Allocation for
Chobham Farm as this does not provide for
the retention of existing businesses.

Objects to the limited scope of Draft Policy
SA2.6 which adopts a far too restrictive view
on non-residential uses and appears to
preclude all B Class Uses within the exception
of small-scale B1(a). Large scale B1(a) only
uses are directed outside of the sub-area or
within town, district or neighbourhood uses.
This restrictive approach is not sustainable and
contradicts the Objectives 1 and 2 and
Strategic Policy SP1 which support
opportunities to create economic growth.

Highlights that the Newham Core Strategy
Proposals Map identifies the whole of the
Chobham Farm application site as being a
strategic site, SO4.
Figure 13.1 shows the relationship of the sub
area with the surrounding area. The plan
shows that the south east corner of the
Chobham Farm site is within the designated

would support the new Neighbourhood at
East Village.
The vision for Sub Area 2 has been
rewritten. While there are existing
employment uses within the sub area the
vision is considered to be appropriate by
focusing on the strategy for new
development and its integration with the
surrounding areas. The Chobham Farm site
allocation reflects the extant planning
permission that exists for the entirety of this
site allocation and the predominately
residential use that this permits.
Policy SA2.6 is now Policy 2.4 within the
Sub Area 2 section. The policy addresses
the scale of non-residential development
that would be appropriate for the identified
areas of new predominately residential
development, including Chobham Farm,
that have an extant planning permission and
is considered to be an appropriate approach
to non-residential uses in these locations.
Where existing employment uses are within
undesignated sites these would be subject
to the tests for proposals on land in
employment use within Policy B.1 in the
Publication Local Plan which encourages
retention.
The site allocation for Chobham Farm has
been restricted to that area for which
certainty of delivery has been identified
through the grant of a multi-phase planning
permission. It is acknowledged that this is
different from the LB Newham Core
Strategy Strategic Site SO4. The Figure
13.1 has been replaced within the
Publication Local Plan and the correct
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town centre area on the map. Clarification is
sought as to whether this is correct.
LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

Vision
-SA.2
13.8

Supports the vision for the sub area.

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

Site
Allocat
ion SA.2

Supports the identification of Chobham Farm
as an opportunity for development.
Highlights that the current planning permission
for Chobham Farm provides for up to 8,062
sqm of commercial floors space (A1-A3, B1,
D1 and D2), which is considered more than a
“minor element” and incorporates some 42%
family housing.

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

SA2.1

Supports Policy SA2.1.

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

SA2.2

LPR182Q.092

Frances

Young

SA2.3

The draft Local Plan states in Table SA2.1:
Permitted Density Ranges for Schemes within
the Sub-Area that Chobham Farm is “a
medium to low density development (175 –
212 units per hectare* (560-680 hrha)”.
However, recognition should be given to the
fact that Zone 4 of the scheme, closest to
Stratford Town Centre has a density of 711
hrha (whilst other elements are lower, for
example Zone 3 will be 599 hrha and Zone 2,
485 hrha).
Considers that the variation in permitted
building height within the approved Chobham
Farm scheme should be recognised within in
Table SA2.2 of the draft Local Plan.

LPR182Q.054

Clyde

Loakes

13.5

Objects to references made to provision of

extent of the town centre indicated on the
Policies Map. It is confirmed that this area is
outside the town centre.
Support welcomed.
Support welcomed.
Noted. Site Allocation SA2.1 Chobham
Farm as drafted within the Publication Local
Plan includes a reference to " a significant
proportion of family homes" and also
includes specific reference within the
Relevant Planning History section to the
specific permitted floor spaces for nonresidential use.
Support welcomed. This is now Policy 2.1
within the Publication Local Plan.
Density rangers within the permitted
scheme are noted. The Publication Local
Plan no longer includes the Table SA2.1 or
an equivalent. The approach to defining
appropriate density within the Local Plan
now relies on relevant London Plan policy.
The Site Allocation SA2.1 in the Publication
Local Plan now refers to "medium density
mixed tenure residential development".

Table SA 2.2 has not be included within the
Publication Local Plan. The approach to
building heights are now subject to Policy
BN.10 and indications of prevailing heights
within paragraph 11.14 and Table 9 of the
sub area chapter text. This revised
approach is considered to be flexible
enough to accommodate the permitted
heights within the Chobham Farm scheme.
References to allotments at Eton Manor
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allotments at Eton Manor considering these to
be an inappropriate use of the land in this
location. Considers current Legacy plans for
Eton Manor provide inadequate access for
Waltham Forest Residents. Objects to the
orientation of the site which is considered to
turn its back on the Borough and disconnecting
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park from the
Borough.

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinso
n

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

LPR182Q.011

LPR182Q.029

Lee
Valley
Regional
Park
Authority

13.5

Seeks amendments to the text of the Sub Area
section to reflect the proposals for replacing
the planning consent for allotments at Eton
Manor with public open space.

Porter

13.2

Disagrees with the Chobham Farm site
allocation and resultant loss of the businesses
occupying parts of the site. If this changes
does happen, considers that Alma Road
should be 'spruced up".

Matthew

Porter

13.16

Jeremy

Fraser

13.16

Considers that it is hard to argue that Chandos
Community Centre will be relevant to new
residents of Chobham Manor unless the
corridor to it is renewed / spruced up because
the cliff edge will preclude the casual
engagement you hope for.
Objects to the Timber Lodge being seen as a
community facility, considering that it is a
facility for park users. Suggest that community

have been removed from the Publication
Local Plan in acknowledgement of the
recently granted permission for replacement
of the previously consented allotments with
general public open space. The Legacy
development of Eton Manor has now been
completed and handed back to the Lea
Valley Regional Park Authority. The
configuration of this development and
access into and through the site has already
been tested through the planning process
and reflects the outcome of that process.
Policy 2.3 now includes a reference to
improving connections at Eton Manor to
ensure that this issue is properly considered
should any future development proposals
come forward.
The references to allotments at Eton Manor
have been removed from the Local Plan
and reflect the proposed change to public
open space which now also has planning
consent.
The Chobham Farm site allocation reflects
the planning permission for comprehensive
redevelopment of this site. Policy 2.2 of the
draft Publication Local Plan seeks the
improvement of public realm along Leyton
Road with which Alma Street has a junction.
Alma Street itself is outside of the Legacy
Corporation administrative area.
Comment noted.

Disagree. Timber Lodge includes cafe and
meeting spaces which can be used and
booked for use by the existing and new
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hubs are often church halls.

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

London
Borough
of
Newham

SA.2

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGarto
ll

Transport
for
London

SA2.3

LPR182Q.089

Glenn

Burton

SA3.1

Considers that the Locally Significant Industrial
Site designation should be removed from
Leyton Road North as this comprises part of a
wider strategic site in the adopted Newham
Core Strategy.
Page 174 (Table SA2.2) – it should be noted
that are two tunnels underneath this parcel of
land which could act as constraints.
Supports the designation of a Local Centre at
East Village but questions the extent of the
centre noting that the non-retail floor space
has been deliberately located along the key
pedestrian routes.

residents within and near to this sub area. A
map of existing community facilities is now
included within the Publication Local Plan
and includes churches and other faith
related buildings.
A Locally Significant Industrial Site
designation at Leyton Road North is no
longer included within the Publication Local
Plan.
Comment noted.

Only the broad location of the Local Centre
at East Village had been indicated in the
Draft Local Plan Consultation Document.
The Local Centre boundary and extent has
now been specifically mapped and shown
within the Publication Local Plan and
included on the Proposals Map. Its extent
reflects the concentration of constructed
and permitted non-residential floor space at
East Village.
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Chapter 14 – Sub Area 3 – Central Stratford and Southern Queen Elizabrth Olympic Park
Policy
2nd
Company
or
Consultation
/Organis Paragra
Ref:
Name 1
Name 2
ation
ph
Summary
LPR182Q.136
Claire
Mclean
Canal &
14.13
Should include land up to the waterspace as
River
would appropriately integrate.
Trust

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

LPR182Q.011
LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027

Canal &
River
Trust
Canal &
River
Trust

14.21 /
14.37

Should include re-instatement of the towpath
at Bridgewater Road.

14.5

Vision should reflect the opportunities of the
waterways.

Foster

SA.3

Matthew

Porter

14.7

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Carpenters' Estate residents, businesses and
stakeholders have developed a Community
Plan through levels of consultation.
Responses from 186 individuals were
submitted. This should be acknowledged
within the Plan.
Extended Stratford town centre should not
take over the original
Carpenters' Estate community feels under
threat. This includes running down of homes,
reducing local businesses and facilities
depended upon. The estate has a strong and
diverse community. Carpenters' Estate
residents, businesses and stakeholders have
developed a Community Plan through levels
of consultation. Responses from 186
individuals were submitted. This should be
acknowledged within the Plan.

Response
Change made to the boundary of the
allocation to draw up to the western
boundary. Land designated as MOL has
been excluded from the allocation, and will
be further excluded within Publication
version.
No change. There are no known plans for
re-instatement of the towpath at
Bridgewater Road.
Change made to reference role of the
waterways.
No change. The Community Plan is
however acknowledged by the Legacy
Corporation as a representation of the views
of many individuals with an interest in the
future of the area.
Acknowledged.
Acknowledged. The Community Plan is
acknowledged by the Legacy Corporation
as a representation of the views of many
individuals with an interest in the future of
the area.
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LPR182Q.028

LPR182Q.064

Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Osita
Edwin

LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.101
LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.152

Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
Chioma

Ray

SA3.7

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam
uthu
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Madu
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

SA3.7
SA3.7

Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Begum
Khan

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

O'Connell
Okrah
OmejiAmaechi

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

SA3.7
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LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B

Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Khanom
Islam
Slah

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Sayed

SA3.7

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridge
Campbell

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
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LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.125

Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Pat

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

SA3.7

Reid

SA3.7
SA3.7

Smith
Joulson
Shengeian
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Reynolds
Kaysay

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

SA3.7

Turnbull

Bean

SA3.7

LandProp

14.1

Carpenters Estate has been affected by topdown plans. 300 structurally sound social
rented homes are empty and residents are
being moved out, and homeless displaced.
Should consider connectivity with Sub Area

Acknowledged.

Change made to connectivity map to
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Holding
BV
LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

SA.3

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

SA3.7

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

SA3.4

LPR182Q.071
LPR182Q.095

Pauline
Tee

Pappoe
Fabikun

14.24
14.24

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

14.35

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

14.38

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

14.25

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

14.4

LPR182Q.089

Glenn

Burton

SA3.5

LPR182Q.142

Franklin

Carniller

SA3.7

LPR182Q.114

Rory

Joyce

Univesity
College

SA3.3

4, particularly across Prescott Canal.
Differences in key for Diagram within this sub
area
Use proposed for Chobham Farm South is
for a single use or mix of uses including
residential. Newham believes residential to
be inappropriate due to accessibility
constraints. Should allocate Stadium Island.
Should acknowledge existing businesses,
college and artists within the Carpenters'
Estate.
Need a clear tall buildings policy for Sub Area
3
Should assess need for community facilities
within the Carpenters' Estate as population
expanded without corresponding provision.
Should define community facilities and make
improvements to existing.
There will be no space for open space events
by the Orbit.
Can CIL be used to renew Greenway Bridge
across High Street?
More school spaces required
Support for links to existing town centre;
should amend LLDC boundary to include
this.
Should identify route from Stratford
International to Velodrome as secondary
spine
Local community should benefit from the
Olympic legacy. Carpenters' Distict should
not be redeveloped.
Viable interim uses are supported within
Stratford Waterfront but should not conflict

enhance and reflect Sub Area 4. The
relevant diagram has been removed.
Change made to remove reference to
residential at Chobham Farm South which is
now included within SA3.1 Stratford town
centre west. No allocation made. Proposals
within this area will be assessed against
relevant policies within the Plan.
Change made to Carpenters' District
allocation to include reference protection of
local businesses through Policy B.1
Change made to include a sub area building
heights threshold with links to the Tall
Buildings policy BN10.
Acknowledged. The IDP assesses the need
for community infrastructure. Glossary
defines community facilities.

Acknowledged
The CIL Section 123 list acknowledges
infrastructure to be funded by CIL.
No change to sub-area. Neighbourhoods
sections covers schools policy.
Acknowledged

No change. The Diagram has been
removed so no longer relevant. Sub Area
Connectivity diagram confirms relevant
routes.
Acknowledged.

Change made to include a new interim uses
policy (B.3). This will ensure interim uses do
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London
(UCL)

with or delay uses within allocations.

LPR182Q.077

Stephan
ie

Weeks

14.38

Para 6.14 states seek to make efficient use
of land ensuring maximisation of housing.
Para 6.15 states densities should consider
accessibility, connectivity and capacity. This
flexibility is supported, and should be built
into Rick Roberts Way. Due to high
remediation costs high density is priority
here.

LPR182Q.143

J

Smith

SA3.7

LPR182Q.077

Stephan
ie

Weeks

SA3.4

Do not want to be re-located from the
Carpenters Estate.
Should have flexibility in the location of tall
buildings and decide densities on a site by
site basis.

LPR182Q.104

Scott

Anderson

Lend
Lease (on
behalf of
Stratford
City
Business
District
Limited)

14.32

Developers for The International Quarter
(TIQ), Stratford City Business District Limited
(SCBD) are generally supportive of the draft
Local Plan subject to a future being draft
being concise, providing maximum flexibility
on key regeneration sites and a clear
framework and guidance on development
proposals. TIQ comprises Zone 2 and Zone
3b of the Stratford City development and
represents some of the last components to
be brought forward. It includes main
commercial district together with retail, a
residential, hotel and leisure, none of which
has yet been implemented. Any reserved
matters are informed by Zonal Masterplans
(ZMP) which define the principles for the
layout, scale and general arrangement of
development. The ZMP for Zone 2 was
approved in 2012 and Zones 3-6 was
approved in 2008 (amended in February

not conflict with any long term allocations or
plans.
Change made to remove density policy, this
to be determined on a site-by- site basis,
using a number of considerations and the
London Plan density matrix as a tool. See
policy H.1. Building heights within the sub
area will be guided by prevailing heights
and Policy BN.10.

Acknowledged.
Change made to include a Stratford High
Street Policy that includes building heights.
Prevailing building height threshold triggers
the tall Building Policy (BN.10).
Change made to Local Plan in general to
make it more concise. A degree of flexibility
is built into allocations. TIQ land will still be
allocated primarily for office accommodation
and residential with supporting uses within
the Stratford Town Centre West allocation.
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LPR182Q.143
LPR182Q.159
LPR182Q.160
LPR182Q.161
LPR182Q.162
LPR182Q.163
LPR182Q.164
LPR182Q.165
LPR182Q.167
LPR182Q.168
LPR182Q.169

J
R
Gloria
D
TA
A
J
John
Owner
Francis
Folu

Smith
Lang
Franklin
Ward
Murray
Carniller
Emerson
Daffield
Occupier
Oruche
Fabukun

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

2011 and March 2013). SCBD are on
delivering first pre let tenants in competitive
office market, so should have flexibility to
ensure that the site is well placed establish
itself as a key office location of strategic
London wide importance. Local Plan should
set clear vision. The preparation presents an
opportunity to guide the future of one
London's most important regeneration areas.
And should guide development for the
remainder of the area without planning
permission but also acknowledge the
principles set by current planning
permissions. Current plan is over long and
too focussed upon reproducing context and
policies which are present in other
documents particularly the London Plan.
This is in line with Paragraph 154 of the
NPPF which states policies should provide a
clear indication of how a decision maker
should react to a development proposal.
Also note that Further Alterations to the
London Plan were published in January
2014, to address housing and employment
issues emerging from census data. Next
version of Local Plan should reflect need to
provide for additional population.
Carpenters' Estate should remain an
affordable estate. Low rise homes are of
good quality and should be retained, in line
with Newham Core Strategy. Understand
there is evidence for three bedroom houses
with garden so should retain existing, not
new development contradicting these
findings. Amid a housing crisis empty homes
should be brought back into use which will
also gain council tax receipts for Newham.
Should establish a partnership between

Change made to Carpenters' District
allocation to include reference to role of
local businesses and community use
retention in Policy B.1. SP.2 protects
residential, including social rented from net
loss. Policy H.1 sets out the appropriate
housing mix and how three bedroom
dwellings should be provided. The site
allocation also specifically references CI.1
which aims to protect or re-provide
community facilities. The Legacy
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LPR182Q.170

LPR182Q.187
LPR182Q.139
LPR182Q.115

Owner/
Occupie
r
MK
Owner/
Occupie
r
Mengis
Sheva
Owner/
Occupie
r
Giang
Janine
Owner/
Occupie
r
David
Merlin
Owner/
Occupie
r
G
R
MR
Owner/
Occupie
r
W
George
Paul

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGartoll

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGartoll

LPR182Q.171
LPR182Q.172

LPR182Q.173
LPR182Q.174
LPR182Q.176

LPR182Q.177
LPR182Q.178
LPR182Q.179

LPR182Q.180
LPR182Q.181
LPR182Q.182

LPR182Q.183
LPR182Q.184
LPR182Q.185
LPR182Q.186

SA3.7

LLDC and the residents as an exemplar.
Community is working towards a
Neighbourhood Plan for area defined within
the Local Plan as 'Greater Carpenters'
District'. Should maintain community
facilities, employment, and training and
education opportunities. The Carpenters
Estate has excellent infrastructure.

Corporation has a duty to work with groups
wishing to progress a Neighbourhood Plan
for the area.

Should reference two additional platforms on
Chobham Farm site

Change made to Infrastructure section to
reference the additional platforms.

SA3.7

Should reference double-tracking of DLR
route within Carpenters' District

Change made to reference DLR doubletracking within Infrastructure section.

14.29

Should reference Pudding Mill Lane DLR

Acknowledged. Chapter has been reconfigured and this section is no longer

Ford

SA3.7
SA3.7

Kahsay
Williams

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Nguyen
Mubilanzila

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Konakech
Tipler

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Wright
Umana
Campbell

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Lubin
Skepple
McGartoll

SA3.7
SA3.7
14.10

Transport
for
London
Transport
for
London
Transport
for
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London
Canal &
River
Trust
Canal &
River
Trust

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

SA3.4

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

14.21

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

14.22

LPR182Q.071
LPR182Q.095

Pauline
Tee

Pappoe
Fabikun

SA3.7
SA3.7

LandProp
Holding
BV

Chapter
14
14.11
/14.13/1
4.34/14.
35
14.22

Should include reference to role of
waterways within this section as described
within Waterways Strategy
Should refer to the moorings within the
Waterways Strategy within Stratford
Waterfront East and West
Note reference to secondary school and 400
units at Rick Roberts Way. Should provide
primary school here too, which should be
referenced within the Carpenters' District
allocation in terms of raising levels of
provision. Inconsistencies within wording. Do
not support secondary school only at this
location.
Should reduce building heights to human
scale
Re-instate bridge across Stratford High
Street to Greenway.
Should consider Rick Roberts Way as a G&T
site as well as outdoor sports

Plan should stress importance of
engagement and neighbourhood planning in
addition to SCI. Further Alterations to London
Plan provides relevance to be stressed. Eg.
2.64. Residents of Carpenters Estate wish to
develop a Neighbourood Plan and TMO and
RSG has started this process, and are
supported by businesses, stakeholders and
Carpenters Youth Forum. Series of
workshops being facilitated by What If
projects. DPD should be developed for
Carpenters' Estate in partnership with the

contained.
Change made to reference role of the
waterways.
Change made to reference moorings within
natural environment policies.

Change made to remove inconsistencies in
wording. Allocation provides an acceptable
element of flexibility.

Acknowledged
Acknowledged. There are no plans to reinstate.
No change. Sites for G&T use are assessed
within the 2014 GTAA (Site Selection). Site
is subject to an outline planning
permissionwhich will be implemented.
Housing capacity of the site is also required
to meet strategic housing requirements.
No change. All planning documents are
prepared in accordance with the Statement
of Community Involvement and extensive
public consultation exercises. LLDC has, as
the LPA, a duty to support the community
wishing to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan
and welcome this opportunity to work with a
relevant recognised Neighbourhood Forum
on this.
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LPR182Q.100

Neeraj

Dixit

CEPF
Chariot
Sarl

14.32

LPR182Q.044

Lorraine

Cavanagh

14.16

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015

Andrew
Janiz

Wernick
Murray

14.16
14.16

community. Should define community assets.
In context of housing need, should bring
empty homes back into use.
Morgan House, a 16 storey office block
adjoins Stratford centre and is identified as
SOS Stratford Central strategic site within
Newham Core Strategy. This is suitable for
renewal and significant expansion of retail
floorspace as well as other town centre
uses, residential and public realm. Concerns
about extension of the town centre boundary
especially in absence of impact study. Should
comply with NPPF, London Plan and Core
Strategy and focus new retail provision within
existing centres, as highlighted within SOS
Stratford Central where significant retail and
other uses are proposed. Aspirations for
Metropolitan Centre understood but agree
with Newham Core Strategy that change
should be within existing centre until
Westfield impacts assessed further
investment and improvements to the physical
environment o the area. Extension of town
centre boundary premature. No further
studies have been undertaken to assess
trading patterns and demonstate impact.
Additional retail floorspace could have
determintal impact upon the existing town
centre. Should focus new retail on the
existing centre in line with NPPF, London
Plan and Newham Core Strategy.
Should recognise Carpenters and Docklands
Centre as a key asset with a long history of
supporting the community.

Should recognise Carpenters and Docklands
Centre as a key asset with a long history of

Acknowledged. Town centre boundary is
proposed for extension around existing
retail and other town centre uses, as well as
areas proposed for development of such
uses. This is in line with the Metropolitan
Centre status of Stratford within Further
Alterations to the London Plan. Existing
retail floorspace exceeds the 100,000sqm
threshold of a Metropolitan Centre. Indeed
the FALP proposes Stratford as having
potential for international centre, so further
expansion is apprpopriate to meet aims.
The Legacy Corporation’s Retail and
Leisure Requirements Review identifies
capacity for over 60,000sqm retail
floorspace within the area (including existing
Stratford Town Centre), of which 55,000 is
proposed to be locate to the centre-east of
the Metropolitan Centre, primarily within
Stratford Centre itself. Therefore new retail
expansion at Morgan House would
contribute to meeting these requirements
over the plan period. This approach focuses
retail expansion within the existing centres
so is in line with national and London
planning policies.

No change. Chapter has been re-structured
and no longer lists community assets.
SA3.4 speifically reference CI.1 which
seeks to maintain or re-provide community
facilities to meet requirements.
No change. Chapter has been re-structured
and no longer lists community assets.
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LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

LPR182Q.064

George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Fatema

LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146

Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam
uthu
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

Begum

14.16

supporting the community.

SA3.4 speifically reference CI.1 which
seeks to maintain or re-provide community
facilities to meet requirements.

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
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LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152
LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205

Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
David
Chioma
Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash

Khan

14.16
14.16

O'Connell
Okrah
Richards
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

Khanom
Islam
Slah

14.16
14.16
14.16

Sayed

14.16

Mahargan

14.16

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
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LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232

Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis

Maharjan
Wooldridge
Campbell

14.16
14.16
14.16

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

14.16

Reid

14.16
14.16

Smith
Joulson
Shengeian
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

Reynolds
Kaysay

14.16
14.16
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LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.126

Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Martin
Siraj
Julian
Kathryn

Slavin
Izhar
Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.126

Kirsten
Chair

Foster

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Martin
Siraj
Julian
Kathryn

Slavin
Izhar
Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.151

David

Richards

LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.126

Carol
Chair

Richards

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Martin
Siraj
Julian
Kathryn

Slavin
Izhar
Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.234

14.16

14.16

Digs
Hackney

Sustainab
le
Hackney
Digs
Hackney

Sustainab
le
Hackney
St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East
Village
Digs
Hackney

Sustainab
le
Hackney

14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16
14.16

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

14.3

Should recognise Carpenters and Docklands
Centre and the Building and Crafts College
as key assets with a long history of
supporting the community.

No change. Chapter has been re-structured
and no longer lists community assets. Site
allocation SA3.4 speifically reference CI.1
which seeks to maintain or re-provide
community facilities to meet requirements.

Should define what is meant by significant
engagement. There is a long history of poor
engagement so should involve local people
and businesses within next iteration of Plan.
Wish to discuss before next version of plan.

Acknowledged. Public engagement is
central to the plan-making and planning
application processes.

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
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LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022

LPR182Q.056

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na

LPR182Q.064

V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin
Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddiqu

LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

Patel
Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

Ray
Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam
uthu
CliffordCoupe

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

Nauyeck
Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
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LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.152
LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204

e
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
Chioma
Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med

Begum
Khan

O'Connell
Okrah
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

Uddin
Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

Swapna
Khanom
Islam

14.3
14.3
14.3

Slah

14.3

Sayed

14.3
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LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212

LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214
LPR182Q.215

LPR182Q.216
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223

LPR182Q.224
LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229

LPR182Q.230
LPR182Q.231

Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridge

14.3
14.3
14.3

Campbell
Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

14.3

Reid

14.3
14.3

Smith
Joulson
Shengeian
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

Reynolds

14.3
14.3
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LPR182Q.232

LPR182Q.234
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.151

Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Kirsten
David

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Martin
Martin
Siraj
Siraj
Julian
Kathryn

Slavin
Slavin
Izhar
Izhar
Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028

Kaysay

14.3

14.3

Foster
Richards

St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East
Village
Digs
Hackney

Sustainab
le
Hackney

14.3
14.3
SA3.7

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

Carpenters' Estate residents, businesses and
stakeholders have developed a Community
Plan through levels of consultation. This
should be acknowledged within the Plan.

No change. The Community Plan is
however acknowledged by the Legacy
Corporation as a representation of the views
of many individuals with an interest in the
future of the area.

Carpenters' Estate is a strong and diverse
community. It has good levels of social and
community facilities serving wider area. It
includes businesses, education and training
facilities which are assets.

Acknowledged. Community facilities are
protected by policy CI.1 and B.1 protects
employment subject to criteria, both of
which are specifically referenced within the
site allocation SA3.4.
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LPR182Q.064

Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Fatema
Urmin
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Betty
Eunice
Eunice
David

LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam
uthu
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

Begum
Begum
Khan
Khan

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

14.17
O'Connell
O'Connell
Okrah
Okrah
Richards

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
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LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152

David
Chioma

LPR182Q.152

Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195

Ade
Ade
Lydia
Lydia
Nicola
Nicola
Patricia
Patricia
Gillian
Gillian
Yvonne
Yvonne
Audrey
Audrey
Phyllis
Phyllis
Marcia
Marcia
Mahid
Mahid
Abdul
Abdul
Moiram
Moiram
Murad
Murad
Mubeen
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Anjinma
n

LPR182Q.195

Richards
OmejiAmaechi
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Awokoya
Quartey
Quartey
Birch
Birch
Larocque
Larocque
Carter
Carter
Bailey
Bailey
Hazel
Hazel
Mitchell
Mitchell
Hazel
Hazel
Miah
Miah
Malik
Malik
Begum
Begum
Miah
Miah
Miah
Miah
Uddin

14.17
14.17

Uddin

14.17

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
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LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210

Dilara
Dilara
Syed
Syed
Syeda
Syeda
Numan
Numan
Shahna
z
Shahna
z
Sirayin
Sirayin
N
N
Muham
med
Muham
med
Moham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Prakash
Bijam
Bijam
Sue
Sue
Margare
t Rose
Margare
t Rose
A
A
K

Islam
Islam
Rohmani
Rohmani
Islam
Islam
Uddin
Uddin
Swapna

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

Swapna

14.17

Khanom
Khanom
Islam
Islam
Slah

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

Slah

14.17

Sayed

14.17

Sayed

14.17

Mahargan
Mahargan
Maharjan
Maharjan
Wooldridge
Wooldridge
Campbell

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

Campbell

14.17

Bird
Bird
Leach

14.17
14.17
14.17
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LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223

K
S
S
B
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
R
Frances
Frances
Deng
Deng
S
S
Pauline
Pauline
J
J
J

Leach
Whitear
Whitear
Finch
Finch

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

14.17

14.17

14.17

Reid
Reid

14.17
14.17
14.17

14.17

Smith
Smith
Joulson
Joulson
Shengeian
Shengeian
Ager
Ager
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Moyo

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
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LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.234

J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Shahina
Fitzroy
Fitzroy
Sheva
Sheva
Jakir
Jakir
Frank
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
James
Mergis
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie

Moyo

14.17
14.17

14.17

Begum
Begum
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Hossan
Foster
Foster

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

14.17

Reynolds
Reynolds
Kaysay
Kaysay

14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17
14.17

14.17

14.17

14.17
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LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.151

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.056
LPR182Q.064

r
Carol
David

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Kirsten
Piravee
na
V

Richards
Richards

St Paul's
Church,
Stratford,
parish of
East
Village

14.17
14.17

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Foster
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Should amend SA3.7 to include retention and
refurbishment not replacement

No change.

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
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LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
Chioma

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.152
LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda

uthu
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

SA3.7
SA3.7

Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Begum
Khan

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

O'Connell
Okrah
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Islam
Rohmani
Islam

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
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LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r

Uddin
Swapna

SA3.7
SA3.7

Khanom
Islam
Slah

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Sayed

SA3.7

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridge
Campbell

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

SA3.7

Reid

SA3.7
SA3.7

Smith
Joulson
Shengeian
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
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LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Reynolds
Kaysay

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

LPR182Q.126

Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Martin
Siraj
Julian
Kathryn

Slavin
Izhar
Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027

SA3.7

Digs
Hackney

Sustainab
le
Hackney

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

Should maintain character through
refurbishment and small scale development
to maintain overall mix of uses. Should be no
net loss of housing and existing community
uses retained and supported.

Change made to Carpenters’ District
allocation to include reference to role of
local businesses and community use
retention. SP.2 protects residential,
including social rented from net loss.
Community facilities are protected by policy
CI.1 and B.1 protects employment subject
to criteria, both of which are specifically
referenced within the site allocation SA3.4.
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LPR182Q.028

LPR182Q.064

Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Kirsten
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Youzee
na
Osita
Osita
Jason
Jason
Iris
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Fatema

LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.056

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.146

Ray

14.18

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Foster
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam
uthu
CliffordCoupe
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

Nauyeck

14.18

Madu
Madu
Williams
Williams
Bryzak
Bryzak
Khan

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

Khan

14.18

Begum
Begum

14.18
14.18

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
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LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148

LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.152

Urmin
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Betty
Eunice
Eunice
David
David
Chioma

LPR182Q.152

Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195

Ade
Lydia
Nicola
Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z

LPR182Q.148

LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200

Khan
Khan

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

O'Connell
O'Connell
Okrah
Okrah
Richards
Richards
OmejiAmaechi
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch
Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
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LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229

Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank

Khanom
Islam
Slah

14.18
14.18
14.18

Sayed

14.18

Maharjan
Wooldridge
Campbell

14.18
14.18
14.18

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

14.18

Reid

14.18
14.18

Smith
Joulson
Shengeian
Ager
Smith
Moyo

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
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LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.126

Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.140

Martin
Siraj
Julian
Kathryn

Slavin
Izhar
Cheyne
Johnson

LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.151
LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.151

Carol
David
Carol
David

Richards
Richards
Richards
Richards

14.18
14.18
SA3.7
SA3.7

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

Green
Yetton
Khan

14.20
14.20
14.20

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026

14.18

Reynolds
Kaysay

14.18
14.18
14.18

14.18

Digs
Hackney

Sustainab
le
Hackney

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

Carpenters' Estate residents, businesses and
stakeholders have developed a Community
Plan through levels of consultation. This
should be acknowledged within the Plan.
Should recognise Carpenters and Docklands
Centre and the Building and Crafts College
as key assets with a long history of
supporting the community.

No change.The Community Plan is
acknowledged by the Legacy Corporation
as a representation of the views of many
individuals with an interest in the future of
the area.
No change. Chapter has been re-structured
and no longer lists community assets. Policy
CI.1 seeks to maintain or re-provide
community facilities to meet requirements
and is specifically referenced within the site
allocation SA3.4.
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LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028

LPR182Q.064

Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.152

Youzee
na
Osita
Jason
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Eunice
Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155

Ade
Lydia
Nicola

LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056

LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148

Karim
Ray

14.20
14.20

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam
uthu
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

Madu
Williams
Bryzak
Khan

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

Begum
Khan

14.20
14.20
14.20

O'Connell
Okrah
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Quartey
Birch

14.20
14.20
14.20

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

14.20
14.20
14.20
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LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

Patricia
Gillian
Yvonne
Audrey
Phyllis
Marcia
Mahid
Abdul
Moiram
Murad
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Syed
Syeda
Numan
Shahna
z
Sirayin
N
Muham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Bijam
Sue
Margare
t Rose
A
K
S
B
Owner/
Occupie
r

Larocque
Carter
Bailey
Hazel
Mitchell
Hazel
Miah
Malik
Begum
Miah
Miah
Uddin

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

Islam
Rohmani
Islam
Uddin
Swapna

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

Khanom
Islam
Slah

14.20
14.20
14.20

Sayed

14.20

Mahargan
Maharjan
Wooldridge
Campbell

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

Bird
Leach
Whitear
Finch

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
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LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.038
LPR182Q.049

Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
Frances
Deng
S
Pauline
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Fitzroy
Sheva
Jakir
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Carol
Kirsten

14.20

Reid

14.20
14.20

Smith
Joulson
Shengeian
Ager
Smith
Smith
Moyo

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

Begum
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Foster

14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20
14.20

Reynolds
Kaysay

14.20
14.20
14.20

14.20

Richards
Foster

14.16
14.16

Should recognise Carpenters and Docklands
Centre as a key asset with a long history of
supporting the community.

No change. Chapter has been re-structured
and no longer lists community assets.
SA3.4 speifically reference CI.1 which
seeks to maintain or re-provide community
facilities to meet requirements.
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LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023

LPR182Q.064

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Simon
Piravee
na
V

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Youzee
na

LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.056

LPR182Q.102

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Perry
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam
uthu
CliffordCoupe
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

Nauyeck

SA3.5

Shows the access improvements within the
Carpenters' Communty Plan can be
supported. Should show differences between
walking and cycling routes on map. Should
have no reduction of green or playspace at
Carpenters and Walton Road.

Change made to relevant connections
diagram to reflect both on-road and off-road
walking and cycling routes. Policy BN.7
protects open space, and is specifically
referenced within SA3.4.

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
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LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145

LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.152

Osita
Osita
Jason
Jason
Iris
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Fatema
Urmin
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Betty
Eunice
Eunice
Chioma

LPR182Q.152

Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158

Ade
Ade
Lydia
Lydia
Nicola
Nicola
Patricia
Patricia
Gillian
Gillian
Yvonne

LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.148

Madu
Madu
Williams
Williams
Bryzak
Bryzak
Khan

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

Khan

SA3.5

Begum
Begum
Khan
Khan

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

O'Connell
O'Connell
Okrah
Okrah
OmejiAmaechi
OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Awokoya
Quartey
Quartey
Birch
Birch
Larocque
Larocque
Carter
Carter
Bailey

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
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LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.202

Yvonne
Audrey
Audrey
Phyllis
Phyllis
Marcia
Marcia
Mahid
Mahid
Abdul
Abdul
Moiram
Moiram
Murad
Murad
Mubeen
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Dilara
Syed
Syed
Syeda
Syeda
Numan
Numan
Shahna
z
Shahna
z
Sirayin
Sirayin
N
N

Bailey
Hazel
Hazel
Mitchell
Mitchell
Hazel
Hazel
Miah
Miah
Malik
Malik
Begum
Begum
Miah
Miah
Miah
Miah
Uddin

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

Uddin

SA3.5

Islam
Islam
Rohmani
Rohmani
Islam
Islam
Uddin
Uddin
Swapna

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

Swapna

SA3.5

Khanom
Khanom
Islam
Islam

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
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LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.214

Muham
med
Muham
med
Moham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Prakash
Bijam
Bijam
Sue
Sue
Margare
t Rose
Margare
t Rose
A
A
K
K
S
S
B
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r

Slah

SA3.5

Slah

SA3.5

Sayed

SA3.5

Sayed

SA3.5

Mahargan
Mahargan
Maharjan
Maharjan
Wooldridge
Wooldridge
Campbell

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

Campbell

SA3.5

Bird
Bird
Leach
Leach
Whitear
Whitear
Finch
Finch

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

SA3.5

SA3.5

SA3.5
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LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229

AE
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
R
Frances
Frances
Deng
Deng
S
S
Pauline
Pauline
J
J
J
J
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Shahina
Fitzroy
Fitzroy
Sheva
Sheva
Jakir
Jakir
Frank

Reid
Reid

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

SA3.5

Smith
Smith
Joulson
Joulson
Shengeian
Shengeian
Ager
Ager
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Moyo
Moyo

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

SA3.5

Begum
Begum
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Hossan
Foster

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
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LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

Foster

LPR182Q.114

Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
James
Mergis
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Giusepp
e
Cifonelli
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Rory

Joyce

Univesity
College
London
(UCL)

14.34

LPR182Q.114

Rory

Joyce

Univesity
College

Vision SA.3

LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.233

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.234

SA3.5
SA3.5

SA3.5

Reynolds
Reynolds
Kaysay
Kaysay

SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5
SA3.5

SA3.5

SA3.5

SA3.5

Proposed New University Quarter covers part
of Stratford Waterfront East and most of
West. Both benefit from permission under the
LCS for residential-led development but with
some flexibility for educational and cultural
uses. As LCS and NUQ are in different
stages of the planning process. Whilst LCS
has more certainty over form and
deliverability the Plan must be flexible to
allow other forms of development to come
forward. Should amend current wording to
make clear that academic and cultural uses
may be acceptable to alternative to LCS.
Support for SA3 vision which supports
education and research. This is in line with

Change made to Stratford Waterfront
allocations (SA3.2, SA3.3) to allow flexibility
for educational and cultural uses.

Acknowledged
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London
(UCL)

Digs
Hackney

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.133
LPR182Q.114

Martin
Siraj
Julian
Rory

Slavin
Izhar
Cheyne
Joyce

LPR182Q.114

Rory

Joyce

LPR182Q.125

Pat

Turnbull

SA3.7

LPR182Q.038

Carol

Richards

SA3.2

LPR182Q.001

Andrew

Wernick

SA3.7

Should recognise Carpenters and Docklands
Centre as key assets with a long history of
supporting the community.
Carpenters' Estate residents, businesses and
stakeholders have developed a Community
Plan through levels of consultation. This
should be acknowledged within the Plan.

LPR182Q.053

Daniel

Blaney

14.4

Support for Stratford gyratory removal

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

SA.3

Park consists of northern part of Stadium,

Univesity
College
London
(UCL)
Univesity
College
London
(UCL)

Lee

SA3.7

Olympicopolis vision, proposals within
National Infrastructure Plan and Autumn
Statement. Site allocations should balance
right mix to deliver this
Carpenters' Estate residents, businesses and
stakeholders have developed a Community
Plan through levels of consultation. This
should be acknowledged within the Plan.

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.5

SA3.4

Should include promoting connectivity
between Pudding Mill lane and QEOP south.

Stratford Waterfront West states medium
density whilst the density policy states
medium to low. Should have higher densities
on this site, which would be consistent with
the LCS. The railway lines provide a natural
break between larger scale development on
Park and the existing communities to the
south. More nuanced approach to building
heights is required.
Carpenters' Estate residents, businesses and
stakeholders have developed a Community
Plan through levels of consultation. This
should be acknowledged within the Plan.

No change.The Community Plan is
acknowledged by the Legacy Corporation
as a representation of the views of many
individuals with an interest in the future of
the area.
Change made to connections policy to
cover wider area than the Carpenters'
District.
Change made to SA3.1 to include only
building heights, where reference will be
made back to the Tall Buildings policy
BN10.

No change.The Community Plan is
acknowledged by the Legacy Corporation
as a representation of the views of many
individuals with an interest in the future of
the area.
Change made to community facilities list
within the sub area
No change. The Community Plan is
acknowledged by the Legacy Corporation
as a representation of the views of many
individuals with an interest in the future of
the area.
Acknowledged. Outside the Legacy
Corporation area.
Change made to reference role of the
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Valley
Regional
Park
Authority

LPR182Q.001
LPR182Q.015
LPR182Q.016
LPR182Q.018
LPR182Q.020
LPR182Q.021
LPR182Q.022
LPR182Q.023
LPR182Q.024
LPR182Q.025
LPR182Q.026
LPR182Q.027
LPR182Q.028
LPR182Q.030
LPR182Q.033
LPR182Q.034
LPR182Q.035
LPR182Q.036
LPR182Q.037
LPR182Q.041
LPR182Q.042
LPR182Q.044
LPR182Q.045
LPR182Q.049
LPR182Q.056
LPR182Q.064

Andrew
Janiz
George
Pauline
Rashne
Rosetta
Ramila
Narmad
a
Colin
Charlie
Rezaul
Syeda
Mr and
Mrs
La
Habibur
Paul
Joseph
Manora
njitham
Olusola
Victor
Karen
Lorraine
Simon
Kirsten
Piravee
na
V

Wernick
Murray
Skepple
Rowe
Limki
Eligon
Patel
Patel

Vision SA.3

towpath, Greenway and north-west corner of
sub-area. Should reference Regional Park
falls within this area. Routes along waterways
and Greenway provide connecting routes for
cyclist, pedestrians and wildlife corridors.
Development should be set back from
water's edge, space for route enhancement.
Should secure monies for this.
Vision should mention role of existing
businesses in future.

waterways. Regional Park covers parts of
all Sub Areas, and is covered within the
Built and Natural Environment section.

Change made to Vision to reflect role of
existing businesses.

Green
Yetton
Khan
Karim
Ray
Jiang
Khan
Watt
Alexander
Saravanam
uthu
Olulode
Adegbuyi
Tang
Cavanagh
Perry
Foster
Saravanam
uthu
Saravanam
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LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.101

Edwin

LPR182Q.102

Youzee
na
Youzee
na
Osita
Osita
Chair

LPR182Q.102
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.103
LPR182Q.126
LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.134
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.144
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.145
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.146
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.147
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.148
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.149
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.150
LPR182Q.152

Martin
Siraj
Jason
Jason
Iris
Iris
Siddiqu
e
Siddiqu
e
Fatema
Fatema
Urmin
Urmin
Sazzad
Khan
Sazzad
Khan
Betty
Betty
Eunice
Eunice
Chioma

uthu
CliffordCoupe
CliffordCoupe
Nauyeck
Nauyeck
Madu
Madu
Digs
Hackney
Slavin
Izhar
Williams
Williams
Bryzak
Bryzak
Khan
Khan
Begum
Begum
Khan
Khan

O'Connell
O'Connell
Okrah
Okrah
OmejiAmaechi
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LPR182Q.152

Chioma

LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.153
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.154
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.155
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.156
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.157
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.158
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.175
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.188
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.189
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.190
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.191
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.192
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.193
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.194
LPR182Q.195

Ade
Ade
Lydia
Lydia
Nicola
Nicola
Patricia
Patricia
Gillian
Gillian
Yvonne
Yvonne
Audrey
Audrey
Phyllis
Phyllis
Marcia
Marcia
Mahid
Mahid
Abdul
Abdul
Moiram
Moiram
Murad
Murad
Mubeen
Mubeen
Anjinma
n
Anjinma
n
Dilara
Dilara
Syed

LPR182Q.195
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.196
LPR182Q.197

OmejiAmaechi
Awokoya
Awokoya
Quartey
Quartey
Birch
Birch
Larocque
Larocque
Carter
Carter
Bailey
Bailey
Hazel
Hazel
Mitchell
Mitchell
Hazel
Hazel
Miah
Miah
Malik
Malik
Begum
Begum
Miah
Miah
Miah
Miah
Uddin
Uddin
Islam
Islam
Rohmani
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LPR182Q.197
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.198
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.199
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.200
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.201
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.202
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.203
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.204
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.205
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.206
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.207
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.208
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.209
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.210
LPR182Q.211
LPR182Q.211

Syed
Syeda
Syeda
Numan
Numan
Shahna
z
Shahna
z
Sirayin
Sirayin
N
N
Muham
med
Muham
med
Moham
med
Moham
med
Prakash
Prakash
Bijam
Bijam
Sue
Sue
Margare
t Rose
Margare
t Rose
A
A
K
K
S
S

Rohmani
Islam
Islam
Uddin
Uddin
Swapna
Swapna
Khanom
Khanom
Islam
Islam
Slah
Slah
Sayed
Sayed
Mahargan
Mahargan
Maharjan
Maharjan
Wooldridge
Wooldridge
Campbell
Campbell
Bird
Bird
Leach
Leach
Whitear
Whitear
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LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.212
LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.213

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.214

LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.215
LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.216

LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.217
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.218
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.219
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.220
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.221
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.222
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.223
LPR182Q.224

B
B
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
AE
AE
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
Owner/
Ocuupie
r
R
R
Frances
Frances
Deng
Deng
S
S
Pauline
Pauline
J
J
J
J
Owner/
Occupie

Finch
Finch

Reid
Reid

Smith
Smith
Joulson
Joulson
Shengeian
Shengeian
Ager
Ager
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Moyo
Moyo
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LPR182Q.224

LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.225
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.226
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.227
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.228
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.229
LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.230

LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.231
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.232
LPR182Q.233
LPR182Q.233
LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.234

LPR182Q.235

LPR182Q.011

r
Owner/
Occupie
r
Shahina
Shahina
Fitzroy
Fitzroy
Sheva
Sheva
Jakir
Jakir
Frank
Frank
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
James
James
Mergis
Mergis
Giusepp
e
Giusepp
e
Owner/
Occupie
r
Owner/
Occupie
r
God
Barringt
on Barry
Matthew

Begum
Begum
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Hossan
Hossan
Foster
Foster

Reynolds
Reynolds
Kaysay
Kaysay
Cifonelli
Cifonelli

Osbourne
Graham

SA3.6

Should be small retail, pubs for young and
old, a youth centre and infant school.

Acknowledged

Porter

14.22

Former transport mall too small for secondary

No change. Site covers wider area than
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LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

SA3.7

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

14.1

LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

14.17

LPR182Q.114

Rory

Joyce

LPR182Q.077

Stephan
ie

Weeks

Univesity
College
London
(UCL)

14.1

14.22

school and 400 units. Retain Thames Water
cottages at Abbey Lane.
Should replace the Carpenters' Estate policy
with that contained within the Newham Core
Strategy.
If want to benefit Stratford as a whole should
spill benefits across. Should prevent
separation of Stratford from the rest of
Newham
Carpenters' Estate is a strong and diverse
community. It has good levels of social and
community facilities serving wider area. It
includes businesses, education and training
facilities which are assets.
UCL is leading university and is ranked fourth
in World University Rankings. It is proposing
a new university quarter on the Park which
will inclide academic and research, cultural
heritage centre, design school, bio-tech hub
and technology centre, staff and student
accommodation and space for entrepreneurs.
This mix will be kept under review.
The National Infrastructure Plan (December
2013) and the Chancellor's Autumn
Statement (December 2013)confirm the
Government's support for a new higher
education and cultural quarter on the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP), which is
proposed to be taken forward in partnership
with UCL and the Victoria and Albert
Museum. Mayor of London has also indicated
his strong support for proposals to be built
adjacent to the Stratford waterfront, on land
between the Stadium and Stratford station.
Support has also been received from the
Chancellor and Dennis Hone.
NGP site is identified as one of two
development opportunities at Rick Roberts

former Transport Mall. Listed Buildings
benefit from statutory protection.
No change. The policy aligns with the
Newham Core Strategy.
Acknowledged

Acknowledged. Community facilities are
protected by policy CI.1 and B.1 protects
employment subject to criteria.

Acknowledged

No change. Comprehensive delivery of the
site could help to mitigate against viability
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LPR182Q.104

Scott

Anderson

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.130
LPR182Q.132
LPR182Q.140

Martin
Siraj
Kathryn

Slavin
Izhar
Johnson

LPR182Q.139

George

Skepple

Lend
Lease (on
behalf of
Stratford
City
Business
District
Limited)

SA3.4

Digs
Hackney

SA3.7

Sustainab
le
Hackney

SA3.7
SA3.7
SA3.7

SA3.7

Way. The other relates to the land used for
transport mall which now has permission
within LCS scheme for seconfart school and
400 residential units. The allocation
recognises that the NGP site has been
decommissioned and is available once
remediated. Welcome reference to a
comprehensive approach to the delivery.
Remediation and disposal of remaining
operational equivalent are significant upfront
abnormal costs which has the potential to
undermine viability and reduce likelihood of
this site being brought forward for
development. The CIL, in addition to Mayoral
CIL will add to the burden.
Policy SA3.4 applies blanket designation of
high to medium density on the Stratford City
proportion of the zone and Stratford
Waterfront (LCS PDZ1). It is inappropriate to
permit buildings taller than approved at LCS
for waterfront. Should have development
appropriate to scale of south west edge of
TIQ which has been set back to create a
landscape foreground to the Aquatics, this is
sensible given location. Plan should provide
clear and concise framework to maintain
flexibility should market conditions change
Carpenters' Estate community feels under
threat. This includes running down of homes,
reducing local businesses and facilities
depended upon. Despite failure of UCL plans
residentis re still being removed and at least
300 sound social rente homes remain while
homeless a displaced to other parts of
country.
Carpenters' Estate should remain an
affordable estate and not sold.Legacy of
Olympics for the Estate should be
community-led housing, an exemplar.

issues. These will also be teken into
account in density, height and affordable
housing elements of a scheme.
Remediation requirements are specifically
included within the allocation (SA3.6)

Change made to include only building
heights, where reference will be made back
to the Tall Buildings policy. Flexibility is
inbuilt into the plan to allow for changing
market provisions where necessary.

Acknowledged.

Change made to Carpenters' District
allocation to include reference to role of
local businesses and community use
retention. SP.2 protects residential,
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Community is working towards a
Neighbourhood Plan for area defined within
the Local Plan as 'Greater Carpenters'
District'. Should maintain community
facilities, employment, training and education
opportunities. The Carpenters Estate has
excellent infrastructure.

Chapter 15 –Sub Area 4 – Puddling Mill, Bromley-by-Bow and Mill Meads
2nd
Name 1
Name 2
Compa
Policy
Summary
Consultation
ny/
or
Ref:
Organis Paragra
ation
ph
LPR182Q.087
Ian
Dubber
Figure
15.1
LPR182Q.087
Ian
Dubber
Vision Comments on the visions and suggested
SA.4
amendments provided.
LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

15.8

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

15.19

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

15.23

Comment on behalf of Marshgate Lane
Business Centre that there is lack of demand
for suitable business space and that the site is
50% vacant.
No single developer or site should be expected
to accommodate the delivery of social
infrastructure such as a school, and any
contribution should be secured via pooled
S106 contributions/ CIL
Marshgate Lane bridge connection is
evidenced from Page 51 of the Stratford
Metropolitan Masterplan and refers to it as
“desirable” and not “essential”.
Given that the Masterplan provides the
information source for both the Local Plan and
its supporting Infrastructure Development Plan
by URS, these documents should
appropriately refer to its relative importance as
being “desirable” and not “essential” to allow

including social rented from net loss.

Response

The diagrams and plans within the local plan
have been updated.
Comment noted. However the vision has been
updated and it is considered that the updated
vision text is appropriate.
Comment noted. The Sub Area chapter as a
whole is now shorter and there is no longer
reference to the Marshgate Centre.
Comment noted.

Comment noted. This policy has been updated
and it is considered that the updated policy is
appropriate.
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for appropriate flexibility and to be in
conformity with its evidence base.
The delivery of any such infrastructure will be
driven by viability considerations.

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

15.24

LPR182Q.087

Ian

Dubber

SA4.2

Comments regarding height that would be
acceptable on Marshgate Business Centre site

LPR182Q.088

David

Wilson

15.14

LPR182Q.088

David

Wilson

Figure
15.1

LPR182Q.043

Ian

Sim

15.13

LPR182Q.043
LPR182Q.043
LPR182Q.043
LPR182Q.043
LPR182Q.043
LPR182Q.043
LPR182Q.043

Ian
Ian
Ian
Ian
Ian
Ian
Ian

Sim
Sim
Sim
Sim
Sim
Sim
Sim

SA4.1
SA4.2
SA4.3
SA4.4
SA4.5
SA4.6
15.29

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

SA.4

Thames Water object to the Abbey Mills PS
site being designated as a future Phase of the
Lea River Park. Comments giving background
on Thames Water’s use of the land. May wish
to do some residential development on strip of
land to the west of the site.
This diagram shows the Thames Water Abbey
Mills PS site being shown just by a
Conservation Area designation. The primary
purpose of this site is essential sewerage
infrastructure which must also be recognized.
Comments regarding adding further detail on
the Heritage Lottery Fund funding bid for the
House Mill restoration.
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Comment that it would be useful to know future
plans for Three Mills Studios, Clock Mill and
Custom House sites.
We are pleased to note that the LLDC
considers Sub-Area 4 to be a place of
extensive development opportunity, and that
Pudding Mill is recognised as comprising an

Comment noted. However it is considered that
viability will be taken into account as necessary
through the development management process
and it is not necessary to refer to it in a detailed
way in this policy.
Comment noted, however level of detail of
comment is not necessary to incorporate into
the Local Plan.
Comments noted. The text in relation to the
Thames Water land in the plan has been
amended.

Comment noted, it is not considered necessary
to note this on the plans.

Noted, however this level of detail is not
considered necessary.
Support welcomed.
Support welcomed.
Support welcomed.
Support welcomed.
Support welcomed.
Support welcomed.
Comment noted.

Support welcomed
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opportunity for change and development
Comments regarding development sites being
treated on their merits, viability, delivery etc.
Comments regarding land use designation at
Cooks Road and Pudding Mill.
Comments regarding requirements for
additional physical and social infrastructure at
Pudding Mill. Policy should be flexible and
take account of viability and delivery.

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

Vision SA.4
Figure
15.1
15.17

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

15.27

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

SA4.2

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

SA4.4

The policy should incorporate greater flexibility
to ensure that the deliverability of sites is not
compromised.

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

SA4.5

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

SA.4

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

SA.4

The policy should incorporate greater flexibility
to ensure that the deliverability of sites is not
compromised.
Policy for the waterways should take account
of the Mayor’s recent publication the London
Regional Flood Risk Appraisal – First Review –
January 2014 which recommends that
development is set well back from the water’s
edge to “enable sustainable and cost effective
flood risk management options”.
Supporting text should include a reference to
the wider regional context of Three Mills Island
which together with the adjoining waterways
and associated towpaths forms an important
heritage based visitor attraction in the southern
part of the Regional Park.

Support allocation of Pudding Mill area.
Concerns regarding housing and employment
numbers included within designation.
Comment regarding draft policy SA42 and
requirements for medium density.

Comment noted.
Comment noted. The diagrams and plans
within the local plan have been updated.
Comment noted. However it is considered that
viability will be taken into account as necessary
through the development management process
and it is not necessary to refer to it in a detailed
way in this policy.
Support for allocating the Pudding Mill area
welcomed. The
This policy has not been included in the
updated local plan. The approach has been to
include heights in site allocations as necessary,
and to update the urban design policies.
Comment noted. However it is considered that
viability will be taken into account as necessary
through the development management process
and it is not necessary to refer to it in a detailed
way in this policy.
Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Support welcomed.
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Designation of this area together will Mill
Meads (part of which also lies within the Park
boundary) as MOL is welcome. Likewise the
Authority supports reference to the creation of
the Lea River Park which will help establish a
more substantial open space connection
alongside the River Lee between Three Mills
and the Regional Park south at Bow Creek and
East India Dock Basin.
LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

LPR182Q.011

Lee
Valley
Regiona
l Park
Authorit
y

SA4.1

Future regeneration at Bromley-By-Bow to
create a District Centre will need to secure
improved access into the adjoining Park area
at Three Mills from the Bromley-By-Bow tube
station.

It is considered that this is sufficiently
referenced throughout the chapter and plan as
a whole.

Porter

15.9

Noted.

Matthew

Porter

15.12

There could be more of a push for creative
industries.
Support for better connectivity across the A12.

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

15.13

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

15.14

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

15.4

LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

15.16

It would be good to mention here the
importance of promoting creative industries at
this point since you do at 15.29.
It would be good to plan connectivity across
the Channelsea River (to the site currently
occupied by Riverine Centre which is due to be
vacated) and so onwards to the West Ham
Tube station. Add to 15.23 also.
Can the old and new pumping stations be
made more of a tourist attraction? The
‘cathedral of sewage’ and the modern water
/sewage pumping station are significant
features of history, on-going ecology and
Thames purity.
Please do not 'canyonise' this road any more.
Keep new builds lower.

Comment noted, the plan still requires the new
connections across the A12.
Comment noted, however this part of the plan
has been restructured so no longer applicable.
Comment noted and incorporated as necessary
into new connections diagram.

Noted, however specific reference has not been
added to the plan.

Noted. A Stratford High Street Policy has been
included within Sub Area 3 policies and this
also applies to applicable development in Sub
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LPR182Q.011

Matthew

Porter

15.19

LPR182Q.029

Jeremy

Fraser

Chapter
15

LPR182Q.031

Hannah

Clifton

SA.4

LPR182Q.039

Keith

Ellis

Chapter
15

The new school can be part of the answer for
15.18 (the new community space). All is
needed is to embed the principle before the
Principal is recruited - that it must be a whole
community facility within which groups can hire
space to pursue their worship and community
engagement /action.
I have not commented on section 15, but
broadly endorse the views expressed by
transform Newham.
Pudding Mill Lane (and Chobham Village)
Prejudicing the regeneration of the site - Both
are strategic sites in the LBN Local Plan.
Whilst the proposed LLDC policy for Pudding
Mill Lane is generally consistent with the LBN
Local Plan, the employment ‘buffer’ to the west
of the site supported by both documents is
designated as a Locally Significant Industrial
Site (LSIS) in the LLDC Draft Plan, rather than
for mixed use, which may prejudice the
regeneration of the remainder of the site. The
same can be said for the northern part of the
Chobham Village site and therefore Newham
therefore believes that the LSIS designation
should be removed.
In order to encourage timely development it is
important to allow piecemeal development
within an overall framework. We believe that it
will be much more difficult to find one
developer to develop Bromley by Bow district
centre rather than allow individual sites to be
brought forward individually. Different owners
have different timescales for development
because of leases ending at different times
etc.
Further, again within an overall framework,
please do not be too prescriptive and inflexible

Area 4.
Comment noted, please see policy CI1 which
addresses this point.

Noted

Part of the Pudding Mill Lane site is now
designated as an Other Industrial Location
which is considered the appropriate allocation
for the area.

These comments have been carefully
considered. The requirement for
comprehensive development has been kept in
the policy and site allocation. The LLDC is
working on a strategy to bring forward and
enable development to take place in this
important regeneration, and is actively
engaging with landowners in this process.
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LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

SA.4

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandPro
p
Holding
BV

Vision SA.4

LPR182Q.110

Jennie

Bean

LandPro
p
Holding
BV

SA4.3

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGartoll

15.5

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGartoll

Transpo
rt for
London
Transpo
rt for
London

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGartoll

Transpo
rt for
London

15.24

LPR182Q.115

Paul

McGartoll

Transpo
rt for
London

15.27

15.6

with regards to planning applications. It is
important that developers are able to build
according to commercial demand if the area is
to be improved in a timely manner for the
benefit of all.
The Council supports the aspirations of LLDC
for this sub area and in particular the site
allocation for Bromley-by-Bow.
Vision should include reference to all
movements junction on the A12, improved
pedestrian link under the A12 to Bromley by
Bow tube station. Add reference to better
connections to Mill Meads.

this policy should refer to improved
connections under the A12 for pedestrians
and cyclists as approved within the Tesco
Planning Consent for this area, in addition to
the provision of the all movements junction on
the A12
DLR station name is Pudding Mill Lane not
Pudding Mill.
Page 204 (15.6-15.8) – This section should
reference the afore-mentioned need to
safeguard the committed DLR North Route
Double Tracking scheme.
Page 204 (15.6-15.8) – This section should
reference the afore-mentioned need to
safeguard the committed DLR North Route
Double Tracking scheme.
Page 212 (15.27) – Delivery of new buildings
around the Crossrail Portal may prejudice the
delivery of DLR North Route Double Tracking
Phase 2 (which requires a new bridge across

Support welcomed.

Reference to the All Movements Junction is not
made in the updated vision but it is clear from
the text in the chapter as a whole that a new
junction on the 12 to access the Bromley by
Bow site is required. Reference is made to
linking to Three Mills in the Sugar House Lane
site allocation text, and new connections are
shown on the connections diagram in the
transport chapter.
This policy has been updated and refers to the
improvements to the underpass.

Noted

This will be shown on the Proposals Map

This will be shown on the Proposals Map

It is not intended that this policy prejudices the
DLR North Route double tracking. Detailed
design of buildings would take this into account.
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LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

Vision SA.4

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

15.7

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

15.12

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

15.15

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

15.21

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

15.23

LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

15.27

the River Lea and A12 from this parcel of
land). Any development of this piece of land
must take this strategic requirement into
account.
As previously, we have concern about the
reference to new connections across the
waterways, without discussion with the Canal
& River Trust.
This wording in the Local Plan should be
clarified, however, to promote the integration
with the towpath and waterway as an important
requirement for the design of development
here, to make the most of the waterside
opportunity and potential benefits to local
communities.
15.12 This section regarding the proposed
development of Bromley by Bow District
Centre should also refer to activating the
adjacent waterspace, and the waterbus stop
installed on the towpath side, which could
provide a valuable connection for the existing
and future communities.
Page 207
15.15 Bow Goods Yard
There should be reference to the potential
interface between rail and water here.
Page 208
15.21 Heat network and renewable energy
opportunities
We support the reference to potential use of
the waterways.
15.23 We have concern regarding the
reference to new bridges across the River Lea.
We do not support the potential new bridge
across the Bow Back River.
15.27 Pudding Mill
Our comments above, under 15.7, are also
relevant here. We consider that the

Concerns noted, will be considered in more
detail as proposals come forward.

Comment noted.

Comment noted but considered to detailed to
put in this section of the plan.

There is no longer reference to this in the
chapter as it is covered by the employment
policy allocations elsewhere in the plan.
Support welcomed.

Concerns noted, will be considered in more
detail as proposals come forward.

Comment noted. Other policies in the plan
support the integration of development and the
waterways. It is still considered necessary to
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LPR182Q.136

Claire

Mclean

Canal &
River
Trust

15.28

LPR182Q.238

Iestyn

John

Bell
Cornwel
l

General
SA.4

LPR182Q.238

Iestyn

John

Bell
Cornwel
l

SA4.1

proposed statement “…with a predominantly
industrial floorspace mix in the area to the west
of Cooks Road and around the Crossrail
portal” is missing the opportunity to maximise
the potential of the waterways as a significant
asset to the sites, with connections through to
the DLR and the A11 walkway, and worse, will
potentially create issues of anti-social
behaviour resulting from lack of passive
surveillance and use.
15.28 Sugar house Lane. The Trust has not
agreed to the proposed bridges in this location.

It should be noted that our client does not
oppose the principle of any regeneration
taking place in area around and including his
land and they would be keen to engage in any
realistic proposals for bringing this about.
However, for the reasons set out below, our
client has a number of reservations about the
policy basis for bringing any such regeneration
about, with such policy currently focused only
on a comprehensive regeneration of Bromleyby-Bow.
In response to these points, we OBJECT to
draft Policy SA4.1 as currently worded and
make the following observations:
1. Whilst extant planning permission does
exist for a substantial development to the north
of Three Mills Lane, that to the south - in
the area of the TRAD site and Tesco - has
now lapsed. Given the failure of the
associated compulsory purchase order, there
is now no prospect whatever that the scheme
will ever be implemented. The draft Local Plan
cannot therefore make reference to this
scheme as support for its proposal that a

retain industrial to the west of Cook’s Road –
the designation is now an ‘Other Industrial
Location’.

3 new bridges already have planning
permission as part of the permission on land
covered by the Sugar House Lane site
allocation.
Comment noted.

The Legacy Corporation recognise that the
permission referred to has now lapsed. It is
considered that the evidence base (which still
supports a district centre in this location) and
the regeneration objectives as set out in the
plan justify the updated policy 4.1: A potential
district centre, and the site allocation for
Bromley by Bow, which require a range of land
uses as well as comprehensive development.
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District Centre be provided in this area. The
draft Local Plan needs to recognise that is a
material change in circumstances. For the
same reason, the draft Local Plan cannot rely
on support from existing policy material for
the area, particularly the London Borough
of Tower Hamlet's Bromley-by-Bow
Masterplan, as this relies overwhelmingly on
the CPO scheme as the basis for its own
approach. As such, it and other documents
referred to are effectively out-of-date.

Chapter 16 – Delivery and implementation
2nd
Name 1
Name 2
Company/
Consultation
Organisatio
Ref:
n
LPR182Q.088 David
Wilson

Policy or
Paragraph

Summary

Response

SP.8

Suggested text providing advice to
developers on contacting Thames Water in
relation to sewage and water infrastructure

LPR182Q.090

Charlie

Hammond

SP.8

Comments regarding viability, and that the
plan is seeking employment use when
growth is more likely to come from
residential.

LPR182Q.049

Kirsten

Foster

SP.8

LPR182Q.097

Austin

Mackie

Comment that would welcome opportunity
to be involved in further development of the
local plan.
Concerns about viability assessment of the
policy approach set out in the plan.

Comment noted. However, the Delivery
and Implementation section of the plan
has been rewritten to explain the
mechanisms the Legacy Corporation will
use to deliver the plan, and so it is not
relevant to add the suggested wording to
the supporting text.
The viability of the local plan as a whole is
being assessed. The viability of individual
developments will be one of the factors
that is considered as part of assessment
of planning applications.
Comment noted.

AMA (on
behalf of
McGrath
Site, CJ
O'Shea
Group Ltd

SP.8

The viability of the local plan as a whole is
being assessed. The viability of individual
developments will be one of the factors
that is considered as part of assessment
of planning applications.
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and Galliard
Group)
LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

SP.8

Development should not be constrained by
obligations that impact significantly on
development viability.

LPR182Q.069

Tom

Slingsby

DI.1

S106 obligations should meet the tests in
regulation 122 of CIL Regulations.

LPR182Q.073

Stephen

Wilkinson

Lee Valley
Regional
Park
Authority

16.5

Would like to see draft of IDP, green
infrastructure projects should be identified
in plan.

LPR182Q.105

Austin

Mackie

Neptune
Group

SP.8

Have policy approaches been subject to
viability assessment? Concerns about
restrictive policies will prevent viable
development.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

SP.8

Broader mechanisms including Tax
Increment Finance and Land Value Tax etc
should be considered.

LPR182Q.075

Owen

Whalley

DI.1

Wish to be fully engaged on CIL, IDP and
infrastructure delivery.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

DI.1

Key strategic infrastructure projects
necessary to support growth should be
listed in a table.

LPR182Q.078

Katie

Glasgow

Chapter 16

Stronger statements should be used in this

The viability of the local plan as a whole is
being assessed. The viability of individual
developments will be one of the factors
that is considered as part of assessment
of planning applications.
Comment noted. The Legacy Corporation
is consulting on its Draft Charging
Schedule and a Draft Planning
Obligations SPD which sets out in more
detail its proposed approach to CIL and
section 106.
The draft of the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan is available on the Legacy
Corporation website and has been made
available as part of consultation on the
Preliminary Draft and Draft CIL Charging
Schedule.
The viability of the local plan as a whole is
being assessed. The viability of individual
developments will be one of the factors
that is considered as part of assessment
of planning applications.
Comment noted. The use of broader
funding mechanisms will be considered at
a later stage, and in consultation with the
boroughs as part of the Infrastructure
Liaison Group that has been established.
Comment noted. It has been agreed that
an Infrastructure Liaison Group will be
established and will meet quarterly.
Comment noted. This chapter has been
restructured and rewritten, and further
reference made to the IDP and cross
referencing to infrastructure required
through the plan.
Comment noted. This chapter has been
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LPR182Q.109

Charlotte

Greenlees

Network Rail

SP.8

LPR182Q.127

Steve

Butters

Capacities
Ltd

Chapter 16

LPR182Q.133

Julian

Cheyne

LPR182Q.140

Kathryn

Johnson

LPR182Q.126

Chair

LPR182Q.130

Martin

Slavin

section to firmly acknowledge that
infrastructure delivery is a pre requisite of
the development opportunities.
Support given for transport related
objectives and policies.
Would like to be involved in future review
and further development of the plan.

Chapter 16

Would like to be involved in future review
and further development of the plan.

Sustainable
Hackney

Chapter 16

Would like to be involved in future review
and further development of the plan.

Digs
Hackney

Chapter 16

Would like to be involved in future review
and further development of the plan.

Chapter 16

Would like to be involved in future review

restructured and rewritten.

Support welcomed.
Comment noted. As well as the
consultation opportunities for involvement
in the local plan, there will also be the
opportunity for local communities to be
involved in spending the neighbourhood
funding element of the funding received
through the Community Infrastructure
Levy once it is operational.
Comment noted. As well as the
consultation opportunities for involvement
in the local plan, there will also be the
opportunity for local communities to be
involved in spending the neighbourhood
funding element of the funding received
through the Community Infrastructure
Levy once it is operational.
Comment noted. As well as the
consultation opportunities for involvement
in the local plan, there will also be the
opportunity for local communities to be
involved in spending the neighbourhood
funding element of the funding received
through the Community Infrastructure
Levy once it is operational.
Comment noted. As well as the
consultation opportunities for involvement
in the local plan, there will also be the
opportunity for local communities to be
involved in spending the neighbourhood
funding element of the funding received
through the Community Infrastructure
Levy once it is operational.
Comment noted. As well as the
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and further development of the plan.

LPR182Q.132

Siraj

Izhar

Chapter 16

Would like to be involved in future review
and further development of the plan.

consultation opportunities for involvement
in the local plan, there will also be the
opportunity for local communities to be
involved in spending the neighbourhood
funding element of the funding received
through the Community Infrastructure
Levy once it is operational.
Comment noted. As well as the
consultation opportunities for involvement
in the local plan, there will also be the
opportunity for local communities to be
involved in spending the neighbourhood
funding element of the funding received
through the Community Infrastructure
Levy once it is operational.
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APPENDIX 12
EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT UPDATE

Area of work
Database and target
group identification

Target Group
All

Actions
Establish the demographic and
equality nature of public and
business population.

By whom and when
Planning and
Community
Engagement Team

Update current database to
reflect type of groups to be
engaged with i.e. technical,
community, partner etc.

Before start of ongoing consultation.

LLDC Update April ‘14


The current database of contacts has
been revised to ensure they remain
relevant to local demographic. During
Local Plan preparation the planning
team carried out a desk top study to
add additional general bodies identified
in the SCI to the consultation database
(including the elderly, racial and ethnic
groups, religious groups, disabled and
business groups).



Engagement work to reach out to
underrepresented communities is
ongoing in the Regeneration team. The
Regeneration team have helped to
develop the Local Plan throughout the
Local Plan preparation process.



Demographic information is included in
an appropriate location within the Local
Plan.



The Community Engagement Team is
providing additional demographic
information (collected in percentage
terms) for the Local Plan evidence
base document.

During Local Plan
preparation process.

Address any gaps in target
group identification in relation to
the local population.

Area of work
Engagement with local
target groups

Target Group
All but
particularly
Faith Groups
and LGB &
Groups

Actions
Target engagement with Faith
Groups and LGB &T groups
who needs are underrepresented.

By whom and when
Planning and
Community
Engagement Team

Develop and fund work with
local target groups to ensure
people are informed and
engaged.

Leaflet, letter and
email distribution

Contact number/
dedicated email
address:

All but
particularly
people who
are hard to
reach
because of
disability, age,
culture or
other social
factors.
All

Produce a summary document
which can be used by local
groups to engage members.
Work with social, community
and voluntary providers to get
information out to and
responses from hard to reach
groups.

LLDC Update April ‘14
 A faith based consultation session on
faith provision is being planned by the
Community Engagement Team. A
further discussion is required and the
sensitively of this requires that we
know the outcomes of work regarding
interim uses before this discussion is
held. It is intended in 2014.


Summary document produced by
Planning team and communities and
business used with existing projects.

Planning and
Community
Engagement Team



Summary document produced and
distributed to local community centres,
health centres and facilities.

On-going through
consultation phase



Team responsible for
phone line and email
correspondence



No freepost address was given during
stage 2 consultation as this was not
deemed necessary, would incur
additional costs and there were other
low cost options available for delivering
the document, for example delivery by
hand or email.
Freephone number used.



Dedicated email address used.

On-going through
consultation phase



Translation service applied to summary
leaflet.

Use a freepost address for
correspondence

Use both a free phone number
and Lo-Call number.
Assess the need for translation
services which can be used
with the phone line
Carry out equality monitoring of
respondents

Area of work
Meetings with
residents associations/
other interest groups
Workshops and focus
groups

Target Group
All groups for
whom there is
no identified
data or
feedback

Stakeholder
engagement

Public displays/
exhibitions

Actions
Work with Market Research
company to target groups for
consultation.
Workshops in all geographic
areas to ensure issues to each
area can be addressed.

By whom and when
Planning and
Community and
Stakeholder
Engagement Team
On-going through
consultation phase

Ensure all meetings are well
published and in accessible
buildings.

Older People,
disabled
people,
people from
different faiths
and
hard to reach
groups due to
likelihood of
nonengagement
in the past.

Provide evidence that a mix of
community and stakeholder
groups were engaged.
Provide displays for community
leaders and stakeholder groups
to use to gain feedback from
members.
Work with all faiths to provide
display space in places of
worship.
Use additional media such as
bill boards and bus shelters
around the area, social media
such as Twitter and Facebook.

Communications
Team

LLDC Update April ‘14
 Planning team carried out a desk top
study of general and area specific
bodies to target general bodies
identified in the SCI (including the
elderly, racial and ethnic groups,
religious groups, disabled and business
groups).
 Meetings organised throughout
preparation process. Intensive period
of topic and area specific meetings.



Leaflets and posters were distributed
throughout this area, targeting hard to
reach groups and general bodies.
Where possible venue managers were
asked which groups frequented their
venue / community centre.



Display boards in places of worship
were considered to be too resource
intensive to be helpful. However
leaflets and the consultation document
were placed in St Mary of Eaton, the
place of worship in closest proximity to
the existing population in the area.

Before and on-going
through consultation
phase

Area of work
Communications
channels, including
Local Plan
Newsletter,Legacy
Corporation ENewsletter, Legacy
Corporation website
and social media

Target Group
All

Actions
Ensure messages are linked to
other growth Borough work.
Monitor feedback to check
where responses are coming
from and from which groups.

By whom and when
LLDC and Growth
Borough
Communications,
Community
Engagement Teams
Before and on-going
through consultation
phase

LLDC Update April ‘14
 Information included in Park News.
 Information prominently featured in
relaunch of website and flagged up in
key areas on the website.
 Key stakeholders encouraged to
circulate information.

